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An-ak Tomb No.3, Hwang-hae-do 

安岳 3號墳 黃海道 安岳郡 五菊里 
A Koguryeo Royal Mausoleum (likely of 

King Koguk-won 故國原王 r.331-71, 

who was killed at Pyung-yang fighting 

Paekche King Keun Chogo 近肖古王 

r.346-75) with a 68-letter inscription 

over the head of an aide-de-camp 

named Tong Shu (冬壽 288-357, 西
側室入口 南側 帳下督 頭上墨書), 

reporting that he had held various high- 

ranking positions and died incumbent in 

357 at the age of 69. The tomb was 

surveyed in 1949. See Ancient 

Epigraph of Korea 1 (1992: 54-71). 

帳下督 頭上墨書 
永和十三年[357] 十月戊子朔卄六日 
癸[丑] 使持節都督諸軍事平東將軍 
護撫夷校尉 樂浪[相]昌黎玄菟帶方 
太守 都鄕侯 幽州 遼東 平郭 都鄕 
敬上里 冬壽 字□安 年六十九薨官 
When Murong Huang succeeded his 

father in 333, his younger brother, Ren, 

rebelled in the Liaodong area. 

According to the Zizhi Tongjian, one of 

Huang’s officers named Tong Shu, a 

Han Chinese from Liaodong, sided with 

Ren after Huang’s initial defeat, and 

then, when Ren was crushed by Huang 

in 336, fled to Koguryeo. He appears as 

one of the two aides-de-camp on the 

wall in the An-ak Mural Tomb No. 3. 

資治通鑑 卷九十五 晉紀十七 慕容 
廆卒…仁擧兵…皝…遣軍…與庶弟…

司馬遼東佟壽 共討仁…皝兵大敗… 
壽…遂降於仁…慕容皝討遼東…咸康
二年…慕容皝將討慕容仁…佟壽…皆
東走 
(left bottom) Cow-shed/Stable on south/ 

west wall in eastern side-chamber.  

 

The Ancient Korea-Japan Relations
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1 三國志 卷三十 魏書三十 烏丸鮮
卑東夷傳 第三十 倭 倭人在帶方東
南大海之中 依山島爲國邑 舊百餘
國. 漢時有朝見者 今使譯所通三十
國...南至邪馬壹國 女王之所都…其
南有狗奴國 男子爲王…其國本亦以
男子爲王 住七八十年 倭國亂 相攻
伐歷年 乃共立一女子爲王名曰卑彌
呼 事鬼道能惑衆...景初二年 倭女 
王遣大夫…等詣郡 求詣天子朝獻… 
太守劉夏遣吏將送詣京都… 制詔親
魏倭王卑彌呼...正始八年..倭女王卑
彌呼與狗奴國男王卑彌弓呼素不和.. 
相攻擊...卑彌呼以死更立男王 國中
不服 更相誅殺...復立卑彌呼宗女壹
與年十三爲王 國中遂定 
 
2 晉書 卷九十七 列傳第六十七 倭
人泰始[265-74]初 遣使重譯入貢 
 
3 攝政六十六年 晉起居注云 武帝 
泰初二年 [266] 倭女王遣重譯貢獻 
 
4 晉書 卷十 帝紀第十 安帝義熙九
年 [413]是歲高句麗倭國...並獻方物 
 
5 宋書 卷九十七 列傳 夷蠻 倭國… 
世修貢職…永初二年[421] 詔曰倭讚 
萬里修貢…可賜除授..元嘉二年[425] 

讚又遣…獻方物 讚死弟珍立 遣使 
貢獻 自稱使持節都督倭百濟新羅任 
那秦韓慕韓六國諸軍事 安東大將軍 
倭國王 表求除正 詔除安東將軍倭 
國王…二十年[443] 倭國王濟遣使奉 
獻 復以爲安東將軍倭國王 二十八 
年[451]...濟死 世子興遣使貢獻...大 
明六年[462]…興死弟武立 
梁書 卷五十四 列傳 東夷 晉安帝 
時[396-418]有倭王贊 贊死立弟彌 彌 
死立子濟 濟死立子興 興死 立弟武 

FOREWORD

 ANCIENT KOREA-JAPAN RELATIONS
BUILDING A MORE REALISTIC MODEL 

The Weishu (Record of  Wei, 220-65) forms part of  the 
Sanguozhi (History of  Three Kingdoms, 220-80) compiled by Chen 
Shou (陳壽 233-97) of  Western Jin (265-316). The record on the 
Japanese Islands in the Dongyi-zhuan (Accounts of  the Eastern 
Barbarians) was apparently based on the reports made by Chinese 
envoys to the northern part of  Kyūshū around the nine-year 
period of  239-48. It begins with the following statement: “The 
people of  Wo (Wa in Japanese) dwell in the middle of  the ocean 
southeast of  Daifang [commandery]. Around the mountains and 
islands, they form town-states, formerly comprising more than 
one hundred states. During the Han dynasty [Wo] envoys appeared 
at the court. Today, thirty of  their town-states maintain 
intercourse with us through envoys and interpreters.” There also 
appears the record on Queen “Pimihu of  the Yama-ich town-
state” (called “Himiko of  the Yama-tai State” by the Japanese 
historians) from 238-47, and her relative Iyo who became queen 
after Pimihu passed away.1 According to the Jinshu (compiled 
during 646-8), an envoy and interpreters from the Wo people 
came to the court of  Western Jin with a tribute sometime early in 
the period of  265-74.2 According to the Nihongi (that quotes a Jin 
person), it most likely was the year 266.3 The “Wo Queen” 

recorded in the quotation of  Nihongi as having sent interpreters 
bearing tribute to the Jin court in 266 mostly likely was Iyo. 

The Jinshu records the envoy of  Yamato State presenting 
local products to the Eastern Jin court in 413. 4 The Japanese 

Model-Building for Birth of Yamato Kingdom 
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Islands are never mentioned in the Chinese dynastic chronicles 
from 266 to 413. According to the Songshu, Wendi (r.424-53) of  
Liu-Song granted the king called Zhen the title of  “General 
Pacifying the East, the King of  Yamato” sometime between 425-
442.5 The Kojiki and Nihongi (called Nihon-shoki by the Japanese 
people), compiled in 712 and 720 respectively, read the Chinese 
character Wo (倭) as Yamato (夜麻登/耶麻謄). 

Historians speculate that the lacuna between 266-413 
may imply that some sort of  chaos prevailed in the Japanese 
Islands. As Brown (1993: 108) notes, this period “has long been 
considered a dark and puzzling stretch of  prehistory.” The most 
important fact may be that there were, according to the Chinese 
dynastic chronicles, at least thirty Wo town-states in 266, but then 
there emerged one Yamato state by 413. This period coincides 
with the Yayoi-Kofun transition, and apparently also with the 
birth of  the first unified state in the Japanese Islands. The 
objective of  my study is to build a plausible model for the origin 
of  the Yamato dynasty and the roots of  the imperial family, 
focusing on this gap of  147 years. 

Ever since Egami Namio presented his theory of  the 
continental origin of  the founders of  the Yamato Kingdom in 
1948, numerous books and articles either refuting, disputing, 
accepting, or refining his idea have been published for English-
speaking readers. Yet despite the crucial role of  Korea and the 
Korean people in Egami’s Theory of  Horseriding People, every one 
of  those publications except mine (1988, 1994, 2005, 2006) was 
written either by a Japanese or a Western scholar, never by a 
Korean scholar. It is time for English-speaking readers to hear, 
once again from me, a Korean perspective on the origin of  the 
Yamato dynasty, and the roots of  the Japanese imperial family. 

I had worked exclusively on economics from 1958-80, 
and on both economics and history from 1981-2005 (causing a 
deterioration in my publication performance in economics). I 
have been working exclusively on history since my retirement 
from Seoul University in 2005. The present edition is the result 
of  my lifetime work on Korea-Japan relations from 300-700 
CE. My purpose has been to write a history of  the ancient 
Korea-Japan relations from a Korean perspective.  Readers 
may regard my model on the origin of  the Yamato dynasty as a 
natural evolution from the sequence of  Egami (1962, 1964) 

0.1. (top) Tong Shu (佟壽 d.357) on 

south wall. (bottom) There is also a 20-

letter inscription over the head of the 

other aide-de-camp on the north wall of 

the entrance into the western side-

chamber (西側室入口 北側帳下督 
頭上墨書), but only three letters (安,

好,遊) are identified. Anak Tomb No. 3.

 

Korea and Japan: History and Interpretation
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0.2. (top) Governing scene of the king 

西側室西壁; (middle) Grand 

Procession 東側回廊; and (bottom) ax 

warriors 前室南壁, An-ak Tomb No.3. 

and Ledyard (1975).  
Jared Diamond (1998) has pointed out that “there is 

much archeological evidence that people and material objects 
passed between Japan and Korea in the period 300 to 700 CE. 
Japanese interpret this to mean that Japan conquered Korea 
and brought Korean slaves and artisans to Japan; Koreans 
believe instead that Korea conquered Japan and that the 
founders of  the Japanese imperial family were Korean.” In an 
article on the Fujinoki Sarcophagus, Edward Kidder, Jr. (1989), 
then professor of  art and archeology at the International 
Christian University, has indeed mentioned the “Japanese 
unwillingness to dig such tombs for fear of  finding a Korean 
buried inside or evidence proving that the imperial line had 
Korean origins.” I ask readers to keep these statements in mind 
as I unfold my thesis.  

In her review of  my 2006 limited preview edition of  
this work, Barnes (2007b: 80) says this: “Hong offers no new 
data on this problem. Instead he relies entirely on known 
documentary sources.” True, I have never presented unknown 
documentary sources. When we have a shift in paradigm, 
however, the same set of  data gives a very different story that may 
well be closer to the reality.  

Historians in every nation, whether Americans, 
Europeans, Arabs, Iranians, Indians, Chinese, Japanese, or 
Koreans, seem to be destined to write, consciously or 
unconsciously, biased histories to gratify the vanity and aspirations 
of  their contemporaries. Western historians, however, have no 
reason to write a “nationalistic” history on Korea-Japan 
relations. Viewed from the opposite side of  the looking-glass, 
many Western historians who are specialists in Korea and/or 
Japan are, consciously or unconsciously, still trying to fit the 
realities of  Korean and Japanese history into a Japan-centric 
model by twisting and bending the historical facts. The 
claustrophobic narrowness of  the Japanese academic tradition 
seems to have been rather blindly endorsed by the Western 
exegesis. My writings have addressed mainly to those Western 
experts.  

A good summary of  the Japan-centric version of  the 
ancient Korea-Japan relations and the origin of  Yamato 
dynasty is provided by the Cambridge History of  Japan, 

Shift in Paradigm with Same Set of Data 
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Volume I, Ancient Japan ed. Delmer M. Brown (1993). It is 
considered a “good” reference, but of  course that does not 
mean it is reliable -- witness Brown making a groundless 
statement that “in 461 the [Paekche] king sent his own mother 
to Japan as hostage (ibid: 142)” apparently without himself  
having a look at the Nihongi record; and declaring that 
Koguryeo (called “Korea’s first sinified kingdom”) was “the 
first of  the three independent Korean kingdoms to emerge 
during the fourth century (ibid: 111)” without taking care to 
have a look at the Dongyi-zhuan of  the Weishu of  Sanguozhi that 
records the Koguryeo king to have begun using the title “king” 
in 32 CE. Reading my work, readers may yet be able to get a 
larger look at the model-building methods practiced in 
Japanese historiography that have been endorsed by Western 
experts.  

My intent is to provide readers with a balanced 
perspective on Korea-Japan relations by exposing them to a 
non-Japancentric perspective. For historians as well as laymen, 
I offer the refreshing experience of  looking at Korea-Japan 
relations from an entirely new perspective. A proper, balanced 
interpretation of  the past history of  Korea and Japan would 
enable a more accurate understanding of  modern East Asia. 

Ideally, every highschool textbook in the world should 
present history from more than one viewpoint, and children of  
every nation should have a chance to see history from more 
than one point of  view. 

In the limited preview edition of  2006, I presented both 
the ancient Korea-Japan relations and East Asian history together 
but, in light of  the comments I have received, they are now 
presented in two separate volumes. I am grateful to Professor 
Mary Suzanne Schriber of  Northern Illinois University who did 
an excellent job of  editing to make my book more readable. 
 
 

Wontack Hong

 
 
 
 

0.3. Central section, grand procession, 

on east wall, eastern corridor. 

A Koguryeo royal mausoleum with 68-

letter records (西側室入口 南側 帳
下督 頭上墨書) on Tong Shu  

(冬壽 288-357)  An-ak Tomb No.3 
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Deok-heung-ri Tomb of a Koguryeo 

Dignitary (Governor of Liaodong)  

Zhen (鎭 331-408) discovered in 1976. 

Front chamber 前室 
(left) east wall 東壁行列圖; and 

(right) epitaph on north wall ceiling  

北壁 墨書銘 (above the entrance of 

the corridor leading to back chamber) 

南浦 德興里古墳 墨書銘 
□□郡信都□都卿□甘里 釋迦文佛
弟子□□氏鎭仕 爲建威將軍國小大
兄左將軍 龍驤將軍遼東太守 使持
節東夷校尉幽州刺史鎭 年七十七薨
[焉]永樂十八年 太歲在戌申十二月
辛酉朔廿五日 乙酉成遷易玉柩 
Zhen was apparently a devout 

Buddhist. He died in the 18th year of 

King Kwang-gae-to’s reign (永樂 十八
年). Construction of the tomb was 

completed on December 25, 408, and 

Zhen was buried on the same day. The 

tomb was closed in February 409.  

See Ancient Epigraph of Korea, Vol. 1, 

韓國古代金石文 1 (1992: 72-90). 
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1 Janhunen (1996: 3-7) states that “as a 

physical feature Korea is just a larger 

companion of Liaodong [Peninsula], 

both forming mountainous extensions 

of the Manchurian heartland towards 

the south,” and “the island of Sakhalin 

is … inseparably associated with the 

Amur River. … [A]t its narrowest point, 

the Tartar Strait is not wider than some 

sections of the Lower Amur itself. On 

the other hand, from the southern tip of 

Sakhalin there is a close connection, 

including an ice bridge in winter, with 

Hokkaido and the rest of the Japanese 

Islands, which, in turn, are linked with 

Korea through the Tsushima Islands in 

the Korea Strait.” 

 

 
1.1. West wall of back chamber 

玄室西壁, Deok-heung-ri tomb of a 

Koguryeo dignitary, Zhen (鎭 331-408) 

南浦 德興里 古墳 

CHAPTER ONE

PAEKCHE AND THE ORIGIN OF THE YAMATO DYNASTY
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
AT THE EASTERN END OF THE EURASIAN CONTINENT 

The Paleolithic Ainu in the Japanese archipelago were 
bound to encounter the Malayo-Polynesian people arriving 
through the sea route of  the Philippines-Taiwan-Ryukyu islands, 
giving rise together to the Neolithic Jōmon culture of  hunting-
fishing-gathering (c.10,000-300 BCE). They were eventually joined 
by the people coming from the Korean Peninsula and all of  them 
together commencing the Bronze-Iron Yayoi era of  rice 
cultivation (c.300 BCE-300 CE).1 The Yayoi period was followed 
by the Tomb period. The usual periodization for the Tomb Period 
is the Early (300s), the Middle (400s), and the Late (500-700). 
 The early history of  the Japanese Islands reveals some 
conspicuous parallels with that of  the British Isles at the other 
end of  the Eurasian continent. During the 600-year Yayoi period, 
Korean influences penetrated to the Japanese Islands as visibly as 
the influences of  the Anglo-Saxon on Celtic Britain and, during 
the next 400-year Tomb period of  300-700 CE, changes came as 
swiftly and strongly as the Norman Conquest of  England. Then 
the parallel with the British Isles fades away. The Korean 
influences on the Japanese Islands petered out thereafter, resulting 
in a brief  period of  active importation of  the Tang culture by the 
Yamato court followed by a prolonged period of  isolation, 
producing a fairly unique indigenous culture through internal 
evolution. As a cultural periphery in an anthropological context, 
old outmoded habits and institutions have been tenaciously 
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preserved in the Japanese Islands, a spectacular example of  which 
is, as Reischauer states, “the survival of  the imperial family as the 
theoretical source of  all political authority for a millennium after it 
had lost all real political power.”2  
 

HISTORICAL STAGE FOR THE BIRTH OF THE YAMATO DYNASTY 

The formation of  the Yamato Kingdom in the Japanese 
Islands cannot be understood without reference to the historical 
context. The historical stage of  the founding of  the Yamato 
Kingdom in the Japanese archipelago is bound up with the stage 
of  the East Asian continent, generally, and with the stage of  the 
Korean Peninsula, particularly.  

Chapter 2 illuminates the fourth century in East Asia, 
focusing on the Korean Peninsula, in order to prepare the ground 
for model-building in Chapter 3.  

The fall of  the Later Han dynasty (25-220) started with 
the Yellow Turban rebellion of  184, to be followed by the Three 
Kingdoms period (220-265) in mainland China. The Gongsun 
warlords consolidated their power in Liaodong from 172-7, sent 
an army to attack Koguryeo sometime between 205-19, and 
established the Daifang Commandery in the area south of  Lelang 
from 196-220. Gongsun Yuan proclaimed himself  the King of  
Yan in 237, Sima Xuan led an army to attack Gongsun Yuan, the 
Koguryeo king (Dong-cheon r.227-48) helped the Wei army by 
dispatching several thousand soldiers, and Gonsun Yuan was 
killed in 239. The Cao Cao’s Wei was replaced by the Western Jin 
(265-316) dynasty of  the Sima family. Full-scale civil war, the War 
of  Eight Princes, raged in mainland China from 291-305. The 
occupation of  North China between 304-52 by the two Xiongnu 
Zhao states commenced the Era of  Five Barbarians and Sixteen 
States (304-439). A member of  the Jin imperial family founded 
the Eastern Jin dynasty below the Yangzi River in 317 that lasted 
until 420.  

At the time of  Western Jin, we find a number of  small 
Xianbei states in western Manchuria, including the state of  the 
Murong (around Chaoyang), the Tuoba, the Yuwen, and the 
Duan. The Murong-Xianbei founded short-lived conquest 
dynasties in North China in the aftermath of  the demise of  the 
Han Chinese empires. Murong Huang proclaimed himself  King 
of  Yan in 337, and neutralized Koguryeo in 342, clearing the stage 

2 Fairbank, Reischauer and Craig 

(1973: 325)  
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for his son to conquer North China. When the Later Zhao state 
collapsed from the Han Chinese rebellion in 349, Murong Jun 
(r.349-60), Huang’s second son, occupied North China and 
declared himself  emperor in 352. The Murong Xianbei captured 
Luoyang in 365, only to be conquered in 370 by Fu Jian (r.357-85) 
of  Former Qin, who could unify all of  North China by 381. The 
death of  Fu Jian in 385, however, opened the way for the re-
establishment of  various Murong Yan states. Murong Chui (r.386-
96) established Later Yan (386-407). Tuoba Gui followed suit 
proclaiming himself  King of  Wei (386-534). Challenged by Tuoba 
Gui, Chui’s son Bao (r.396-8) had to flee to the Murong’s home 
base in Liaoxi in 397. The Later Yan kings kept fighting against 
Koguryeo. King Kwang-gae-to (r.391-413) apparently occupied 
the Liaodong area sometime between 392-9. Tuoba Gui’s 
grandson, Tai Wudi (r.423-52), accomplished the unification of  
North China by 439. 

During the third century, Koguryeo was still entrenched 
in the Hun-Yalu river valleys. There were frequent armed conflicts 
between the Koguryeo and the Murong Xianbei from 293 to 296. 
In 311, the Xiongnu sacked the Western Jin capital at Luoyang, 
and Koguryeo took over the Lelang commandery in 313. In 319, 
Koguryeo, in coalition with two Xianbei tribes, Yuwen and Duan, 
attacked Murong Hui (r.285-333), but was defeated by the troops 
led by Hui and his son Huang. Hui conquered the Liaodong area, 
and let another son, Ren, defend Liaodong. In 320, the Koguryeo 
army attacked Liaodong but was beaten back. The armed conflicts 
between the Xianbei and the Koguryeo continued from 339 to 
342. There were, however, no conflicts recorded during the 41-
year period between 343-84. Koguryeo mounted an attack on 
Liaodong in 385, fifteen years after the fall of  Former Yan.   

When Murong Huang (r.333-49) succeeded his father in 
333, his younger brother, Ren, rebelled in the Liaodong area. 
According to the Zizhi Tongjian, one of  Huang’s officers named 
Tong Shu (288-357), a Han Chinese from Liaodong, sided with 
Ren after Huang’s initial defeat, and then, when Ren was crushed 
by Huang in 336, fled to Koguryeo. Surprisingly, Tong Shu 
appears as one of  the two military aides-de-camp in the mural 
painting of  a Koguryeo royal mausoleum, likely the tomb of  King 
Koguk-won (r.331-71).  

Paekche was an offshoot of  the Puyeo-Koguryeo that 

Mainland China in the Fourth Century 
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had occupied the Han River area of  the Korean Peninsula. 
According to the Samguk-sagi, King Koguk-won of  Koguryeo 
invaded Paekche in September 369 with 20,000 infantry and 
cavalry soldiers. King Keun Ch’ogo (r.346-75) of  Paekche let his 
Crown Prince (Keun Kusu) attack the Koguryeo army, who 
returned with 5,000 prisoners after destroying them. In November 
369, King Keun Chogo held a grand military parade south of  the 
Han River. The conquest of  the entire Ma-han area occurred 
immediately thereafter. Keun Ch’ogo, together with the Crown 
Prince, led 30,000 elite soldiers and invaded Koguryeo in the 
Winter of  371, and killed the Koguryeo King Koguk-won in the 
battle at Pyung-yang. In 377, King Keun Kusu (375-84) led thirty 
thousand soldiers and attacked Pyung-yang. Before the appearance 
of  King Kwang-gae-to (r.391-413), Koguryeo had constantly been 
battered by Paekche.  

According to the Jinshu (in Annals), an envoy from 
Paekche had arrived at the court of  Eastern Jin in January 372, 
and then a Jin envoy was sent to the Paekche court in June, 
granting Keun Ch’ogo the title of  “General Stabilizing the East, 
Governor of  Lelang.” The Samguk-sagi records that Keun Ch’ogo 
sent an envoy to the Eastern Jin court in January 372 and also in 
February 373. The Jinshu records the arrival of  a Paekche mission 
in 384. The Samguk-sagi records the sending of  an envoy and the 
arrival of  a Serindian monk named Marananta from Eastern Jin in 
September 384, implying the formal introduction of  Buddhism to 
Paekche. The Jinshu records that the title of  “Commissioner 
Bearing Credentials, Inspector-General, General Stabilizing the 
East, King of  Paekche” was granted to Chim-ryu (r.384-5) or 
Chin-sa (385-92) in 386.  

The Japanese Islands are never mentioned in the Chinese 
dynastic chronicles after the Wo-zhuan record (in the Weishu of  
Sanguozhi) on the thirty Wo town-states (that had maintained 
intercourse with the Wei court between 238-47) followed by the 
Jinshu-Nihongi records of  a Wo envoy (to the Western Jin court) in 
266 until the year 413, when the Yamato state and Koguryeo are 
recorded to have sent local products to the Eastern Jin court. 
Historians speculate that the lacuna of  this 147-year period 
(between 266-413) may imply that some sort of  chaos prevailed in 
the Japanese Islands. This period coincides with the historical 
stage for the birth of  the Yamato Kingdom, the first unified state 
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on the Japanese Islands.  
 

MODEL BUILDING FOR THE ORIGIN OF THE YAMATO KINGDOM 

Modern historians build models on the basis of  the 
known traces of  occurrences in order to make scientific guesses 
about “actual occurrences” that are beyond the experience of  the 
historians themselves. Chapter 3 builds a model for the origin of  
the Yamato dynasty and the roots of  the imperial family. 

On the basis of  the sudden appearance of  horse bones 
and various artifacts related to horses in the late fourth century, 
Egami Namio has contended that the horseriders crossed the sea 
from the southern peninsula and occupied Kyūshū in the early 
fourth century; and that their descendant Homuda (Ōjin) carried 
out the conquest eastward to the Kinki region at the end of  the 
fourth century, establishing the Yamato Kingdom.  

On the basis of  the historical fact that Puyeo was 
attacked by the Murong-Xianbei in 346, and the chaotic stories of  
the period between 364-69 recorded in the Nihongi, Gari Ledyard 
has attempted to reformulate Egami’s model in order to make it 
more consistent with the appearance of  the archeological break. 
Ledyard contends that the Paekche Kingdom in the Korean 
Peninsula was founded by the Puyeo refugees from Manchuria 
sometime in the twenty years between 352 and 372; and 
immediately thereafter, the Puyeo warriors reached the sea, 
boarded boats, and founded the Yamato Kingdom.  

The model-building for the origin of  the Yamato 
dynasty cannot be based so preponderantly on archeological 
evidence. One should also consider the suggestive records in the 
accounts of  Kojiki and Nihongi in order to deduce the origin of  the 
Yamato dynasty and the roots of  the Japanese imperial family. 
There are, furthermore, various additional supplementary 
documents that merit consideration, such as the Harima Fudoki, 
Shinsen Shōjiroku and Shoku Nihongi. One is able to build a plausible 
model for the origin of  the Yamato dynasty only with an intensive 
examination of  the entire available documentary evidence.  

For my model-building, I have relied on the known 
documentary sources, without unearthing any entirely new 
document. With a shift in paradigm, however, the same set of  
extant documentary data seems to give a very different story that 
may be closer to the reality.  

Evolution of Egami-Ledyard-Hong Model 
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According to the Samguk-sagi, Paekche under the reign 
of  the warrior kings Keun Chogo and Keun Kusu (r.346-84) was 
the most expansionist era for the kingdom. I contend that, not 
only the entire Ma-han area, but also the Japanese Islands were 
conquered by the Paekche people sometime during the latter half  
of  the fourth century when the Paekche’s military might reached 
its peak.  

I focus squarely on Paekche. I do not invoke some 
unknown North Asian nomad or Puyeo as a deus ex machina. 
Correcting the Nihongi-dating with the record of  Samguk-sagi, I 
further postulate that the conquest of  Japanese Islands by the 
Paekche people occurred sometime between 370-390. Ōjin 
(Homuda) ascended the throne as the founder of  the Yamato 
Kingdom in 390, and there was some time lag between the 
commencement of  the conquest and the burial of  the Paekche 
conquerors in gigantic tombs with horse trappings. The Kojiki and 
Nihongi write Paekche using two Chinese characters (百濟) and 
read them “Kudara,” and also write Wa with a Chinese character 
(Wo 倭) and read it “Yamato.” My model may therefore be called 
the “Kudara Yamato Model.”  
 Chapters 4 to 7 present the suggestive records and traces 
that account for my perspective and conclusions. The crucial 
evidence supporting my model consists of  all the records 
contained in, among others, the Kojiki and Nihongi. The historical 
facts presented in these chapters are intended to convince readers 
of  the plausibility of  my model for the origin of  the Yamato 
dynasty and the roots of  the imperial family in the Japanese 
Islands.  

 

FOUNDER OF THE YAMATO KINGDOM AND THE FOUNDING DATE 

 Chapter 4 introduces the Tsuda’s proposition that the 
Yamato Kingdom began with Ōjin, and then presents four 
additional pieces of  evidence to support his thesis. (1) In the 
Kojiki and Nihongi, all thirteen kings between Jimmu the Founder 
and the fifteenth king Ōjin were recorded in posthumous 
formulaic titles, none of  them individual or unique. From this, 
Tsuda reasons that posterity manufactured the titles, rendering 
them uniform. Beginning with Ōjin, however, the unique name 
that was actually used since the time of  the princedom was 
recorded as the posthumous title of  each king, and hence Tsuda 
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reasons that the name of  each king was authentic. (2) From 
Jimmu to the fifteenth king Ōjin, the pattern of  succession was 
strictly lineal, from father to son. Between Ōjin and Tenji (r.662-
68-71), however, the pattern of  succession was mostly fraternal, 
with kingship passing from brother to brother. Tsuda therefore 
contended that the records of  Kojiki and Nihongi on all kings prior 
to Ōjin were fictitious. (3) Tsuda had focused on the fact that 
both the Kojiki and Nihongi record strict father-to-son successions 
prior to Ōjin. More importantly, however, the credibility of  them 
is cast into doubt by the peaceful nature of  the transitions 
ascribed to them, so unlike other transitions. Conflict and 
bloodshed, mostly between brothers, characterize the post-Ōjin 
successions, giving us no basis to suppose that pre-Ōjin 
successions were peaceful. (4) According to the Nihongi, the 70-
year interval between the death of  the so-called fourteenth king 
Chiuai and the enthronement of  the fifteenth king Ōjin was ruled 
by Empress Jingū as regent (201-69). Yet Jingū is commonly 
acknowledged to be a fictitious figure apparently inspired by the 
third century Pimihu recorded in the Wajin-den (Wo-zhuan of  
Weishu). The story of  Jingū’s regency makes the thesis that only 
the post-Ōjin kings did actually exist sound more reasonable. (5) 
The Harima Fudoki (compiled between 713-5) includes so many 
anecdotes related to Homuda (Ōjin) that one may readily believe 
Homuda to have been the founder of  the Yamato Kingdom. (6) 
Among all Yamato kings, only Jimmu the official Founder and the 
so-called fifteenth king Ōjin were born in Kyūshū: Jimmu shortly 
after the imperial ancestor deity Ninigi descended to Kyūshū from 
heaven, and Homuda immediately after his mother (Empress 
Jingū) landed on Kyūshū, crossing the sea from Korea. From 
Kyūshū, Jimmu makes an epic Eastward Expedition, while Ōjin 
makes a miniature expedition eastward with his mother. The fact 
that only Jimmu, the official founder, and Ōjin the fifteenth king 
were recorded to have been born in Kyūshū (only to conquer 
unruly elements in the Yamato area) implies that both Jimmu and 
Ōjin represent the one and only founder of  the Yamato 
Kingdom.  
 The first date in the Nihongi which is corroborated by 
external evidence is 461 CE. Among the Nihongi dating between 
660 BCE and 460 CE, the 30 years between 375-405 is the one 
and only period that can be dated accurately by external evidence. 

Dating the Foundation of Yamato Kingdom 
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According to the Nihongi, the Crown Prince Homuda ascended 
the throne in 270. If  we apply the well-known two sexagenary 
cycles difference between the records of  the Nihongi and those of  
the Samguk-sagi, the first year of  Ōjin’s reign becomes 390. 

According to the Nihongi, Paekche sent crown prince Cheon-ji to 
the Yamato court in “the eighth year of  Ōjin’s reign.” The 
Samguk-sagi records that the crown prince was sent to the Yamato 
court in 397. According to the Nihongi, Paekche King Asin died in 
“the sixteenth year of  Ōjin’s reign,” and the Samguk-sagi records 
that Asin died in 405. These records are perfectly consistent with 
our proposition that Ōjin founded the Yamato Kingdom in 390. 
 

SIMILARITY IN KINGSHIP MYTH BETWEEN KOGURYEO AND YAMATO 

Chapter 5 illuminates the striking similarity in kingship 
myths between Koguryeo and the Yamato Kingdom. The 
foundation myth of  Koguryeo as recorded in the Samguk-sagi and 
Old Samguk-sa, on the one hand, and the foundation myth of  the 
Yamato Kingdom as recorded in the Kojiki and Nihongi, on the 
other, reveal surprising similarities in essential motives. In both 
myths, a son of  the heavenly god or sun goddess descends to 
earth from heaven and marries a daughter of  the river god or sea 
god (after being tested for godliness by the bride’s father). Their 
romance terminates with the birth of  a founding forefather of  the 
earthly kingdom (being destined to be separated from each other), 
and the earthly founder leaves the initial settlement, crossing the 
river or sea, getting the help of  turtles or of  a man riding on a 
turtle.  

In the finale, the foundation myth of  Kojiki and Nihongi 
also matches the legend of  Paekche itself: the elder brother Biryu 
went to the seashore and failed while the younger brother Onjo 
stayed inland in a mountain area and succeeded in founding a 
kingdom in the new world. In the Kojiki and Nihongi, Jimmu’s 
grandfather was a second child who was partial to mountains; the 
elder brother was partial to the sea and failed, subsequently 
submitting to his younger brother. Jimmu himself  was the 
younger child, and the elder brother was killed during the first 
land battle. Ōjin was a second child, and the elder brother did not 
merit so much as a single word of  description in the Kojiki and 
Nihongi. A historical event in the formation of  Paekche might well 
have been an additional source of  inspiration for the writers of  
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3 The story appearing in the pre-war 

Japanese history textbooks that Japan 

had a unified and powerful state as 

early as the third or fourth century, 

possessed a colony called Mima-na on 

the southern peninsula, and controlled 

Paekche and Silla used to be based on 

the anachronistic and incoherent bits 

and pieces of episodes (such as the 

Nihongi records for the year 369) and 

fantasies (such as the Jingū’s conquest 

of Silla) recorded in the Kojiki and 

Nihongi. Post-war textbooks, however, 

are now based on the Kwang-gae-to's 

epitaph: “Thus the basis for the view 

that Japan had controlled Korea moved 

from...unreliable ancient chronicle to 

the reliable stele inscription. Though the 

history texts written after the surrender 

were vastly different from their prewar 

counterparts, in this one respect there 

was no change, and King Kwang-gae-

to’s stele was the basis of the 

argument.” Hatada (1979)  

Japanese historians translate the 

famous Sin-myo (391) Record of the 

epitaph in the following fashion: “Since 

the year of Sin-myo, Wa came and 

crossed over the sea, and conquered 

Paekche, Imna and Silla, and thereby 

made them [Wa’s] subject.” According 

to Ledyard (1975), Paekche “came 

under heavy and continuous battering 

from their Koguryeo cousins...during 

the 390’s and 400’s. Help from their 

brothers in Japan may have been the 

only thing that saved them –this is what 

I think [the Sin-myo Record] means... 

when it says that the Wa came across 

the sea and fought in Korea.” 

the Kojiki-Nihongi myth. The recorded foundation myths in both 
countries are consistent with my own foundation model: it was 
the Paekche people who had established the Yamato Kingdom on 
the Japanese archipelago, and the roots of  the Japanese imperial 
clan were the Paekche royal family whose origin, in turn, can be 
traced to the founder of  the Koguryeo Kingdom, Chu-mong.  

I contend that Ninigi, the scion of  the Sun Goddess 
recorded in Book One of  the Kojiki, and Ihare, the earthly 
founder, and Homuda the fifteenth king recorded in Book Two 
(at the beginning and at the end, respectively) of  the Kojiki, 
portray three different aspects of  the real founder of  the Yamato 
Kingdom. In the Kojiki as well as in the Nihongi, the mythological 
aspect was covered in the Ninigi section, the records of  battles 
and conquest were covered in the Ihare (Jimmu) section, and the 
massive arrival of  the Paekche people was covered in the Homuda 
(Ōjin) section. Ihare, Homuda and Ninigi constitute the trinity in 
the foundation legend of  the Yamato Kingdom. 

This chapter also examines the legends on the Biryu line 
and the Jin (眞) clan in Paekche, and the Ma-hito (眞人) imperial 
clan in the Yamato Kingdom. The Shinsen Shōjiroku (The New 
Compilation of  the Clan Register), compiled in 815 in the reign of  
Saga (r.809-23), clearly suggests that the entire Ōjin line of  Japan’s 
imperial families originated from the Paekche royal families. King 
Kwang-gae-to’s epitaph, and the records on the five Yamato kings 
in the Chinese dynastic chronicles, together with the inscriptions 
on Inariyama and Funayama swords, are also examined.3 
 

RECONSTRUCTING THE SEQUENCE OF CONQUEST 

There are enough suggestive records in the accounts of  
Kojiki and Nihongi from which to reconstruct the life story of  the 
conquerors, telling how they masterminded the conquest, who 
was the leader, when they crossed the sea, where they landed, and 
in what manner they fought and wrought. Chapter 6 endeavors to 
reconstruct the possible sequence of  conquest on the basis of  the 
passages in Kojiki and Nihongi that seem to be related with the 
actual event of  conquest, taking the freedom of  selecting and 
weaving the recorded materials into a coherent story. Aston 
believes that the narrative from the year 246 CE (366 CE with the 
two cycles correction) down to 265 (385 CE) contains a solid 
nucleus of  fact. The two-cycle correction method for the period 

Jimmu, Homuda, and Ninigi: the Trinity 
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375-405 may then be extended nine years backward so as to 
include the 366-374 period. This chapter traces the possible route 
of  conquest and also establishes the exact dates for some 
important events that happened during the formative years of  the 
Yamato Kingdom, reinterpreting the related Nihongi records as 
well as the associated historical facts within my model.  

According to the Nihongi record for the year 366, King 
Keun Chogo of  Paekche had dispatched scouts to a Kaya state 
(Tak-sun) in July 364 in order to collect information about the 
passages to the Japanese Islands. Tak-sun seems to have been 
located in an area along the Nak-tong River which, flowing south 
to the modern Pusan area, constituted the shortest route from 
Paekche to the Japanese Islands. What the Nihongi tells us is that 
the King of  a Kaya state (Tak-sun) suggested the need for large 
ships to the Paekche envoys. In the ensuing narration, the Nihongi 
records a large-scale Wa invasion of  Korea with “Paekche 
generals.” According to the Nihongi, it was Jingū who dispatched 
an army to the Korean Peninsula in March 369 to invade “Silla.” It 
is said that, when the Wa army arrived at Tak-sun, they discovered 
that the size of  their army was too small and hence had to ask for 
reinforcements. They were soon joined by troops led by a Paekche 
general. They then all together invaded and conquered “Silla,” and 
pacified Tak-sun and six other places. From here the armies 
turned west, conquered the southern savages, and then “granted” 
those conquered lands to Paekche. At this point they were joined 
by the Paekche King Keun Chogo and his son Prince Keun Kusu, 
whereupon four more localities spontaneously surrendered. The 
King and the Crown Prince of  Paekche offered their 
congratulations, and sent the Wa soldiers off  with cordial 
courtesy. 

By crosschecking the records of  Samguk-sagi, Ledyard 
logically deduces that all those stories recorded in the Nihongi 
represent the historical records of  Paekche armies moving south. 
In the Nihongi, the above story ends with the Paekche King and 
the “Wa soldiers,” who are heading to the Japanese Islands, 
pledging eternal friendship and bidding farewell. If  we take the 
departing “Wa soldiers” as a contingent of  Paekche warriors led 
by a Paekche prince named Homuda, then the entire story 
becomes coherent.4  
 

4 Kuno (1937: 193, 234, 235, 242) 

presents a typical pre-war version of 

Korea-Japan relations that prevailed in 

the Imperial Japan as follows: “The 

power of Japan to rule in Korea began 

with the creation of the State of Mimana 

as her protectorate... It is a widely 

accepted historical fact that prior to the 

seventh century a sort of suzerain and 

tributary relationship existed between 

Japan and the Kingdoms and states in 

southern Korea... In 1910, when Korea 

was annexed to Japan, the Japanese 

magazine History and Geography... 

issued a special edition... In the preface 

of this edition, the chief editor made the 

following statement...‛This great 

accomplishment may be regarded by 

some as the restoration of Japan’s 

ruling power in Korea that she had lost 

in the seventh century. However...we 

should consider it as the natural 

outcome of the glorious life of our 

empire for two thousand years.’ ” 

Morishima (1982: 21-30), a 

distinguished economist, presents a 

typical post-war version prevailing 

among the so-called informed public in 

Japanese society: “Since about 370 the 

Japanese had occupied the southern 

tip of the Korean Peninsula. ... Japan 

had also had extensive influence in 

Paekche and Silla from about the same 

time, and they paid tribute to her ...” 

The Japanese typically believe that the 

Three Kingdom period in the Korean 

Peninsula began in the fourth century, 

while there already existed the mighty 

Yamato Kingdom in the Japanese 

Islands. 
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MASSIVE INFLUX OF THE PAEKCHE PEOPLE 

Chapter 7 illuminates the massive influx of  the Paekche 
people into the Yamato region immediately after Homuda (Ōjin) 
founded the Yamato Kingdom in 390, as well as the close kinship 
between the Paekche and Yamato royal families as portrayed in 
the Nihongi.  

The Nihongi records the official arrival of  horses in the 
Japanese archipelago. The King of  Paekche sent A-chik-ki with 
two quiet horses (one stallion and one mare, specifies the Kojiki) in 
404, the fifteenth year of  Ōjin’s reign. Because A-chik-ki was well-
read in the classics, the Heir Apparent made him his teacher. 
Wang-in arrived from Paekche in 405 (with Confucian Analects 
and Thousand-Character Classics), and the Heir Apparent learned 
various books from him. A-chik-ki became the ancestor of  the 
Scribes, and Wang In became the ancestor of  the Chief  Writers. 
The Kojiki adds that the King of  Paekche also sent a blacksmith, a 
weaver, and a man who knew how to brew wine. The Nihongi 
records the construction of  a reservoir in 396, the seventh year of  
Ōjin’s reign, by a group of  people from the Korean Peninsula. 
The Kojiki records that there came some people from Silla who 
constructed a reservoir under the command of  Take-uchi, and 
that the reservoir was called “Paekche reservoir.” The Nihongi 
records that the King of  Paekche sent a seamstress named Chin-
mo-chin in 403, who became the ancestress of  the seamstresses 
of  Kume. 

Kung-wol, the progenitor of  the Hata clan, arrived at 
Yamato in the fourteenth year of  Ōjin’s reign (403) from 
“Paekche,” leading the people of  120 provinces. Achi, the 
progenitor of  the Yamato Aya clan, also arrived with the people 
of  17 provinces in the twentieth year of  Ōjin (409). The records 
of  both Samguk-sagi and King Kwang-gae-to’s epitaph corroborate 
the possible sequence of  a massive movement of  people from 
Paekche to the Japanese Islands precisely at about this time (403-
9). According to the Nihongi, a large number of  skilled workers, 
including saddle-makers, potters, painters, and silk-makers arrived 
at Yamato from Paekche in the seventh year of  Yūriaku’s reign 
[463]. In order to differentiate these newly arrived skilled workers 
from those who had arrived during the reign of  Ōjin (the Yamato 
Aya clan), they were called Newly-Arrived Aya (Imaki or New 
Aya), and were put under the jurisdiction of  the Yamato Aya clan. 

Massive Arrival of the Paekche People 
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This massive movement of  peoples clearly establishes a place for 
Korea in the formation of  the Yamato Kingdom. 

This chapter also examines the Be system of  the Yamato 
Kingdom that was apparently adopted from the Bu system of  
Paekche. The use of  Kabane titles, like the division of  political 
jurisdictions into Be, was adopted from Paekche. The primary 
means of  controlling the people in the pre-Taika period was Be 
system. It is quite likely that the institution of  Be was the 
beginning of  the Uji-Kabane (Shi-sei) system.  
 

YAYOI WAVE INTRODUCES THE RICE-CULTIVATING CULTURE 

Chapters 8 and 9 apply my model to trace the origins of  
the Japanese people and Japanese language. These chapters were 
published in article form in the Korean Studies, Volume 29, 2005 
with the title of  “Yayoi Wave, Kofun Wave, and Timing: the 
Formation of  the Japanese People and Japanese Language.”  

A sudden change in climate, such as the commencement 
of  a Little Ice Age, may have prompted the southern peninsular 
rice farmers to cross the Korea Strait circa 300 BCE in search of  
warmer and moister land. This may answer the timing of  the 
“Yayoi Wave” that had commenced the rice-cultivating Yayoi era 
in the Japanese Islands. Around 300-400 CE, a drought may well 
have forced the Paekche farmers around the Han River basin to 
search for new territory. This may answer the timing of  the 
“Kofun Wave” that commenced the Middle-Late Tomb era under 
the Yamato Kingdom in the Japanese Islands.  

Rice does not originate from the Japanese Islands. The 
Japanese archeologists have submitted carbonized rice grains from 
several Jōmon sites in northern Kyūshū to C-14 dating, and come 
up with a tentative date of  900 BCE. Rice cultivation on a full 
scale, however, was introduced around 300 BCE into the Japanese 
Islands together with new cultural elements, including stone tools, 
pottery, and pit-dwelling similar to those found in the Korean 
Peninsula. 

By the 1990s, modern biological anthropology has 
shattered the transformation theories whereby Jōmon populations 
evolved into the Yayoi and then modern Japanese. Recent 
progress in molecular genetics has convincingly established that 
the proto-Japanese people and proto-Japanese language were 
formed not during the Neolithic Jōmon period (10,000-300 CE) 

1.11. Tomb of Wrestling 

Late 4th century Koguryeo tomb 

角抵塚 吉林省 集安縣 
 

1.12. Kam-sin Chong, Nampo 

Early 4th century Koguryeo tomb 

龕神塚 南浦市 臥牛島 新寧里 
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1.13. Front chamber (top) east ceiling; 

and (bottom) south ceiling.  

Deok-heung-ri tomb of a Koguryeo 

dignitary, Zhen (鎭 331-408)  

 
5 See K W. B, ed., “Climate Variations 

and Change,” The New Encyclopedia 

Britannica (Chicago: Encyclopedia 

Britannica, 1986), Vol. 16, p. 534; P. A. 

Mayewski and F. White, The Ice 

Chronicles: the Quest to Understand 

Global Climate Change (Hanover: 

University Press of New England, 

2002), p. 121; and H. H. Lamb, Climate, 

History and the Modern World (London: 

Routledge, 1995), p. 150. 

 
6 Another drought period of maximum 

intensity occurred around 800 CE. See 

Lamb (1995: 157, 159, 168). 

  
7 See Fagan (2004: 200-206). 

but during the Yayoi period (300 BCE-300 CE) of  rice cultivation. 
The people of  Korea proper began cultivating millet in the north 
and rice in the south before 2,000 BCE. They started using 
bronze between 1,500-1,000 BCE, and iron c.400 BCE. With all 
these developments going on for thousands of  years just across 
the Korea Strait, it may seem astonishing that the Japanese Islands 
were occupied by stone-tool-using hunter-gatherers until 300 
BCE. How did the Jōmon culture survive so long? Why did the 
Korean rice farmers wait so long to cross the Korea Strait and 
commence the Yayoi era in the Japanese Islands?  

We still have only an incomplete mosaic of  hard data on 
climate changes in the Holocene (the most recent geologic period 
of  last 11,500 years), but the mountain glaciers seem to have 
started to re-advance around 400 BCE, with cooler conditions 
persisting until 300 CE. The beginning of  a Little Ice Age seems 
to have coincided with the Great Celtic Migrations in the west end 
of  the Eurasian continent and the Warring States Period in the 
east end.5 In 390 BCE, the fierce Celtic warriors known as Gauls 
had besieged Rome itself. The Warring States Period with seven 
champion states had formally commenced in 403 BCE. Chapter 8 
illuminates the migration of  rice farmers from the southern 
Korean Peninsula into the Japanese Islands and the 
commencement of  the rice-cultivating Yayoi period (c.300 BCE-
300 CE) that seems to have coincided with the beginning of  a 
Little Ice Age.  
 

KOFUN WAVE INTRODUCES EQUESTRIAN GOODS AND STONEWARE 

The Little Ice Age produced the heyday of  the Roman 
Empire located in the warm Mediterranean zone and the Han 
Chinese Empires in mainland China. There followed a drought 
period of  maximum intensity in the Mediterranean, North Africa 
and far to the east into Asia around 300-400 CE.6 This period 
coincides with the severe droughts in the Eurasian steppes that 
could have triggered a chain reaction that resulted in the invasion 
of  the Huns and the subsequent Germanic folk migrations in the 
west end, and the Five Barbarians and Sixteen States Period in the 
east end.7 I contend that the establishment of  the Yamato 
Kingdom by the Paekche people from the Korean Peninsula and 
the commencement of  the Late Tomb Period (c.400-700 CE) on 
the Japanese Islands coincided with a period of  global drought of  

Arrival of Horse Trappings and Stoneware 
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maximum intensity.  
In 1983, Walter Edwards, then a Cornell University 

graduate student, has argued that the changes in the contents of  
the tombs in the Japanese Islands can be explained in terms of  
“process” rather than as the product of  a discrete “event” that 
created the Yamato Kingdom. Edwards has classified not only the 
equestrian goods, but also the sue-ki stoneware as the continental 
“horserider materials,” and then insisted that the gigantic early 
fifth century Middle Period tombs of  Ōjin and Nintoku precede 
the presence of  continental “horserider materials” because their 
influx into the Japanese Islands occurred “no earlier than the 
middle of  the fifth century,” and hence “the political power they 
represent cannot be seen as deriving from it.” Quite a few 
eminent scholars seem to have seized on the Edwards’ thesis fairly 
uncritically, and contended that the Middle and Late Tomb 
cultures (400-700) had emerged as a result of  internal evolution, 
eliminating the idea of  a second wave of  people from the Korean 
Peninsula, the “Kofun Wave.” Chapter 9 shows why the 
“evolutionary” thesis of  Edwards is inadequate, and once again 
calls our attention to the “Kofun Wave” thesis, accounting for its 
timing.  

After a lapse of  exactly 20 years, Edwards, now a 
professor at the Tenri University, states in 2003 that “In the fifth 
century, the keyhole tombs reached their greatest size in the 425m 
long mound regarded as the mausoleum of  the legendary 
Emperor Ōjin, and the even longer mound attributed to his son, 
Nintoku. … This process began with the appearance of  Korean 
style stoneware in the late fourth or early fifth century, followed 
by continental style weaponry and equestrian goods.”  

Few people know the fact that the sue-ki was called 
Chosun (Korean) pottery until the 1950s, when the word sue (derived 
from a reference to the vessels in the 8th-century anthology 
Manyōshu) was adopted by the Japanese. It must have been an 
unbearable burden for the contemporary Japanese to keep calling 
the representative artifact marking the 300-year Middle and Late 
tomb periods “Chosun pottery.”  

The quantity of  iron objects from sites of  all types in the 
Japanese islands grew dramatically in the early fifth century. Yet 
few people know the fact that, until iron sand was discovered in 
the Japanese Islands in the sixth century, the source of  this iron 1.14. An-ak Tomb No.3 東側回廊東壁

 

Sueki Was Called Chosun (Korean) Pottery
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1.15. Jian Tomb No, 12, Tong-gou 

Late 4th Century Koguryeo tomb. 

集安12號墳 吉林省 通溝 

had been Korea. The implications of  early Japan’s total reliance on 
Korea for iron are profound. 
 

CREATING A NEW HISTORY AFTER THE FALL OF PAEKCHE 

Chapter 10 highlights the confrontation between 
Koguryeo and the unified mainland China on the continent, as 
well as the process of  creating a new history by the Yamato court 
in the Japanese Islands soon after the fall of  Paekche in 663.  

The disappearance of  the Paekche Kingdom and the 
unification of  the Korean Peninsula in the hands of  the Silla 
people caused an unprecedented identity crisis for the Yamato 
rulers. Should they continue to identify themselves with the 
Paekche, they feared their days on the Japanese Islands would be 
numbered. Temmu’s (r.673-86) own words, quoted in the Preface 
of  Kojiki, offer a glimpse of  Temmu’s sense of  crisis and of  the 
necessity, therefore, to create a new history: “Those chronicles 
handed down and kept by the head family of  each clan contain 
records which differ greatly from the facts. Unless we correct 
those false records at this very moment, the foundation of  our 
kingdom and royal family will be lost in a few years. I now intend 
to scrutinize all those records with great care, eliminate the 
falsehoods, correct the errors, and hand down the true version of  
our history to posterity.”  

Temmu ordered the creation of  new histories of  the 
Yamato dynasty on March 17, 681. Before Temmu died in 686, 
the outline of  the new history was finalized, and was memorized 
by Hieda Are, then 28 years old, who had extraordinary powers of  
memory. On September 18, 711, Gemmei (r.707-715) ordered 
Yasumaro to write down the new History of  Royal Mandate that had 
been memorized by Hieda Are. Four months later, on January 28, 
712, Yasumaro presented the results, called Kojiki, to Gemmei. On 
the basis of  Kojiki, the Yamato court immediately commenced the 
compilation of  the Nihongi, finished in 720. 

The Yamato rulers compiled the Kojiki and Nihongi with 
definite objectives in mind. In the new history, the Yamato 
Kingdom is said to have been established in time immemorial 
(660 BCE) without any connection with Paekche; the imperial 
family became a truly native force without any relation to the 
Paekche people; and all Korean and Chinese kingdoms were 
under the suzerainty of  the Yamato court. The ruling clans were 

Creating New History of Yamato Dynasty 
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postulated to have come down to the Japanese Islands, not from 
the Korean Peninsula but directly from heaven. Ever since the 
appearance of  Kojiki and Nihongi, their ideology was instilled into 
the mind of  the Yamato ruling class, and eventually evolved into 
the semi-religious emperor worship on the Japanese Islands. As a 
result, even after the traditional ruling class of  Paekche origin lost 
all their powers to the samurai warriors of  peasant origin, the 
destitute nobles in the Kyōto area were left alone by the earthly 
new rulers. Furthermore, the emperor has continued to reign as 
the nominal head of  the Japanese state until today. 
 

SAMURAI-SHOGUNATE AND MEIJI RESTORATION 

Chapter 11 gives a brief  description of  the decline and 
fall of  the Yamato dynasty, and the following Samurai-Shogunate 
period. During the ninth century, the aristocratic clans and large 
temples started to create private manors (shōen), and by the tenth 
century, the public land-holding system as well as the authority of  
the central government collapsed completely. The spread of  
private estates reduced the state revenues, leading to a nation-wide 
breakdown of  law and order. Farmers began to arm themselves 
for self-protection and gather around the wealthiest and most 
influential of  their own standing. After being mobilized for 
fighting, the peasant soldiers used to return to their lands. As time 
passed, however, there evolved military specialists by natural 
selection who started, from at least the early 10th century (say, late 
930s), to form a professional full-time warrior class called samurai, 
structured on the lord-vassal style ties among fighting men. 
Although the court nobles were still able to compete for power 
and influence with warriors, the establishment of  military 
government in Kamakura (1192-1333) effectively terminated the 
rule by the Yamato court. The military government, in one form 
or another, endured into the nineteenth century. The Paekche 
rulers, who had conquered the Japanese Islands and set 
themselves up as a layer of  overlords above the rice-growing 
Yayoi-Kofun peasants, lost power to the samurai class of  peasant 
origin, though some of  them could survive as the heads of  
samurai warriors.  

In 1853, U. S. Commodore Perry and his fleet forced the 
Tokugawa shogunate (1603-1868) to open up the nation. The 
weakness of  the military government encouraged the ancient 

1.16. Ring-pommeled sword 

from the tomb of King Mu-nyung (top) 

and Keo-chang, Kyung-nam (bottom) 

1.17. Ring-pommelled sword 

excavated from Ōsaka area. 
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1.18. Roof tiles 軒丸瓦 from  

(1) 東南里 廢寺 in Korean Peninsula, 

and (2) 飛鳥寺, (3) 斑鳩寺 and (4) 

豊浦寺 in Japanes Islands 

enemies of  the shogun to conspire to effect the termination of  
the regime. The conspirators chose the strategy of  resurrecting 
the emperor from obscurity to serve as the figurehead of  a 
modern government built around the coalition of  leading anti-
shogun clans. 

Almost by default, the concept of  the emperor became 
crucial as a rallying point. Since the Japanese people had long ago 
ceased to be aware of  the existence of  the emperor, they had to 
launch vigorous promotion campaigns to put the emperor on 
conspicuous display. There emerged the “correct” answer to the 
question about the founders of  the Yamato Kingdom and the 
roots of  the imperial family. It was the imperial clan who were the 
forefathers of  the current imperial family that established the 
Yamato Kingdom. Most importantly, the imperial clan represented 
a truly “native” ruling force that had emerged as the result of  
natural socio-political evolution on the Japanese archipelago. “A 
single unbroken line for myriad generations (Bansei Ikkei)” 
represented the orthodox account of  the imperial family and its 
origin.  

Japan’s defeat in the Second World War brought an end 
to official claim for divine status of  the imperial line. The 
Japanese people, including Egami Namio, suddenly found 
themselves groping for new understanding of  their past history 
that would be consistent with democratic ideals, and also for new 
ways to define who and what they were. The questions on the 
nation’s origin were opened to academic investigation. But it did 
not take long before the emperor-centered ideology struck back at 
Japanese society.6 Numerous Japanese historians began to present 
and still continue to present many and richly imagined variations 
on the theme of  the “correct” answer.  

The Germans and the Anglo-Saxon English know that 
they are connected by blood, and yet had been at enmity for a 
long while with each other. Today, two world wars later, they at 
last have joined the European Union together, though somehow 
they still seem to be reluctant to amplify the ancient bonds 
between them. I am haunted by the comment of  Jared Diamond 
(1998): “Like Arabs and Jews, Korean and Japanese are joined by 
blood yet locked in traditional enmity. But enmity is mutually 
destructive, in East Asia as in the Middle East. As reluctant as 
Japanese and Koreans are to admit it, they are like twin brothers 

Emperor Becomes Rallying Point in Japan  
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who shared their formative years. The political future of  East Asia 
depends in large part on their success in rediscovering those 
ancient bonds between them.” 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1.19. Heavenly horse (top) western 

section of the ceiling; (bottom) southern 

section of the ceiling. Back chamber, 

Koguryeo An-ak Tomb No. 1, dated late 

4th century. 黃海道 安岳郡 大楸里 
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Koguryeo An-ak Tomb No. 3 with records on Tong Shu (288-357). 安岳 3號墳 
黃海道 安岳郡五菊里 (top) A perspective; (middle) grand procession on east 

wall, eastern corridor 東側回廊 東壁; and (bottom) kitchen, meat storeroom, 

and carriage shed on east wall in eastern side-chamber 東側室 東壁.  

Queen and maids of honor 

South wall, western side-chamber 

Standard bearers 儀仗旗手圖 

South wall, front chamber 

Well 井戶圖 

North wall, eastern side-chamber 

Carriage 

East wall, eastern side-chamber 
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 2.1. Koguryeo An-ak Tomb No. 3  
(top) Grand procession of king on a 

carriage, east wall, eastern corridor 東
側回廊東壁; and (bottom) wrestlers 

相撲, east wall, south side, 東壁南側, 
front chamber 前室.  

CHAPTER TWO

PAEKCHE IN THE KOREAN PENINSULA
HISTORICAL STAGE FOR THE BIRTH OF THE YAMATO DYNASTY

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The formation of  the Yamato Kingdom in the Japanese 

Islands cannot be understood without reference to the historical 
context. The historical stage of  the founding of  the Yamato 
Kingdom in the Japanese archipelago is bound up with the stage 
of  East Asian continent, generally, and with the stage of  Korean 
Peninsula, particularly. Unless we understand this, the story of  the 
founding of  the Yamato dynasty must remain for us no more 
credible than the myth of  Ninigi, the grandson of  Sun Goddess, 
descending from “heaven,” and the ensuing epic Eastern 
Conquest of  Jimmu, Ninigi’s great-grandchild, departing from 
Kyūshū: a marvel, but incomprehensible. Brave was the frontier 
spirit of  the conqueror, Jimmu/Homuda, and yet even the brave 
frontier spirit remains to a surprising extent the product of  
environment. What the Conqueror was, the torrents sweeping 
along the continent in great part made him, and it is with the 
torrents that we must begin.  
 
 
1. The Yemaek in Central Manchuria and the Northern Peninsula 

 
The Mongolian steppe was the home of  Xiongnu, the 

ancestor of  the Turks. The Xianbei tribes of  the Western 
Manchurian steppe led a life rather like that of  full-time nomads, 
and founded various Yan kingdoms and Northern Wei. The 
central Manchurian plain around the upper Songhua and Liao 

Historical Stage for Birth of Yamato Dynasty 
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River basins as well as the mountainous areas around Hun, Yalu 
and Tae-dong rivers were the home of  the Yemaek Tungus, 
including the people of  Old Chosun, Puyeo, and Koguryeo, 
whose life involved millet farming and livestock breeding, with 
hunting and river fishing serving as additional means of  
subsistence. The Mohe-Nüzhen Tungus of  the heavily forested 
eastern Manchuria, descendants of  the Sushen-Yilou and the 
ethnic ancestors of  the core Manchu, made a living with extensive 
hunting and gathering supplemented by patchy farming. 
 

PUYEO IN THE UPPER CENTRAL MANCHURIA 

Puyeo and Chosun appear in the Shiji records on Yan in 
the fourth century BCE. Puyeo, together with the Xiongnu and 
Koguryeo, was regarded as a potential menace to Wang Mang’s 
short-lived (9-23 CE) Xin dynasty. The first recorded instance of  
the Puyeo king sending an envoy to the Later Han court was 49 
CE.1 The Dongyi-zhuan (of  the Weishu of  Sanguozhi) gives a 930-
letter description of  Puyeo as of  the late third century CE. 2 

Puyeo borders Xianbei in the west, Yilou in the east, 
Koguryeo in the south, and Nenjiang (Non’ni River) in the north. 
Among the Eastern Barbarian states, only Puyeo occupies the 
great plain, suitable for planting the five grains. The Puyeo people 
do not pillage. The titles of  officials are designated after livestock, 
such as horse-ka, cow-ka, pig-ka and dog-ka, lesser officials being 
in charge of  several hundred households and higher officials 
several thousand. When holding rites to the Heaven in January, 
they drink, sing, and dance every day. They offer drinking cups to 
each other and ceremonially wash every cup. Since everyone sings 
on the road, the sounds of  singing can be heard all day long. They 
adore white clothes, caps decorated with gold and silver 
ornaments, jackets with large sleeves, trousers, and leather shoes. 
Like the Xiongnu, when an elder brother dies, the younger one 
takes his wife. Keeping armor and weapons in every house, the 
[aristocratic 豪民/諸加] ka people engage in fighting, while the 
lower class households supply food for them. They bury the living 
with the dead, sometimes numbering a hundred people. Precious 
jade artifacts are handed down from generation to generation in 
the royal house. The elders say that their ancestors (from Kori, 
according to the foundation myth) took refuge in this Yemaek 
land a long time ago. 

1 See Lee (1984: 21-2).  

史記 卷一百二十九 貨殖列傳 第六
十九 夫燕亦勃碣之閒… 北鄰烏桓
夫餘 東綰穢貉[貊]朝鮮… 之利  

2.2. Puyeo (c.150 BCE-50 CE) 

吉林省 榆樹 老河深古墳 
 

2 三國志卷三十 魏書三十 烏丸鮮卑
東夷傳第三十 夫餘傳 南與高句麗 
東與挹婁 西與鮮卑接 北有弱水 …
於東夷地域 平敞 土地宜五穀…不
寇鈔 國有君王 皆以六畜名官 有馬
加牛加豬加狗加…邑落有豪民 名下
戶皆爲奴僕 諸加別主四出道 大者
主數千家 小者數百家…會同拜爵洗
爵 … 正月祭天 國中大會 連日飮食
歌舞…衣尙白…兄死妻嫂 與匈奴同
俗…家家自有鎧仗…行道晝夜無老
幼皆歌 通日聲不絶…諸加自戰 下
戶俱擔糧飮食之...蓋本濊貊之地 

魏略曰 昔北方有高離之國者 其王
者侍婢有身 王欲殺之 婢云有氣如
雞子來下 我故有身 後生子…名曰
東明…善射 王恐奪其國也 欲殺之 
東明走…東明因都王夫餘之地  
 
3 晉書 卷一百八 載記第八 慕容廆
率衆東伐夫餘 夫餘王依慮自殺  
資治通鑑 卷九十七 晋紀十九 穆帝 
永和二年 夫餘居于鹿山 爲百濟所
侵 部落衰散 西徙近燕 而不設備 
燕王皝 遣世子儁 帥慕容軍 慕容恪 
慕輿根 三將軍 萬七千騎 襲夫餘…

 

Yemeak Puyeo in Upper Central Manchuria 
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虜其王玄及部落五萬餘口 而還 
See also Lee (1984: 22). 

 

4 廣開土王碑文 
卄年庚戌 [410] 東夫餘舊是鄒牟王 
屬民 中叛不貢 王躬率往討  
三國史記 高句麗本紀 第七 文咨明 
王三年[494] 夫餘王及妻孥以國來降 

See also Lee (1984: 22). 

 

 

2.3. Koguryeo Sam-sil Tomb 三室塚, 

Ji’an, dated late 4th to early 5th century. 

 
5 三國志 魏書 烏丸鮮卑東夷傳 高
句麗在遼東之東千里 南與朝鮮濊貊 
東與沃沮 北與夫餘接…方可二千里 
戶三萬 多大山深谷 無原澤 隨山谷
以爲居 食潤水 無良田 雖力佃作 
不足以實口腹 其俗節食 好治宮室 

Murong Hui (r.285-333), at the age of  seventeen, 
invaded Puyeo in 285 and returned with ten thousand prisoners, 
provoking Ui-ryeo to commit suicide. Ui-ryeo’s son then ascended 
the throne. In 346, Murong Huang, Hui’s son, dispatched three of  
his sons, including the crown prince, with 17,000 cavalrymen to 
attack the Puyeo, capturing the king and fifty thousand prisoners.3 
King Kwaggaeto (r.391-413) of  Koguryeo subjugated the Puyeo 
in 410. The Puyeo royal house surrendered itself  to Koguryeo in 
494. 4  
 
KOGURYEO IN SOUTHERN MANCHURIA AND NORTHERN PENINSULA 

The Dongyi-zhuan also gives a brief  description of  
Koguryeo (37 BCE-668 CE) as follows. It is located one thousand 
li in the east of  Liaodong, bordering the Chosun Yemaek in the 
south, Ok-jeo in the east, and Puyeo in the north, with its capital 
located below Hwan-do. About 30,000 households live within a 
radius of  two thousand li. There are many high mountains and 
deep valleys, but no plains or good farmlands. Even with their 
utmost efforts at farming, they are always short of  foodstuffs, and 
a moderate diet became their custom. And yet the people are fond 
of  constructing palaces and decorating the halls. They construct a 
big building near their houses, and hold services to the deities of  
land and grain, divine stars, and ancestor deities. They hold rites to 
Heaven in October. Men and women gather together and enjoy 
singing and dancing every night. They brew good wine. They 
construct tombs by piling up stones, spending enormous 
resources. Since the Koguryeo people are a variety of  the Puyeo, 
their language and customs are similar to those of  Puyeo, but their 
clothing and temperament are somewhat different. They are quick 
tempered and ferocious, and fond of  pillaging. Their king comes 
from one of  the five [aristocratic] clans, and always takes his 
queen from a specific clan. The upper class people (坐食者), 
numbering 10,000, never work in the fields, and the lower class 
people carry in grains, fish and salt from distant places to supply 
them. The way they walk looks like running. They are strong and 
adept in warfare, producing excellent bows (called Maek-bows), 
and subjugating all the Ok-jeo and Eastern Ye people. Their 
horses are small and adept at climbing mountains. The king [Dae-
mu-sin r.18-44] sent tribute [to the Later Han court] in 32 CE, and 
began to use the title king. During 105-25, the Koguryeo king 
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[Tae-jo r.53-146] frequently invaded Liaodong and pillaged. 
Between 125-67, the Koguryeo army invaded and pillaged 
Liaodong again. On their way to attack Xianping, the Koguryeo 
army killed the Governor of  Daifang, and captured the wife and 
children of  the Governor of  Lelang. In 172-7, as Gongsun Du 
consolidated his power in Liaodong, the king of  Koguryeo 
dispatched an army to help him destroy bandits. Sometime 
between 205-19, however, Gongsun Kang sent an army to attack 
Koguryeo. In 238, when Sima Xuan led an army to attack 
Gongsun Yuan, the Koguryeo king [Dong-cheon r.227-48] helped 
the Cao Cao’s Wei army by dispatching several thousand soldiers. 
In 242, the Koguryeo king pillaged Xianping. 5   

The hereditary warrior aristocracy in Koguryeo did not 
work in the fields, but devoted itself  to combat, raiding neighbors 
and extracting tributes in order to supplement resources deficient 
in its own mountainous terrain. In 204, Lelang passed into the 
hands of  Gongsun who established the Daifang commandery 
some time between 204 and 220 out of  the southern portion of  
Lelang.6 The Lelang and Daifang commanderies were taken over 
by Cao Cao’s Wei (220-265), and then by Western Jin (265-316).  

In 246, King Dong-cheon fought against the 10,000-man 
Wei army, leading 20,000 infantry and armored-mounted soldiers. 
According to the Samguk-sagi, 5,000 of  those Koguryeo soldiers 
engaged in that battle were the iron-armored cavalrymen that 
must have looked like those appearing on the mural paintings of  
Koguryeo tombs. 7 The Puyeo and the Koguryeo were not 
nomads, and yet they had retained nomadic social formations of  a 
martial flavor, and maintained an aristocratic class whose main 
occupation had been the practice of  war.8 

Kings were at first chosen by some sort of  elective 
process, alternating the kingship among important tribal leaders. 
When the right to the throne became permanently secured by a 
single royal clan in Koguryeo, the system of  succession was often 
lateral. The father-to-son succession is recorded in Koguryeo 
from the reign of  San-sang (r.197-227 CE). Even then, the queen 
was drawn from an important non-royal ruling clan.  

During the third century, Koguryeo was still entrenched 
in the Hun-Yalu river valleys. By the late third century, the 
Murong Xianbei moved down into the Liao River basin and cut 
off  Lelang from Jin in mainland China. The Samguk-sagi records 

於所居之左右立大屋祭鬼神 又祀靈
星 社稷…其人性凶急喜寇鈔…扶餘
別種 言語諸事多與夫餘同…本有五
族…本涓奴部爲王…今桂婁部代之…
其國中大家不佃作 坐 食 者 萬 餘 口 
下戶遠擔米糧魚鹽供給之 其民喜歌
舞 … 善藏釀 … 行步皆走 以十月祭
天…金銀財幣盡於送死 積石爲封…
其馬皆小便登山 國人有氣力習戰鬪 
沃沮東濊皆屬焉…出好弓所謂貊弓..
漢光武帝八年[32 CE] 高句麗王遣使
朝貢 始見稱王 至殤安之間 [105-6-

25]…順桓之間 [125-44-46-67] 復犯
遼東 寇…又攻西安平 于道上殺帶
方令 略得樂浪太守妻子…景初二年
[238]…司馬宣王…討公孫淵 宮[東川
王 r.227-48]遣…將數千人助軍  
 

6 Lee (1984: 24) and Yu (1986: 450) 
 

7 三國史記 卷第十七 高句麗本紀 
第五 東川王 二十年 [246] 秋八月 
魏遣幽州刺史毌丘儉 將萬人出玄菟 
來侵 王將步騎二萬人 逆戰於沸流 
水上敗之 乃領鐵騎五千進而擊之 
 

8 Cf. Di Cosmo (2002: 43) 

 
9 晉書 卷一百八 載記第八 慕容廆
陰結高句麗及宇文段國等 謀滅廆以
分其地 太興初 [318-21] 三國伐廆..
明年 高句麗寇遼東 廆遣衆擊敗之  
三國史記 卷第十七 高句麗本紀 第 
五 美川王 十二年 遣將 襲取遼東 
西安平 十四年 [313] 侵樂浪郡... 
十五年...南侵帶方郡 十六年 攻破 
玄莵城 殺獲甚衆 二十年 [319] 晉 
平州刺史崔毖來奔 初崔毖陰說 我 
及段氏宇文氏使 共攻慕容廆  三國 
進攻棘城...二十一年[320] 王數遣兵 
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寇遼東 See Schreiber (1949-55: 419). 

 
10 三國志 卷三十 魏書 三十 烏丸
鮮卑東夷傳 第三十 韓傳 韓在帶方
之南 有三種一曰馬韓二曰辰韓三曰
弁韓 辰韓者 古之辰國也 馬韓在西
…伯濟國…桓靈之末(146-89) 韓濊
彊盛 郡縣不能制 民多流入韓國 建
安中(196-220) 公孫康分屯有縣以南
荒地爲帶方郡…景初中(237-9) 明帝 
...越海定二郡  諸韓國臣智加賜邑
君印綬…自服印綬衣幘千有餘人…
不知乘牛馬 牛馬盡於送死...常以五
月 下種訖祭鬼神 羣聚歌舞飮酒晝
夜無休 其舞數十人 俱起相隨踏 地
低昂 手足相應…十月農功畢 亦復
如之 信鬼神 國邑立一人主祭天神 
名之天君 辰韓傳…其言語不與馬韓
同…始有六國 弁辰傳…狗邪國…斯
盧國…土地肥美 宜種五穀及稻 曉
蠶桑…乘駕牛馬…俗喜飮酒歌舞 有
瑟…便步戰 兵仗與馬韓同…與辰韓
雜居亦有城郭 衣服居處與辰韓同 
言語法俗相似…十二國亦有王  

 

2.4. Bok-cheon-dong Tombs, Pusan 

Constructed during 4th-5th century, but 

more “standardized” armors are dated 

to 4th century. (NRICP, 2001: 508-9)  

frequent armed conflicts between the Koguryeo and the Murong-
Xianbei from 293 to 296. In 311, the Xiongnu sacked the Jin 
capital at Luoyang, and Koguryeo took over the Lelang 
commandery in 313. In 319, Koguryeo, in coalition with two 
Xianbei tribes, Yuwen and Duan, attacked Murong Hui, but was 
defeated by the troops led by Hui and his son Huang. Hui let 
another son Ren defend Liaodong. In 320, the Koguryeo army 
attacked Liaodong but was beaten back. 9 The armed conflicts 
between the Murong-Xianbei and the Yemaek-Koguryeo 
continued from 339 to 342. The Mohe-Nüzhen Tungus were still 
in the backstage and would not be heard from for the next 300 
years.  
 
 
2. The Yemaek Cousins in the Southern Peninsula 
 

THE THREE HAN 

The southern Korean Peninsula was the home of  rice-
cultivating Yemaek cousins who had established ancient political 
entities that were called collectively Chin, Han, or Three Hans in 
the Chinese dynastic chronicles.  

According to the Dongyi-zhuan, there were 78 states in 
the Three Han (Ma-han, Chin-han, and Pyun-han) area, and their 
people bred horses, produced silk, and enjoyed drinking, singing 
and dancing. In the fifth month when the sowing was finished, 
and also in the tenth month when the farm work was finished, 
they sacrificed to their ghosts, spirits and the Lord of  Heaven. 
They sang and danced day and night without ceasing. In their 
dancing, dozens of  men formed a line and, looking upward and 
downward as they stomped the ground, they rhythmically moved 
hands and feet in concert. Among these states, Paekche was in the 
Ma-han area, Saro [Silla] was in the Chin-han area, and Kuya 
[Kaya] was in the Pyun-han area. Chin-han was the old Chin. The 
Dongyi-zhuan states that the Pyun-han people were adept at 
infantry warfare, and every one of  those 12 Pyun-han states 
“also” had kings. The Dongyi-zhuan records that both the Chin-han 
and Pyun-han people practiced horseriding, but somehow 
contends that the Ma-han people do not know horseriding and 
hence use horses only for immolation.10 

Whereas the Dongyi-zhuan had told us that the Puyeo 
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people drank, sang, and danced every day, and while on the road, 
with the sounds of  singing heard all day long while the Koguryeo 
men and women enjoyed singing and dancing every night, it now 
tells us that the Three Han people enjoyed drinking, singing, and 
dancing day and night. This might well serve as a trademark for 
the Yemaek people. 

The Chinese frontier officials stationed at the Lelang and 
Daifang commanderies granted numerous independent tribal 
chiefs of  peninsular walled-town states titular office and rank, 
official seals, ceremonial attire, and precious gifts of  Chinese 
origin on an individual basis. Through military outposts such as 
these, the Han Chinese court tried to convince the “barbarians” 
of  the great material gains and prestige garnered from nominal 
submission to them. This was the traditional Han Chinese policy, 
designed to discourage political union among petty tribal chiefs 
and disrupt any possible unification movement among them.  

The Dongyi-zhuan records that, by the late second century 
(c.146-89), the (Ye or Yemaek) Han states became too strong to 
be effectively controlled by the Lelang commandery. As a result, a 
large number of  Lelang people defected to the Han state, which 
was likely the Paekche state around the Han River basin. The 
period specified corresponds to the reign of  King Chogo (r.166-
214) in Paekche.  

Saro (Silla) in the Chin-han area was founded on the 
Kyung-ju plain by six native tribes. The Kaya (Karak) federation 
emerged from the twelve Pyun-han walled-town states, but it 
never reached the same level of  political centralization and 
territorial extension as Silla and Paekche. 

The states of  the Yemaek Tungus were initially formed 
through the confederation of  clan leaders and tribal chiefs, as 
shown by the five tribe federation in Puyeo and Koguryeo, and 
the six tribe federation in Silla and Kaya. There were eight large 
clans in Paekche as well. The loose tribal confederations evolved 
into centralized monarchies of  hereditary kingship. In Silla, after 
King Nae-mul (r.356-402), the kingship no longer alternated 
among three royal clans and was monopolized on a hereditary 
basis by the Kim clan. In Paekche, also, the lineal succession 
began from King Keun Chogo (r.346-75), but the so-called “age 
of  Jin family queens” also seems to have begun from his reign, 
possibly as a result of  political compromise. Keun Chogo’s 

2.5. Kaya iron helmet and body armor 

from the pit-style stone chamber tombs 

of Sang-baek-ri 上栢里, Ham-yang 

咸陽 (top, date not ascertained); and 

Jisan-dong Tomb No. 32, Koryung 

(middle and bottom, dated to early fifth 

century). See NRICP (2001: 613, 1117).

“The most critical …military hardware 

that…traveled from southern Korea to 

Japan was…cuirass.” Farris (1998: 74)
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11 See Lee and deBary (1997: 29). 

 

2.6. Bok-cheon-dong Tombs, Pusan 

Constructed during 4th-5th century, but 

more “standardized” armors are dated 

to 4th century. (NRICP, 2001: 508-9) 

immediate successors chose their consorts from the Jin clan.  
The Yemaek people believed in shamanism; the use of  

such a title as Cha-cha-ung (chief  shaman) to designate the title of  
kings in old Silla reflects its influence. Buddhism was introduced 
to Koguryeo in 372, to Paekche in 384, and to Silla in 527. In its 
dissemination, Buddhism absorbed a great number of  shamanist 
beliefs. 11  
 
POWER AND AFFLUENCE OF THE KAYA STATES 

The southeastern peninsula possessed fertile land with 
rich deposits of  iron ore and sufficient rainfall for rice cultivation. 
The Pyun-han people had been cultivating rice and steaming it in 
plain Mumun (and later in stoneware) pottery for nearly two 
millennia when they at last crossed over the sea c.300 BCE to 
commence the Yayoi Era on the Japanese Islands. According to 
the Dongyi-zhuan, the Pyun-han people had supplied iron ingots to 
the Wa people [i.e., their Yayoi cousins]. There seems to have been 
a heavy traffic of  comings and goings between the Pyun-han 
people in the Nak-tong River basin and their cousins in northern 
Kyūshū throughout the 600-year Yayoi period.  

Social stratification of  the southern coastal societies into 
elite and commoner categories is evident in the construction of  
large tomb mounds (namely the Ko-ryung mound 32 meters in 
diameter) built on the ridges; the practice of  immolation (of  both 
human and horse); and the burial of  prestigious grave goods such 
as gilt-bronze crowns, ring-pommeled swords, earrings in the 
main stone-lined pit-chambers, and iron armor in the ancillary 
chambers. The various archeological artifacts (including horse 
trappings, riveted iron helmet and cuirass, horse armor, iron 
ingots, iron tools, stoneware, vessels, knives and arrowheads) 
excavated from the tombs of  the Kaya rulers further suggest a 
remarkable military strength and material affluence of  individual 
Kaya walled-town states, though the entire Kaya federation was 
destined, by the mid-sixth century, to be conquered by Silla. The 
royal Kaya line was absorbed into the royal line of  the Silla 
dynasty, producing a maternal ancestor of  Silla kings (c.632). 
According to the Samguk-yusa, King Mun-mu (r.661-82) of  Silla 
claimed descent from the last King of  (Pon/Keum-kwan) Kaya 
and a 15th generation from the founder of  the Kaya Federation, 
King Suro (r.42-?). The latest archeological discoveries, especially 
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the first iron body armor in East Asia, have encouraged historians 
to see the Kaya states in a new light. 

Many Japanese historians discredit the Karak Kukki 
foundation date of  the mid-1st century for two reasons: first, 
because there are no inscriptions yet found that declare “this is a 
Kaya site” established during that period; and second, because the 
archeological evidence already excavated in the Kaya area indicates 
the existence of  an elite ruling class that, capable of  producing a 
king, “should be dated” to the late-3rd century and never earlier, 
even though based fairly arbitrarily on relative and intuitive 
chronologies.12 On the other hand, Japanese historians do not 
hesitate to claim the existence of  the mighty Yamato Kingdom in 
the fourth century, despite the absence of  any such exacting 
evidence as they demand for Kaya.  

In the Japanese Islands, a few helmets and cuirasses 
formed of  vertical iron plates tied together with leather thongs 
have been found in Early Tomb period [300-400] sites, after which 
there began to appear the cuirass made of  iron plates sewn 
together horizontally. Farris (1998: 74) notes: “The most critical… 
military hardware that seems to have traveled from southern 
Korea to Japan was…the cuirass (tankō, close-fitting grear 
protecting both the back and breast) … [T]he cuirass is a design 
virtually unknown outside southern Korea and Japan and 
therefore was…neither Chinese nor nomadic invention.” Only 
after c.425 in the Japanese Islands did riveting replace leather 
binding as a means of  fastening the pieces of  a cuirass or helmet 
together. A new type of  visored helmet became popular until 
about 500 (when leather-bound lamellar armor began to replace 
the cuirasses of  all types). Farris further notes that “lamellar 
armor, the visored helmet, and riveting all came from the 
peninsula (ibid: 75-6).” Barnes (2001: 142) observes that a “riveted 
vertical-plated cuirass has been recovered from Bok-cheon-dong 
tomb No. 46, dated to the 4th century; if  this dating is accurate, 
this is the earliest incidence of  riveting in either Korea or Japan.”13 

According to Barnes, the horizontal-band thonged 
cuirasses, triangular-plate thonged cuirasses, and thonged keeled 
helmets appear in tombs in the latter half  of  4th century, and the 
riveted triangular-plate cuirasses, riveted keeled helmets, riveted 
visored helmets, and lamellar armor appear in tombs in the first 
half  of  5th century in the Japanese Islands. Certainly the Japanese 

12 See Barnes (2001: 186). 

 
13 Iron body armors and helmets (板甲, 
札甲, 馬甲, 馬胄, 轍胄) dated to 

the 4th century were excavated at the 

Bok-cheon-dong and Yang-dong-ri (良
洞里 Kim-hae) sites. Those excavated 

at the Chil-san-dong (七山洞 Kim-

hae), Ok-jeon (玉田 Hap-cheon), and 

Do-hang-ri (道項里 Ham-an) sites are 

dated to c.350-450 (see NRICP, 2001). 

2.7. Excavated (top) from Funayama 

熊本船山 tomb and dated to late 5th 

to early 6th century; (bottom) from Ken-

ja-ki Naga-doro-nishi 群馬縣劍崎長瀞
西 tomb and dated to late 5th century. 

日本古墳大辭典 (2002: 178-9, 422)  

 
14 See Barnes (2007a: 16-7) and (2001: 

134-44, 196). 
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2.8. (top) Bronze horn chalice, Kyo-

dong Tomb No. 7, Chang-nyung; 

(middle) Clay horn chalice with horse 

head, Bok-cheon-dong, Pusan; and 

 (bottom) excavated site unknown. 

historians must have seen the mural painting of  Koguryeo iron-
armored cavalrymen in the An-ak Tomb No. 3 with the 
inscription on Tong-shu (288-357). Nevertheless, many Japanese 
historians still take the discovery of  iron armor and helmets in 
“the 5th century” tombs (or in the “350-450 CE tombs,” according 
to Barnes) in the Japanese Islands as the proof  of  subjugation of  
“the 4th century” (or the “250-350” period, according to Barnes) 
helmeted and armored peninsular warriors by the then bareheaded 
and naked insular warriors, led by the ghost of  “the 3rd century” 
Dongyi-zhuan queen, Pimihu (active between 238-47). 14  

 
EMPEROR QIANLONG DWELLS ON THE THREE HAN PEOPLE 

Squeezed by the Xianbei in the west and the Mohe-
Nüzhen Tungus in the east, a large number of  the Yemaek 
Tungus of  central Manchuria were destined to join their 
peninsular cousins, who had decided long ago to make their living 
by cultivating rice. Few people know the fact that the Manchu 
rulers of  the Qing dynasty included all of  the Three Han people 
of  the Korean Peninsula in the “Origin of  the Manchus.”  

In his edict commissioning the Researches on Manchu 
Origins (Man’zhou Yuan’liu-gao), the Emperor Qianlong of  Qing 
noted the confusion in the Chinese records over the names of  the 
Three Han in the Korean Peninsula. That is, the Chinese 
historians simply had not known that “Han” was a term for a 
leader [Khan]. With only guesses to guide them, they had 
somehow come to the conclusion that “Han” was a word for a 
lineage, a notion that “is not worth a moment’s attention.” Such 
crude usage, Qianlong asserts, having once taken root, was very 
hard to dislodge. Qianlong offered another example of  such crude 
usage. According to the History of  the Later Han, the Chin-han 
people had the peculiar practice of  using stones to flatten the 
skulls of  their infants. [The Dongyi-zhuan also records that the 
Chin-han people used stones to flatten their infants’ skulls, and 
consequently their heads were all flat.] Emperor Qianlong thought 
such a description simply ludicrous and contrary to all common 
sense. Qianlong stated that it was an old custom of  the Manchus 
that infants more than a few days old were confined to their 
cradles in such a way that over the course of  time the posterior 
portion of  the skull did indeed become flat. Apparently the Chin-
han people had the same custom. Regrettably for historians, they 
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left no records of  their customs so that their progeny might have 
an informed view of  their traditions that would fend off  
groundless speculation that fueled preposterous notions.15 The 
Manchus and their immediate predecessors in the Northeast, the 
emperor Qianlong went on to emphasize, had also been subjected 
to such mistreatment in the Han Chinese records. “During the 
Ming period in particular,” the emperor asserts, “propagandists of  
the most scandalous inclinations picked over every word, every 
line, every paragraph, with no object other than to defame. The 
scholars of  the time, after all, had been only dogs barking in the 
service of  their masters.” 16  

According to the Samguk-yusa, the (pre-Kaya) ancient 
title for the Pyun-han tribal chiefs was “Khan (干).” The Silla 
court also used the Mongolic title of  “Khagan (角干).” The Qing 
rulers believed not only that the imperial Aisin (Golden) Gioro 
lineage of  the Qing dynasty were of  the same people as the 
imperial Jin (Golden) Nüzhens, but also that the founder of  the 
Jin dynasty had originally come from Silla and, consequently, the 
Silla royal surname “Golden” became their dynastic name. 
 
 
3. Paekche: An Offshoot of  the Puyeo-Koguryeo in Ma-han Land 

 
The Samguk-sagi records that Chu-mong came down 

from Northern Puyeo to the Chol-bon Puyeo area (around the 
Hun-Yalu river valleys) to found the Koguryeo Kingdom, and also 
that a son of  Chu-mong and his followers came down to the Ma-
han land of  the Han River basin to found the Paekche Kingdom. 
The majority of  the Paekche population was apparently composed 
of  the native Ma-han people. The Paekche rulers had maintained 
the court ritual of  presenting sacrifices (such as horse jaw bones) 
both to Heaven and Earth, and to the shrine of  Tong-myung 
(Chu-mong), the legendary founder of  both Puyeo and Koguryeo 
(identified as Chu-mong by the Samguk-sagi who was the father of  
Onjo, the official founder of  Paekche Kingdom). When the 
Paekche moved their capital further south to the Keum River 
basin in 538, they briefly called their state Southern Puyeo. 
 
HAN-SEONG PAEKCHE 

According to the Dongyi-zhuan, a large number of  

15 欽定 滿洲源流考 

卷首諭旨 後漢書三韓傳謂辰韓人兒
生欲令頭匾押之以石 夫兒初墮地豈
堪以石押頭奇說甚悖於理 國朝舊俗
兒生數日置臥具 令兒仰寢其中久而
腦骨 自平頭形似匾斯乃習以自然無
足爲異辰韓或亦類…曲爲之解甚矣
其妄也 若夫三韓命名第列辰韓馬韓
弁韓而不詳其意義 當時三國必有三
汗各統其一 史家不知汗爲君長之稱 
遂以音詞誤譯 而庸鄙者甚至訛韓爲
族姓…有三韓 訂謬之作惜未令 人
盡讀之而共喩耳若… 致明季狂誕之
徒尋摘字句肆爲詆毁此如桀犬之吠.. 
卷七 部族 完顔 五代 金史世紀 
金之先出靺鞨氏古肅愼地也..金之始 
祖 初從高麗來 按通考及大金國志
云 本自新羅來姓完顔氏 新羅王金
姓 相傳數十世則金之自新羅來 無
疑建國之名...史家附會之詞未足憑
耳  居完顔部  
三國志 魏書卷三十 烏丸鮮卑東夷
傳三十 弁辰傳 兒生便以石壓其頭 
欲其褊 今辰韓人皆褊頭 
 
Surprisingly, Crossley (1997: 124) 

changed “Chin-han” to “Sushen” in her 

translation of the Qianlong’s edict. She 

could have honestly explained that the 

skulls of “Chin-han” people were flat in 

the back as were the skulls of the 

Manchus because they used the same 

distinctive cradles as the Manchus.  

 
16 Crossley (1999: 301-2) 

 
17 三國志 卷三十 魏書 三十 烏丸
鮮卑東夷傳 第三十 韓傳 魏略曰 
王莽地皇時 [20-2]…我等漢人…爲韓
所擊得 皆斷髮爲奴 積三年矣 桓靈

 

Paekche: An Offshoot of Puyeo-Koguryeo
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之末 [146-89] 韓濊彊盛 郡縣不能制 
民多流入韓國 建安中 [196-220] 公
孫康分屯有縣以南荒地爲帶方郡 …
景初中 [237-9] 明帝[r.226-39]密遣…
越海定二郡…臣智激韓忿 攻帶方
郡…時太守弓遵 樂浪太守劉茂 興
兵伐之 遵戰死 
 

18 Lee (1984: 36-37)  

 
19 周書 卷四十九 列傳 第四十一 
異域上 百濟者 其先蓋馬韓 之屬國 
夫餘之別種 有仇台者始 國於帶方  

See also CC1 (1987: 618).  

晉書 卷九十七 列傳 第六十七 四
夷 馬韓 武帝太康元年 二年 其主
頻遣使入貢方物 七年八年 十年 又
頻至...咸寧三年復來  

 

3.9. 4-5th century Kaya clay armored 

cavalry soldier with horn chalice.  

Deok-san-ri, Kim-hae 

Chinese were taken prisoner by the Han people between c.20-22 
CE. According to the Samguk-sagi chronology, this event must 
have occurred during the reign of  Onjo (r.18 BCE-28 CE). 
During 146-89, the Han of  Ye people became so strong that the 
commanderies could not control them and consequently a large 
number of  people went over to the Han state. This occurred 
during the reign of  King Chogo (r.166-214) in Paekche. The 
Dongyi-zhuan further records that the allied forces of  the Lelang 
and Daifang commanderies (under the dominion of  Wei) 
launched a large scale attack against the Han River basin sometime 
between 237-9 CE. In the ensuing battle, the governor of  Daifang 
was killed.17 This occurred during the reign of  King Koi (r.234-
86) in Paekche. By the mid-third century, Paekche seems to have 
been actively expanding and consolidating its power base around 
the Han River area. The attack by the Lelang and Daifang forces 
was apparently to disrupt and prevent the unification of  tribal 
chiefdoms under the emerging leadership of  the Paekche.18 The 
Dongyi-zhuan, nonetheless, simply records that Paekche (伯濟國) 
was one of  the numerous Ma-han states in the Three Han area. 

In 260, King Koi appointed six ministers to handle 
specified administrative functions, established sixteen grades of  
official rank, and prescribed colors for official dress in accordance 
with rank. In 262, King Koi decreed that officials who accepted 
bribes or practiced extortions would be expelled from office after 
paying a three-fold penalty. The king received his subjects in 
majestic attire. Such a conspicuous performance by King Koi, as 
was recorded in the Samguk-sagi, coupled with his military exploits 
against the Lelang and Daifang allied forces, appearing in the 
Dongyi-zhuan, seems to have made the Zhoushu name him (Giəu-yiei: 
the Sui-Tang time pronunciation for 仇台) as “the founder of  
Paekche in the Daifang area.” The Jinshu, in its Biographies, 
records that a certain king of  Ma-han sent envoys to the Western 
Jin court in 277, 280 and 281 that must have been King Koi of  
Paekche.19  

By the time King Mi-cheon of  Koguryeo conquered the 
Lelang Commandery in 313, Paekche came to occupy the Daifang 
Commandery. With the southward flight of  the Jin court below 
the Yangzi River in 317, the Han Chinese vanished from sight for 
a long while, hidden under the Manchurian conquest dynasties in 
North China. 

Han-seong Paekche in Han River Basin  
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According to the Samguk-sagi, Onjo had at first 
established the capital at Wirye-seong in the north of  the Han 
River (河北慰禮城) in 18 BCE, which was moved to Wirye-seong 
in the south of  the Han River (河南慰禮城) in 5 BCE; to Han-san 
(漢山) in 371 CE during the reign of  Keun Chogo (r.346-75); to 
Han-seong (漢城) in 391; and then to Kong-ju (公州) in 475.  
That is, Paekche had maintained its capital around the Han River 
(漢江) for a period of  494 years (between 18 BCE and 475 CE) 
before moving down to the Keum River area in the south. 

The latest archeological evidence suggests that the Pung-
nap Earthen Wall (廣州風納里土城) in modern-day Seoul at the 
southern bank of  Han River was constructed sometime between 
100 BCE and 200 CE. According to Choi (2006: 336, 352), the 
plain hard Mu-mun pottery (硬質無文土器, 深鉢形土器) excavated 
at the site must have been used by the people who inhabited the 
area in the first century BCE, and the carbon-dating of  the 
construction materials found in the wall shows that the wall was 
constructed sometime around that period. Further examining the 
nature of  various artifacts excavated from the site, Choi concludes 
that the wall was likely to have been constructed in 23 CE (as 
suggested by the records of  the Samguk-sagi) for the Paekche’s 
second capital of  the period between 5 BCE-371 CE. Among the 
enormous number of  artifacts excavated from one small site 
within the wall, is a large black burnished pottery vessel incised 
with Grandee characters (大夫), as well as seven sets of  horse jaw 
bones for sacrificial rites (ibid: 326, 353).  

An enormous quantity of  roof  tiles and bricks were also 
excavated. Kwon (2008: 76) notes that the bricks “were not like 
those of  the Ungjin period and later, which are decorated with 
lotus or coin patterns,” and not a few bricks were “adorned with 
an elongated lattice pattern.” The Pung-nap bricks apparently 
belong to those of  the pre-Buddhism (i.e., pre-384) era. “The vast 
majority of  pottery types…are…tripodals, lids, pedestaled cups, 
and various pots, all of  which are ritual-type vessels … more than 
one thousand ritual vessels bearing meticulously crafted 
decorations. … More than ten horse and cow skulls were also 
discovered…along with small horse models… [R]itual sacrifices 
involving the use of  horses or cows as sacrificial beasts were 
offerings to heaven presided over by the king (ibid: 76-7).” 

Just like the Qin Long Wall constructed by Meng Tian 

2.10. Pung-nap To-seong (Earthen 

Wall) dated between 100 BCE-200 CE, 

and Mong-chon To-seong dated 

between late 4th-mid 5th century. 

 
20 See Wright (1978: 84-88).  

The core structure of Chang’an, 

including the outer wall, was finished 

after nine months of construction.  

See Pungnap-Toseong section of Lee 

(2004: 65) for the estimated height of 15 

meters. See also Choi (2006: 324-55). 

三國史記 卷第三十七 雜志 第六 
地理四 百濟 東明王第三子溫祚 以
前漢鴻嘉三年癸卯 自卒本扶餘至慰
禮城 立都稱王 歷三百八十九年 至
十三世近肖古王 取高句麗南平壤 
都漢城 歷一百五年 至二十三世文
周王 移都熊川 歷六十三年 至二十
六世聖王 移都所夫里 國號南扶餘 

21 晉書 卷九 帝紀第九 簡文帝 咸
安 二年 [372] 春正月 百濟林邑王 
各遣使貢方物…六月 遣使拜百濟王
餘句 爲鎭東將軍 領樂浪太守 

 

Pung-nap Earthen Wall: Paekche Capital 
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2.11. Hathor goddess and Marananta’s 

Buddha statue. Cho (2006: 86) 

 
22 A gilt-copper statue of a seated 

Buddha 9.6 cm in height and wearing 

an ancient Egyptian style wig was 

excavated in 1973 at the ruins of 

Anyang Temple (安養寺) in modern 

Anyang City, Kyung-gi-do. According to 

Cho Sang-ha (趙尙河, 摩羅難陀傳授 
金銅阿彌陀如來坐像 Seoul: 有韓社 

2008: ix-xx), the “Gilt-copper Amitabha 

Tathagata Seated-Statue” was manu-

factured at the Dharmarajika monastery 

in Taxila, the largest city of Gandhara 

from the time of Alexander the Great, 

and brought to Eastern Jin by the court 

missionary monk Marananta dispatched 

by Chandragupta II (r.375-414). The 

Pure Land Sect (淨土), however, was 

suppressed in Eastern Jin at that time, 

and hence Xiaowu (孝武帝 r.372-96) 

sent Marananta to Paekche together 

with the statue, sariras and sutras 

brought by him. King Chim-ryu of 

Paekche built the first temple of Pure 

Land Sect, identified as Kwang-deok 

Temple (廣德寺), in the Hansan area in 

385. The temple was burnt later, but 

rebuilt by Jin-heung (眞興王 r.540-76) 

of Silla, and renamed Anyang Temple. 

between 221-10 BCE, the building material of  the Pung-nap 
Earthen Wall was light brown soil. The building material of  the 
outer walls constructed for the Sui capital, Chang’an, was also 
light brown soil. The earth of  the walls’ base seems to have been 
first tamped down to make a foundation, and then earth was 
brought in baskets to be mixed with water and laid down in thin 
layers of  mud which was tamped down and dried in the sun, to a 
thickness of  about 10 centimeters. Some of  the earth could have 
been excavated to form a moat that surrounded the southern 
portion of  the wall. Layer followed layer until the wall reached its 
full height. The whole length of  the wall amounts to 3.5 km, only 
about one-tenth of  the outer wall of  Chang’an. The wall is about 
40 meters thick at the base, however, being almost ten times 
thicker than that of  Chang’an. The estimated height is about 15 
meters, almost 1.5 times higher than that of  Chang’an.20 

Kwon (2008: 73) states that “Such a scale far exceeds 
that of  Koguryeo’s Kugnae-seong, Silla’s Wol-seong, and the 
Lelang walled site at Pyung-yang, and the number of  people 
mobilized to construct the wall over time would, even at a low 
estimate, have greatly surpassed one million [man-days] … [O]ne 
cannot imagine it to have been anything other than a royal capital. 
… The fact that the Pung-nap walled site was that of  the Paekche 
capital became indisputable.” 

 
PAEKCHE IN THE CHINESE DYNASTIC CHRONICLES 

According to the Jinshu (in Annals), an envoy from 
Paekche arrived at the court of  Eastern Jin in January 372, and 
then a Jin envoy was sent to the Paekche court in June, granting 
Keun Chogo the title of  “General Stabilizing the East and 
Governor of  Le-lang.”21 The Samguk-sagi records that Keun 
Chogo sent another envoy to the Eastern Jin court in 373. The 
Jinshu also records the arrival of  a Paekche envoy in 384. The 
Samguk-sagi records the sending of  an envoy and the arrival of  a 
Gandharan missionary monk named Marananta from Eastern Jin 
in 384, implying the formal introduction of  Buddhism to 
Paekche.22 The Jinshu records that the title of  “Commissioner 
Bearing Credentials, Inspector-General, General Stabilizing the 
East, and King of  Paekche” was granted to King Chim-ryu (r.384-
5) or Chin-sa (385-92) in 386.23 The Samguk-sagi records that King 
Cheon-ji (405-420) sent an envoy to the Jin court in 406.  

1 Million Man-Days to Construct Pung-nap 
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These represent the earliest diplomatic contacts 
(between Paekche and a Chinese dynasty) formally recorded in a 
Chinese dynastic history.24 Unlike Koguryeo that bordered upon 
the dynasties of  mainland China and maintained a close 
relationship (namely, frequent warfare) with them from the time 
of  its foundation, any detailed historical accounts relating to 
Paekche (or Silla) are absent from the Chinese dynastic chronicles 
prior to these Jinshu records for 372-86. Furthermore, one has yet 
to recognize the fact that Jinshu records all these contacts with the 
Paekche Kingdom in its Annals only. In its “Barbarian Section” of  
Lie-zhuan (Biographies 67), a careless copy of  the Dongyi-zhuan, it 
mentions solely the extinct Ma-han and Chin-han, as if  Paekche 
(or Silla) does not exist on the Korean Peninsula.  

The chaos in East Asia depicted as the Era of  Five 
Barbarians and Sixteen States was quelled at last by the Northern 
Wei (386-534) of  Tuoba-Xianbei, occupying the whole of  North 
China by 439, and the Koguryeo of  Yemaek-Tungus, occupying 
central and eastern Manchuria by the early fifth century under the 
leadership of  King Kwang-gae-to the Great. 25 Sheltered by the 
Yangzi River, a series of  Han Chinese dynasties were able to 
survive in the south until the time of  unification by Sui in 589.  

According to the Songshu, the Eastern Jin court granted 
the title of  “Commissioner Bearing Credentials, Inspector-
General of  Military Affairs in Paekche, General Stabilizing the 
East, and King of  Paekche” to the Paekche king named Ying in 
416 (promoted to “Great General” by 420). The Samguk-sagi also 
records the arrival of  a Jin envoy in 416. A Paekche mission led by 
a “Senior Administrator” arrived at the Liu-Song court in 424, and 
then the Song court sent an envoy to Paekche in 425, granting the 
title of  “Commissioner Bearing Credentials, Inspector-General of  
Military Affairs in Paekche, Great General Stabilizing the East, 
and King of  Paekche” to King Kui-sin (r.420-27). 26 Paekche sent 
ten missions to the Liu-Song court between 424 and 471. The 
Paekche envoy sent by King Kaero in 458 sought investiture in 
specific martial titles for eleven persons.  

 
TURBULENT YEARS OF THE PAEKCHE KINGDOM 

By the turn of  the fifth century, King Kwang-gae-to of  
Koguryeo overran Paekche’s capital (in 396), occupied Liao-dong, 
and subjugated the Sushen people of  northeast Manchuria. His 

According to Cho (ibid: xii), the wig was 

modeled after the hairdressing of the 

Egyptian goddess Hathor appearing in 

the painting for Seti I (1294-1186 BCE). 

The figure is seated on a lotus 

seedcase (蓮實房) and surrounded by 

lotus petals (蓮花), the Egyptian 

symbols of an eternal world and 

resurrection, respectively, during the 

New Kingdom era (1550-1069 BCE). 
 

23 晉書 卷九 帝紀第九 孝武帝 太
原 十一年 夏四月 以百濟王世子餘
暉爲使持節 都督 鎭東將軍 百濟王 

 
24 Best (1979: 128) and (1982:453) 

 
25 King Kwang-gae-to (391-413) 

occupied the Liaodong area and 

subjugated the Sushen people.  
 

26 宋書 卷九十七 列傳 第五十七 
夷蠻 百濟國 義熙十二年 [416] 以
百濟王餘映爲使持節 都督百濟諸軍
事鎭東將軍百濟王 高祖踐阼[420]進
號鎭東大將軍 少帝景平 二年 映遣
長史張威 詣闕貢獻 元嘉二年 [425] 

太祖 詔之曰 皇帝問使持節都督百
濟 諸軍事鎭東大將軍百濟王...聿修
先業…宣旨慰勞稱朕意  
 
晉書 卷十 帝紀第十 義熙 九年 

[413]...是歲 高句麗 倭國...並獻方物
 
27 廣開土王碑文 百殘新羅舊是屬民 
…以六年丙申 王躬率水軍討伐殘國 
…而殘主困 逼獻出男女生口一千人 
細布千匹 跪王自誓 從今以後永爲 
奴客 太王恩赦始迷之愆 錄其後順 
之誠 於是得五十八城村七百 將殘 

 

Paekche in Chinese Dynastic Chronicles
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主弟幷大臣十人 旋師還都  
 

28 Best (1982: 452) 

 

 

2.12. Tomb of Paekche King Mu-nyung 

 
2.13. Tomb of King Mu-nyung (r.501-23) 

忠南 公州 百濟 武寧王 塼築墳 
(4.2 m x 2.72 m x 3.14 m) 

 
2.14. Tomb of a royal family member of 

Emperor Sun Hao 孫皓 (r.264-80).  

Sun-Wu (222-80) 孫吳 塼築墳.  

江蘇省 南京市 靑龍山 孫吳墓 
excavated on December 22, 2005. 

(20.16 m x 10.17 m x 5 m) 

son, King Chang-su (r.413-91), moved the capital southward in 
427 from the narrow mountain valleys of  Yalu to Pyung-yang at 
the Tae-dong River basin, and seized the Paekche capital at Han-
song in 475, beheading King Kaero. After the loss of  the Han 
River basin to Koguryeo, Paekche had to relocate its capital south 
to Ung-jin (modern Kong-ju).  

 Paekche sent more than 63 missions to the courts of  
mainland China between 372 and 652. The ritual acts of  
presenting nominal tributes and awarding grand titles in return 
enhanced the prestige of  the rulers of  both Paekche and the 
dynasties of  mainland China, providing symbolic support for 
dynastic self-esteem and respective claims of  legitimacy. Prior to 
567, however, except for the single envoy sent to the Northern 
Wei court in 472 (inciting Wei to take military action against 
Koguryeo), the exchange of  emissaries was conducted exclusively 
with the southern dynasties across the Yellow Sea. Paekche began 
to send a series of  envoys to the northern dynasties only after 
567, beginning with an envoy to the court of  Northern Qi. 
Perhaps the existence of  a Paekche colony in the Liaoxi area had 
prevented an early development of  friendly relations between 
Paekche and the northern dynasties (see Appendix 2.1). Crossing 
the Yellow Sea from the Paekche coast to arrive at the mouth of  
Huai River or Zhejiang seems to have taken nine to ten days.28  

King Tong-seong (r.479-501) sought investiture in 
military titles from the Southern Qi (479-502) court on behalf  of  
some twenty heroic generals and royal kinsmen in 490 and 495. 
Under the reign of  Mu-nyung (r.501-23), Paekche was fully 
recovered from the aftermath of  the disastrous defeat of  475. 
According to Best (2002: 192), the brick mausoleum of  King Mu-
nyung is similar in scale and design to the tomb of  Liu family 
excavated at Chang-sha in Hunan (Tomb No. 2) that contain 
inscribed bricks dated 499. King Seong-myung (r.523-54) of  
Paekche again moved the capital to Sabi (modern Puyeo) in 538 
and renamed his kingdom Southern Puyeo. 

Silla had conquered Pon Kaya in 532, and then occupied 
the Han River basin in 553, opening a direct sea route to China. 
By conquering Tae Kaya in 562, Silla at last extinguished the entire 
Kaya Federation and encircled all of  the land frontiers of  
Paekche. After Silla’s occupation of  the Han River basin and the 
death of  King Seong-myung in the hands of  Silla soldiers, Silla 

Turbulent Years of the Paekche Kingdom 
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became Paekche’s primary foe.  
When King Mu (r.600-41) of  Paekche died, Taizong of  

Tang himself  donned white robes and issued a statement of  grief  
at the Xuanwu Gate in the northern wall of  the capital city.29 King 
Ui-ja (r.641-60) of  Paekche captured more than 40 Silla castles in 
642 and, forming a military alliance with Koguryeo, laid a joint 
siege upon the Tang-hang Fortress at the mouth of  the Han River 
in 643 in order to cut off  the Silla’s access to the Yellow Sea.  

Until 630, the fresh vigor of  the early decades of  the 
Tang dynasty had been directed to the conquest of  Central Asia, 
but the development on the Korean Peninsula started to attract 
the attention of  Tang rulers to the east. In 645, Taizong 
personally led a large army to invade Koguryeo, but suffered 
disastrous defeats. Paekche seized seven Silla castles in 645, and 
captured twenty more castles by 651, causing Silla to send urgent 
pleas to the Tang court for military assistance in 648, 650, and 
again in 659. The Tang-Silla allied forces at last destroyed Paekche 
in 663 and Koguryeo in 668. 
 
 
4. Dating the Foundation of  the Paekche Kingdom 
 

Since many Japanese historians accept the thesis that the 
Yamato Kingdom was established in the Japanese Islands 
sometime during the fourth century, it is a convenience for them 
to believe that the Paekche and Silla kingdoms also appeared in 
the Korean Peninsula sometime during the fourth century. 
According to the Dongyi-zhuan in the Weishu of  Sanguozhi, Paekche 
(伯濟國) was one of  the 55 Mahan (馬韓) states, and Silla (斯盧
國) was one of  the 24 Chinhan-Pyunhan (弁辰) states. Almost all 
Japanese historians who happen to touch on the subject therefore 
contend that the kingdoms of  Paekche and Silla were “founded” 
in the fourth century, and most Western specialists also echo such 
contentions. They, first of  all, contend that the pre-fourth-century 
kingship chronology of  Paekche and Silla recorded in the Samguk-
sagi is a simple fabrication by Kim Pu-sik (1075-1151). Brown 
(1993: 303), in his Cambridge History of  Japan, states that Keun 
Ch’ogo (r.346-75) was “Paekche’s first king.” Ledyard’s postulation 
of  Paekche being established by the Puyeo refugees sometime in 
the twenty-year period between 352 and 372 (on the basis of  a 

29 Best (1982: 480) 

舊唐書 卷一百九十九上 列傳 第一
百四十九上 東夷 百濟 武德十五年 
璋卒…太宗素服哭之  
 

新唐書 卷二百二十 列傳 第一百四
十五 東夷 百濟 ...君外臣百濟王夫
餘璋卒 帝爲擧哀玄武門 

 

2.15. Gilt-bronze crown, Naju, Paekche 

 
30 Brown (1993: 111), seemingly 

representing Japanese historiography, 

even declares that Koguryeo was “the 

first of the three independent Korean 

kingdoms to emerge during the fourth 

century” to be followed by Paekche and 

Silla. The Best’s postulation of Paekche 

being established by Puyeo refugees 

sometime during the 82-year period 

between 290 and 372 (on the basis of a 

historical fact that Puyeo was destroyed 

by Huang’s father, Murong Hui, in 285) 

seems to be a rather simple extension 

on the theme of Ledyard.  

 
31 續日本紀 桓武天皇 延曆 八年…
皇太后 姓和氏諱新笠…后先出自百
濟武寧王之子純陀太子…其百濟遠祖
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都慕王者 河伯之女 感日精而所生 
皇大后 卽其後也...延曆九年七月…
貴須王者 百濟始興第十六世王也 
夫 百濟大祖都慕大王者 日神降靈 
奄扶餘而開國…諸韓而偁王  (NS 5: 

448-52, 468-72)  

 
32 新撰姓氏錄 第三帙 左京諸蕃下 
百濟朝臣 出自百濟國都慕王三十世
孫惠王也 百濟公 出自百濟國都慕
王二十四世孫汶淵王也 石野連 出
自百濟國人近速王孫 

 
2.16. Tomb of Sun Wu 孫吳墓 

 
33 新撰姓氏錄 第三帙 右京諸蕃下 
春野連 出自百濟速古王孫比流王也 
汶斯氏 春野連同祖 速古王孫比流
王之後也 半毗氏 百濟國沙半王之
後也  (SS: 301, 304) 

 

Best (2006: 20) simply presents what I 

single historical fact that Puyeo was destroyed by Murong Huang 
in 346) echoes the contentions of  Japanese scholars, completely 
ignoring the extant Korean chronicles. The recent publication of  
A History of  the Early Korean Kingdom of  Paekche by Jonathan W. 
Best (2006: 26-7), who claims that the Samguk-sagi “places the 
foundations of  Silla and Paekche at preposterously early dates,” by 
the Harvard University Asia Center seems to have elevated such 
traditional contentions to the rank of  an unchallengeable version 
of  history.30 If  we have a look at the extant Japanese chronicles 
themselves, a different story emerges. 

The Shoku-Nihongi (續日本紀 Nihongi Continued), 
covering nine reigns from 697 CE to 791 CE, began to be 
compiled under the auspices of  Kōnin (光仁 r.770-81), and 
completed in 797 CE during the reign of  Kammu (桓武 r.781-
806 CE). The record of  Shoku-Nihongi for the ninth year of  
Kammu’s reign states that Kammu’s mother was the Queen to 
Kōnin and a descendant of  Paekche King Mu-nyung. The record 
also tells that Tomo (都慕 Chumong, the founder of  Koguryeo 
who was the father of  the Paekche’s founder, Onjo) was born to 
the daughter of  a River God (Habaek). It further declares that 
Kammu’s mother was therefore a descendant of  Tomo. 31 The 
records of  Shoku-Nihongi in the following year state that King 
Keun Kusu (r.375-84 CE) was the “sixteenth” king of  Paekche 
when counted from the Paekche’s Great Ancestor (遠祖) Tomo. 
The Shoku-Nihongi apparently regards Chu-mong as the symbolic 
founder of  Paekche. The Samguk-sagi records that Keun Kusu was 
the 14th king of  Paekche counted from Onjo. 

The Shinsen Shōjiroku (the New Compilation of  Clan 
Register) was compiled by the Yamato court under the auspices of  
Saga (嵯峨 r.809-23), and finished in 815 CE, including 1,182 
important families (uji) living in the capital and five surrounding 
provinces. The Shinsen Shōjiroku records that Mun-ju was the 24th 
king of  Paekche when counted from Tomo while Samguk-sagi 
places him as the 22nd king counted from Onjo. It also records 
that Hye was the 30th king of  Paekche when counted from Tomo 
while the Samguk-sagi records him as the 28th king counted from 
Onjo. 32  

The Shinsen Shōjiroku records a clan with the seventh 
King of  Paekche, Saban (r.234), as its progenitor. It further 
records two clans with King Biryu [比流王 the eleventh king of  
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Paekche, r.304-44] as their progenitor. He was the descendent of  
King Chogo [速古王, the fifth King of  Paekche, r.166-214]. It 
also records a clan that has a descendant of  the thirteenth King 
of  Paekche, Keun Chogo, as its progenitor (近速王孫). We can 
see that the Shinsen Shōjiroku records the Paekche kings who, 
according to the Samguk-sagi, ruled from 166-214 (肖古王 Chogo) 
and in 234 (沙伴王 Saban) as the progenitors of  some Yamato 
ruling clans. Furthermore, we can see that the Shinsen Shōjiroku 
clearly distinguishes King Keun Chogo (the thirteenth king) from 
King Chogo (the fifth king) by recording that the eleventh King 
Biryu was descended from the latter. 33  

The Samguk-sagi regards Onjo (the third son of  Chu-
mong) as the official founder of  Paekche. The Samguk-sagi records 
that King Keun Kusu was the 14th king of  Paekche when counted 
from Onjo. That is, according to the Samguk-sagi, King Keun Kusu 
should be the “15th” king if  counted from Chu-mong. The 
Chewang-un’gi, a Korean chronicle compiled in 1287, states, 
however, that Onjo’s elder brother (Chumong’s second son) was 
the first king of  Paekche; he died five months after enthronement. 
That is, there was an ephemeral king between Chu-mong (the 
symbolic founder of  Paekche) and his third son Onjo who should 
have been recorded as the official founder of  Paekche. Such a 
possibility was indeed acknowledged by the Samguk-sagi itself  in a 
footnote. According to the Chewang-un’gi, however, the Samguk-sagi 
should have recorded Onjo as the second king and his elder 
brother as the official founder of  Paekche in the main text instead 
of  suggesting such a possibility in the footnote, rendering it 
merely a conflicting story.34  

Unlike the tradition of  Samguk-sagi, the tradition of  both 
Shoku-Nihongi and Shinsen Shōjiroku compiled by the Yamato court 
was to have Chu-mong stand for the symbolic founder of  
Paekche. Furthermore, the latter two records apparently do not 
regard Onjo as the de facto founder of  Paekche or as the second 
king of  Paekche when counted from Chu-mong but regard him, 
just like the Chewang-un’gi, as the third king of  Paekche. In any 
case, these records of  the extant Japanese chronicles clearly 
contradict the arguments of  modern Japanese historians that 
Paekche was established in the fourth century.  

Earthen pits containing iron shields, weapons, and tools, 
Former Han Dynasty mirrors, lacquered knife sheathes, and 

(1994: 201-3) have already written in 

1994 without crediting my original 

findings, and then states that “the 

concoction of Paekche’s fabulously 

expanded king list had occurred long 

before the Samguk-sagi was compiled.”

Best (2006: 10), representing the great 

majority of Japanese and Western 

historians, however, has no alternative 

but to admit the fact that the Japanese 

sources dating to 791 CE and 815 CE 

do contain evidence revealing the 

contemporary existence of a king list for 

Paekche that would place the 

kingdom’s foundation at an early time, 

and yet Best jumps to the conclusion 

that “Since such a distorted 

chronological perspective was 

evidently credited in early-ninth-century 

Japan, it may be assumed that it was 

current and accepted much earlier on 

the Korean peninsula.” 

 
34 帝王韻紀 百濟始祖名溫祚…與母
兄殷祚南奔立國 殷祚立五月而卒  
三國史記 百濟本紀 第一 一云 始
祖沸流王…北扶餘王解扶婁庶孫 母
召西奴 卒本人延陀勃之 女...生子
二人 長曰沸流 次曰溫祚 寡居于卒
本 後朱蒙不容於扶 餘...南奔至卒
本 立都 號高句麗 娶召西奴爲妃...
及朱蒙在扶餘所 生禮氏子孺留來 
立之爲太… 於 是 沸 流 謂弟溫祚曰… 
我母氏傾 家財助成邦業...不如奉母
氏南遊 卜地 別立國都 與弟率黨類
…至彌鄒忽以居之 (S2: 15)  

 
35 Barnes (2001: 86) 

 
36 See Chapter 5 of Hong (2010a). 
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2.17. Lotus-petal pattern at the center 

of the ceiling in the back chamber.  

An-ak Tomb No. 3.  

 

2.18. Sacrificial horse jaw bones from 

Pung-nap To-seong 

 

2.19. Early Paekche pottery from 

Pung-nap To-seong 

 
37 晉書 卷一百八 載記第八 慕容廆 
平州刺史…毖意廆拘留 乃陰結高句 

麗及宇文段國等 謀滅廆以分其地 
太興初 [318-21] 三國伐廆…明年 
麗寇遼東 廆遣衆擊敗之 
 

bronze artifacts dated to about 100 CE were found in the Kyung-
ju area.35 As far as Paekche and Silla are concerned, however, the 
absence of  more impressive archeological evidence of  elite culture 
(in the form of, say, large mounded tombs and prestige grave 
goods), and also the absence of  any systematic records in the 
Chinese dynastic chronicles, have led many historians to believe 
that the third century was still a formative period during which the 
Paekche and Silla were progressing from walled-town states toward 
full-fledged (spatially-defined, not racially-defined) nation states. 
Many historians indeed regard the period prior to 300 CE in 
Korea proper as the Proto Three Kingdom Period.  
 
 
5. Historical Stage for the Birth of  the Yamato Dynasty 
 

THE MURONG XIANBEI AND THE YEMAEK KOGURYEO 

In order to prepare the gound for model-building in the 
next chapter, I now focus on the fourth century in East Asia and 
the Korean Peninsula. 36  

Between 281 and 302, a frightful sequence of  natural 
disasters—famine, plague, locusts, floods—devastated Western 
Jin. Full-scale civil war, the War of  Eight Princes, raged in 
mainland China from 291 to 305. The occupation of  North China 
between 304-52 by the two Xiongnu Zhao states commenced the 
Era of  Five Barbarians and Sixteen States (304-439). A member 
of  the Jin imperial family, Sima Rui, who had been serving as 
governor of  the Jian’kang area, founded in 317 the Eastern Jin 
dynasty that lasted until 420. A succession of  short-lived southern 
dynasties, Liu Song (420-79), Qi (479-502), Liang (502-57), and 
Chen (557-89), were established in South China by military coups. 

At the time of  Western Jin (265-316), we find a number 
of  small Xianbei states, including the Murong, Duan, Yuwen, and 
Tuoba, in Western Manchuria. Murong Hui (b.268) had invaded 
Puyeo in the Songhua River basin in 285, the very year he became 
the chieftain, and also launched an attack on the agricultural area 
of  the Liao River basin in 286 that had been occupied by the Han 
Chinese settlers after the Han Wudi’s conquest of  Old Chosun in 
108 BCE. Hui (r.285-333) became the chieftain of  several Xianbei 
tribes, and took for himself  the title Great Shanyu in 308. The 
Xianbei in Liaoxi were, however, still fighting each other for tribal 

Historical Stage: Fourth Century East Asia 
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hegemony. The Liaodong area was completely disconnected from 
the Western Jin court because everything in Central China was in 
great confusion. In 311, the Xiongnu sacked the Jin capital at 
Luoyang, and King Mi-cheon (r.300-31) of  Koguryeo took over 
the Lelang commandery in 313. It was the final days of  the 
Western Jin dynasty (265-316) that had long been engaged in 
fratricidal civil war, and lost most of  North China to the Xiongnu. 

According to the Jinshu, the Han Chinese governor of  
Pingzhou was jealous of  the rapidly expanding power of  Murong 
Hui, and conspired together with the Koguryeo, the Duan and the 
Yuwen to jointly make an attack on the Murong, and divide up 
Hui’s territory. Early in the period of  318-21, the Koguryeo, 
Duan, and Yuwen jointly attacked Murong Hui. The Koguryeo 
army that plundered Liaodong in the following year was defeated 
by the Murong-Xianbei army dispatched by Hui.37 According to 
the Samguk-sagi, the Koguryeo, the Duan, and the Yuwen jointly 
attacked Murong Hui in 319. Hui, however, managed to make the 
three armies suspicious of  each other, and let them take back their 
armies. 38 Hui destroyed the Yuwen army shortly thereafter, and 
conquered the Liaodong area [in 319].39 Schreiber notes: “Hui 
made Murong Han Commander…of  Liaodong, assigned Murong 
Ren to Ping’guo. … Han was very successful in getting Chinese 
and foreigners to live harmoniously. …Ren…was as successful as 
his brother Han. The reason why Hui appointed [his two sons] 
Han and Ren to guard the northeastern frontiers probably was 
that they were feared by the enemy neighbors, the Koguryeo.…A 
year later [320], when an army of  Koguryeo again had invaded 
Liaodong, Murong Ren had defeated them so decisively that for 
years afterwards they did not invade the territory of  Murong 
Ren.” 40  

The state of  Former Yan was basically founded under 
Hui’s long reign of  49 years. Disgusted with their own Imperial 
House, the Sima family, and vehemently opposed to the rule of  
the savage Xiongnu, many of  the Han Chinese officials had joined 
the Murong, who had been able to keep order in their little state 
(in Liaodong and Liaoxi) during all of  this political turmoil. There 
they helped to organize a model Chinese court with a Murong 
ruler as head and to expand the Murong state slowly to the west 
and the south. 

Murong Huang (r.333-49) proclaimed himself  King of  

38 三國史記 高句麗本紀 第五 美川 
王 二十年[319] 我及段氏宇文氏 使 
共攻慕容廆 三國進攻棘城 廆閉門 
自守...二國疑宇文氏與廆有謀 各引 
兵歸...廆以其子仁鎭遼東...王數遣兵
寇遼東 慕容廆遣慕容翰慕容仁伐之 
二十一年 [320] 遣兵寇遼東 慕容仁
拒戰 破之 
 
39 Schreiber (1949-55: 412-3, 415) 

 
40 Schreiber (1949-55: 419) 

資治通鑑 卷九十六咸康七年[341] 

燕王皝以慕容恪爲...屢破高句麗兵 
高句麗畏之 不敢入境  

2.20. From Mong-chong To-seong 
 

41 魏書 卷九十五 列傳八十三 慕容 
廆子元眞..自稱燕王…征高麗大破之
資治通鑑 晋紀 穆帝 永和二年 
[346] 燕王皝遣世子儁 帥慕容軍 慕
容恪 慕輿根 三將軍 萬七千騎 襲
餘…虜其王玄及部落五萬餘口而還 
 
42 See Schreiber (1949-55: 466-8). 

資治通鑑 卷第九十七 晉紀 十九 
成帝...翰言於皝曰 宇文彊盛日久...
今若擊之 百擧百克 然高句麗 去國
密邇 常有闚覦之志 彼知宇文亡 禍
將及己 必乘虛深入 掩吾不備 若少
留兵 則不足以守 多留兵則不足以
行 此心腹之患也 宜先除之... 高句 
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麗之地 不可戍守 今其主亡民散 潛
伏山谷 大軍旣去必 復鳩聚 收其餘
燼... 請載其父尸 囚其生 母而歸 
俟其束身自歸 然後返之 撫以恩信 
策之上也 皩從之  

 

2.21. Koguryeo Tomb of General 

將軍塚, nearby the King Kwang-gae-

to’s stele, Ji’an (top), and 

Paekche Seok-chon-dong 石村洞 

Tomb No. 4. with supporting stones 支
撑石, Seoul (middle and bottom). 

 
43 三國史記 卷第十八 高句麗本紀 
第六 故國壤王 二年 [385] 王出兵
四萬襲遼東  
 
廣開土王 二年 [392] 北伐契丹…招
諭本國陷沒民口一萬而歸...  
十年 [400] 燕王盛..自將兵三萬襲之
…拔新城南蘇二城..徙五千餘戶而還  
十二年 [402] 王遣兵攻宿軍[龍城東
北] 燕平州刺史慕容歸棄城走 十五 

Yan in 337; subdued the Duan Xianbei in 339; destroyed the 
Koguryeo capital in 342; annihilated the Yuwen Xianbei state in 
344; and mounted an attack against the Puyeo with seventeen 
thousand horsemen in 346.41  

The Zizhi Tongjian records the advice of  Murong Han 
given to his brother, Huang, sometime before November 342: 
“Our nearest neighbors, the Koguryeo, are always vigilant. They 
know that as soon as we have annihilated the Yuwen, we will 
attack them. Therefore, if  we move to invade the territory of  
Yuwen, they surely would attack our country while our army is 
abroad. Were we to leave a few of  our troops to guard the home 
country, the army of  Koguryeo would ravage the country. Were 
we to leave a sufficient number of  troops to prevent an invasion, 
our expeditionary army would be too weak to conquer the Yuwen. 
We should, therefore, first conquer Koguryeo.” Huang invaded 
Koguryeo in November 342 with forty thousand of  his elite 
soldiers, and captured its capital Hwan-do. At that time, Huang 
was further advised by one of  his generals: “It is impossible to 
keep Koguryeo occupied. The king managed to escape and the 
people are scattered and hidden in the mountains. Upon our 
departure they will emerge from their hiding places and gather 
together. Let us take Chao’s mother along as prisoner, and remove 
the corpse of  his father [King Mi-cheon, r.300-31] to Longcheng. 
Under such circumstances Chao [King Koguk-won, r.331-71] will 
beg for the restoration of  his parents. Then you may return the 
corpse of  his father and may treat Chao with kindness and give 
him your confidence. In my opinion this is the best way of  
handling Koguryeo.” Huang gave his consent. 42 

Before proceeding with their campaign against mainland 
China, the Murong-Xianbei could not leave standing the threat to 
their rear posed by the Yemaek people in central Manchuria. 
Apparently, Murong Huang was able to effectively neutralize 
Koguryeo in 342, and hence cleared the stage for his son to 
conquer north China. There were no conflicts recorded during the 
41-year period between 343-84. According to the Samguk-sagi, 
Koguryeo mounted an attack on Liaodong in 385, fifteen years 
after the fall of  Former Yan. 

When the Later Zhao state collapsed under the Han 
Chinese rebellion in 349, Murong Jun (r.349-60), Huang’s second 
son, occupied North China and declared himself  emperor in 

Rise of the Murong-Xianbei Yan 
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November 352. The Murong Xianbei captured Luoyang in 365, 
only to be conquered by Fu Jian in 370. Fu Jian (r.357-85) unified 
all of  North China including Sichuan by 381. The death of  Fu 
Jian in 385, however, opened the way for the re-establishment of  
various Yan states, activating all sorts of  Murong leaders who had 
submitted to Fu Jian. Murong Chui (r.386-96) declared himself  
Emperor of  Yan on February 8, 386, establishing Later Yan (386-
407) with its capital at Zhongshan. Tuoba Gui followed suit, 
proclaiming himself  King of  Wei (386-534).  

When Murong Chui fell ill and died in 396, Bao (r.396-8) 
succeeded his father. Challenged by the Tuoba Xianbei, Bao was 
forced to flee to the Murong’s home base, Longcheng in Liaoxi, in 
397. In 398, Bao and his crown prince were killed, but another 
son continued the Later Yan dynasty in Liaoxi until 407. The Later 
Yan kings kept fighting against Koguryeo. King Kwang-gae-to 
(r.391-413) seems to have occupied the Liaodong area sometime 
between 392-9. In 392, King Kwang-gae-to (r.391-413) mounted 
an attack on the Qidan in the north, and brought back 10,000 
Koguryeo people formerly captured and taken away by the Qidan 
army. According to the Jinshu, the king of  Later Yan (Murong 
Sheng, r.398-401) invaded Liaodong and took away five thousand 
households to “Liaoxi” in 400. According to the Samguk-sagi, the 
Koguryeo army invaded an area north-east of  Longcheng 
(Chaoyang) in 402, and the king of  Later Yan (Murong Xi, r.401-
7) “invaded Liaodong” (but failed) in 405. The Samguk-sagi also 
records armed conflicts between Koguryeo and Later Yan in 404 
and 406. In 407, peace was restored after the downfall of  the 
Murong rulers by a coup d’état staged by a Koguryeo person with 
the “Ko” surname, who was enthroned as emperor in November. 
According to the Jinshu, Ko Un (Gao Yun) was murdered by a 
person named Ban in September 409. Ko’s general, the Han 
Chinese Feng Ba, killed Ban and established Northern Yan (409-
36) by making himself  the king of  Yan.43  

When Murong Huang succeeded his father in 333, his 
younger brother, Ren, rebelled in the Liaodong area. According to 
the Zizhi Tongjian, one of  Huang’s officers named Tong Shu (288-
357), probably a Han Chinese from Liaodong (司馬遼東佟壽), 
sided with Ren after Huang’s initial defeat; then, when Ren was 
crushed and killed by Huang in 336, fled to Koguryeo (at the age 
of  48). Tong Shu (冬壽) appears as one of  the two military aides-

年 燕王熙來攻遼東…不克而還… 
十八年 [408] 北燕王雲...祖父高和 
句麗之支屬 

 

晉書 卷一百二十四 載記第二十四 
慕容盛 盛率衆三萬 伐高句麗 襲其
新城南蘇 皆克之 散其積聚 徙其五
千餘戶于遼西 
晉書 卷十 帝紀第十 安帝 義熙三
年 [407] 冬十一月...是世 高雲馮跋
殺慕容熙 雲僭卽帝位 五年 [409] 
九月 離班弑高雲 雲將馮跋功班 殺
之 跋僭卽王位 仍號燕 
 
北史 卷九十三 列傳第八十一 僭僞
附庸 馮跋 ...慕容永僭號長子 以跋
父安爲將 永爲垂所滅 安東徙昌黎.. 
遂同夷俗...慕容熙僭號 [401-7]...跋 
...誅熙 [407] 乃立...高雲爲主 雲以 
跋爲侍中 征北大將軍...明元初 雲
爲左右所殺 [409] 跋乃自立爲燕王..
跋撫納契丹等...跋弟弘...弘襲位..延
和元年 [432] 太武親討之..太延二年 
[436] 弘...入于高麗 
 
44 安岳3號墳冬壽帳下督頭上墨書  
永和十三年[357] 十月戊子朔卄六日
癸[丑]使持節都督諸軍事 平東將軍 
護撫夷校尉 樂浪[相] 昌黎玄菟帶 
方太守 都鄕侯 幽州遼東平郭都鄕 
敬上里 冬壽字□安年六十九 薨官  

韓國古代金石文 第一卷, pp. 56-7. 

資治通鑑 卷九十五 晉紀十七 慕容 
廆卒...仁擧兵...皝...遣軍...與庶弟...
司馬遼東佟壽共討仁...皝兵大敗..壽
...遂降於仁...皝討遼東...咸康二年... 
慕容皝將討慕容仁...佟壽...皆東走 

 

45 See Best (2002: 183-89) 
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46 三國史記 百濟本紀 第二  
近肖古王 二十四年 秋九月 高句麗
王斯由帥步騎二萬 來屯雉壤 分兵
侵奪民戶 王遣太子以兵徑至雉壤 
急擊破之 獲五千餘級 其虜獲分賜
將士 冬十一月 大閱於漢水南 旗幟
皆用黃  二十六年 高句麗擧兵來 
王聞之伏兵於浿河上 俟其至急擊之 
高句麗兵敗北 冬 王與太子帥精兵
三萬 侵高句麗攻平壤城 麗王斯由
力戰拒之 中流矢死 近仇首王 諱須
…高句麗國岡王 斯由親來侵 近肖
古王遣太子拒之 (S2: 31-2)  

 
近仇首王 三年 王將兵三萬 侵高句
麗平壤城 (S2: 32) 

三國史記 百濟本紀 第 三  辰 斯 王 
六年 [390] 九月 王命達率眞嘉謨伐
高句麗 拔都坤城 虜得二百人 (S2: 

45)  

辰斯王 八年 [392] 秋七月 高句麗
王談德帥兵四萬 來攻北鄙 陷石峴
等十餘城 王聞談德能用兵 不得出
据 漢水北諸部落多沒焉 冬十月 高
句麗攻拔關彌城 (S2: 45) 

 
47 神功 攝政卌九…於是其王肖古及
王子貴須 亦領軍來會…四邑自然降
服 是以百濟王父子及荒田別木羅斤
資等 (NII: 357) 

 

2.22. Pottery from Pung-nap To-seong 

de-camp (帳下督) in the mural painting of  An-ak Tomb No. 3 (on 
the south wall) with a 68-letter inscription above his head (頭上墨
書) reporting that he had held various high-ranking positions and 
died incumbent in 357 at the age of  69. There is also a 20-letter 
inscription above the head of  the other aide-de-camp (on the 
north wall), but only three letters (安, 好, 遊) are legible. 44  

An-ak Tomb No. 3 is likely the royal mausoleum of  
King Koguk-won (r.331-71) who was killed at Pyung-yang in 371 
fighting King Keun Chogo of  Paekche (r.346-75). According to 
the Samguk-sagi, Fu Jian of  Former Qin sent a monk named Sun-
do (順道) with an image of  Buddha and sutra in June 372, 
suggesting the first formal introduction of  Buddhism in 
Koguryeo. The centers of  the An-ak tomb ceilings in both the 
inner and the rear chambers are decorated with a lotus-petal 
pattern, the oldest mural painting of  the Buddhist symbol in the 
Korean Peninsula. King So-su-rim (r.371-84) of  Koguryeo 
constructed the first Buddhist temple (肖門寺) in 375, to be 
headed by the monk Sun-do (此海東佛法之始). In 384, a 
Gandharan monk arrived at the Paekche court from Eastern Jin. 
 

THE MOST EXPANSIONIST ERA OF PAEKCHE  

Among the five stone-mounded tombs excavated south 
of  Han River at Seok-chon-dong, near the Pung-nap Earthen 
Wall, the largest one (Tomb No. 3) may be the grave of  King 
Keun Chogo (r.346-75). The step-pyramid design of  these tumuli 
compares closely to the stone tombs of  Koguryeo in the Tong-
gou region including the “Tomb of  General” which is believed to 
have been the grave of  King Kwang-gae-to.45 

Paekche under the reign of  the warrior kings Keun 
Chogo and Keun Kusu represents the most expansionist era (346-
84) for the kingdom. In the Samguk-sagi, the expression of  “King 
Keun Chogo and (or let) Crown Prince Kusu” conspicuously 
appears three times. 46 One can find such an expression in the 
Nihongi as well. 47 According to the Samguk-sagi, King Koguk-won 
(r.331-71) of  Koguryeo invaded Paekche in September 369 with 
20,000 infantry and cavalry soldiers, and then King Keun Chogo 
(r.346-75) of  Paekche let his Crown Prince (Keun Kusu) attack 
the Koguryeo army, who could return with 5,000 prisoners after 
destroying them. In November 369, King Keun Chogo held a 
grand military parade south of  the Han River, fluttering yellow 

Tong Shu to Appear in An-ak Tomb Mural 
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flags [just like the Chinese emperors]. The conquest of  the entire 
Ma-han area occurred immediately thereafter. In 371, the king, 
together with the crown prince, invaded Koguryeo with 30,000 
troops, and King Koguk-won of  Koguryeo was killed by an arrow 
in a battle at Pyung-yang. In 377, King Keun Kusu led thirty 
thousand soldiers and attacked Pyung-yang. Before the appearance 
of  King Kwang-gae-to in 391, Koguryeo had constantly been 
battered by the Paekche. I contend that not only the entire Ma-
han area, but also the Japanese Islands were conquered by the 
Paekche people during the latter half  of  the fourth century when 
the Paekche’s military might reached its peak. 

 
 

Appendix 2.1. Territorial Sphere of  Paekche: Paekche’s 
Colonization of  a Liaoxi Area 
 

The Territory Section of Man’zhou Yuan’liu-gao gives a fairly 
coherent and a rather surprising summary of  the Paekche 
territory, showing that it obviously included a portion of  the 
Liaoxi.48 

According to Man’zhou Yuan’liu-gao, the boundary of  
Paekche begins from the present-day Guang’ning and Jin-Yi 
provinces in the northwest and then crosses the sea in an easterly 
direction to arrive at the Chosun’s Hwang-hae, Chung-cheong, 
Jeon-ra, etc. provinces. Running east to west, the Paekche’s 
territory is narrow; running north to south, it is long. Thus it 
occurs that if  one looks at the Paekche’s territory from the 
Liucheng and Beiping area, Silla is located in the southeast of  
Paekche, but if  one looks from the Kyung-sang and Ung-jin area 
of  Paekche, Silla is located in the northeast. Paekche also borders 
Mohe in the north. Its royal capital has two castles at two different 
places in the east and west. Both castles are called “Koma.” The 
Songshu says that the place governed by Paekche was called the 
Jinping district of  the Jinping province. Tong’gao says that the Jinping 
province was located between Liucheng and Beiping of  the Tang 
period. Hence one of  the nation’s capitals was located in “Liaoxi” 
and the other inside the Chosun provinces. It was during the reign 
of  Liang Wudi [r.502-49] that Paekche relocated its capital to a 
castle in South Korea (South Han). When the Tang conquered 
Paekche in 660, they established five commanderies, including the 

48 欽定滿洲源流考 卷九 疆域二  
百濟諸城…謹案…百濟之境 西北自 
今廣甯錦義 南踰海 蓋東極 朝鮮之
黃海忠淸全羅等道 東西狹而南北長 
自柳城北平計之則 新羅在其東南 
自慶尙熊津 計之則 新羅在其東北 
其北亦與 勿吉爲隣也 王都有東西
兩城 號固麻城 亦曰居拔城 以滿洲
語考之 固麻爲格們之轉音 居拔蓋
滿洲語之卓巴言 二處也 二城皆王
都 故皆以固麻名之 宋書言百濟所
治謂之 晉平郡晉平縣 通考云 在唐
柳城北平之間則國都在遼西 而朝鮮
全州境內又有俱拔故城殆 梁天監時
[502-19] 遷居南韓之城 歟唐顯慶中
[656-60]分爲 五都督府曰…東明爲百
濟之祖 自槀離渡河以之名地當與槀
離國 相近考 遼史 槀離爲鳳州韓州 
皆在今開原境則東明都督府之設 亦
應與開原相邇矣…唐書又言後爲新
羅渤海靺鞨所分百濟遂絶  
 
欽定滿洲源流考 卷十一 疆域四 遼
東北地界 遼史 顯州…本漢無盧縣
卽醫巫閭…自錦州八十里至…自一
百里至顯州…遼西州...本漢遼西郡地
…屬顯州…遼東行部誌 廣甯本…遼
世宗改顯州…乾州...本漢無慮縣 元 
一統志 乾州故城在廣甯府西南七里 
欽定滿洲源流考 卷十四 山川一 
元一統志 十三山在廣寧府南一百十
里…在今錦縣東七十五里 卷十五 
山川二…明統志 大凌河源出大甯自
義州西六十里入境南流經廣寧左右
屯衛入海   
 
金史 地理上 廣寧府本遼顯州…廣
寧有遼世宗顯陵 
遼史 地理志二 東京道 顯州…奉顯
陵…置醫巫閭山絶頂築堂曰望海…
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穆宗葬世宗於顯陵西山…有十三山  
 
欽定 滿洲源流考 卷三 部族 百濟
…通典 [卷一百八十五 邊方典一]
…晋時句麗旣略有遼東 百濟亦略有
遼西晋平 唐柳城北平之閒… 元史…
唐柳城北平之間實今錦州  

 

遼史 地理志三 興中府…古孤竹國 
漢柳城縣地 慕容皝以柳城之北…構
宮廟…後爲馮跋所滅...元魏取爲遼
西郡…開元四年復治柳城 統和中制
置 建霸宜錦白川等五州  
 
遼史 地理志四 平州 商爲孤竹國…
秦爲遼西 右北平二郡也…漢末公孫
度據有…隋開皇中改平州…唐...天寶
元年 仍北平郡 營州…漢爲昌黎郡  
 
49 晋書卷一百九 載記第九 慕容皝 
句麗百濟及宇文段部之人 皆兵勢所
徙 
 
50  宋 書  卷九十七 列傳 第五十七 
夷蠻 東夷 百濟國 高麗略有遼東 
百濟略有遼西 百濟所治 謂之晋平
郡晋平縣  

 
51  梁 書  卷五十四 列傳 第四十八 
東夷 百濟 晋世句麗旣略有遼東 百
濟亦據有遼西晋平二郡地矣 自置百
濟郡  

 
52 資治通鑑 卷九十七 晋紀十九 穆
帝 永和二年 夫餘居于鹿山 爲百濟
所侵 部落衰散 西徙近燕 而不設備 
燕王皝 遣世子儁 帥慕容軍 慕容恪 
慕輿根三將軍 萬七千騎 襲夫餘…
虜其王玄及部落五萬餘口 而還 

 

Tong-myung Commandery. Tong-myung is the name of  the 
Paekche’s founder who originally came across the river from Ko-
ri. Hence Tong-myung seems to indicate the name of  a place not 
far from Ko-ri. According to the History of  Liao, Ko-ri represents 
Feng’zhou and Han’zhou, all of  which were located in the present-
day Kaiyuan area. Therefore, the Tong-myung Commandery must 
have been located not far from the Kaiyuan area. The Tangshu says 
that the Paekche territory was eventually divided up between Silla 
and Parhae-Mohe, and Paekche thereafter came to an end.  

The records of  Jinshu on Murong Huang (r.333-49) 
include a statement that the allied forces of  Koguryeo, “Paekche” 
and two Xianbei tribes (the Duan and Yuwen) took military 
action.49 According to the Songshu, “Koguryeo came to conquer 
and occupy Liaodong, and Paekche came to occupy Liaoxi; the 
place that came to be governed by Paekche was called the Jinping 
district, Jinping province.”50 According to the Liangshu, “during 
the time of  Jin Dynasty [Western Jin, 317-420], Koguryeo 
conquered Liaodong, and Paekche also occupied Liaoxi and 
Jinping, and established the Paekche provinces.”51  

The Zizhi Tongjian states that in 346 “Paekche” invaded 
and defeated Puyeo, located at Lushan, and as a result the people 
of  the country were scattered westwards toward Yan. Then the 
King of  Yan, Murong Huang, dispatched the Crown Prince with 
three generals and 17,000 cavalrymen to attack the defenseless 
Puyeo, capturing the Puyeo king and over fifty thousand of  his 
subjects.52 346 was the first year of  King Keun Chogo’s reign 
(r.346-75). 

The eleventh-century Zizhi Tongjian as well as the nearly 
contemporary record of  the Nan Qishu state that a Northern Wei 
(386-534) army, comprised of  100,000 cavalry, attacked Paekche 
but were defeated by the Paekche army (led by four generals) in 
488. This account is confirmed by the Samguk-sagi records on the 
tenth year of  King Tong-seong’s reign (488).53 In addition, the 
Nan Qishu records that in 495 the Paekche king Tong-seong sent 
an envoy that requested honorary titles for the heroic generals 
who had repulsed the Wei attack. Since it is highly unlikely that a 
Northern Wei cavalry force of  such magnitude as recorded in 
these chronicles could have made its way from northern China to 
find defeat in the southwestern corner of  the Korean Peninsula 
without having passed through Koguryeo (in the reign of  King 
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Chang-su, r.413-91), and also without being recorded in 
contemporary chronicles, the “Paekche” appearing in the Zizhi 
Tongjian and the Nan Qishu must have referred to the Paekche 
province in Liaoxi. The titles conferred on Paekche generals by 
the Southern Qi court indeed carried the names of  their titular 
domains that sounded conspicuously like some Liaoxi areas such 
as Guang’ling, Qing’he, Cheng’yang, etc.54   

According to all of  these records, Paekche must have 
held the Liaoxi province at least until 495 and perhaps even to the 
end of  the Kingdom, withstanding the animated Xianbei Yan, the 
ever-expanding Koguryeo, and the fierce Tuoba Wei. Both the 
Old and the New History of  Tang say that, after the fall of  Paekche 
in 660, the old Paekche territories were divided up and taken by 
Silla and “Parhae-Mohe.” If  there were no Paekche territory in 
Liaoxi, and if  the Paekche territory existed only at the 
southwestern corner of  the Korean Peninsula, then it would have 
been impossible for the Parhae-Mohe to occupy any of  the old 
Paekche territories.55 

Very few events that have ever occurred in Korea proper 
were corroborated so repeatedly by so many disparate records as 
the Paekche’s colonization of  a Liaoxi area. Also, very few events 
in Korean history were subject to such fanatic refutations by the 
Japanese scholars as the records of  these events.  

For those Koreans who believe that modesty is a virtue, 
the statement of  Choi Chi-won (857-?), a great Silla scholar and 
allegedly a practitioner of  Sinocentrism, that “Koguryeo and 
Paekche at the height of  their strength maintained strong armies 
numbering one million soldiers, and invaded Wu and Yue in the 
south and You, Yan, Qi, and Lu in the north (of  the mainland 
China), making grave nuisances to the Middle Kingdom” has been 
a conundrum.56 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

53 資治通鑑 卷一百二十六 齊紀一 
武帝永明六年 魏遣兵擊百濟 爲百
濟所敗…晉世句麗略有遼東百濟亦
據有遼西晉平二郡也 (二: 1159)  

 

南 齊 書  卷五十八 列傳 第三十九 
蠻 東南夷 百濟國 魏虜又發騎數十
萬攻百濟入其界 牟大遣將…率衆襲
擊虜軍 大破之 建武二年 牟大遣使
上表曰 …臣遣…等領軍逆討  
 
三國史記 卷第二十六 百濟本紀 第
四 東城王十年 魏遣兵來伐 爲我所
敗 
 
54 南齊書 卷五十八 列傳 第三十九 
蠻 東南夷 百濟國…牟大又表曰 臣
所遣行…廣陽太守…廣陵太守 淸河
太守…詔可…除太守…城陽太守… 
詔可 竝賜軍號 

 
55 舊唐書 卷一百九十九上  列傳 
第一百四十九上 東夷 百濟 其地自
此爲新羅及渤海靺鞨所分 百濟之種
遂絶   

 
56 三國史記 下 卷第四十六 列傳 
第六 崔致遠…高麗百濟全盛之時 
强兵百萬 南侵吳越 北撓幽燕齊魯 
爲中國巨蠹  
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Late 4th to early 5th century (Han-seong Paekche period) 

Yong-won-ri site, Cheon-an 天安 龍院里 百濟遺跡 

 

Evolution of Egami-Ledyard-Hong Models
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3.1. The “Yayoi Wave” of Yemaek 

Tungus circa 300 BCE: Joining the Ainu 

and Malayo-Polynesian Aborigine 

 
3.2. Koguryeo Clay Horses 

Cheol-ryeong, Korean Peninsula  

 
3.3. Late Tomb Period Haniwa 

CHAPTER THREE

MODEL BUILDING FOR THE ORIGIN OF 
THE YAMATO DYNASTY 

EVOLUTION OF THE EGAMI-LEDYARD-HONG MODELS

 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Building a Model for the Origin of  the Yamato Dynasty  
 

The northern Mongoloid populations, who had first 
settled around the Baikal Lake across the Great Altai, seem to 
have dispersed further into the Sakhalin-Hokkai islands to become 
Ainu on the Japanese archipelago; moved across the Greater 
Xing’an Range to become the proto-Xianbei-Tungus in 
Manchuria; and tracked a warmer and moister climate down 
through the Korean Peninsula to become rice-cultivating farmers. 
The Paleolithic Ainu in the Japanese archipelago were bound to 
encounter the Malayo-Polynesian people arriving through the sea 
route of  Philippines-Taiwan-Ryukyu islands, together giving rise 
to the Neolithic Jōmon culture of  hunting-fishing-gathering 
(c.10,000-300 BCE). They were eventually joined by the people 
coming from the Korean Peninsula, all of  them together 
commencing the Bronze-Iron Yayoi era of  rice cultivation (c.300 
BCE-300 CE). The Yayoi period was followed by the Tomb 
period. The usual periodization for the Tomb Period is the Early 
(300s), the Middle (400s), and the Late (500-700). 

According to the Dongyi-zhuan (of  Weishu), there were at 
least thirty town-states in the Japanese Islands as of  the mid-third 
century, but then the Chinese chronicles of  the Southern 
Dynasties (317-589) record one unified Yamato state by the early 
fifth century. The Japanese Islands were never mentioned in the 
Chinese dynastic chronicles during the period from 266 to 413. 

Origin of Yamato Dynasty: Model Building 
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Hence Brown (1993: 108) notes that “Until the close of  World 
War II, Japanese historians tended to think of  this period as a time 
when the ‘unbroken’ imperial line was mysteriously and 
wondrously formed. But postwar scholars have discovered new 
written evidence, seen historical significance in massive 
archeological finds, and viewed the whole ancient Japanese life 
from different angles. Egami Namio, for example, used Korean 
sources and the findings of  archeologists to develop the thesis 
that in this period Japan came to be ruled by horse-riding warriors 
who had invaded the islands from north Asia.” Neither in Korea 
nor in Japan, however, is there any record of  the Japanese Islands 
having been invaded in this ancient period. Nevertheless, Ledyard 
(1975) maintains:  

 
“This loss of  memory about such a cataclysmic event is not so 

unusual as it might appear. The case of  the Anglo-Saxon invaders of  
England in the 5th and 6th centuries suggests an interesting parallel: their 
legends and traditions contain nothing about their trip across the sea to 
conquer Roman Britain, and not more than a few words have survived 
from the partly literate Celtic scribes who were either massacred, sold 
into slavery or forced to flee. Yet we all know that Britain was invaded by 
Anglo-Saxons from the mainland side of  the North Sea.”1 

  
There are, in fact, enough suggestive records in the 

accounts of  Kojiki and Nihongi to deduce the origin of  the Yamato 
dynasty and the roots of  the Japanese imperial family. These 
records may even enable us to reconstruct (as in Chapter 6) the 
“true” life story of  the conqueror, telling when and how he and 
his followers crossed the sea, where they landed, and in what 
manner they fought and wrought. Although there may be 
distortions in these accounts, the distortions can be identified and 
corrected because they are often very systematic. The suggestive 
traces dug up from numerous tombs in the Japanese Islands also 
serve to correct the record. The main objective of  my study is to 
build a plausible model for the origin of  the Yamato Kingdom by 
an intensive investigation of  the available documentary evidence. 

Modern historians build models on the basis of  the 
known traces of  occurrences (i.e., historical facts) in order to 
make scientific guesses about “actual occurrences” which are 
beyond the experience of  the historians themselves. Their 

1 Joe Cheavens has written me 

suggesting that the Ledyard’s assertion 

that there is no memory of the Anglo-

Saxon invasion/conquest is very 

mistaken. He has emphasized the fact 

that there are a few extant sources 

written by Romano-Celts at the time of 

this invasion and the British reaction to 

it (e.g., Gildas, On the Ruin of Britain, 

died in 570 CE), as well as histories 

written shortly thereafter (e.g., Annelles 

Cambria, c.970; Nennius, Historia 

Bretonum, 809; and Bede, Historia 

Eclesiastica Gentis Anglorum, 

731).  He has reminded me of the fact 

that the tales of King Arthur were the 

folk lore tradition based on the Celtic 

resistance to the Anglo-Saxon invasion.

 
2 Mathematical truths (theorems) 

established by logical reasoning on the 

basis of the pre-established validity of 

other mathematical assertions or 

axioms (whose validity is taken as self-

evident) exist only in the idealized 

Platonic world of mathematical forms, 

distinct from the actual world. The 

Platonic mathematical world is a fiction 

produced by human minds. The so-

called self-evident axioms are not 

actually true. A scientific model with 

strict internal consistency has to be a 

mathematical model. Scientists work by 

modeling that lacks the mathematical 

rigor, but what they can understand is 

generally much greater than what can 

be mathematically proved. There is 

often a long period between the first 

insight of a new theory (in the form of a 

model) and the final mathematical form.
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Theorizing has the reward of clear 

causality, but often puts one in the 

straitjacket of mathematics that one can 

command, severely restricting the room 

for the creative imagination. Modeling 

allows more room for the intuitive power 

to perceive the core relationship, but 

logical inconsistency can easily creep 

in. A powerful model or theory does not 

only possess predictive and 

explanatory power for the existing 

source materials, but also aids the 

search and discovery of further relevant 

traces, revealing equally predictive and 

explanatory powers for the newly 

discovered data that played no part in 

its own prior formulation.  

 
3 In May 1948, Ishida Eiichirō (1903-

68), a cultural anthropologist, organized 

a symposium on the subject of “the 

Japanese People - the Origin of its 

Culture and the Formation of the 

Japanese State” with Egami Namio, 

Oka Masao, and Yawata Ichirō 

participating. The discussions 

presented at the Symposium were 

published in the Ethnology Study 

(Minzokugaku Kenkyū, Vol. 13, No. 3) 

in February 1949. The primary result of 

the symposium was the dissemination 

of Egami’s theory. Egami himself 

regards his theory as a modern version 

of the theory of Kida Sadakichi (1871-

1939) that was published with the title 

of “The Theory of the Common Origin 

of the Japanese and Korean Peoples” 

in Race and History (Minzoku to 

Rekishi, Vol. 6, No. 1) during the Taisho 

period (1912-15). See Egami (1964). 

objective is to give plausible explanations for human activities and 
to obtain a more profound understanding of  phenomena that 
otherwise would remain anomalous and unexplained. With a 
realistic model, the hitherto seemingly meaningless historical facts 
or irrelevant archeological traces become meaningful and relevant. 

One cannot, however, always draw a clear line of  
demarcation between a model founded on “traces” (designed to 
mirror the essential characteristics of  the particular phenomenon 
under study) and a logical truth called theory (i.e., scientific 
guesses founded on “established general ideas”). In many cases, 
the so-called theories, including the Egami’s “Theory” of  
Horseriding People, may better be considered as models.2 
 
  
2. Evolution of  the Egami-Ledyard-Hong Models 
 
ROOTS OF THE IMPERIAL FAMILY: THE MANCHURIAN CONNECTION 

Egami (1962, 1964) traces the roots of  the Japanese 
imperial family to the horseriding nomads from the continent. On 
the basis of  the sudden appearance of  horse bones and various 
artifacts related to horses in the late fourth century, Egami Namio 
has contended that the horseriders crossed the sea from the 
southern peninsula and occupied Kyūshū in the early fourth 
century, and their descendant Homuda (Ōjin) carried the conquest 
eastward to the Kinki region at the end of  the fourth century, 
establishing the Yamato Kingdom, the first unified state on the 
Japanese Islands.3  

Egami (1964: 52) has contended that the transition from 
the culture of  the Early Tomb Period to that of  the Middle and 
Late Tomb Periods was abrupt and sudden. The most crucial 
evidence for his theory is the sudden appearance of  continental 
grave-goods such as horse trappings, sue stoneware, and iron 
weapons and instruments dated to the period after “the middle of  
the latter half  of  the fourth century [c.375].” According to Egami, 
the change was too sudden and too unnatural to have been an 
indigenous development of  a rice-cultivating society. There could 
have been no reason for the Yayoi society to have deliberately 
“imported” an alien culture on such a scale as to fundamentally 
transform the basic character of  its own traditional culture. The 
transformation must reflect the subjugation of  the Japanese 

Evolution of Egami’s Horserider Theory  
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Islands by the people from the continent.  
According to Mizuno (1969: 71-7), the appearance of  

gigantic [Middle Period] tombs implies the unification of  
numerous traditional communities under one mighty ruler, and 
suggests that the new ruling group constructed such spectacular 
tombs in order to inspire awe in the people, winning thereby their 
obedience to the absolute ruler of  the new nation. 4 

According to Egami (1964: 48), there is chronological 
continuity between the Late Yayoi culture (c.100-300) and the 
Early Tomb culture (c.300-375), and the change which took place 
can be understood as a result of  increasing social stratification. 
The character of  the Middle and Late Tomb periods, on the other 
hand, is essentially identical and hence may be combined into one 
single Late Period (c.375-675). 

Egami believes that the imperial ancestors came from a 
horseriding race of  Northeast Asian provenance, possibly from 
among the Puyeo of  central Manchuria, and that immediately 
prior to their invasion of  the Japanese Islands, they were based in 
the southern peninsula. Egami has attempted to ground his thesis 
on historical sources by identifying a Nihongi figure called Mima-ki 
(Emperor Sujin), who presumably came to the Japanese Islands 
from a southeastern corner of  the Korean Peninsula called Mima-
na, as the leader of  the horseriding invasion force. 
  The Dongyi-zhuan records that there were kings of  Chin 
in southern Korea who ruled in the state of  Yue-shi in Ma-han 
and brought under sway twelve out of  a total of  twenty-four 
Pyun-han and Chin-han states.5 Egami believes that the leaders of  
the horseriders became the kings of  Chin in southern Korea up to 
the late third century, and that the early fourth century Mima-ki, 
one of  the descendants of  the third century Chin kings, left 
Mima-na to conquer the Japanese Islands.6  

A flaw in Egami’s argument is his contention that Mima-
ki belonged to the horseriding conquerors, while archeologically it 
appears that only Homuda could have belonged to them. Since 
Egami places Mima-ki in the early fourth century, he has to 
backdate the invasion to around that time, at least half  a century 
or more before the advent of  archeological discontinuity. If  
Egami’s hypothesis is correct, we should be able to observe an 
introduction of  Middle and Late Tomb materials in the early 
fourth century, at least in Kyūshū where Egami contends the 

4 Barnes (1988: 16) has stated that: 

“The replacement of ritualistic items, 

such as bracelets and bronze mirrors, 

by more utilitarian tools and weapons 

reflects a basic shift in the source of 

status and power for the fifth-century 

elite.” Barnes, however, further states 

that “Mizuno’s characterization of the 

Ōjin Dynasty as a conquest regime and 

his identification of Puyeo elements in 

the ruling circle have misled others to 

conclude that fifth-century Yamato was 

ruled by continental horseriders –an 

interpretation that Mizuno himself 

vigorously rejects (ibid: 21).” 

 
5 Egami (1964: 66)  

三國志 魏書 烏丸鮮卑東夷傳 第三
十 東夷傳 . . . 辰王治月支國 . . . 
弁辰韓合二十四國 . . . 其十二國屬
辰王 辰王常用馬韓人作之      
後漢書 東夷列傳 第七十五 . . . 韓
馬 大 共立其種爲辰王 都目支國  
 
6 Egami (1962: 16)  

垂仁 二年 御間城天皇之世 . . . 
意富加羅國王之子 . . . 是時遇天
皇崩 便留之 仕活目天皇逮于三年 
天皇問 . . . 欲歸汝國耶 . . . 改
汝本國名 追負御間城天皇御名 便
爲汝國名 . . . 返于本土 故號其國
謂彌摩那國 (NI: 257-259) 
 
7 Egami (1964:53) himself raises the 

question “whether there is any 

archeological evidence from the early 

[fourth century] tomb-mounds period 

which reflects an invasion of the 

Japanese archipelago by the 

horseriders,” and then says that “no 

evidence has yet been discovered.”  
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8 Egami (1064: 69) contends that there 

was an “invasion of Tsukushi by the 

kings of Mimana . . . from the 

operational base of Kara  . . .  with 

the cooperation of the people of Wo 

living in that area,” and there followed 

“the establishment of a confederated 

Japanese-Korean state comprising 

Mimana and Tsukushi.” Egami further 

contends that “the kings of this 

confederated state, the kings of Wo, 

had their capital . . . in Tsukushi . . . 

[and] from the end of the fourth 

century . . . in the time of Emperor 

Ōjin . . . the armies of Wo penetrated 

deeply into the interior of the Korean 

peninsula [and] while these continental 

campaigns were being carried on there 

occurred the conquest of the Kinki 

region  . . .  and the establishment of 

the Yamato court.” Egami contends 

that the “Emperors of Japan were 

kings of Wo ruling a Japanese-Korean 

confederation … [It was] from the time 

of the Emperor Tenji … [that] the 

Emperor of Japan finally became 

sovereign over the islands of Japan 

alone.” This argument sounds like the 

sugarcoating of the bitter pill of alien 

conquest. Egami (1964: 65-66) also 

argues that “the kings of Wo still 

retained a historical basis for ruling, or 

a latent right to rule, the whole of south 

Korea … Paekche, like all the other 

states of south Korea, should be 

considered a dependency of the state 

of Wo.” Egami seems to have coated 

his theory of horseriding people with 

enough sugar to win the Cultural Medal 

from the Emperor in 1991.  

invasion began. According to Egami, such evidence constitutes a 
missing link which, he believes, will certainly be found in the 
future.7  

Egami’s story about the identity of  horseriding 
conquerors is highly riddled with wild and distracting speculations. 
He attempted, consciously or unconsciously, to minimize for the 
Japanese general public the shock his theory might generate by 
making the identity of  horseriding conquerors both as ambiguous 
and as mysterious as possible. He has, perhaps quite 
unconsciously, tried to minimize the possible hostility of  the 
general public to his theory by eliminating the specificity of  the 
horseriders’ identity.8 A conquest by “a horseriding prince” and 
his followers from some unknown country (who simply “passed 
through” the Korean Peninsula) serves to enhance the feeling of  
romance and mystery. To the general public who are familiar with 
the Kojiki-Nihongi story of  the “imperial clan descending from 
heaven,” Egami’s theory merely represents a simple addition of  
the adjective “horseriding.”  
 
LEDYARD: PUYEO PEOPLE FOUNDING THE YAMATO KINGDOM 

Ledyard (1975) has attempted to reformulate Egami’s 
theory in order to make it more consistent with the appearance of  
the archeological break. Ledyard contends that the Paekche 
Kingdom in the southwestern part of  the Korean Peninsula was 
founded by the Puyeo refugees from Manchuria sometime in the 
twenty-year period between 352 and 372, and immediately 
thereafter, the Puyeo warriors reached the sea, boarded boats and 
founded the Yamato Kingdom in the Japanese Islands.9 The core 
evidence for Ledyard’s thesis is twofold: the historical fact that 
Puyeo was attacked by the Murong-Xianbei in 346, and the 
chaotic stories of  the period between 350 and 380 recorded in the 
Nihongi.  

In searching for the principal figures in the formation of  
the Yamato Kingdom and in deducing a plausible relationship 
between Korea and Japan, Egami resorts almost exclusively to the 
Dongyi-zhuan (in the Weishu of Sanguozhi) and relies very little on 
the records of  Kojiki and Nihongi, particularly those of  the post-
Homuda (Ōjin) period. Had Egami allotted appropriate weight to 
the post-Ōjin records of  Kojiki and Nihongi, he could have 
specified Paekche people as the principal figures rather than, quite 

Ledyard’s Thesis à la Völkerwanderung 
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anachronistically, the kings of  Chin and their descendant Mima-ki. 
Unfortunately, Ledyard (1975) also fails to allot appropriate weight 
to the post-Ōjin records of  Kojiki and Nihongi. Instead, he resorts 
almost exclusively to the Jingū’s section of  Nihongi. Perhaps simply 
to maintain the equestrian flavor of  Egami, the story of  
horseriding people migrating from Puyeo à la Völkerwanderung (a 
wondering of  peoples) is invented (apparently inspired by the so-
called Era of  Five Barbarians and Sixteen States in northern 
China, 304-439), and the actual course of  events in the Korean 
Peninsula is almost completely ignored. Ledyard seems to have 
been wedded to Egami’s notion of  mystic “horseriders” invading 
the Japanese Islands “through” the Korean Peninsula, embracing 
Egami’s design to conceal any direct role of  the Korean people in 
the formation of  the Yamato dynasty. 

By completely ignoring the Korean chronicles, Ledyard 
imagines that the Puyeo, a north Asian horseriding people, had 
first created the state of  Paekche by conquering the indigenous 
population of  the southwestern peninsula sometime shortly after 
the middle of  the fourth century.  Korean chronicles establish 
that the rulers of  Paekche were indeed of  Puyeo origin but that 
they reached the Paekche region in 18 BCE. Paekche was, to be 
sure, a historically well-known identity.10 On the other hand, so 
little is known about Puyeo by the general public that “coming 
down from Puyeo” sounds almost like “coming down from 
heaven.”  

Ledyard has at least mentioned Paekche, which does 
have much more concrete historical substance than Puyeo. To be 
sure, Paekche once (in 538) called itself  Southern Puyeo, and its 
official founder Onjo came down (in 18 BCE) to the Han River 
basin from the Yalu River area called Chol-bon Puyeo that had 
been renamed Koguryeo in 38 BCE by Chu-mong, who had come 
down from the Northern (or Eastern) Puyeo.11 Onjo was 
Chumong’s third son. “Puyeo” was indeed used as the Paekche 
royal surname, which was often abbreviated to Yeo. And yet, 
saying that “Puyeo founded Paekche in the fourth century,” or 
calling the Paekche king of  the fourth century “a Puyeo warrior,” 
is historically as anachronistic as Egami’s thesis.  

Both Egami and Ledyard contend that it was some 
Northeast Asian people that conquered the Korean Peninsula first 
and then, shortly afterward, conquered the Japanese Islands. In 

In a sense, Egami has carried on the 

spirit of the traditional nationalistic 

Japanese historians as vigorously as 

one possibly can. 

 
9 Ledyard (1975: 228-229) 

 
10 三國志 卷三十 魏書 三十 烏丸
鮮卑東夷傳 三十 韓傳 韓在帶方之
南…有三種 一曰馬韓 二曰辰韓 三
曰弁韓…馬韓在西…有…伯濟國…
凡五十餘國  
後漢書 卷八十五 東夷列傳 第七十
五 韓…韓有三種…馬韓在西 有五
十四國 其北與樂浪 南與倭接…凡
七十八國 伯濟是其一國焉   
扶餘隆墓誌銘 公諱隆…百濟辰朝人
也  元 [ ][ ] 孫 啓 祚 … 割 據 一 方
[ ][ ][千]載…氣蓋三韓 名馳兩貊
…海隅開族 河孫效祥…代業逾昌… 
威稜帶方…桂婁初擾 遼川不寧… 
寔賴威靈… 
 
11 梁書 列傳 諸夷 百濟者 其先東
夷有三韓國…弁韓辰韓各十二國 馬
韓有五十四國…百濟卽其一也 後漸
强大 兼諸小國  
三國史記 百濟本紀 第一 百濟始祖
溫祚王 其父鄒牟 或云朱蒙 自北扶
餘逃難 至卒本扶餘…未幾扶餘王薨
朱蒙嗣位 生二子 長曰沸流 次曰溫
祚 及朱蒙在北扶餘所生子來爲太子
…沸流溫祚…南行…溫祚都河南慰
禮城…是前漢成帝鴻嘉三年也…其
世系與高句麗同出扶餘 故以扶餘爲
氏 (S2: 15) 

三國史記 百濟本紀 第二十六 聖王
十六年 [538] 春 移都於泗沘 國號
南夫餘 (S2: 62)   

Nihongi (N2: 18) also calls Paekche 

“Puyeo” in 529.  

 

Puyeo People Traverse Korean Peninsula
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12 See Ledyard (1975: 234, 246).  

Egami (1964: 52) has already 

suggested that there were instances of 

“horseriding peoples seeking to satisfy 

their desire for conquest not only by 

undertaking subjugatory activities on 

the continent, but also by sending 

expeditions overseas . . . and 

consequently if and when the 

subjugatory activities of the horseriders 

had extended as far as south Korea it 

would not be beyond the bounds of 

possibility that they should also invade 

Japan.” In Japanese historiography, the 

acceptable expression for the “arrival of 

Koreans” is the “immigrants from 

northeast Asia," while that for the 

“Korean Influence” is the “continental 

cultural influence introduced through 

(the sinified kingdoms of) Korea.”  

See Brown (1993: 108-12). 

 

3.4.The “Kofun Wave” circa 370-410  

their arguments, Koreans play no essential role. They are rendered 
invisible. The mysterious “continental” people simply “traversed” 
the Korean Peninsula on their way to conquer the Japanese 
Islands. Ledyard adds spice to the pot: “prisoners, captives 
dragged behind Puyeo horses from conquests in Manchuria and 
Korea across the sea to do the work of  the new state.” Indeed, 
both Egami and Ledyard have done their best to conceal the 
direct role of  the Korean people in the formation of  the Yamato 
Kingdom.12 They are, as Diamond (1998) says, emphatically 
assuring the Japanese public: “not Koreans, under no 
circumstances!” 

Kirkland (1981: 118-9) notes the protective shield 
provided by Koguryeo which, directly in the path of  any invaders, 
must have blocked off  any significant Manchurian influx during 
the fourth century. The fourth century was indeed the Era of  the 
Five Barbarians and Sixteen States in northern China, but it is 
unlikely that such unrest could have extended to the Korean 
Peninsula in the form of  Völkerwanderung: Kirkland explains: 
“Koguryeo, the earliest of  the Three Kingdoms, grew from its 
base on the Yalu as the Han dynasty weakened. … Throughout 
the third and fourth centuries, Koguryeo absorbed the brunt of  
constant Chinese and Xianbei attacks.”  
 

HONG: PAEKCHE PEOPLE FOUNDING THE YAMATO KINGDOM  
The model-building for the origin of  the Yamato 

dynasty, however, cannot be based so preponderantly, if  not 
exclusively, on archeological evidence. There are enough 
suggestive records in the accounts of  Kojiki and Nihongi to deduce 
the origin of  the Yamato dynasty and the roots of  the Japanese 
imperial family. There are, furthermore, various additional 
supplementary documents such as the Harima Fudoki, Shinsen 
Shōjiroku, and Shoku Nihongi to be considered. Only when 
accompanied by an intensive investigation of  the documentary 
evidence, may one be able to build a plausible model for the origin 
of  the Yamato dynasty in the Japanese Islands. For my model-
building, I have been relying on the known documentary sources, 
without unearthing entirely new documents. With a shift in 
paradigm, however, the same set of  documentary data seems to 
tell a very different story that may be closer to the reality.  

The essence of  my proposition is that a member of  the 

Paekche People Found Yamato Kingdom 
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Paekche royal family represented by Homuda (Ōjin) and his 
followers, with the blessing of  King Keun Chogo (r.346-75) of  
Paekche, carried out the conquest of  the Yamato region via 
Kyūshū in the late fourth century. Keun Chogo and his son, Keun 
Kusu (r.375-84), were the most remarkable warrior kings of  
Paekche, able to secure the largest territory for their kingdom. I 
focus squarely on Paekche. I do not invoke some unknown North 
Asian nomad or Puyeo as a deus ex machina. Only by tracing the 
roots of  the Paekche ruling clans, therefore, can one possibly 
claim the Manchurian (i.e., Puyeo) connection for the origin of  
the Yamato dynasty and the roots of  the imperial family. The 
historical facts presented in the following chapters are intended to 
convince the readers of  the plausibility of  my model.  

I contend that not only the entire Ma-han area, but also 
the Japanese Islands, were conquered by the Paekche people 
during the latter half  of  the fourth century when the Paekche’s 
military might reached its peak. By correcting the Nihongi-dating 
with the Samguk-sagi records (in Chapters 4 and 6), I further 
postulate that the Paekche people conquered the Japanese Islands 
sometime between 370-90, that Ōjin (Homuda) acceded to the 
throne as the founder of  the Yamato Kingdom in 390, and that 
there were some time lags between the commencement of  
conquest and the burial of  conquerors in gigantic tombs with 
horse trappings.  

The Kojiki and Nihongi write Paekche using two Chinese 
characters (百濟) and read them “Kudara,” and also write Wa with 
a Chinese character (倭) and read it “Yamato.”13 My model may 
therefore be called the “Kudara Yamato Model.” The crucial 
evidence supporting my model consists of  all the stories 
contained in, among others, the Kojiki and Nihongi. The object of  
chapters 4 to 7 is to present the essence of  those stories, thereby 
enabling readers to grasp the most plausible picture of  the origin 
of  the Yamato dynasty in the Japanese Islands.  

 
 
3. Event or Process: The Evolutionary Thesis 
 

In her review of  my limited preview edition (Hong, 
2006), Barnes (2007b: 80) asserts that “this adherence to the 
Horserider Theory of  Japanese state formation, promulgated by 

3.5. Kudara at the Baikal Lake 

 
13 Kudara (百濟) seems to be a Buriat 

dialect word, and happens to be the 

name of a present-day small town in 

the delta area at the mouth of Selenge 

River flowing into Lake Baikal.  

Puyeo (夫餘) sounds similar to Buir, 

male otter, in the Buriat dialect. Kori (高
離), from where (according to the Wei 

Lüe 魏略 quoted by the Dongyi-

zhuan) the founders of Puyeo came, 

sounds similar to the Buriat word for 

reindeer (caribou) and also to the name 

of a place between the lakes of Baikal, 

Hulun, and Buir. 

“Yamato” is written in Chinese 倭, 夜
麻登 or 耶麻謄. Formerly the name of 

the Yamato province was written 大倭 

(read Great Yamato) but in 737 the 
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characters were changed to 大和 
(also read Great Yamato).  

“Yamato” is one of five provinces of 

Kinai, comprising ten districts, which 

form the “Nara Prefecture.” The Yamato 

Plain is about 30 km from north to south 

and 15 km from east to west. It is 

surrounded by the mountains of Tamba 

and Hira in the north, by Kasagi in the 

east, by Kongō, Katsuragi and Ikoma in 

the west, and by the hills of Takami and 

Yoshino in the south. Each new king 

transferred the capital, generally within 

the Yamato Plain, presumably in order 

to be enthroned in an unpolluted, 

ritually clean environment. Like the 

Shintō shrines of those days, the 

palaces were simple structures. 

 
14 Walter Edwards was born in 1949, 

and received his BA degree in 

anthropology and archeology at Cornell 

University in 1971. He obtained some 

additional education on the graduate 

field of anthropology at CUNY during 

the 1972-3 academic year, and then 

took the intensive course in Japanese 

at the University of Hawaii till the end of 

1973. He served as instructor of 

English at the Nomad Language 

Academy in Shizuoka, Japan, during 

1974-9. He entered the graduate school 

of Cornell University in the 1980-1 

academic year, and obtained his MA 

degree in anthropology in 1982. His 

major area was the nature of Japanese 

Wedding ritual, and wrote an article, 

“Something Borrowed: Wedding Cake 

as Symbols in Modern Japan,” in the 

American Ethnologist in 1982.  

Egami Namio in 1948 and enhanced by Gari Ledyard in 1975, is 
simply flogging a dead horse,” though my thesis has evolved into 
a model at a considerable distance from those of  Egami and 
Ledyard.  

For those scholars who hate the Theory of  Horseriding 
People, an article in 1983 by a then Cornell University graduate 
student, Walter Edwards, seems to constitute sufficient evidence 
to discredit a lifetime of  studies of  Egami Namio.14 Edwards 
(1983) has contended that the archeological evidence for horse 
trappings actually occurs in the “late fifth” century rather than the 
“late fourth or early fifth.” He has posited that the changes were 
all gradual, and never abrupt, accusing Egami of  having created a 
false sense of  discontinuity between Early and Middle Tomb 
materials. He has further insisted that the classic early 5th century 
Middle period tombs of  Ōjin (Homuda) and Nintoku precede the 
presence of  “horserider materials” because their influx into the 
Japanese Islands occurred “no earlier than the middle of  the fifth 
century,” and therefore “the political power they [middle Period 
tombs] represent cannot be seen as deriving from it.” His 
argument has been all too uncritically seized and enthusiastically 
echoed ever since, witness for example the work of  Brown (1993: 
109), who states that the “weaknesses of  the Egami thesis were 
revealed in Walter Edwards…” and also the work of  Farris (1998: 
78-9), who reiterates Edwards’ claims: “[the horse] trappings 
appeared too late to have been associated with an invasion in the 
mid- or late fourth century; moreover, their spread across Japan 
was too gradual.” Unger (2001: 84-85) states: “I began to change 
my mind…a few years ago because of  criticisms of  the so-called 
horserider theory by Walter Edwards and Gina Barnes.” Unger 
(2009: xii) further states that: “when tumulus (Kofun) culture, 
with clear peninsular antecedents, began to emerge in Japan … 
this development was gradual, not abrupt, and it did not involve a 
massive migration from the peninsula.” 

Barnes (2007a) seems to summarize as follows the 
claustrophobic narrowness of  the Japanese academic tradition 
which has often been blindly endorsed by the modern Western 
exegesis.  

 
“Egami’s Horserider Theory has promoted one particular 

cause of  state formation in Japan: by horserider conquest at the turn of  

Walter D. Edwards and Gina Lee Barnes 
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the 5th century. Edwards’ rejection of  the theory on technical 
grounds invalidates the timing (ibid: 18).” “One of  the more infamous 
examples of manipulating the periodization scheme is Egami Namio’s 
conflation of  the Middle and Late periods into one single Late period in 
order to associate -- in his Horserider Theory -- horse-riding equipment 
and the very large early 5th-century keyhole tombs built on the Osaka 
Plains (Egami 1948, 1964). This sleight of  hand has never been 
accepted by the Japanese archeological community, and Edwards 
(1983) carefully analysed the appearance of  horse-riding equipment in 
Yamato tombs to reject this fanciful theory once and for all in 
English (ibid: 9).”  

 
 In Chapter 9, I present a variety of  evidence to show 
why the “evolutionary” thesis of  Edwards is inadequate. 

Barnes (1988: 279-80) herself  has evaluated the Nara 
Basin settlement data and reiterated that “the remains of  the Early 
Kofun period [300-400] can be characterized mainly in terms of  
social differentiation,” while “the Middle Kofun period [400-500] 
settlement record documents major economic changes.” Barnes 
says, further, that “a major shift in political focus from the 
southeastern basin to the Osaka Plain in the early fifth century” 
(i.e., the replacement of  the southeastern cluster by a 
southwestern cluster of  large keyhole tombs in the fifth century) 
“was probably related to the sudden focus westward on 
continental culture and increasing interaction with the Korean 
peninsula.” Barnes (ibid: 281) concludes: “the fifth century thus 
can be viewed as the time of  radical economic reorganization and 
differential development of  settlement that accompanies state 
formation…producing a stable and coherent state by the early 
sixth century.” 15 

Barnes nevertheless believes that the Egami-Ledyard-
Hong models of  Japanese state formation are all dead horses, and 
also declares that “there is no archeological evidence for conquest 
at any time in the Kofun period (2007a: 18),” while stating that the 
Middle Kofun period [400-75 CE] “coincides with the Ōjin 
(Homuda) line of  kings in the Nihon Shoki (2007a: 10).” She 
writes, as well, that “it was the development of  relations with 
Paekche that allowed a new faction, probably led by the Kazuraki 
clan, to take control and build a new polity, possibly integrating 
continental figures into their ruling structure (2007b: 81).” Barnes 

He apparently wrote the famous article, 

“Events and Process in the Founding of 

Japan: The Horserider Theory in 

Archeological Perspective,” in 1982, 

published in the Journal of Japanese 

Studies in 1983. He received his Ph.D 

degree in anthropology from Cornell 

University in 1984. He wrote an article 

on the “commercialized wedding as 

ritual” in 1987, another article on 

“housing values” in 1988, and then a 

book titled Modern Japan through its 

Weddings in 1989. He has held the 

positions of Assistant Professor of 

Anthropology, University of Michigan 

(1985-88), and Associate Professor of 

English, Matsumoto Dental College 

(1988-91). He began teaching at the 

Department of Asian Studies, Tenri 

University, in 1993 as Professor and 

Chair of the Japanese Studies 

Program. 

 
15 Barnes (2007a: 18) sees “the 

mounded tombs as evidence of social 

stratification, not state formation,” and 

regards “the advent of monumental 

mounded-tomb construction and 

development of the Mounded Tomb 

Culture, as the threshold for state 

formation, not its completion.” Barnes 

believes the Yamato state was formed 

in the late 5th century (ibid: 195). 

 
16 Surprisingly, Barnes (2007a: 103) 

contends that, ”taking into consideration 

the current documentary evidence, 

however, there is a reasonable case for 

accepting as an assumption the 

equation of Yamatai with Yamato.” 
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17 According to Unger (2009: xii), 

“The…recent research in a variety of 

disciplines…have shown that the range 

of settlement of the neolithic (Jōmon) 

inhabitants of Japan did not extend to 

the continent,” and the diffusion of the 

culture of the Korean Peninsula to the 

Japanese Islands “was greatly 

accelerated ca. 300 BCE by migrations 

from southeastern Korea.” Unger 

further notes that the “elements of 

Megalithic (Mumun) culture of the 

Korean Peninsula that superseded its 

neolithic (Chulmun) culture were 

introduced…in the 2nd millennium 

BCE.” Unger then somehow concludes 

that these “findings strongly support the 

hypothesis that the Japanese language 

was brought to Japan from 

southeastern Korea by migrants during 

the 1st millennium BCE,” i.e., from 

c.1000 BCE and not after 300 BCE. 

 
18 C.2000 BCE, wet-field rice may have 

been introduced to the southern 

peninsula by a group of seafaring rice 

farmers from South China, imparting 

non-trivial DNA and lexical influence to 

the southern peninsular inhabitants. 

What Unger (2009) has defined as the 

proto-Korean-Japanese in the Three 

Han region of the southern peninsula 

could already have revealed significant 

lexical, if not grammatical, differences 

from the Puyeo-Koguryeo language by 

the time it made the Yayoi migration to 

the Japanese Islands c.300 BCE. The 

Koguryeo-Paekche language landed on 

the Japanese Islands almost 700 years 

later (c.400 CE).  

(2007a: 194) further states that, “from the late 4th century, the 
pendulum swung away…to a focus on the Korean Peninsula,” and 
that “the center of  power shifted westwards towards Ōsaka Bay 
and links to the Korean Peninsula [and] resulted in a new era of  
peer relations between Paekche and the Kinai core.”  

Barnes (2007a: 103) says, finally, that she has “always 
maintained that Himiko and Yamatai comprise a historical 
problem that cannot be solved by archeological means unless we 
suddenly obtain new inscriptional evidence. … The archeological 
evidence is weakest of  all…”16 The hypothesis of  “the conquest 
of  Japanese Islands by the Paekche people” may also be a 
historical problem that cannot be solved by archeological means 
“unless we suddenly obtain new inscriptional evidence,” even 
though the currently existing archeological evidence looks fairly 
strong. Perhaps only by taking documentary evidence into 
consideration, can one establish a plausible case for accepting the 
Conquest Hypothesis. This is precisely what I have been doing.  

 
 
4. The Linguistic Aspect of  My Model 
 

I contend (in chapters 8 and 9) that the Jōmon culture 
(c.10,000–300 BCE) on the Japanese archipelago was the product 
of  Ainu and Malayo-Polynesian people, while the Yayoi culture 
(c.300 BCE-300 CE) was the product of  Kaya (Karak) people 
from the southern Korean Peninsula together with Ainu and 
Malayo-Polynesian aborigines. The proto-Japanese people, 
speaking a proto-Japanese language, were formed during the Yayoi 
period. 17 I contend that the Kaya dialect of  the Korean language 
provided the basic structure of  the proto-Japanese language 
although lexically (in loan words) and phonologically (in sound), 
the influence of  Ainu and Malayo-Polynesian languages could 
have been substantial.18 I also regard the Early Tomb culture 
(c.300-400) as an extension of  the Yayoi culture. 

The Late Tomb culture (c.400-700) was, however, 
brought about by the Yamato Kingdom, the first unified state on 
the Japanese Islands that was newly established at the end of  the 
fourth century by the Paekche people from the Korean Peninsula. 
Syntactically (in patterns of  word arrangement) and 
morphologically (in systems of  word formation), the similarity 
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between the Korean and Japanese languages was very much 
strengthened.19 The peninsular grammar that began to be 
transmitted to the Japanese Islands from c.300 BCE and in great 
strength after c.400 CE came to affect all subsequent dialects of  
the islands. However, the lexical and phonological influence of  
the Ainu and Malayo-Polynesian languages seems to have cast a 
long shadow on the subsequent evolution of  the Japanese 
language. 20 Therefore, by the early ninth century at the latest, due 
to ever increasing lexical, semantic, and phonological differences, 
the people of  the Korean Peninsula and the people of  the 
Japanese Islands could no longer directly communicate with each 
other without interpreters.  
 
 
Appendix 3.1. Silence and Distortions in the Dynastic Chronicles 
 

As in the case of  the Anglo-Saxon conquest of  England, 
there is no clear historical account (extant in either Korean or 
Japanese chronicles) of  the Paekche people founding the Yamato 
Kingdom. Unlike the Anglo-Saxon “conquest” of  England, 
however, the absence of  an authentic account of  the Paekche 
people founding the Yamato Kingdom in both Korean and 
Japanese chronicles seems to have been intentional.  

The chronicles of  the Paekche Kingdom compiled by 
the Paekche people themselves (starting with the scholar Ko 
Heung in 375 and continued by his successors) such as the Paekche 
Records (百濟記), the Paekche Annals (百濟本記) and the Paekche 
New Compilations (百濟新撰), are all quoted in the Nihongi.21 

Unfortunately, all these chronicles from which the Nihongi takes its 
quotations have been lost. The handful of  fragments that have 
survived in the form of  quotations in the Nihongi, however, reveal 
that those records were highly detailed.  

The only extant authentic Korean chronicle providing 
systematic accounts of  this early period is the Samguk-sagi 
compiled in 1145 by Kim Pusik, descended from one of  the 
ruling families of  the Silla Kingdom that conquered Paekche in 
663. The only extant authentic Japanese chronicles providing 
systematic records of  this early period are the Kojiki and Nihongi 
that, shortly after the fall of  Paekche Kingdom, were compiled by 
the Yamato rulers with definite objectives in mind. Neither party, 

19 Unger (2009: xi-xiii) believes that the 

lexical material, “not to mention 

parallelisms in grammar not seen in 

nearby languages of similar type,” 

points toward “a genetic relationship 

between Japanese and Korean.”  

 
20 Unger (2009: 13-5) contends that, 

“there is no evidence, apart from some 

place-names that may have Ainu 

derivations, that proto-Japanese 

absorbed material from a substratum 

language. … [The] Yayoi physical traits 

in the present-day population indicates 

a low rate of intermarriage of speakers 

of… Jōmon languages with speakers of 

Japanese, implying few opportunities 

for significant linguistic impact.”  

 
21 近肖古王 三十年 [375 CE] 古記
云 百濟開國已來 未有以文字記事 
至是得博士高興 始有書記 (S2: 32) 

3.6. Horse ornaments from 

(top left) Puyeo, (bottom) Hae-nam, 

Korea, and (top right) Ōsaka, Japan 
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22 應神 八年…百濟記云 阿花王立
… 遣王子直支于天朝 以脩先王之
好也 (NI: 367)  

 
三國史記 百濟本紀 阿莘王 六年 
王與倭國結好 以太子腆支爲質 (S2: 

45) 

 
23 亦新羅人參渡來 是以…命引率 
爲役之堤池而 作百濟池 (K:  248)  

 

應神 七年 高麗人百濟人任那人新
羅人 並來朝 時命…領諸韓人等作
池 因以名池號韓人池 (NI: 367) 

 

3.7. Three Kingdom Period, Korea 

for apparently different reasons, wanted to have a true account of  
the Paekche people founding the Yamato Kingdom. The Samguk-
sagi adopted the passive tactic of  “silence” and the Kojiki-Nihongi 
adopted the active tactic of  “distortion.” (See Section 4, Chapter 
10.) 
 Considering the possible availability of  several Paekche 
chronicles compiled by the Paekche people themselves, the 
“failure” of  Kim Pusik to record the Paekche history in any detail 
may be attributed to his hatred for this archenemy of  Silla rather 
than to the shortage of  source material. A conspicuous example 
that reveals Kim Pusik’s hatred of  Paekche is found in the record 
of  Prince Cheon-ji of  Paekche, where he selects the word 
“hostage” to describe the prince being taken to the Yamato court 
in 397, whereas the Paekche Records quoted by the Nihongi simply 
use the word “sent” to describe the incident of  the prince going 
to the Yamato court in that year.22  

Gardiner (1970: 16) contends that “Paekche was for a 
very long time the principal opponent of  Silla. … Thus…it would 
have been very natural for him to play down the importance of  
Paekche by giving it less space and a less sympathetic treatment 
and by setting the starting-point for its chronology well after that 
of  Silla. The memory of  the close alliance which existed for many 
centuries between Paekche and Yamato was also scarcely likely to 
encourage later Korean historians to attempt to correct Kim 
Pusik’s generally unfavorable picture of  this kingdom.”  

It is interesting to note the fact that, while those who 
had compiled the Kojiki at the order of  Temmu some time before 
686 had limited the application of  disparaging words mostly to 
Silla, those who finished compiling the Nihongi in 720 apparently 
made a strategic decision to extend the slighting expression even 
to Paekche. For instance, the Kojiki records that the Silla people 
came over [in 396] and constructed a storage dam that was called 
“Paekche Reservoir,” while the Nihongi records that the people of  
Koguryeo, Paekche, Imna (Kaya), and Silla all came together in 
396, and these Koreans were ordered to construct a reservoir that 
was then named “Korean Men Reservoir.” 23  
 
 
 
 

Application of the Disparaging Words 
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Han-seong Paekche period artifacts: (top left) iron spearhead and (top right) bit 

and horse strap ornaments from the 400-75 period Beop-cheon-ri site, Won-ju 

原州 法泉里, (middle left) beads from the late 3rd - late 4th century Mahari 

site (bottom), Wha-seong 華城 馬霞里, and (middle right) stirrups from the 

late 4th to early 5th century Ju-seong-ri site, Cheong-won 淸原 主城里  

Sword with ring pommel from the late 

4th century (Han-seong Paekche 

period) Wha-sung-ri A-1 site, Cheon-an

銀象嵌環頭大刀 
天安 花城里 古墳 
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1 For a good summary of Tsuda’s 

thesis, see Inoue, et al. (1984: 271-3). 

“記紀を批判的に扱った津田左右吉
は, 神武(1)より仲哀(14)まての一四
代について, 天皇の尊號のみが記
されているのは, 記紀の材料とな
った帝紀に, すでに實名=諱を記し
ていなかったからである. そして
尊號をみると ... 六世紀より後の, 
安閑(27)より元正(44)にいたる實在
の各天皇の尊號にそれぞれ對應し
ていて, 固有性がない. それに比べ
ると, 應神(15)より繼體(26)まての
各天皇は ... 槪して天皇の實名, 
すなわち皇子の時の名をそのまま
天皇の稱號と記しており, もっと
も帝紀の原型に近く, 六世紀半ば
には, 成書として成立していた原
帝紀に, すてに揭載されていたの
であろうと指摘したのである. 次
に, 天皇の系譜をみても, 仲哀(14)

より前は, 王位の繼承を父子相承
としている. これは, 應神(15)以後
にしばしばみられる兄弟相承に比
べると現實性がない. 父子相承の
原理は七世紀後半までは成立しな
かったはずてあるから, その頃に
作爲されたものであろうとした. ... 
このような ... 批判は正當なもの
といえよう. しかるに問題は, ここ
からその後に積極的な應神王朝論
が展開されたことである.”  
井上光貞, 永原慶二, 兒玉幸多, 大
久保利謙 (1984: 271-272) 

 
2 應神天皇 卽位前紀 初天皇在孕而 
天神地祇授三韓 旣産之 肉生腕上 
其形如鞆 是肖皇太后爲雄裝之負鞆 
故稱其名 謂譽田天皇 上古時俗 號 
鞆謂褒武多焉 (NI: 363)  

CHAPTER FOUR

HOMUDA (ŌJIN) FROM THE KOREAN PENINSULA
 FOUNDER OF THE YAMATO DYNASTY 

IN THE JAPANESE ISLANDS 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
1. The Yamato Dynasty Commencing with King Homuda  
  
TSUDA: YAMATO KINGS PRIOR TO ŌJIN WERE ALL FABRICATIONS 

Many Japanese historians believe that the Yamato 
Kingdom began with King Ōjin (Homuda), despite the fact that, 
according to the Kojiki and Nihongi, Ōjin was the fifteenth, not the 
first, king of  the Yamato Kingdom. Why do they believe this? I 
will now present a well known thesis. 

An early twentieth-century professor of  history at 
Waseda University, Tsuda Sōkichi (1873-1961) contended that the 
records of Kojiki and Nihongi on the Yamato kings prior to Ōjin 
were nothing but a simple fabrication for the purpose of  making 
the Yamato royal family seem to have been the rulers of  the 
Japanese archipelago since ancient times.1  

The first evidence advanced by Tsuda to support his 
thesis is as follows. In the original text of  Kojiki and Nihongi, all 
thirteen kings between Jimmu the Founder and the fifteenth king 
Ōjin were recorded in traditional Japanese-style posthumous 
formulaic titles, none of  them individual or unique. From this, 
Tsuda reasons that posterity manufactured the titles, rendering 
them uniform. Beginning with Ōjin, however, the unique name 
that was actually used since the time of  the princedom was 
recorded as the posthumous title of  each king.  From this, Tsuda 
reasons that the name of  each king was authentic. For example, 
the name of  Ōjin when he was a prince is Homuda, and the latter 

Yamato Dynasty Commences with Homuda 
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became his traditional Japanese-style posthumous title. 2 The 
Chinese-style titles, such as Jimmu or Ōjin, though most familiar 
to the general public these days, are not the ones we see in the 
original Kojiki and Nihongi. These are the titles that are believed to 
have been manufactured later by a scholar called Oumi Mihune 
(淡海三船 721-85).  

The second evidence presented by Tsuda is as follows. 
According to the Kojiki and Nihongi, from Jimmu to the fifteenth 
king Ōjin, the pattern of  succession was strictly lineal, from father 
to son. Between Ōjin and Tenji, however, the pattern of  
succession was mostly fraternal, with kingship passing from 
brother to brother. The practice of  father-to-son succession was 
not firmly established even after Tenji in the late seventh century. 
Tsuda therefore contended that the records of  Kojiki and Nihongi 
on all kings prior to Ōjin were fictitious.  

The logic of  Tsuda’s proposition is very persuasive.3 
There is, indeed, scarcely any substance in the records of  Kojiki 
and Nihongi from the second king up to the ninth king, nor about 
the thirteenth king. The section on the fourteenth king, Chiuai, in 
the Kojiki and Nihongi consists almost entirely of  accounts of  the 
fictitious entity called Empress Jingū. Many post-War Japanese 
historians believe that Teiki, a chronicle compiled in the early sixth 
century, had indeed contained records of  only 12 kings from Ōjin 
to Keitai. I find four additional pieces of  evidence to support the 
thesis that the Yamato Kingdom began with Ōjin. 
 
ŌJIN THE FOUNDER OF YAMATO KINGDOM: ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE 

The first supporting piece of  evidence for Ōjin as 
founder is as follows. Tsuda focused on the fact that both the 
Kojiki and Nihongi supply strict father-to-son successions prior to 
Ōjin. More important, however, is the fact that the credibility of  
them is cast into doubt by the peaceful nature of  the transitions 
ascribed to them, so unlike other transitions. Let us look, for 
example, at the post-Ōjin period. There was a bloody feud among 
brothers when Nintoku succeeded Ōjin. There was another 
bloody feud when the Richiu-Hanzei brothers succeeded Nintoku. 
Peculiar circumstances developed when Ingyō succeeded Hanzei. 
There was another bloody feud when the Ankau-Yūriaku brothers 
succeeded Ingyou. More peculiar circumstances occurred when 
the Kenzou-Ninken brothers succeeded Yūriaku-Seinei, and when 

帶中日子天皇...又娶息長帶比賣命 
生御子 品夜和氣命 次大鞆和氣命 
亦名品陀和氣命 此太子之御名 所 
以負大鞆和氣命者 初所生時 如鞆 
肉生御腕 故著其御是以知坐腹中 
國也 (K: 226) 
 
3 Before the end of the Second World 

War, the emperor and the imperial 

institutions were elevated to such a lofty 

legal and spiritual position that any 

questioning of the orthodox account of 

their origin was tantamount to treason. 

In 1940, four of Tsuda’s major writings 

were banned. In 1942, he was 

sentenced to three months in jail for the 

crime of desecrating the dignity of the 

imperial family.  

4.1. Buddha Head (made in 685) 

Yamada Dera, Asuka 

飛鳥-磐余境界 山田寺 685年開眼 
蘇我倉山田石川麻呂 追福造像 

 

  Homuda: Founder of the Yamato Dynasty 
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4 神功 攝政元年 是年也 太歲辛巳 
[201] 卽爲攝政元年 (NI: 349) 

 
神功 攝政 六十九年 皇太后崩...時 
年一百歲...是年也 太歲己丑 [269] 

(NI: 361) 

 

三國志 魏書 卷三十 烏丸鮮卑東夷
傳 第三十 倭 景初二年 [238] 倭女 
王遣大夫難升米等詣郡 求詣天子朝
獻...其年十二月 詔書報 倭女王曰 
制詔親魏倭王卑彌呼...正始...八年 
[247]...倭女王與狗奴國 男王卑彌弓
呼素不和...相攻擊...卑彌呼以死 
 

神功 攝政 三十九年 魏志云 明帝
景初三年 [239] 倭女王遣大夫難斗
米等 詣郡 求詣天子朝獻 (NI: 351) 

 
神功 攝政 六十六年 是年 晉武帝
泰初二年 [266]. . .十月 倭女王遣重
譯貢獻 (NI: 361) 

 

 

4.2. Yamato in Kinai Area (brown color) 

and Harima area (red color). 

Keitai succeeded Ninken-Buretsu. In other words, conflict and 
bloodshed, mostly between brothers, characterize post-Ōjin 
successions, giving us no reason to suppose that pre-Ōjin 
successions were peaceful. Yet such is the claim, a claim that thus 
casts into doubt the factuality of  the account.  

Second, according to the Nihongi, the 70-year interval 
between the death of  the so-called fourteenth king Chiuai (in 200) 
and the enthronement of  the fifteenth king Ōjin (in 270) was 
ruled by Empress Jingū as regent (201-69). Yet Jingū is commonly 
acknowledged to be a fictitious figure apparently inspired by the 
third century Pimihu recorded in the Wajin-den (Wo-zhuan in Wei-
shu of San-guo-zhi compiled by Chen Shou, 233-97).4 The story of  
Jingū’s regency makes the thesis that only the post-Ōjin kings did 
actually exist sound more reasonable.  

Third, immediately after the compilation of  Kojiki in 
712, the Yamato court ordered the governors of  all provinces to 
compile surveys of  products, animals, plants, and land conditions, 
etymologies of  place names, and written versions of  oral 
traditions. These records were apparently used as a source by the 
Nihongi. The Harima Fudoki, one of  the few such records extant, is 
believed to have been compiled between 713 and 715. The Harima 
Fudoki includes so many anecdotes related to Homuda (Ōjin) that 
one may readily believe Homuda to have been the founder of  the 
Yamato Kingdom. The Harima Fudoki is blanketed with a myriad 
of  accounts about Homuda’s activities such as visiting villages and 
people, going on hunting expeditions, and naming places after 
Homuda’s trifling words and deeds (see Appendix 4.1). Other 
kings are scarcely mentioned in the Harima Fudoki.  

 According to Aoki (1974: 35-39), the Harima Fudoki is 
full of  accounts of  Homuda’s “fighting career and aggressive 
profile,” and yet “it is interesting to note that neither Kojiki nor 
Nihon shoki speak much of  the belligerent activities of  Homuda, 
while other provincial accounts are full of  such episodes. . . . This 
must be an indication of  some effort made to cover up Homuda’s 
undesirable aspects for records. In fact, the compilers of  the Kojiki 
and Nihon shoki seem to have taken pains to conceal his 
belligerence before and after his emergence as the ruler of  
Yamato state . . . Compilers’ mention of  his birthmark of  an 
archery arm-piece seems to imply that he was a man of  martial 
strength. . . .The silence of  both Kojiki and Nihon shoki regarding 
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Homuda’s aggressiveness seems intentional.” Whatever the cover-
up, until this very day as many as 25,000 Hachiman Shrines all 
over the Japanese Islands continue to worship the deified spirit of  
Homuda, not Jimmu, as the god of  war. 

Fourth, according to the Kojiki and Nihongi, among all 
Yamato kings, only Jimmu the official Founder and the so-called 
fifteenth king Ōjin were born in Kyūshū: Jimmu shortly after the 
imperial ancestor deity Ninigi descended to Kyūshū from heaven, 
and Homuda immediately after his mother (Empress Jingū) 
landed on Kyūshū, crossing the sea from Korea. From Kyūshū, 
Jimmu makes an epic Eastward Expedition, while Ōjin makes a 
miniature expedition eastward with his mother. The fact that only 
Jimmu the official founder and Ōjin the fifteenth king were 
recorded to have been born in Kyūshū (only to conquer unruly 
elements in the Yamato area) suggests that both Jimmu and Ōjin 
represent the one and only founder of  the Yamato Kingdom.5  

 
 
2. The Official Title of  Jimmu: Kami Yamato I-ha-re  

 
Ledyard (1975) calls our attention to the expression 

“Ihare” found in the title of  Jimmu (Kami Yamato Ihare) and in 
the name of  the capital for Homuda. According to the Nihongi, 
Homuda was appointed Prince Imperial in the third year of  
Jingū’s regency, and accordingly, the capital was made at Iha-re. In 
the Kojiki, Iha-re is written Ipa-re. 6 The first capital of  Paekche was 
the Wi-rye Castle.7 The third character with which I-pa-re is 
written is also the second character of  Wi-rye suggesting a 
connection between Ipa-re and Wi-rye. 

Ledyard (1975) notes that the Korean variant of  Ihare is 
I-par, and is written as Keo-bal. According to the Beishi, Suishu and 
Tong Dian, the Keo-bal Castle was the name of  the capital of  
Paekche. Since the Korean kun reading of  Keo is I, Keo-bal yields 
the reading of  I-bal or I-par. 8  

The Samguk-sagi records that Yuri, the second king of  
Koguryeo, established his capital at Kug-nae in 4 CE, and 
constructed the Wi-na(-am) Castle.9 According to the Zhoushu, the 
king was also called Eo-ra(-ha) in Paekche.10 Do (1972) thinks that 
Wi-na, Eo-ra and Wi-rye represent the same reading, and Yi (1990) 
further notes that Wi-rye implies king. That is, both the Wi-rye 

5 整軍雙船 度幸之時. . .押騰新羅
之國. . .其政未竟之間 其懷妊産 卽
爲鎭御腹 取石以纏於裳之腰而 渡
筑紫國 其御子阿禮坐 阿禮二字以
音 (K: 230- 232)  
 
神 功  攝 政 前 紀  仲哀九年春二月 
[200]...天皇崩...冬十月... 皇 后 從 新
羅還之...十二月...生譽田天皇於筑
紫 (NI: 331, 341)  
 
6 亦名神倭伊波禮毘古 (K: 146)  
  
神功 攝政三年 立譽田別皇子 爲 
皇太子因以都於磐余 (NI: 349) 
 

7 三國史記 卷第二十三 百濟本 記 
第一 百濟始祖...溫祚都河南慰禮城 
(S2: 16)  

 
8 北史 卷九十四 列傳 第八十二 
百濟 ...其都曰居拔城 亦曰 固麻城 
 
9 三國史記 卷第十三 高句麗 本記 
第一 始祖東眀聖王...而未遑作宮室 
但結廬於沸流水上居之... 琉璃眀王 
二十一年...至國內尉那巖… 王若移 
都 二十二年 王遷都於國內築尉那 
巖城 (S1: 261-2)  

 
10 周書 卷四十九 列傳第四十一 異 
域上 百濟者...夫餘之別種...王姓夫 
餘氏 號於羅瑕 民呼爲鞬吉支…言 
竝王也  
 
三國史記 卷第三十七 雜志 第六 
百濟 按古典記 東眀王 第三子 溫 
祚...自卒本扶餘至慰禮城立都 稱王 
歷三百八十九年至十三世 近肖古王 
…都漢城 (S2: 233)  
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11 繼體 六年 自胎中之帝 置官家之 
國 ... 二十三年 ... 自胎中天皇 ... 
二十四年 ... 自磐余彦之帝 ... (NII: 

29, 37, 43)  
 
請神之命 於是敎覺之狀 具如先日 
凡此國者 坐汝命御腹之御子 所知
國者也 ... 爾具請之 今如此言敎之
大神者 欲知其御名 卽答詔是天照
大神之御心者 (K: 230) 

 

4.3. (top) Akabori-cha-usu, Gunma;  

(middle) Saito-baru, No. 110 Tomb, 

Miyazaki; and (bottom) Ise Shrine  

Castle and Wi-na(-am) Castle represent the King’s Castle. 
We may now hypothesize, therefore, that Iha-re, the 

capital for Homuda, represents Wi-rye, the first capital of  
Paekche, that may correspond to I-bal in the Beishi and Eo-ra-ha in 
the Zhoushu. That is, we may reasonably contend that Homuda 
established the Yamato kingdom and called its first capital Iha-re 
(Ipa-re) after the name of  the first capital of  Paekche, Wi-rye (I-bal 
or Eo-ra-ha). 

The official title of  the founder (Jimmu) of  the Yamato 
kingdom, “Kami Yamato Ihare,” implies “Divine Yamato King” 
lacking the personal name. Only by adding Homuda, do we get 
the full title for the founder of  the Yamato Kingdom. This may 
well be the reason why the Nihongi often uses the expression 
“since the days of  Homuda,” but never uses the expression “since 
the days of  Ihare (Jimmu).”11 
 
 
3. Dating the Foundation of  the Yamato Kingdom 

 
According to the Nihongi, the Yamato Kingdom was 

established in 660 BCE, about 100 years prior to the birth of  
Buddha (566?-486 BCE), and belonging to the first half  of  the so-
called Spring-and-Autumn period in China (722-481 BCE). 660 
BCE falls between the traditional date of  the foundation of  the 
city of  Rome (753 BCE) and the year Rome was declared a 
republic (509 BCE), and almost 300 years prior to the appearance 
of  Alexander the Great (336-23 BCE). Neither the Japanese 
historians nor the general public believe the year of  the 
foundation of  the Yamato Kingdom recorded in the Nihongi to be 
correct. This raises, of  course, the question of  when the Yamato 
Kingdom was established. 
  
NIHONGI-DATING CORRECTED BY THE RECORDS OF SAMGUK-SAGI  

The Nihongi (日本紀), traditionally called the Nihon-shoki 
(日本書紀) in Japan, was completed in 720, translated into English 
by William George Aston (1841-1911), and printed by the Japan 
Society in 1896. It is now readily available to English speaking 
readers all over the world. Unlike the Kojiki which was completed 
in 712, the Nihongi was recorded chronologically, giving the exact 
years, months, and even days for events which are supposed to 

Dating the Foundation of Yamato Kingdom 
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have occurred after the official beginning of  the Yamato 
Kingdom dated 660 BCE until the eleventh year of  Jitō’s reign 
dated 697 CE.  

The Nihongi records that King Kaero of  Paekche sent his 
younger brother Kon-ji to the Yamato court in 461 CE, and then 
quotes the record of  the now extinct Paekche Shinsen (百濟新撰) 
dated 461 CE containing the same story. Hence Aston asserts that 
“the first date in the Nihongi which is corroborated by external 
evidence is 461 CE.”12 The Nihongi also tells us that King Mu-
nyung (r.501-23) of  Paekche was born in the same year, and 
named Si-ma. Surprisingly, his tomb was excavated at Kong-ju in 
1971, and the funerary inscription confirms that his name was Sa-
ma and that he died in 523 at the age of  62. 13 Sixty years after 
Aston’s death, the date 461 CE in the Nihongi was indeed 
corroborated by irrefutable external evidence. 

One may, however, try to establish the years, if  not 
months and dates, for some important events that happened 
before 461 CE on the basis of  the Nihongi system of  dates 
corrected by the records of  Samguk-sagi. The Nihongi records that 
King Keun Chogo of  Paekche died in 255, while the Samguk-sagi 
records that he died in 375. The Nihongi says that King Keun 
Kusu died in 264 and King Chim-ryu died in 265, while the 
Samguk-sagi says that these Paekche kings died in 384 and 385, 
respectively. According to the Nihongi, Paekche sent crown prince 
Cheon-ji to the Yamato court in 277. The Samguk-sagi records that 
the crown prince was sent to the Yamato court in 397. According 
to the Nihongi, Paekche King Asin (Ahwa) died in 285, but the 
Samguk-sagi records that he died in 405. This is the well known 
120-year (two sexagenary cycles) difference between the records 
of  Nihongi and those of  Samguk-sagi during the 30-year period of  
375-405. 14 Among the Nihongi dating between 660 BCE and 460 
CE, this is the one and only period that can be dated accurately by 
external evidence. The Nihongi-dating with the use of  the well-
known comparative correction technique may well be more 
accurate than the carbon dating (or intuitive periodization) of  the 
archeological artifacts, at least for the period of  375-405. 
 

DATING THE FOUNDATION OF YAMATO KINGDOM AND ŌJIN’S REIGN 

According to the Nihongi, the Crown Prince Homuda 
ascended the throne on January 1 of  the year 270, Kanoye Tora 

12 Aston (1896, 1972: p. xviii): “But the 

chronology is not a little vague for some 

time longer. Perhaps if we take 500 CE 

as the time when the correctness of the 

Nihongi dates begins to be trustworthy, 

we shall not be very far wrong (ibid: 

xviii).” “Even the large untrue element 

which it contains is not without its value. 

Bad history may be good mythology or 

folklore, and statements the most wildly 

at variance with fact often throw a 

useful light on the beliefs or institutions 

of the age when they became current 

(ibid: xv-xviii).”  
 

13 The Nihongi records that King Kaero 

gave Kon-chi one of his consorts who 

was pregnant, instructing him to send 

back the baby if she delivered on the 

journey. The pregnant consort indeed 

gave birth to a child on an island in 

Kyūshū, and Kon-chi immediately took 

a ship and sent the baby, named Si-ma 

(island or Si-eom in Korean), back to 

Kaero. The child became King Mu-

nyung (N1: 345-6). The funerary 

inscription of King Mu-nyung uses the 

expression “Beng 崩” as in the case of 

the emperor passing away in China.  

 
雄略 五年 於筑紫各羅嶋産兒 仍名
此兒曰嶋君...是爲武寧王 百濟新撰
云 辛丑年 [461] 蓋鹵王遣弟昆支君 
向大倭 侍天王 以脩兄王之好也 
(NI: 471)  
武寧王 誌石 寧東大將軍百濟斯麻
王 年六十二歲 癸卯 [523] …崩  
Mu-nyung’s coffin was made of 

umbrella pine which grew only in 

southern Japan. 
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14 神功 攝政五十五年 百濟肖古王
薨 五十六年 百濟王子貴須立爲王 

(NI: 359-61)/ (N1: 251)  

 

神功 攝政 六十四年 百濟國貴須王
薨 王子枕流王立爲王 六十五年 百
濟國枕流王薨 王子阿花年少 叔父
辰斯奪立爲王 六十六年 是年 晉武
帝泰初二年 (NI: 359-361)/(N1: 253)  

 
15  應神 卽位前紀 譽田天皇...皇太
后攝政之三年 立爲皇太子...攝政六
十九年夏四月 [269]...皇太后崩...時
年百歲 元年春正月丁亥朔 皇太子
卽位 是年也 太歲庚寅 [270/390] (N

I: 363) 

See also footnotes 17, 19 and 20. 

 
16 應神 三年 [272] 是歲百濟辰斯王 
立之失禮於貴國天皇 故遣紀角宿 
禰...嘖讓其无禮狀 由是百濟國殺辰 
斯王以謝之 紀角宿禰等 便立阿花 
爲王 而歸 (NI: 365)/(N1: 256) 
 
三國史記 百濟本紀 第三  
辰斯王 八年[392] 冬十月 王田於狗 
原 經旬不返 十一月 薨於狗原行宮  
阿莘王 枕流王之元子...王薨時年少 
故叔父辰斯繼位 八年薨 卽位  

(S2: 45)/Best (2006: 267-8) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

of  the Cycle. If  we apply the two sexagenary cycles difference, the 
first year of  Ōjin’s reign becomes 390. According to the Nihongi, 
Paekche sent crown prince Cheon-ji to the Yamato court in “the 
eighth year of  Ōjin’s reign.” The Samguk-sagi records that the 
crown prince was sent to the Yamato court in 397. According to 
the Nihongi, Paekche King Asin died in “the sixteenth year of  
Ōjin’s reign,” and the Samguk-sagi records that Asin died in 405. 
These records are perfectly consistent with our proposition that 
Ōjin founded the Yamato Kingdom in 390. The year Kanoye Tora 
of  the Cycle then becomes the year 390.15  

According to the Nihongi, in the third year of  Ōjin’s 
reign, [392, or 272 without the two-cycle correction], “King 
Chinsa [r.385-92] of  Paekche was disrespectful to the Celestial 
Court. Therefore Ki no Tsuno ..., Hata no Yashiro ... and ... were 
sent to call him to an account for his rudeness. Hereupon the 
people of  Paekche slew Chinsa by way of  apology. Ki no Tsuno ... 
and the others accordingly established Ahwa as king, and 
returned.” The Samguk-sagi gives a sort of  confirmation for this 
Nihongi record by saying that, in 392, “the king [Chinsa] went 
hunting at Kuwon, and even after ten days did not return to the 
capital,” and that “the king died at his temporary residence in 
Kuwon.” 16 

The Paekche court seems to have treated Homuda as the 
king of  a vassal state. Chinsa (r.385-92), the second son of  Keun 
Kusu and the younger brother of  Chim-ryu (r.384-5), in 
particular, seems to have treated Homuda as inferior to himself. 
The inscription on the Seven-branched Sword, however, suggests 
that Homuda, the founder of  the Yamato Kingdom, and Keun 
Kusu, the crown prince of  Keun Chogo (r.346-75) and later the 
king of  Paekche (r.375-84), belonged to the same generation, 
possibly with some age difference, and hence Homuda apparently 
could not stand such unwarranted arrogance of  young Paekche 
kings of  the later generation. (See the Appendix to Chapter 6.)  

The Nihongi records for the 8th year of  Ōjin’s reign [397, 
or 277 without two-cycle correction] quotes the now extinct 
Paekche Record (百濟記): “King Ahwa came to the throne and was 
disrespectful to the honorable country. Therefore we were 
despoiled of  Chim-mita-rye, Hyon-nam, Chi-chim, Kong-na, and 
Eastern Han. Herewith Prince Chik-chi was sent to the Celestial 
Court in order to restore the friendship of  former kings.” The 

Dating the First Year of Ōjin’s Reign  
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Samguk-sagi corroborates the Nihongi records by saying that, in 397, 
“the king [Asin, r.392-405] established friendly relations with the 
Yamato court, and sent the crown prince to serve there as a 
hostage.” 17 

Paekche had managed to maintain the upper hand 
militarily against Koguryeo until 390, but the appearance of  King 
Kwang-gae-to (r.391-413) in Koguryeo completely reversed the 
Paekche’s fortunes on the battlefield. King Asin seems belatedly to 
have recognized the urgent necessity, for the very survival of  
Paekche, of  help from the new Yamato Kingdom still fresh in its 
conqueror’s vigor. King Asin seems to have decided to send his 
crown prince Cheon-ji to the Yamato court in order to transform 
the unnecessarily created ill will between the two courts into an 
active alliance. Commensurate with his age and his generation, 
Homuda could have thereafter been treated as an elder among the 
Paekche royal kinfolk. The inscription of  Kwang-gae-to’s stele 
suggests that the efforts by Asin and Cheon-ji were apparently 
successful. (See Section 4, Chapter 5.) 

The Nihongi (N1: 261) tells us that, in 403 (283 without 
the two-cycle correction), “the King of  Paekche sent as tribute a 
seamstress named Maketsu. She was the first ancestress of  the 
present seamstresses of  Kume.” According to the Samguk-sagi, in 
402 “the king (Asin, r.392-405) dispatched an envoy to the 
[Homuda’s] Yamato court to obtain large pearls,” and in 403 “an 
envoy from the Yamato court arrived; the king welcomed him and 
bestowed gifts upon him with marked generosity.” 18 The contents 
of  these records do not match each other precisely; they simply 
confirm the comings and goings between the Paekche and 
Yamato courts in 403.  

According to the Nihongi (N1: 262-3), Wang-in arrived in 
the sixteenth year of  Ōjin’s reign, and in that year King Asin of  
Paekche died. This was 285 CE according to the Nihongi system 
of  dating, and becomes 405 CE when corrected by the Samguk-
sagi record. According to the Nihongi, Ōjin “then sent for Prince 
Choen-ji, and addressed him, saying:--‘Do thou return to thy 
country and succeed to the (royal) Dignity.” 19  

One would never expect that the Samguk-sagi record for 
the year 405 would fully corroborate the Nihongi record in these 
final days of  “the lacuna in the Chinese dynastic chronicles (266-
413 CE).” It may therefore be shocking to find the Samguk-sagi 

17 Best (2006: 267-8) 

應神 八年 百濟記云 阿花王立无 
禮於貴國 故奪我枕彌多禮 及峴南 
支侵 谷那 東韓之地 是以 遣王子 
直支于天朝 以脩先王之好也 (NI: 3

67)/(N1: 257) 

 

三國史記 百濟本紀 第三 阿莘王 
六年 [397] 王與倭國結好 以太子腆 
支爲質 (S2: 45)/Best (2006: 270) 

The “former kings (先王)” apparently 

do not include Chinsa, and seem to 

imply Keun Chogo and Keun Kusu. 

The Paekche Record (百濟記) quoted 

by the Nihongi says that “Prince 

Cheon-ji was sent (遣)” to the Yamato 

Court. Kim Pu-sik, whose hatred 

against the Paekche is well-known,  

however, uses the disparaging term 

“hostage 質.” King Asin [Ahwa] “was 

the eldest son of King Chim-ryu. At the 

time of his father’s death [385], he was 

still in his minority and so his father’s 

younger brother, Chinsa [r.385-92], 

succeeded to the throne.” Asin must 

have been young when he ascended 

the throne seven years later. 

 
18 三國史記 百濟本紀 第三 阿莘王 
十一年 遣使倭國求大珠 十二年 
倭國使者至 王迎勞之特厚 (S2: 46) 
 

19 應神 十六年 春二月 王仁來之... 
是歲 百濟阿花王薨 天皇召直支王 
謂之曰 汝返於國以嗣位 仍且賜東 
韓之地 而遣之 東韓者 甘羅城高難 
城爾林城是也 (NI: 373)/(N1: 263)  

 

Yamato Kingdom Was Founded in 390
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20 Best (2006: 273-4)  
三國史記 卷第二十五 百濟本紀 第 
三 腆支王 或云 直支 梁書 名映 
阿莘之元子 阿莘 在位第三年立爲
太子 六年出質於倭國 十四年 [405]

王薨 王仲弟訓解攝政 以待太子還
國 季弟碟禮殺訓解 自立爲王 腆支
在倭聞訃 哭泣請歸 倭王以兵士百
人衛送 旣至國界 漢城人解忠來告
曰 大王棄世 王弟碟禮殺兄自立 願
太子無輕入 腆支留倭人自衛 依海
島以待之 國人殺碟禮 迎腆支卽位 
(S2: 46)  
 

In Silla-pon’gi of the Samguk-sagi, 

“Wa” appears 49 times prior to 500 CE, 

and among these citations 36 concern 

invasions, mostly on the seacoast. No 

such hostile activities of “Wa” against 

Paekche were ever recorded.  

Kim Pusik had apparently decided 

never to record the Paekche relations 

with the Yamato Kingdom except for the 

31-year period between 397-428 

(recording the exchanges of envoys six 

times), while the Nihongi records 

virtually uninterrupted intercourse 

between the two courts ever after the 

founding of the Yamato Kingdom by 

Ōjin until Paekche’s final destruction in 

663. Only by 653, Kim Pusik abruptly 

records that the Paekche King held 

amicable communication [in fact, for the 

last time before Paekche's downfall] 

with the Yamato court. 
 

21 三國史記 新羅本紀 第三 實聖 
尼師今 元年[壬寅 402] 與倭國通 
好 以奈勿王子未斯欣爲質 [S1: 62]  
 

corroborating the Nihongi record with the details of  the incident. 

The Samguk-sagi records that: Cheon-ji “was the eldest son of  Asin, 
and in the third year of  Asin’s reign [394] he was appointed crown 
prince. In the sixth year of  Asin’s rule [397, Cheon-ji] had been 
sent as a hostage to the Yamato court. When Asin died during his 
fourteenth year on the throne [405], Hunhae, the late king’s 
younger brother, took charge of  the government until [his 
nephew] the crown price should return to the kingdom. However, 
[the deceased monarch’s] younger brother, Cheom’nye, killed 
Hunhae and made himself  king. When Cheon-ji heard in Japan of  
his royal father’s death and tearfully requested permission to 
return home, the Yamato king [Homuda] provided him with an 
armed escort of  one hundred soldiers. Upon reaching the borders 
of  the kingdom, however, Hae Ch’ung, a resident of  Han-seong, 
came out and warned him, saying, ‘The great king has passed away 
and his youngest brother, Cheom’nye, has now slain his elder 
brother and made himself  king. I trust that the Crown Prince will 
only approach with due caution.’ Cheon-ji therefore retained the 
Yamato soldiers to guard him and withdrew to an island in the sea 
to await the developments. The populace of  the kingdom then 
killed Cheom’nye and welcomed Cheon-ji, who ascended the 
throne as king” (r.405-20). 20  

According to the Samguk-sagi, King Sil-seong of  Silla 
(r.402-17) sent his prince to the Yamato Kingdom as a “hostage” 
in 402. According to the Samguk-yusa, King Nae-mul (r.356-402) 
“sent” a prince to the Yamato court in 390. The Kojiki indeed 
records the “arrival” of  a Silla prince during the reign of  
Homuda.21 These records corroborate that period between 390-
402 belongs to the reign of  Ōjin. 

According to the Samguk-sagi, Keun Chogo, together 
with the crown prince, led 30,000 elite soldiers and invaded 
Koguryeo in 371, killing the King Koguk-won of  Koguryeo in the 
battle at Pyung-yang. According to the Jinshu, an envoy from 
Paekche had arrived at the court of  Eastern Jin in January 372, 
and then a Jin envoy was sent to the Paekche court in June, 
granting Keun Chogo the title of  “General Stabilizing the East, 
Governor of  Lelang.” Paekche under the reign of  the martial 
kings, Keun Chogo and Keun Kusu, represents the most dynamic 
and expansionist era for the kingdom. I contend that the conquest 
of  the Japanese Islands by the Paekche people commenced 

Samguk-sagi Corroborates Nihongi Record 
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sometime during this period (346-84), and that Ōjin (Homuda) 
acceded to the throne as the founder of  the Yamato Kingdom in 
390.   

 
THE TWO SEXAGENARY CYCLES DIFFERENCE 

The writers of  Kojiki and Nihongi were apparently 
inspired by the Wajin-den (Wo-zhuan) records on Pimihu, and 
decided to create a figure called Empress Jingū (as a regent during 
201-69). The writers of  Kojiki and Nihongi then decided to make 
Homuda (Ōjin) the second son and crown prince of  Empress 
Jingū, and let him succeed her to the throne in 270. 22 (See Section 
5, Chapter 8.) 

The writers of  Nihongi tried to fill the 201-45 period by 
writing a few paragraphs from scratch and including a few 
quotations from the Dongyi-zhuan, the very source of  their 
inspiration. Substantial narrative begins to appear only from the 
year 246, which becomes the year 366 with the two-cycle 
correction. The writers of  Nihongi filled up the period between 
366-85 with various stories related to the Korean Peninsula. They 
made a heroic attempt to transform the third century Wajin-den 
figure, Pimihu, into the Regent Empress Jingū, and then link this 
fictitious figure to the late fourth century founder of  the Yamato 
Kingdom by making Homuda the second son and crown prince 
of  Jingū. The so-called two sexagenary cycles difference between 
the records of  Nihongi and those of  Samguk-sagi resulted from 
their making Jingū die at the age of  100 in 269 CE instead of  
making her die at the age of  220 in 389 CE.  

 
TWO-CYCLE CORRECTION BECOMES INEFFECTIVE AFTER 405 

The Nihongi compilers had maintained the exact 120-year 
difference for the thirty-year period of  375-405, but then decided 
to reduce the difference to zero by 461 by making Homuda (Ōjin) 
die at the age of  110 (after reign for 40 years) and his son Nintoku 
die at the age of  142 (after reigning for 56 years), producing a 
chaotically converging chronology for the period between 405-
461. The Nihongi records that Cheon-ji died in the twenty-fifth 
year of  Ōjin’s reign which would make the year 414 (or 294, 
without the usual two-cycle correction). According to the Samguk-
sagi, however, Cheon-ji died in 420. The two-cycle correction 
method becomes ineffective after 405 CE. 

三國遺事 卷第一 奈勿王 朴堤上 
那密王卽位三十六年庚寅 [390] 倭
王 遣使來朝曰...願大王遣一王子..
以聘於倭...故...而遣之 [SY: 81] 
 

古事記 中卷 又昔 有新羅國主之子 
名謂天之日矛 是人參渡來也...更還 
泊多遲摩國 卽留其國而娶...之女... 
生子...生子葛城之高額比賣命 此者 
息長帶比賣命之御祖 [K: 254-6] 
 

息長宿禰王 此王娶葛城之高額比賣 
生子息長帶比賣命 [K: 176] 
又娶息長帶比賣命 是大后生御子... 
品陀和氣命 [K: 226] 
播磨國風土記 揖保郡 神嶋... 品太 
天皇之世 新羅之客來朝 [F: 302] 
 
垂仁天皇 三年 新羅王子天日槍來 
歸焉...一云 初天日槍乘艇泊于播磨 
國...故天日槍娶...女...生...(NI:261) 
 

22 神功 攝政元年 是年也 太歲辛巳 
[201] 卽爲攝政元年 (NI: 349) 
 

應神 卽位前紀 譽田天皇... 幼而 
聰達 玄監深遠 動容進止 聖表 有
異焉 皇太后攝政之三年 [203] 立 
爲皇太子 (NI: 363) 

 

帶中日子天皇... 又娶息長帶比賣命 
生御子 品夜和氣命 次大鞆和氣命 
亦名品陀和氣命 (K: 226) 

 

於是大后歸神 言敎覺詔者 西方有
國...目之炎耀 種種珍寶多在其國...
凡此國者 坐汝命御腹之御子 所知
國者也...浮大海以可度 (K: 228-30) 
 
 

 

Two-Cycle Correction Ineffective after 405
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23 三國史記 百濟本紀 第三 腆支王 
五年 倭國遣使送夜明珠 王優禮待
之 十四年 遣使倭國 送白綿十匹...
毘有王 二年 倭國使至 從者五十人 
(S2: 46)/Best (2006: 275-6, 279) 

 

應神 三十九年 百濟直支王 遣其 
妹新齊都媛以令仕 爰新齊都媛 率 
七婦女 而來歸焉 (NI: 379)/(N1: 270) 

The Samguk-sagi records, for the last 

time, the arrival of an envoy from the 

Yamato court (accompanied by fifty 

attendants) in 428 during the reign of 

King Piyu (r.427-55) of Paekche.  

 
4.4. Ōjin Tomb, Huruichi, Habikino City 

應神天皇 惠我藻伏崗陵 
古市 (羽曳野市) 

 
24 品太天皇 巡行之時 勅云 見此二
山者 能似人眼割下 故號目割  (F: 

268)  

See also the complete translation of the 

entire extant Fudoki by Aoki (1977). 

 
25 品太天皇 巡行之時 此處造殿 仍
張蚊屋 故號加野 . . . 所以稱幣丘
者 品太天皇 到於此處 奉幣地祇... 
韓室里...韓室首寶等上祖...造韓室 
故號韓室 巨智里...韓人山村等上祖 
...請此地而墾田之時...(F: 272) 

 The Samguk-sagi records that, in 409, “the Yamato court 
sent an envoy to present ‛night-shining pearls’ at court, and the 
king (Cheon-ji, r.405-20) treated him with particular courtesy”; 
and that in 418, “the king dispatched an envoy to the Yamato 
court bearing ten rolls of  white silk.” These Samguk-sagi records, 
however, are not corroborated by the Nihongi. There is no way to 
tell whether these events occurred during the reign of  Ōjin or his 
son, Nintoku. According to the Nihongi, in the 39th year of  Ōjin’s 
reign, “the King of  Paekche sent his younger sister....to wait upon 
[Ōjin].” 23 It is likely to have occurred in the reign of  King Cheon-
ji in Paekche (who presumably died in the twenty-fifth year of  
Ōjin’s reign), but there is no way to verify the dating after 405. 
 
 
 
Appendix 4.1. King Homuda (Ōjin) in the Harima Fudoki 

  

 Homuda had made numerous inspection tours of  every 
nook and cranny in the Yamato Kingdom. These tours were most 
extensively documented, among the five extant Fudoki, in the 
Harima Fudoki. The founder of  a new conquest dynasty needs a 
visible display of  his rule over the indigenous peoples and their 
chieftains. Homuda had to consolidate his rule by enhancing his 
authority over the inhabitants and their leaders and by cultivating 
an image as a hard-working absolute monarch on the move. The 
tours sampled below seem to have been extended affairs, during 
which Homuda inspected the lands he ruled, made obeisance to 
the indigenous deities, evaluated his local officials, held audiences 
with the native chieftains, bestowed various favors and recognition 
upon individuals, and visited numerous scenic sites, mopping up 
the rebellious remnants. The never-ending inspection tours in 
grand scale must have played a pivotal role in the formation of  
the Yamato Kingdom. They also became the source of  inspiration 
for enduring folklore that lasted at least until 713-5 when the 
Harima Fudoki was compiled. Perhaps it is why, in spite of  the 
wholesale cover-up by the Kojiki and Nihongi that dwarfed 
Homuda, as many as 25,000 Hachiman Shrines all over the 
Japanese Islands continue to worship the deified spirit of  
Homuda, not Jimmu, as the god of  war. The following are a few 
samples of  episodes associated with the Homuda’s inspection 

Homuda (Ōjin) in the Harima Fudoki 
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tours of  the ancient Harima region. 
 While on an inspection tour, Homuda came upon a 

village and said, “These two mountains look like a man’s tattooed 
eyes,” and thereby the place is called Masaki.24 On an inspection 
tour, Homuda built a mansion in a village and put up mosquito nets, 
and thereafter the place is called Kaya. Homuda paid tribute to 
local deities on a hill, and thereby it was named tribute-offering 
hill.25 Homuda surveyed the terrain on a hill, hence it is called the 
Hill of  August Stand.26  

 On an inspection tour, Homuda arrived at a place where 
he was deprived of  his diadem, and hence it is called the Hill 
without Diadem. At that time, Homuda stripped the provincial 
governor of  his title and office. With the mediation of  the Tajima 
governor, however, the provincial governor was pardoned for his 
offence by consecrating rice fields and salt lands.27 Standing on a 
hilltop, Homuda noticed a white object. An attendant was 
dispatched for closer observation and reported that the object was 
a waterfall dropping down from the highlands, and thereby the 
place is called the village of  Takase.28  

 While Homuda was hunting, he noticed a horse running 
away. He asked whose horse that was, and was told that it was 
Homuda’s own horse. In this way, the Harima Fudoki notes, the 
name of  the place became “my-horse-plain.” 29 

 While on an inspection tour, Homuda pointed to a plain 
with his whip, saying, “This plain looks good for cultivation and 
building houses,” and thereby it was named Indicated Plain. As 
Homuda came down from the mountain area, his subjects arrived 
by sea to meet him, and thus the place is called the Meeting Field. 
Homuda washed his hands in a river, and thence it is called the 
River of  Washing Hand.30 

 On a hunting tour, Homuda let his huntsmen shoot 
arrows. Thereupon a doe appeared, ran into the water and swam 
to an island, and hence the island was named Ito.31 On an 
inspection tour, one of  Homuda’s iron arrows fell into the river, 
and this incident gave rise to the name Iron Arrow.32 On an 
inspection tour, Homuda ordered a well dug on a hill. The water 
from the well was very clear and cold, and hence Homuda 
exclaimed: “My mind is so refreshed by this clear cold water!” and 
thereby the place is called Refreshing.33 On an inspection tour, 
Homuda arrived at a hill after sunset. He collected pine branches 

The village of Karamuro was “named 

after the Korean-style storage 

buildings” around the area built by the 

forebear of Karamuro no Obito family. 

Kochi, “originally from Korea, requested 

the land for reclamation,” and hence 

Kochi came to designate the village.  

Aoki (1997: 177) 

 
26 品太天皇 立於此丘 見之地形 故
號大立丘  (F: 274) 
 
27 品太天皇 從但馬 巡行之時 緣道
不徵御冠 故號陰山前 仍 國造. . . 
被剝名 爾時 但馬國造. . . 依此赦
罪 卽奉鹽代田廾千代有名 鹽代田
佃  (F: 274) 

 
28 品太天皇 登於夢前丘 而望見者 
北方有白色物 . . . 申云 自高處流
落水 是也 卽號高瀨村 (F: 276-278) 

 
29 飾磨郡 少川里…英馬野…所以號
英馬野者 品太天皇 此野狩時 一馬
走逸 勅云 誰馬乎 侍從等對云 朕
君御馬也 卽號我馬野   (F: 278)  

 
30  品太天皇 巡行之時 以鞭指此
野. . . 彼野者 宜造宅及墾田 故號
佐志野 . . . 從山方幸行之時 從臣
等 自海方參會 故號會野. . . 於此
川洗御手 故號手沼川 (F: 280-282) 

 
31 品太天皇. . .爲狩之 . . .自我馬
野出牝鹿 過此阜入於海泳渡於伊刀
嶋. .故名伊刀嶋 (F: 282) 

 
32 品太天皇 巡行之時 御刈金箭 落
於此川 故號金箭 (F: 284) 

 

 

Conqueror Homuda (Ōjin) on the Move
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33 品太天皇 巡行之時 闢井此岡 水
甚淸寒. . . 勅曰由水淸寒 吾意宗
宗我我志 故曰... (F: 288) 

 
34 品太天皇巡行之時 於此處日暮 
卽取此阜松爲之燎故名松尾 (F: 288) 

 
35 品太天皇巡行之時 到於此處 勅
云 吾謂狹地 此乃大內之乎 故號大
內. . .有流井 品太天皇 汲其井之
水而冰之 故號冰山. . .狩於此山 
以槻弓射走猪 卽折其弓 故曰槻折
山 (F: 290-2) 

 
36 品太天皇之世 出雲御蔭大神 坐
於. . .每遮行人 半死半生. . .申於
朝庭 於時遣. . .連久等等 令禱 于
時作屋形. . .作酒屋. . 而祭之宴遊
甚樂. . .故號壓川 (F: 292)  
日本書紀...旣而二神 降到出雲... 
而問大己貴神曰汝將以此國 奉天神
耶以不 對曰 疑汝二神 非是吾處來
者故不須許也 於是...則還昇報告 
時高皇産靈尊 乃還遣二神 勅大己
貴神曰 今者聞汝所言 深有其理 故
更條而勅之 夫汝所治顯露之事 宜
是吾孫治之 汝則可以治神事 又汝
應住天日隅宮者 今當供造...又將田
供佃...浮橋及天鳥船 亦將供造... 
於是 大己貴神報曰...吾所治顯露事
者 皇孫當治 吾將退治幽事 (NI: 51)  

 
37 品太天皇登此山嶺 望覽四方 故
曰大見 御立之處. . .其石面 往往
有窪跡 此名曰御沓及御杖之處. . .
登於此阜覽國 故曰御立岡. . .品太
天皇巡幸之時 營宮此村 故曰大
宮. . .品太天皇 於此山宣大法 故
曰大法山 (F: 296)  

 

to make torches, and thereby the place is named Pine’s Tail.34 
 While on an inspection tour, Homuda came upon a 

place and said, “I thought it was a narrow land, but this is a fairly 
large tract of  enclosed land.” Hence it was named Large 
Enclosure. When Homuda attempted to draw water from a well 
on a hill, it was frozen, and thereby the hill was named Frozen 
Hill. While Homuda was hunting on a hill, he tried to shoot a 
running boar with his bow, but the bow broke, and this incident 
gave rise to the name Broken Bow Hill.35 

 During the reign of  Homuda, the Great Goddess 
Mikage of  Izumo, residing on a hill, harassed travelers, killing half  
of  them. People appealed to the court, and Kutoto Muraji was 
sent [by Homuda] to offer prayers. Kutoto constructed a prayer 
house and a winery, held a rite, and let people enjoy the feast. This 
ritual gave rise to the name Oshi.36  

 [Izumo represents the center of  ancient Silla settlers. 
According to the legend of  Kojiki and Nihongi, Amaterasu and 
Takagi had promised the early Silla settlers to construct a prayer 
house and hold rites for the Silla settlers if  they would refrain 
from disturbing the Heavenly descendants to establish a new 
kingdom in the Yamato area.]  

 Homuda climbed to the top of  a mountain in order to 
see the view, and hence the mountain is called Grand Viewing. On 
the rock where he stood, there remain his footprints and the 
marks of  his cane. Homuda went up a hill and looked around the 
region, and hence it is called August Standing Hill. While on an 
inspection tour, Homuda built a palace in a village, and thereby it 
is called Grand Palace. Homuda promulgated a great code on a 
mountain, and hence it is called Great Code Mountain.37  

 Homuda constructed a palace in a village, dug a well, and 
established a brewery in the field, and hence the place was named 
Wine Well Field.38 While Homuda practiced falconry on a hill, his 
falcon dropped its bell. People searched for it but the bell was not 
found. Hence, the place was named Bell-Eating Hill.39 

 Homuda was looking around on the Broken Bow Hill 
and saw granary buildings, and hence it was named Granary 
Viewing Village.40 While on an inspection tour, Homuda 
constructed a palace on a hill, and said “this is the right kind of  
clay [for haniwa],” and thereby the place was named Haniwoka. 
There was a wild goddess who killed half  the passers-by, and 

Episodes Associated with Homuda's Tour 
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hence the place was called Dying Field. Homuda said that the 
name was bad, and changed it to Living Field. While Homuda was 
hunting at a certain place, there appeared many wild boar and deer 
that were all killed, and thereby the place is called Seka. Homuda 
kept hunting until the stars appeared in the sky, and therefore the 
place is called Numerous Stars.41  

 While on an inspection tour in a certain land, a subject 
earnestly requested Homuda to grant him that land, to which 
Homuda said, “You request it so ardently.” Hence the land is 
called Ardently. Homuda dropped his headdress on a hill, and 
thereby it is called Headdress Hill. On the same outing, Homuda 
found his sword was not sharp enough to cut his way through the 
forest, and hence he ordered his subjects to dig out sandstone and 
bring it to him [to sharpen his sword], and thereby the place is 
called Sandstone Digging.42  

 When Homuda was hunting on a hill, he came across a 
deer that cried “hee hee.” Hearing this cry, Homuda restrained his 
huntsmen, and thereby it was named Hee Hill. While on an 
inspection tour, Homuda dropped a bell at a hill. Although they 
diligently turned over the soil, his subjects could not recover the 
bell, and hence it is called Bell Digging Hill. One of  Homuda’s 
hunting dogs chased a wild boar to the hilltop. Homuda saw the 
chase and ordered his men to shoot the boar, and hence it is called 
Arrow Shooting Hill.43 

 While on an inspection tour, Homuda saw a pair of  
geese landing in a tree. He ordered his men to shoot, and an 
arrow pierced both birds that then fell down into a ravine, and 
hence it was named Geese Ravine. The place where the meat was 
cooked was named Cooking Pass.44 

 When Homuda was hunting, a white deer protruded its 
tongue, and hence it is called Tongue Showing Deer Hill. In the 
reign of  Homuda, the ancestor of  Homuchibe was granted a tract 
of  land, and the place is called Homuchibe. During the reign of  
Homuda, Ohotomo Muraji petitioned to grant him a piece of  
land. Homuda asked the provincial governor about the condition 
of  the land. The governor replied that the land is like a garment 
stored at the bottom of  a chest, and hence it is called Kisumi.45  

 During the reign of  Homuda, there were numerous 
village chieftains in Harima who fought each other incessantly. 
Homuda ordered that they be rounded up in a village and put to 

38 品太天皇之世造宮於大宅里 闢井
此野 造立酒殿 故號酒井野 (F: 298) 

 
39 品太天皇之世 田於此岡 鷹鈴墮
落 求而不得 故號鈴喫岡 (F: 304) 

 
40 品太天皇御立於槻折山 望覽之時 
森然所見倉 故名倉見村 (F: 307-8) 

 
41  品太天皇 巡行之時 造宮於此岡 
勅云 此土爲堲耳 故曰堲岡 所以號
生野者 此處在荒神  半殺往來之人 
由此號死野. . . 此爲惡名 改爲 生
野 . . . 品太天皇 狩於此川內  猪
鹿多約出於此處殺 故曰勢賀 至于
星出狩殺 故山名星肆 (F: 326-328) 

 
42 品太天皇 巡行之時. . . 申欲請
此土 爾時 天皇勅云 直請哉 故曰
多駝 . . . 品太天皇御蔭 隨於此山 
故曰蔭山 . . . 爾除道刃鈍 仍勅云 
磨布理許 故云磨布里村 (F: 330) 

 
43  品太天皇 狩於此山 一鹿立於前 
鳴聲比比 天皇聞之 卽止翼人 故山
者號比也山. . .巡行之時 鈴落於此
山 雖求不得 乃堀土而求之 故曰鈴
堀山. . .品太天皇獵犬 與猪走此岡 
天皇 見之云射乎 故曰伊夜岡. . . 
品太天皇 狩於此野 一猪負矢 爲阿
多岐 故曰阿多賀野 (F: 334-6) 
 
44  品 太 天 皇  巡 行 之 時  此 鴨 發
飛 .  .  . 勅 令 射 時  發 一 矢  中 二
鳥. . .仍號鴨谷 煮羹之處者 號煮
坂 (F: 338)  
 
45 品太天皇 狩行之時 白鹿咋己舌 
遇於此山 故曰鹿咋山. . . 品太天
皇之世 品遲部等遠祖前玉所賜此地 
故號品遲部村. . .大伴連等 請此處

 

Extensive Documentation of Homuda's Tour
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之時 喚國造黑田別 而問地狀 爾時 
對曰 縫衣如藏櫃底 故曰伎須美野 
(F: 340) 

 
46 品太天皇之世 播磨國之田村君 
在百八十村君 而己村別 相鬪之時 
天皇勅 追聚於此村 悉皆斬死 故曰
臭江 其血黑流 故號黑川 (F: 342) 

 
47 品太天皇巡行之時 宿於此野 仍 
望覽四方. . .大體雖見 無小目哉 
故曰號小目野. . .從臣開井 故云佐
佐御井 (F: 344-6)  
 

48 With the Taika Reform in 645, 

however, there arose a need for a 

permanent capital to accommodate the 

enlarged bureaucracy as had been 

seen in the Korean Peninsula and 

mainland China. Jitō (r.686-97) built a 

“permanent capital” called Fujiwara-kyō 

(藤原京) in what is now the city of 

Kashihara, Nara Prefecture, and moved 

the government there in 694. After a 

mere 16 years, however, Fujiwara 

Fubito (藤原不比等 659-720) decided 

to relocate the capital yet again to 

Heijō-kyō (平城京 710-84), about 16 

km north of Fujiwara-kyō. 

 
49 KEJ. 1 (1983: 246) 

 
50 城牟禮山...品太天皇御俗 參到來
百濟人等 隨有俗 造城居之 (F330) 

 

According to Yi (1972: 37), the Paekche 

people used the word “ki” to imply the 

fortress/castle, and hence the Yamato 

people read the character 城 as ki. 

The ancient Korean word for mountain 

death, and hence the village is called Kusaye. The blood of  the 
dead blackened the river, and thereby it was named Black River.46 

 On an inspection tour, Homuda stayed overnight on a 
plain. He looked around in the mist and said, “I can see only 
vaguely and cannot see distinctly,” and thereby it is called Distinct 
View. Homuda’s subjects dug a well on the plain, and thereby it is 
called Sasami Well.47  

 
MOUNTAIN FORTRESSES AND CASTLES BUILT BY PAEKCHE PEOPLE 
 The Yamato court had changed the location of  its 
capital within the Asuka region each time a new king came to the 
throne. According to Inoue (1968: 19), it was “presumably 
because of  the belief  that death was defiling.” The so-called 
palaces at that time seem to have been rather simple structures, 
easily built and readily abandoned. Neither these early “movable 
capitals” nor the post-694 “permanent capitals” were ever 
fortified with heavily reinforced walls and gates to protect the 
capital from attack by outside enemies. 48 
 According to Itō Nobuo, “Historical records show that 
palisades [semi-permanent fortifications] had already been built at 
Nutari and Iwafune--both in what is now Niigata Prefecture--by 
649 and 648, respectively, and many more such fortifications were 
constructed between then and the beginning of  the Heian period 
(794-1185). These ancient field fortifications have all long since 
disappeared.” 49 

 According to the Harima Fudoki, Paekche people arrived 
at a place in Harima during the reign of  Homuda (Ōjin), and built 
a castle as they used to do in their homeland, making it their 
dwelling. Hence the place was called Ki Mure Mountain [Walled 
Mountain Fortress].50 It seems to be the first historical record on 
the mountain fortress ever constructed in the Japanese Island, but 
no remains of  it could be found in the ancient Harima region.  
 Ruins of  the seventh century mountain fortresses, 
however, have been found in northern Kyūshū. The Ōno Castle 
in Fukuoka Prefecture was the mountain fortress constructed by 
the Paekche generals in 665 during the reign of  Tenji to protect 
Dazaifu (the ancient seat of  the administrative capital of  Kyūshū 
and headquarters of  the western defense forces) against the 
possible Tang invasion. “Remnants of  its earthen and stone walls 
remain standing even today at the rugged mountain site.” 51 
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After the fall of  Paekche in 663 and Koguryeo in 668, 
not only the Silla but also the Yamato court were afraid of  the 
Tang’s expansionist intention. In 664, the Yamato court 
constructed a fortress surrounded with a moat in Kyūshū. In 665, 
the Yamato court sent “Paekche” generals to construct a castle in 
Nagato as well as the Ōno and Woyogi castles in Kyūshū. In 667, 
the Takayasu Castle was constructed in the Yamato region, the 
Yashima Castle in the district of  Yamada in the province of  
Sanuki, and the Kanada Castle in the Tsushima Island. The 
Yamato court was intensifying its preparation for a possible war 
against the Tang invasion forces. 52  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(山) was “mö,” and hence was written 

in the Harima Fudoki as “mure” 牟禮. 

 
51 KEJ. 1 (1983: 246) 

天智 四年 [665] 遣達率...達率...於
筑紫國 築大野...城 (NII: 365) 
 

52 天智 三年 [664] 於對馬嶋 壹岐
嶋 筑紫國等 置防與烽 又於筑紫 
築大堤貯水 名曰水城 (NII: 363/N2: 

283)  

天智 四年 [665] 遣達率答炑春初 
築城於長門國 遣達率億禮福留 達 
率四比福夫於筑紫國 築大野及椽二
城 (NII: 365/N2: 283-4)  
 
天智 六年 [667] 遷都于近江…十一
月 百濟鎭將劉仁願 遣熊津都督府 
熊山縣令…等 送…等於筑紫都督府
…是月築倭國高安城…屋嶋城 對馬
國金田城 (NII: 367/N2: 286) 

4.5. Harima 播磨國 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mountain Fortress Built by Paekche People
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Imitation of Kogurye Tomb Paintings 

(top) Kai-ma-chong, No-san-ri, Pyung-yang 鎧馬塚 魯山里 平壤 
(bottom) Ssang-yung-chong, Yong-gang, Nam-po 雙楹塚 龍岡郡 南浦 

 

Koguryeo tomb painting (top) 

heavenly deity 玄室東壁 蓮台立神仙
(bottom) sun goddess and moon god 

玄室天井 日月神.  

Tomb No. 4 of the Ji’an Five Tombs 

集安 五盔墳 第4號墳 
 

Haniwa Horse from Saka-maki Tomb, 

Saitama 埼玉縣行田市 酒卷14號墳 

 

Jimmu (Ihare), Ōjin (Homuda) and Ninigi
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1 三國史記 高句麗本紀 第一 …曰 
將使吾子孫 立於此 汝其避之. . . 
解慕漱 . . . 河伯之女. . . 誘. . .
於. . . 卽往不返 .. . 幽閉於室中 
爲日所炤. . . 因而. . . 有一男
兒. . .弓矢射之 百發百中 扶餘俗
語 善射爲朱蒙 故以名云. . . 行至
淹遞水. . . 告水曰 我是天帝子 河
伯外孫 . .. 魚鼈浮出成橋 (S1: 260

-261)  
 

東國李相國集  
解慕漱. . .天之子. . .天帝遣太子 
降遊扶余王古都. . .世謂之天王郞...
河伯三女美. . .可有後胤. . .長女曰
柳花. . .河伯曰 王是天帝之子 有何
神異 王曰唯在所試. . .以禮成
婚. . .獨出升天. . .王知慕漱妃 仍
以別宮置 懷日生朱蒙. . . 南行至淹
滯. . .天孫河伯甥 避難至於此. . .
魚鼈騈首尾  
 

廣開土王碑文 始祖鄒牟王. . . 出自
北夫餘 天帝之子. . . 剖卵降世. . .
巡行南下 路有夫餘奄利大水 王臨
津言曰 我是皇天之子 母河伯女
郞. . .爲我連葭浮龜. . .造渡    
 

[北]魏書 列傳 高句麗 朱蒙告水曰 
我是日子 河伯外孫  
 

伊奘諾尊 伊奘冉尊. . . 共生日
神. . .一書云 天照大神 (NI: 87) 五
瀨命. . .日神之御子 (K: 150) 五瀨
命. . .日神子孫 (NI: 193) 皇祖高皇
産靈 . . . 遂欲立皇孫 . . . 以爲葦
原中國之主 . . . 而問大己貴神
曰 . . . 欲降皇孫 君臨此地 . . . 
如意何如當須避不 . . . 使降之 (NI: 

139) 幸行筑紫 . . . 乘龜甲爲釣乍

CHAPTER FIVE

Myth, Legends, and Inscriptions 
TRINITY OF JIMMU (IHARE), ŌJIN (HOMUDA) AND NINIGI

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
  
 
 
 
 
1. The Foundation Myth 
 
TRINITY OF JIMMU (IHARE), ŌJIN (HOMUDA) AND NINIGI 

 The close similarity in kingship myths between 
Koguryeo and the Yamato Kingdom has already been suggested 
by many Japanese scholars. I believe that the recorded foundation 
myths in both countries are consistent with my own foundation 
theory: it was the Paekche people who had established the Yamato 
Kingdom on the Japanese archipelago, and the roots of  the 
Japanese imperial clan were the Paekche royal family whose origin, 
in turn, can be traced to the founder of  the Koguryeo Kingdom, 
Chu-mong.  

The foundation myth of  Koguryeo as recorded in the 
Samguk-sagi and Old Samguk-sa, on the one hand, and the 
foundation myth of  the Yamato Kingdom as recorded in the 
Kojiki and Nihongi, on the other, reveal surprising similarities in 
essential motives. In both myths, a son of  the heavenly god or sun 
goddess descends to earth from heaven and marries a daughter of  
the river god or sea god after being tested for godliness by the 
bride’s father. Their romance terminates in the birth of  a 
founding forefather of  the earthly kingdom (being destined to be 
separated from each other), and the earthly founder leaves the 
initial settlement, crossing the river or sea, getting the help of  
turtles or of  a man riding on a turtle.1  

Ōbayashi (1977) has pointed out that among the three 
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different types of  animals appearing in Kojiki myth, such as 
tortoise, crow, and bear, only the bear (the land animal) has a 
negative value and, analogously, among tortoises, birds, and beasts 
appearing in Chu-mong myth, only the land animals (beasts) have 
a negative value. Ōbayashi states that “the structural similarity 
between the two stories becomes apparent when they are 
codified.” 

In the finale, the foundation myth of  Kojiki and Nihongi 
also matches the legend of  Paekche itself: the elder brother Biryu 
went to the seashore and failed while the younger brother Onjo 
stayed inland in a mountain area and succeeded in founding a 
kingdom in the new world. In the Kojiki and Nihongi, Jimmu’s 
grandfather was a second child who was partial to mountains; the 
elder brother was partial to the sea and failed, subsequently 
submitting to his younger brother. Jimmu himself  was the 
younger child, and the elder brother was killed in the first land 
battle. Ōjin was a second child, and the elder brother did not 
merit so much as a single word of  description in the Kojiki and 
Nihongi.2 A historical event in the formation of  Paekche might 
well have been an additional source of  inspiration for the writers 
of  the Kojiki-Nihongi myth.  

According to Egami, the foundation myth derived from 
the same source as Puyeo and Koguryeo was brought to the 
Japanese Islands by an alien race and, with minor adaptations, 
became the foundation myth of  the Yamato Kingdom.3 Ōbayashi 
(1977: 19) maintains that the “striking correspondence in 
structure between the Japanese myths and the kingdom-
foundation legends of  Koguryeo and Pakeche … provides a clue 
to the origins of  the ruling-class culture in Japan,” and also states 
that (ibid: 22) “the monarchial culture … came to Japan from 
Korea … in the fifth century” and “the people who were 
responsible for this monarchial culture had absorbed the Altaic 
pastoral culture to a substantial degree and it had become an 
integral part of  their culture.” 

The Age of  the God narrated in Book One of  the Kojiki 
introduces the mythical founder Ninigi, the grandson of  the Sun 
Goddess Amaterasu. Book Two of  the Kojiki begins the Age of  
Man with the earthly founder Ihare (Jimmu) and ends with the 
fifteenth king Homuda (Ōjin). In the preface of  Kojiki, one reads 
that “Ninigi first descended to the peak of  Takachiho, and 

打羽擧來人 遇于 . . . 問汝者知海
道乎 答曰能知 (K:148) 

See Ōbayashi (1977: 1-23).  

 
2 三國史記 百濟本紀 第一 …長曰
沸流 . . . 欲居於海濱 . . .彌鄒忽
以居之 溫祖都河南慰禮城. . . 沸流
以彌鄒土濕水鹹 . . . 遂慙悔而死 

(S2: 15)  
 

天照大御神 . . . 詔太子 . . . 此御
子 者  御 合高木神之女 . . . 生
子. . . 次日子. . .邇邇藝 . . .隨命
以可天降 (K: 124-126)  

 

後遊幸海濱 見一美人 (NI: 151) 遂
生. . .兄. . .自有海幸 弟. . .自有山
幸 (NI: 163) 沈之于海. . . 至海神之
宮. . .有一美人 [海神聞之曰 試以
察之. . .乃知是天神之孫 (NI: 183)] 

因娶海神女. . .仍留住海宮 (NI: 165) 

天孫. . .還上國 (NI: 171) 兄知弟有
神德 遂以伏事其弟 (NI: 175) 豐玉
姬自馭大龜. . .海來到. . . 其兒生
之後. . .海俓去 (NI: 178-181) 以其
姨. . .爲妃 生彦五瀨命. . .次. . .
次. . .次神日本磐余 (NI: 185) 一書
曰 先生彦五瀨命 次磐余彦 (NI: 

187)  

 

帶中日子天皇 . . . 又娶息長帶比賣
命 生御子 . . . 次. . .品陀和氣
命 . . . 故著其御名 是以知坐腹中
國也 (K: 226)  

 
3 三國志 魏書 夫餘傳 魏略曰. . .
有高離之國者 其王者. . .婢云有氣
如雞子來下 我故有身後生子. . .王
疑以爲天子也. . .東明善射 王恐奪
其國也 欲殺之 東明走 南至施掩 
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水. . .魚鼈浮爲橋. . .東明因都王夫
餘之地  

Since the principal actor of the Yayoi 

era was the Karak (Kaya) people, the 

foundation myth of the Yamato kingdom 

could not escape some trace of the 

Karak foundation myth. According to 

the Kojiki and Nihongi, after receiving 

the order of the heavenly god to rule 

the land, Ninigi descends on the peak 

of Kuji-furu (in Kyūshū) that is identical 

to the name of the place Kuji (in 

southern Korea) where the founder of 

Karak descended from heaven. See 

Egami (1964: 56, 59). 

天降坐于竺紫日向之高千穗之久士
布流多氣 (K: 128) 天神之子 則當到
筑紫曰日向高千穗槵觸之峯 (NI:149)  

 

三國史記 列傳 金庾信…首露. . .漢
建武十八年壬寅登龜峰 望駕洛九村 
遂至其地開國 號曰加耶 (S2: 290)  

三國遺事  駕洛國記. . .所居北龜
旨. . .皇天所以命我者 御是處 惟新
家邦. . .故降矣. . .始現故諱首露. . .
國稱大駕洛 又稱伽耶國 卽六伽耶
之一也 餘五人各歸爲五伽耶主  
 
4 番仁岐命 初降于高千嶺 神倭天
皇 經歷于秋津嶋 (K: 42) 

 
5 息長帶日賣命 於倭還上之時 因
疑人心 一具喪船 御子載其喪船. . .
思將待取 進出於. . .興軍待向之
時. . .爾自其喪船下軍相戰. . .難
波. . .故追退到山代之時 還立 各不
退相戰. . .更張追擊 故逃退逢坂 對
立亦戰 爾追迫敗於. . .悉斬其軍. . .
共被追迫. . .故. . .率其太子. . .造假
宮而坐 (K: 232-234)  

Ihare(Jimmu) passed through the island of  Akitsu” in one breath.4 
In Book Two of  the Kojiki, Ihare, who was born in Kyūshū, 
commences the epic Eastward Conquest while Homuda, who was 
also born in Kyūshū, wages a miniature Eastward Conquest with 
his mother (Jingū), who has just crossed over the sea from the 
Korean Peninsula and landed on the Japanese Islands.  

The Sun Goddess Amaterasu orders her child to 
descend from heaven to rule the Japanese Islands, while the 
earthly mother Jingū accompanies her child and herself  sees her 
son through becoming the king at the capital city named Ihare in 
the Yamato area.5 According to the Kojiki, the divine oracle tells 
Homuda’s mother (Jingū) that “it is the intention of  the Sun 
Goddess Amaterasu to bestow the country upon her unborn child 
and let him rule it … and hence if  the country is really desired … 
cross the sea!”6 

The Kojiki and Nihongi first created Jimmu out of  the 
early exploits of  Homuda from Paekche and then created Ōjin 
out of  his later exploits. Obviously, the writers of  Kojiki and 
Nihongi attributed all the military activities of  Homuda, as 
recorded in provincial accounts, to Jimmu instead of  Ōjin. As 
Aoki (1974: 39) says, “the silence of  both Kojiki and Nihon-shoki 
regarding Homuda’s aggressiveness seems intentional.” The 
newcomers to the Yamato region were Paekche people. Their 
leader, Homuda, was a member of  the Paekche royal family. And 
yet the writers of  Kojiki and Nihongi created out of  Homuda both 
Jimmu the Conqueror and Ōjin the Man of  Peace.  

In Jingū’s section of  the Nihongi, Homuda appears as the 
son of  Okinaga Tarashi-hime, masquerading as a shadowy crown 
prince. If  we put Jimmu and Ōjin together, however, we can 
immediately visualize Homuda, the conqueror and founder of  the 
Yamato Kingdom. Putting them together allows us to make sense 
out of  all those provincial accounts of  the aggressive military 
activities of  Homuda.  

I contend that Ninigi, the scion of  the Sun Goddess 
recorded in Book One, Ihare the earthly founder, and Homuda 
the fifteenth king recorded in Book Two (at the beginning and at 
the end, respectively) of  the Kojiki portray three different aspects 
of  the real founder of  the Yamato Kingdom. In the Kojiki as well 
as in the Nihongi, the mythological aspect was covered in the 
Ninigi section, the records of  battles and conquest were covered 
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in the Ihare (Jimmu) section, and the massive arrival of  the 
Paekche people was covered in the Homuda (Ōjin) section. Ihare, 
Homuda, and Ninigi constitute the trinity in the foundation 
legend of  the Yamato Kingdom. 
 
 
2. The Biryu Line and the Onjo Line 
 
 Recounting the foundation legend and putting analytical 
pressure on it, I will now show a reasonable speculation that the 
usual theme allows. The foundation legend of  the Paekche 
Kingdom includes two brothers: an elder brother, Biryu, who 
failed (à la Itsuse) and a younger brother, Onjo, who succeeded (à 
la Ihare).7  

According to the Samguk-sagi, the founder of  Koguryeo, 
Chu-mong, had one son, Yuri, by his first wife, whom he married 
when he was in Northern Puyeo; and two sons, Biryu and Onjo, 
by his second wife, whom he married when he came down to 
Chol-bon Puyeo. When Yuri ascended the throne, Biryu and Onjo 
left Chol-bon Puyeo (which became Koguryeo) and went south 
with their followers in search of  a new territory. On reaching 
Han-san, they climbed a mountain to the north of  present-day 
Seoul and surveyed the landscape for a place to establish a new 
kingdom. Although many people advised against it, Biryu, the 
elder brother, decided to go to the coastal area and found a state. 
Onjo, the younger brother, chose Wi-rye in inland Ha-nam (along 
the modern-day Han River) for his capital and called his state 
Ship-che. As it turned out, Biryu, the elder brother who had gone 
to live by the sea, was unable to settle there because the soil was 
damp and the water contained salt. He thus returned to reconsider 
settling in Ha-nam, where his younger brother had settled. Upon 
finding that Wi-rye was flourishing and the people there were 
enjoying a comfortable life, Biryu became so ashamed of  his lack 
of  foresight that he committed suicide. Biryu’s retainers then 
formed a union with Onjo followers and the country became 
Paekche.  

After the death of  the fourth Paekche king Kae-ru 
(r.128-66), the kingship had alternated between two royal clans, 
allegedly a clan of  an elder brother, Chogo clan, and a clan of  a 
younger brother, Koi clan, until the time of  Keun Chogo (r.346-

神功 攝政三年 立譽田別皇子 爲皇
太子 因以 都於磐余 (NI:  349)  

 
6 大后歸神 言敎覺詔者 西方有
國. . .吾今歸賜其國. . .凡此國者 坐
汝命御腹之御子 所知國者也. . .是
天照大神之御心者. . .今寔思求其國
者. . .大海以可度 (K: 228-230)  
 

7 三國史記 百濟本紀 第一 百濟始 
祖溫祚王... 沸流溫祚恐爲太子所不 
容遂與…十臣南行 百姓從之者多 
遂至漢山登負兒嶽 望可居之地 沸 
流欲居於海濱 十臣諫曰 惟此河南 
之地 北帶漢水 東據高岳 南望沃澤 
西阻大海 其天險地利 難得之勢... 
沸流不聽 分其民 歸彌鄒忽以居之 
溫祚都河南慰禮城 以十臣爲輔翼 
國號十濟 是前漢成帝 鴻嘉三年也 
沸流以彌鄒土濕水鹹 不得安居 歸 
見慰禮 都邑鼎定 人民安泰 遂 
慙悔而死 其臣民皆歸於慰禮 後以 
來時 百姓 樂從 改號百濟 (S2: 15) 

 

5.1. 4th century Su-chon-ri site, Kong-ju 

 

Failed Biryu Line vs. Successful Onjo Line
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8 三國史記 百濟本紀 第一 肖古王 
蓋婁王之子... 百濟本紀 第二 仇首 
王 或云貴須 肖古王之長子..古尒王 
蓋婁王之第二子也 仇首王..薨 長子 
沙伴嗣位 而幼少不能爲政 肖古王 
母弟古尒卽位...責稽王 古尒王子… 
汾西王責稽王長子 ...比流王仇首王
第二子...及汾西之終 雖有子皆幼得 
立 是以 爲臣民推戴卽位 ... 契王 
汾西王之長子也... 近肖古王比流王 
第二子也... 近仇首王近肖古王之子 
枕流王近仇首王之元子...辰斯王 近 
仇首王之仲子 阿莘王枕流王之元子 
...賟支王阿莘之元子 (S2: 18, 29-32)   
See also Lee Ki-dong (1996: 132, 143). 

 

 

5.2. 4th century Paekche Su-chon-ri 

site, Kong-ju 公州 水村里 

 
9  三國史記 百濟本紀 第二 近肖古
王二年 春正月 拜眞淨爲朝廷佐平 
淨王后親戚 性狠 戾不仁 臨事苛細 
恃勢自用 國人疾之  (S2: 32) 

 

近仇首王 二年 以王舅眞高道爲 
內臣佐平 委以政事 (S2: 32)  

 

辰斯王 六年 王命達率眞嘉謨伐高 
句麗 拔都坤城 虜得二百人 王拜 
嘉謨爲兵官佐平 

75) when the succession was at last consolidated into the Chogo 
line. “Keun” Chogo implies “closely related to” Chogo. The 
succession of  Paekche kings stopped oscillating between the 
Chogo line and the Koi line thereafter, and became lineal from the 
reign of  Keun Chogo. During the 180 year period of  166-346, the 
two royal clans had produced four kings each: Chogo-Kusu-
Saban-Biryu from the Chogo line, and Koi-Chaekkye-Bunseo-Kye 
from the Koi line. During the first 68 years, the Chogo-line had 
succeeded the throne: Chogo(r.166-214)-Kusu(r.214-34)-Saban 
(r.234). Saban was, however, very young and hence was replaced 
by the (allegedly) Chogo’s younger brother, Koi (r.234-86), 
followed by his line of  Chaek-kye (r.286-98) and Bun-seo (r.298-
304). When Bun-seo was murdered by the assassin sent by the 
Governor of  Lelang, his son was very young, and Biryu (r.304-44) 
could restore the Chogo-line after the lapse of  70 years. After 
Biryue, Bun-seo’s son Kye (r.344-6) could come back, but 
apparently he had been waiting too long and died only two years 
later. The last of  the Koi line, Kye, was succeeded by the Chogo 
line, Keun Chogo, and thereafter the Koi line did not return to the 
throne, and vanished from the Paekche history. Some Korean 
historians believe that the (vanished) Koi clan in fact belonged to 
the (failed Onjo’s elder brother) Biryu line. 8  

It is indeed tempting to speculate that the (vanished) Koi 
clan may have been the (failed) Biryu line; and furthermore, Keun 
Chogo may have persuaded the Koi clan in the late fourth century 
to leave the Korean Peninsula and open a new dynasty in the new 
world. Homuda could have been the leader of  the Biryu/Koi clan 
who had agreed to leave Han-seong with his followers and, with 
the full support of  (now the Chogo-line) Paekche court, 
succeeded in founding the Yamato Kingdom in the Japanese 
Islands by 390.   

 
 
3. The Jin (眞) Family Queens in Paekche and the Ma-hito (眞-人)  
Clan of  the Yamato Royal Family  
 

According to the Samguk-sagi, King Keun Chogo had 
appointed his brother-in-law, Jin (眞) Zeong, as the Chief  Minister 
in 347. Jin Zeong is described as “a relative of  the queen, a man 
with a fierce character who lacked virtue, was fussy in every 

Failed Biryu Line and Vanished Koi Line 
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matter, and being confident in his powerful position, handled 
every matter whatever way he pleased, and hence was hated by the 
people.”9  

The Jin (眞) clan was one of  the major ruling clans in 
Paekche. In 331, King Biryu (r.304-44) had appointed Jin Yi as his 
Prime Minister. It was from the reign of  Keun Chogo (r.346-75) 
“that the so-called ‘age of  Jin family queens’ began, as Keun 
Chogo’s immediate successors continued to choose their consorts 
from this single aristocratic house.” 10 In 376, King Keun Kusu 
appointed his father-in-law, Jin Kodo, as prime minister and 
entrusted to him all government affairs. In 390, King Chinsa 
ordered Tal-sol Jin Kamo to attack Koguryeo. Jin Kamo captured 
the castle Tokon-seong and 200 prisoners, leading King Chinsa to 
promote him to Commander General in charge of  military affairs. 
In 393, King Asin appointed Jin Mu, an uncle on his mother’s 
side, as Commander General and entrusted to him all military 
affairs. King Asin ordered Jin Mu to attack Koguryeo in 393, 394 
and 395, but his forces were defeated each time by the army of  
Kwang-gae-to.  

According to the Samguk-sagi, King Chogo (r.166-214) 
ordered Jin Gua of  North Bu (北部) to attack a Mal-gal castle in 
214, and King Koi (r.234-86) appointed Jin Chung as his 
Commander General in 240, entrusting him with military affairs. 
In 247, Jin Mul was appointed as Commander General. In 262, 
King Koi appointed Jin Ka to the position of  Finance Minister.11  

The Jin clan might well have been providing queens not only to 
the Cho-go line but also to the Koi line as early as in the third 
century, i.e., long before the so-called “age of  Jin family queens” 
began in the mid-fourth century. 

The preface of  Shinsen Shōjiroku states that the Ma-hito 
(眞人 Jin-person) is the sovereign one among the imperial clans.12 
The records of  Shinsen Shōjiroku may be interpreted to mean that 
the family name of  Ōjin’s line of  emperors was Jin. The Chinese 
character “Jin (=Ma 眞)” means “genuine.” One may now wonder 
whether there was any relationship between the Jin clan of  
Paekche queens and the Jin-person (Ma-hito) clan of  the Yamato 
imperial family.  

According to the Shinsen Shōjiroku, Homuda might well 
have been related to Jin Zeong of  Paekche or may even have been 
one of  his direct offspring, say, a grandchild by one of  his 

阿莘王 二年 拜眞武爲左將 委 
兵馬事 武王之親舅 沈毅有大略 
時人服之 (S2: 45)  

 
10 See Lee (1984: 37). 
 

11 三國史記 百濟本紀 第一 

多婁王 十年 北部眞會爲右輔 
肖古王 四十九年 命北部眞果領兵 
一千 襲取靺鞨石門城  
 
三國史記 百濟本紀 第二 古尒王 
七年 拜眞忠爲左將委以 內外兵馬 
事 十三年 魏幽州刺史 毌丘儉與樂 
浪太守劉茂 帶方太守弓遵伐高句麗 
王乘虛 遣左將眞忠襲取樂浪邊民 
十四年 拜眞忠爲右輔 眞勿爲左將 
委以兵馬事 二十八年 拜眞可爲內 
頭佐平 比流王 三十年 拜眞義爲內 
臣佐平 (S2: 29-31)  

 
12 枝別之宗 特立之祖…眞人是皇別
之上氏也 (SS: 146-147) 

 
13 左京皇別 息長眞人 出自譽田天
皇諡應神…大原眞人 出自諡敏達孫
百濟王也 島根眞人 大原眞人同祖 
百濟親王之後也..淸原眞人桑田眞人 
同祖 百濟親王之後也 (SS: 149-152) 

 

5.3. 4th century Paekche Su-chon-ri 

site, Kong-ju 公州 水村里  

 

 Clan Name Jin (Ma) for the Ōjin Line
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14天照大神之子...娶高皇産靈尊之女 
…生…瓊瓊杵…故皇祖高皇産靈尊 
特鍾憐愛 以崇養焉 遂欲立皇孫... 
以爲葦原中國之主 然彼地多有螢 
火光神 及蠅聲邪 神...故高皇産 
靈尊 召集八十諸神 而問之曰 吾欲 
令撥平葦原中國之邪鬼 當遣誰者宜 
也 (NI: 135)  
 

高皇産靈尊 選當遣於葦原中國者... 
高皇産靈尊 以眞床追衾覆於皇孫... 
使降之 皇孫乃離天磐座 ...天降於 
日向襲之高千穗峯矣 (NI: 139-141)  

神武天皇 卽位前紀 神日本磐余彦 
天皇...曰...昔我天神 高皇産靈尊… 
…尊 擧此豐葦原瑞穗國 而授我天 
祖彦火瓊瓊杵 (NI: 189) 

 

天地初發之時 於高天原成神名天之 
御中主神…次高御産巢日神 次…此 
二柱神亦... 上件五柱神者 別天神  
(K: 50)   

是高木神者高御産巢日神之別名 (K: 

114)  

天照大御神. . .詔太子. . .此御子者 
御合高木神之女. . .生子. . . 次日
子. . .邇邇藝 . . .隨命以可天降 (K: 

124-126)  

 
15 三國史記 百濟本紀 第一 一云 
始祖沸流王…北扶餘王解扶婁庶孫.. 
朱蒙…南奔至卒本立都號高句麗 娶 
召西奴爲妃 其於開基創業 頗有內 
助…及朱蒙在扶餘所生 禮氏子孺留 
來 立之爲太子…於是沸流謂弟溫祚 
曰…我母氏傾家財助成邦業…不如 
奉母氏南遊卜地 別立國都 遂 與 弟
率黨類…至彌鄒忽以居…十三年 [6 

BC] 王母薨 年六十一 歲 (S2: 15) 

daughters, reminiscent of  the relationship between Taka-mi-
musubi (Takagi) and Ninigi. After all, the Register not only 
records that the clan name of  Ōjin’s line of  the imperial family 
was Jin (Ma-hito), but also includes records which clearly suggest 
that they were the descendents of  the Paekche royal family, 
implying that the entire Ōjin line of  Japan’s imperial families 
originated from the Paekche royal families.13 (See Chapter 7, 
Section 2, and Appendix 7.1.) 

After the reign of  Keun Chogo, the Koi line vanished 
from the peninsular history. It is hence tempting to speculate that 
Homuda might have been the last leader of  the Koi-line, to 
reappear in the Japanese Islands as the founder of  a new 
kingdom. King Keun Chogo and the Chief  Minister Jin Zeong 
were in-laws, as were Amaterasu and Takagi in the Kojiki-Nihongi 
mythology. In the foundation myth, Ninigi was the grandchild of  
Amaterasu, and Takagi was the maternal grandfather of  Ninigi. 
According to the Kojiki and Nihongi, Takagi was much more active 
than Amaterasu in making Ninigi the ruler of  the earthly kingdom 
on the Japanese Islands.14 Perhaps the Jin clan had been 
maintaining the in-law relationship not only with the Chogo line 
but also with the Koi line that lost in the succession contests, and 
hence came to harbor a strong maternal compassion for 
Homuda’s endeavor. The Jin clan could have been the maternal 
root of  both the Koi clan (à la Jin-family queen) and the founding 
family of  the Yamato Kingdom (à la Ninigi’s maternal 
grandfather, Takagi).  

Jin Zeong could have played the role of  Takagi. If  Ninigi 
had to leave the Heavenly Kingdom, Takagi had to make Ninigi 
the ruler of  the Japanese Islands. Likewise, if  the last heir to the 
Koi line had to leave Paekche, Jin Zeong had to make Homuda 
the founder of  a new kingdom. Perhaps that is why the sovereign 
Yamato royal family carried the clan name of  Jin-person (Ma-hito) 
while at the same time affirming its kinship with the Paekche royal 
family.  

Paekche was born after the contest for succession had 
been lost at the Chu-mong’s court. And yet, after successfully 
founding a new kingdom, the Paekche rulers held no grudge 
against Chu-mong but, rather, maintained annual rites at his 
shrine. According to the Samguk-sagi, the mother of  Paekche’s 
founder (So-seono) played a role comparable to that of  Homuda’s 

Jin Clan in Paekche and Ma-hito in Yamato 
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mother depicted in the Nihongi (Jingū).15 Homuda could have 
inherited the (Biryu-Onjo) pioneer spirit of  opening up a new 
world, and the preservation of  the clan name Jin–person (Ma-
hito) by the sovereign Yamato royal family might suggest 
Homuda’s sense of  indebtedness to his maternal roots.  

 
 
4. King Kwang-gae-to’s Epitaph 
 
SIN-MYO RECORDS: WA COMING IN THE YEAR 391 

The Paekche court at first seems to have treated 
Homuda as the king of  a vassal state, as was inscribed on the 
Seven-branched Sword. King Chinsa (r.385-92), a son of  Keun 
Kusu, in particular, seems to have treated Homuda as inferior to 
himself. According to the Nihongi, Homuda dispatched four 
generals to Paekche and severely reprimanded Chinsa in 392 for 
such unwarranted treatment, which perhaps came to be inscribed 
in the Kwang-gae-to’s epitaph as “Wa coming in the year 391.” 
Homuda also severely reproved the new king Asin (392-405), a 
grandson of  Keun Kusu, in 397 (or in 396) for such an attitude. 16 

I speculate that Homuda, the founder of  the Yamato Kingdom, 
and Keun Kusu, the crown prince and later the king of  Paekche, 
belonged to the same generation, possibly with some age 
difference, and hence Homuda could not stand such an 
unwarranted attitude in young Paekche kings of  the later 
generation. 

Paekche had managed to maintain the upper hand 
militarily against Koguryeo until September 390 (when King 
Chinsa let General Jin Kamo capture a Koguryeo castle and 200 
prisoners), but the appearance of  King Kwang-gae-to the Great 
(r.391-413) in Koguryeo completely reversed Paekche’s fortunes 
on the battlefield.17 King Asin seems belatedly to have recognized 
the urgent necessity, for the very survival of  Paekche, of  the help 
from the newly born Yamato Kingdom still fresh in its 
conqueror’s vigor. King Asin decided to send his crown prince 
Cheon-ji to the Yamato court in 397 in order to transform the 
unnecessarily created ill will between the two courts into an active 
alliance.18 The inscription of  Kwang-gae-to’s stele suggests that 
the efforts by Asin and Cheon-ji were apparently successful. The 
Koguryeo army led by King Kwang-gae-to devastated Paekche in 

[Another source states.] The founder 

was King Biryu who was the grandson 

(by a concubine) of King Hae Buru of 

Northern Puyeo. The founder’s mother 

was So-seono who gave birth to two 

sons, the elder being Biryu and the 

younger being Onjo. When her 

husband died, she returned to Chol-

bon. Later, when Chu-mong fled south 

to Chol-bon area, he took So-seono as 

his wife. Since she proved instrumental 

in the successful foundation of his 

state, Chumong treated her sons as if 

they were his own. Yet later, when 

Yuryu (the son who had been born 

earlier while he was in Puyeo) arrived, 

Chu-mong invested him as crown 

prince. Biryu reasoned with his younger 

brother, Onjo, saying, “Formerly, at the 

time when the Great King fled from 

Puyeo to dwell in this land, our mother 

expended her resources in aiding him 

to establish his rule. Wouldn’t it be 

better going south together with our 

mother to find suitable land and 

establish a separate state there?” So-

seono died in 6 BCE at the age of 61. 

(S2: 15) See also Best (2006: 208-10). 

 
16 應神 三年 是歲 百濟辰斯王 
立之失禮於貴國 天皇故遣...嘖讓其 
无禮狀 由是 百濟國殺辰斯王以謝 
之 (NI: 365)  

應神 八年 春三月 百濟人來朝… 
百濟記云 阿花王立无禮於貴國故奪 
我…侵…東韓之地 (NI: 367)  
 

17 三國史記 百濟本紀 第三 辰斯王 
六年 九月 王命達率 眞嘉謨 
伐高句麗 拔都坤城 虜得二百人 

 

Sih-myo Record in Kwang-gae-to’s Epitaph 
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18 應神 八年 是以遣王子直支于 
天朝 以脩先王之好也 (NI: 367) 

 
19 廣開土王碑文  
百殘新羅舊是屬民 由來朝貢 而倭 
以辛卯年來 渡海破百殘 任 羅 加 
羅 以爲臣民 以六年丙申 王躬率 
水軍 討伐殘國… 而殘主困逼獻出 
男女生口一千人 細布千匹 跪王自 
誓從今以後 永爲奴客 太王恩赦始 
迷之愆 錄其後順之誠 於是得五十 
八城 村七百 將殘主弟幷大臣十人 
旋師還都  

The King Kwang-gae-to’s stele was 

erected by his son, King Chang-su 

(413-91), in 414 in commemoration of 

his predecessor.  

 
20 In the Sin-myo record, there are three 

missing letters between the word 

“Paekche” and the letter “ra(la).” Indeed 

it is a real curiosity that most Japanese 

scholars could simply fill up the missing 

three letters following Paekche to make 

them read “Imna, Silla.” First of all, no 

one can ever deny that the Sin-myo 

Record (391) was inserted to justify the 

invasion of Paekche, not Silla, by King 

Kwang-gaw-to in 396. The following 

inscriptions clearly state that Koguryeo 

and Silla maintained a friendly 

relationship, that Koguryeo never 

invaded Silla but rather helped it to 

repulse Wa troops, and hence Silla did 

not have to be implicated in the official 

excuse for the invasion carried out in 

396. Indeed, a later line of the 

inscription for the year 400 specifically 

records that King Kwang-gae-to 

annihilated the Wa troops by chasing 

392 and 396, but later saw as valiant warriors the Yamato soldiers 
fighting alongside the Paekche soldiers in 400 and also in 404.  

The belief  that Japan had a unified and powerful state as 
early as the third or fourth century, possessed a colony called 
Mima-na on the southern peninsula, and controlled Paekche and 
Silla used to be based on the anachronistic and incoherent bits 
and pieces of  episodes and fantasies recorded in the Kojiki and 
Nihongi. There are, of  course, no records which suggest any such 
possibility in any Korean or Chinese chronicles. Nonetheless, the 
Japanese made a discovery in 1882 which could be viewed as an 
objective support for their claim. It is a single line in the 
inscription on the epitaph of  Kwang-gae-to, a copy of  which was 
brought to Japan by Sakao Kagenobu, an army officer and 
intelligence agent of  the Japanese General Staff  Office. This is the 
famous Sin-myo (391) Record. Japanese historians interpret the line 
of  inscription in the following fashion: “Since the year of  Sin-myo, 
Wa came and crossed over the sea, and conquered Paekche, Imna 
and Silla, and thereby made them [Wa’s] subject.” This translation 
constitutes the so-called unshakable “evidence” in support of  the 
dogma of  almost every Japanese historian working on this period: 
the dogma that the Yamato Kingdom already existed in the fourth 
century as a unified and powerful state and, furthermore, had 
militarily controlled (or even colonized) South Korea. 19  

According to Hatada (1979): “Prewar [Japanese] history 
textbooks were based on the records of  the Nihon shoki and said 
that Japan had controlled ancient Korea, whereas postwar texts 
were based on the King Kwang-gae-to stele inscription, but still 
accepted Japan’s control of  Korea. Thus the basis for the view 
that Japan had controlled Korea moved from an unreliable ancient 
chronicle to the reliable stele inscription. Though the history texts 
written after the surrender were vastly different from their prewar 
counterparts, in this one respect there was no change, and King 
Kwang-gae-to’s stele was the basis of  the argument.” 

According to Ledyard (1975), Paekche “came under 
heavy and continuous battering from their Koguryeo cousins in 
the north, and were quite severely in trouble during the 390’s and 
400’s. Help from their brothers in Japan may have been the only 
thing that saved them – in any case, this is what I think it means 
on the Kwang-gae-to’s Stone when it says that the Wa came across 
the sea and fought in Korea.” Hence, one may understand the 

Kwang-gae-to Attacks Paekche with Navy 
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statement that “Wa conquered Paekche, Imna and Kara and made 
them their subjects” as reflecting the feeling of  contempt that 
Koguryeo must have held for Paekche’s dependence on Wa 
troops.20 That is, Koguryeo must have been angered by Paekche’s 
frequent reliance on Wa soldiers, and therefore could have decided 
to inscribe on the monument, with contempt, that Paekche, 
together with Imna and Kara, were conquered by Wa and became 
its subjects.  
 
CROSSING THE YELLOW SEA ALONG THE WESTERN COASTLINE 

Of  course there are alternative ways to interpret the Sin-
myo Record. For instance, Cho (1984: 35-64) interprets it in the 
following fashion: “Paekche and Silla were formerly [Koguryeo’s] 
subjects. They have been paying tributes. The Wa came in the year 
Sin-myo (391). [The King Kwang-geo-to] crossed over the sea and 
destroyed Paekche, [Imna and Ka]ra to make them his subjects.” 
According to Cho, the “sea” in the inscription must refer to the 
“Yellow Sea” along the western coastline of  the Korean 
Peninsula, given that it was the most convenient expeditionary 
route to the southwestern and southern parts from the 
northwestern coast.  
 Indeed, the inscription immediately following the Sin-
myo (391) record reads: “King himself  led a naval force in the 
sixth year, Byung-shin (396), and smashed Paekche.” It 
subsequently records the acquisition of  58 Paekche castles, but 
never records that Paekche was conquered. In any case, the only 
way for the Koguryeo to attack Paekche with its naval force was to 
sail the “Yellow Sea” along the western coastline. If  the Koguryeo 
force crossed the Yellow Sea in 396, there is no reason why they 
should not have crossed the Yellow Sea before (in 391).  
 
YAMATO SOLDIERS FIGHTING FOR PAEKCHE  

By the late fourth century, Paekche came to occupy the 
entire southwestern quarter of  the peninsula, facing Koguryeo in 
the north, and Silla and Kaya in the east. The reversal of  
Paekche’s military fortune at the turn of  the century seems to 
have necessitated the military assistance of  the newborn Yamato 
Kingdom. The active participation of Yamato (written Wa) soldiers 
in the peninsular warfare during the period of  396-404 came to be 
inscribed on the King Kwang-gae-to’s stele. The epitaph gives 

them all the way to the Imna, Kara area 

and thereby rescued Silla. Reading it as 

“Im-na, Ka-ra” instead of “Im-na, Sil-la” 

is therefore more consistent with the 

fact that Koguryeo did not fight against 

Silla at that time. We also find the 

expression “Imna, Kara” in the orthodox 

chronicles of Chinese dynasties, such 

as the record of Songshu on the five 

kings of Wa.
 

21 廣開土王碑文 九年 己亥 百殘 
違誓 與倭和通 王巡下平穰 而 
新羅遣使白王云 倭人滿其國 境 
潰破城池 以奴客爲民 歸王 請命 
太王恩慈 稱其忠誠 特遣 使還 
告以密計  十年庚子 敎遣步騎五萬 
往救新羅 從男居城 至新羅城 倭滿 
其中 官軍方至 倭賊退 自倭背急 
追至任那加羅 從拔城 城卽歸服 安 
羅人戌兵 拔新羅城□城 倭寇大潰 
城內十九 盡拒隨倭... 殘倭遣逃 … 
昔新羅寐錦未有身來論事 □□□□ 
廣開土境好太王□□□□ 寐錦□家 
僕勾請□□□朝貢  
廣開土王碑文 十四年 甲辰 而倭 
不軌 侵入帶方界 和通殘兵 □石城 
□連船□□□ 王躬率□ 討從平穰 
□□□鋒相遇 王幢要截盪刺 倭寇 
潰敗 斬煞無數  

5.4. Late 4th century Koguryeo  

Ji’an Tomb No. 12 集安12號墳 

 

Paekche Practice of Using Yamato Soldiers
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22 欽明 五年 百濟遣…曰夫建任 
那之國…請將士 而助任那之國將士 
之粮 我當須運 將士之數 未限若干 

(NII: 79-83) 

 
欽明 五年 聖明王謂之曰… 新羅 
安羅兩國之境有大江水 要害之地也 
吾欲據此修繕 六城謹請天皇三千兵 
士每城充 以五百… 所請兵士 吾給 
衣粮 (NII: 83-91) 

 
欽明 八年 百濟遣…等 乞救軍 
(NII: 95-97)  
 

欽明 九年 遣三百七十人於百濟 助 

築城於得爾辛 (NII: 97-99)  

 
23 欽明 十四年 百濟遣…等 乞 
軍兵 六月 遣內臣 闕名 使於 百濟 
仍賜良馬二匹 同船二隻 弓五十張 
箭五十具 勅云 所請軍者 隨王所 
須…又復海表諸國  甚乏弓馬 自古 
迄今 受之天皇 以御强敵 伏願 天 
慈多貺弓馬 (NII: 103-7)  

 
欽明 十五年 百濟遣中部 木刕 
施德…等於筑紫 諮內臣…等曰… 
方聞 奉可畏天皇之詔 來詣 筑紫 
看送賜軍 聞之歡喜 無能比者 此 
年之役 甚危於前 願遣賜軍 使逮 
正月 於是 內臣…答報曰 卽令遣助 
軍數一千 馬一百匹 船四十隻 (NII: 

109) 
 

24 晉書 卷九十七 列傳 第六十七 
倭人 泰始[265-74]初 遣使重譯入貢 

攝政 六十六年 晉起居注云 武帝 
泰初二年 [266] 倭女王遣重譯貢獻 

晉書 卷十 帝紀第十 安帝義熙九年 
[413] 是歲 高句麗倭國...並獻方物 

notice (in contemptuous words) to the emerging alliance among 
Paekche, Yamato, and Kaya states (the latter represented by two 
names, Imna and Kara) after the year 391, and the forlorn Silla 
seeking help from Koguryeo in 399. 

The epitaph as well as the Nihongi record the frequent 
participation of  Yamato troops on the side of  Paekche in battles 
against Koguryeo and Silla, just like the frequent participation of  
the Black-Water Mohe soldiers on the side of  Koguryeo.21 

According to the Nihongi, the Paekche practice of  using 
Yamato soldiers in intramural armed conflicts continued well into 
the sixth century. The Nihongi records the statement made by King 
Seong-myung of  Paekche in 544 who intended to request from 
Kimmei “an army with which to succor the Land of  Imna” and 
also 3,000 troops to construct six fortresses along the frontier 
between Silla and a Kaya state. The Nihongi records that Paekche 
sent envoys to Yamato “to ask for auxiliaries” in 547, and “three 
hundred and seventy men were sent to Paekche to assist in 
constructing a fortress at Toki-sin” in 548. 22  

The Nihongi records that, in 553, “Uchi no Omi was sent 
on a mission to Paekche with a present of  two good horses, two 
traveling barges, fifty bows, fifty sets of  arrows, and an Imperial 
message, saying, ‘As to the troops asked for by the King, his 
wishes shall be complied with.’ ” In 553, King Seong-myung sent 
a memorial to Kimmei, saying that “the lands beyond the sea are 
very scarce of  bows and horses. From old times until now, they 
have received them from the Emperor, and have therewith 
defended themselves against their powerful enemies. I humbly 
pray…to bestow on us a large supply of  bows and horses.” In 
554, “Paekche sent … to communicate with Uchi no Omi… ‘We 
have just heard that thou, by command of  the August Emperor, 
hast arrived in Tsukushi [Northern Kyūshū] in charge of  the 
troops bestowed on us by him. Nothing could compare much 
more with our joy when we heard this. The campaign of  this year 
is a much more dangerous one than the last; and we beg that the 
force granted to us may not be allowed to be later than the first 
month.’ Hereupon Uchi no Omi answered … ‘Accordingly there 
is being sent an auxiliary force numbering 1,000 men, 100 horses, 
and 40 ships.” 23 
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5. Five Kings of  Yamato in the Chinese Dynastic Chronicles 
 

FIVE KINGS OF YAMATO APPEARING IN THE SONGSHU 
Saeki (1977) notes that “it is possible to reconstruct 

Japanese history in the second and third centuries to some extent 
on the basis of  the account of  the Wo-zhuan in Chinese history, 
the Weizhi. … [But] there are no extant sources for the fourth 
century.” Some Japanese historians have attempted to fill the gap 
that is often referred to as “the mysterious fourth century” by 
examining the records on five kings of  Yamato of  the fifth 
century appearing in the Songshu. According to the Kojiki and 
Nihongi, the Chinese character “Wo” was read (no longer as Wa 
but) as “Yamato” in the Japanese Islands in the fifth century. 

After the lacuna of  the period 266-413 in Chinese 
dynastic chronicles that covers the so-called mysterious fourth 
century, the Jinshu at last records the arrival of  a tribute envoy 
from the Yamato State in 413. 24 According to the Songshu, eight 
years thereafter in 421, King Zan [Nintoku?] of  Wo (Yamato) was 
granted unidentified rank and title by the Wudi (r.420-2) of  Liu-
Song (420-79). Sometime after 425, the Songshu records that Zan 
[Richū?] died and his brother, Zhen [Hanzei?] came to the throne, 
and the latter sent an envoy to the Song Court with tribute. 
Signing himself  as King of  Yamato and the Great General Who 
Maintains Peace in the East (Andong-da-jiangjun) Commanding All 
Military Affairs in the Six Countries of  Yamato, Paekche, Silla, 
Imna, Chin-han, and Ma-han, he requested that these self-claimed 
titles be formally confirmed. Wendi (r.424-53) of  Liu-Song 
ignored the request and granted a simple and lesser title of  
“General Pacifying the East (Andong-jiangjun), the King of  
Yamato” sometime between 425-42. 25  
 In 443, King Sai [Ingyō? r. ?-443-51-?] succeeded to the 
same title, Andong-jiangjun, King of  Yamato. The Songshu does not 
specify the relationship between Zhen and Sai. In 451, the Liu-
Song court somehow decided to add the self-proclaimed title of  
“Inspector General in Charge of  All Military Affairs in the Six 
States” as requested by the former Yamato king, Zhen, but 
deleted “Paekche” from the list of  six states and replaced it with 
“Kara,” reflecting the fact that the Song court maintained 
diplomatic relations with none of  those five Korean kingdoms on 
the list except Paekche. To the Song court, all those on the list 

25 See Tsunoda and Goodrich (1951: 

22). 

 

宋書 卷九十七 列傳 夷蠻 高祖 永 
初二年 [421] 詔曰 倭讚萬里修貢...
可賜除授 太祖元嘉二年 [425] 讚又 
遣…表獻方物 讚死弟珍立 遣使貢 
獻 自稱使持節都督倭百濟新羅任那 
秦韓慕韓六國諸軍事 安東大將軍倭 
國王表求 除正詔除安東將軍倭國王 
珍又求除正…等十三人 平西征盧冠 
軍輔國將軍號 詔並聽 二十年 [443] 
倭國王濟遣使奉獻 復以爲安東將軍 
倭國王 二十八年 [451] 加使持節都 
督倭新羅任那加羅秦韓慕韓六國諸
軍事安東將軍如故 幷除所上二十三 
人軍郡 濟死世子興遣使貢獻  世祖 
大明 六年 [462] 詔曰 倭王世子興 
奕世載忠…可安東將軍倭國王 興死 
弟武立 自稱使持節都督倭百濟新羅 
任那加羅秦韓慕韓七國諸軍事 安東 
大將軍倭國王 
 
本牟多[Homuda/Ōjin]能 比[日]能美
古[御子] 意富佐邪岐[Nintoku 大雀]
(K:246-7) 
 
大雀命[大鷦鷯]...治天下也 [K: 264]

 
履中 [Richū] 卽位前紀 去來穗別天 
皇 大鷦鷯天皇太子也 (NI: 419)   
 
弟水齒別 [Hanzei]...治天下也 [K:288]

 
反正 卽位前紀 瑞齒別天皇...生而 
齒如一骨...五年 天皇崩 (NI: 431) 
 
允恭 [Ingyō] 卽位前紀 先皇責之曰 
...其長生之遂不得繼業 亦我兄二 
天皇愚我而輕之..乃卽帝位 (NI: 435) 

 
允恭 二年 生...穴穗天皇[Ankō]...大 
泊瀨 [Yūryaku]...天皇 (NI: 435-437) 
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5.5. Paekche envoy appearing on a 

Liang scroll (dated 526-39) 梁職貢圖 
 

梁 職貢圖 百濟國使 百濟舊來夷 
馬韓之屬 晋末駒麗畧有遼東 樂浪 
亦有遼西晋平縣 自晋巳來常修蕃貢 
義熙中其王餘腆 宋元嘉中其王餘毗 
齊永明中其王餘太 皆受中國官爵 
梁初以太 除征東將軍 尋爲高句麗 
所破 普通二年其王餘隆遣使奉表云 
累破高麗 所治城曰固麻 謂邑檐魯 
於中國郡縣 有二十二檐魯 分子弟 
宗族爲之 旁小國有叛波 卓多羅 新 
羅 止迷(逮)麻連 上己文 下枕羅 
等附之 言語衣服畧同高麗 行不張 
拱拜不申足 以帽爲冠 襦曰復袗 
袴曰褌 其言參諸夏 亦秦韓之遺俗  
 

26 Best 2006 (285-8, 291-4, 297)  

三國史記 卷第二十五 百濟本紀 第
三 蓋鹵王 十八年 遣使朝魏上表曰 
... 臣與高句麗 源出扶餘 先世之時 
篤崇舊款 其祖釗 [故國原王]...親
率士衆 凌踐臣境 臣祖須...梟斬釗

except Paekche were, diplomatically, non-existent entities.  
 According to the Samguk-sagi, Silla established the first 
contact with the Southern Chinese Dynasties in 521 by sending an 
envoy to the Court of  Liang along with the Paekche envoy. By the 
fifth century, the majority of  walled-town states constituting Ma-
han and Chin-han had already been conquered and annexed by 
either Paekche or Silla, and hence were by themselves no longer 
independent political entities. The remnants of  Chin-han and Ma-
han existed as members of  the Kaya Federation, represented by 
the Imna league and Kara league, by the time Yamato kings sent 
their envoys to China in the early fifth century. The Song court 
had established formal diplomatic relations neither with Silla nor 
with Imna, Kara, Chin-han, nor Ma-han. Hence the Liu-Song 
rulers apparently did not care much about the title “Commanding 
All Military Affairs in the Six States, Yamato, Silla, Imna, Kara, 
Chin-han and Ma-han” after making sure to delete Paekche from 
the list of  the diplomatically unknown states the Yamato rulers 
presented.  

A preponderance of  Japanese historians, however, claim 
that the very act of  confirmation in 451 by the Liu-Song court of  
the above self-proclaimed title “proves” that the Yamato 
Kingdom militarily controlled the entire Korean Peninsula, 
blatantly ignoring the fact that the title places the Yamato State on 
an equal footing not only with “the Imna State and Kara State” 
(together representing Pyun-han or the entire Kaya Federation) 
but also with the bygone Ma-han State and Chin-han State.  

Kō [Ankō?], the crown prince of  King Sai, was also 
granted the title of  Andong-jiangjun, King of  Yamato. The Songshu 
says that Kō was the “crown prince” of  Sai, but does not say that 
he was a son or a brother of  Sai. The Songshu further records that 
when Kō died, and his brother, Bu [Yūryaku? r. circa 457 or 463-
79], came to the throne.  
 An interesting aspect of  these records is the lingering 
echoes of  bygone states such as Ma-han, Chin-han, and Pyun-han 
in the minds of  the Yamato rulers. By the fifth century, these 
Three Han states were no longer recorded in the chronicles of  
Chinese dynasties as independent political entities. Most of  the 
Ma-han and Chin-han member states were absorbed into Paekche 
and Silla by the late fifth century. Only Pyun-han managed to 
form a loose federation of  town-states with a new name “Kaya” 

Confirmation of the Self- Claimed Title 
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or “Imna-Kara.” Nevertheless, in the minds of  the Yamato rulers 
who left the Korean Peninsula in the late fourth century, these 
Old Three Han states still existed. It is very likely because a few 
remnants of  Old Ma-han and Old Chin-han member states could 
have joined the Kaya Federation (consisting of  the Imna league 
and the Kara league), and remained in existence at that time. In 
any case, the Han Chinese rulers did not care, but made sure that 
the name of  Paekche was deleted from the list of  six or seven 
countries the Yamato rulers presented. 

 
KAERO’S LETTER TO TUOBA WEI AND YŪRYAKU’S LETTER TO SONG 

The Samguk-sagi records a lengthy petition sent in 472 by 
King Kaero (r.455-75) of  Paekche to the Northern Wei (386-534) 
court in North China during the reign of  Xiaowendi (471-99). It 
was just three years before the Paekche capital Han-seong was 
overrun by the Koguryeo army and Kaero was killed. The Songshu 
also records a lengthy memorial sent by King Bu [Yūriaku] of  
Yamato six years later in 478 to the Song (420-79) court in South 
China during the reign of  Shundi (r.477-9). It was just one year 
before the downfall of  Liu-Song. These two pieces of  lengthy 
memorials give us a rare first-hand glimpse of  the contemporary 
state of  international affairs in this period.  
 The following is a paraphrase with some quotations, 
excerpted from the Kaero’s lengthy petition to the Northern Wei 
court. 26  
 Both the Paekche royal house and that of  Koguryeo 
originally came forth from Puyeo. In earlier ages, we both 
respected our ancient bonds, but Koguk-won [r.331-71] 
transgressed our frontier. Our ancestor Keun Kusu [r.375-84, as 
the crown prince] marshaled troops and beheaded Koguk-won. 
“For a long time thereafter [the northern foe] did not dare so 
much as to cast a glance southward in our direction. Ever since 
the Feng clan [of  Northern Yan, 409-36] was largely destroyed 
and the battered remnants of  their troops fled [into Koguryeo in 
436], however, the filthy rogues have steadily grown stronger and 
constantly threaten us. … Their present ruler, [King Chang-su 
r.413-91], has committed offenses against the sanctioned order of  
humanity. … Sometimes in the south they plot with the Liu clan 
[Liu Song, 420-79], and sometimes in the north they collude with 
the Ruan-ruan [402-552], to whom they are closely allied and with 

首 自爾已來 莫敢南顧 自馮氏數終 
餘燼奔竄 醜流漸盛 遂見凌逼 搆怨
連禍 三十餘載...今璉有罪...戮殺無
已...或南通劉氏 或北約蠕蠕 共相
脣齒 謀凌王略...又詔曰 知高句麗
阻疆 侵軼卿上 修先君之舊怨...兵
交累載 難結荒邊...便求致伐 尋討
事會 理亦未周...未及卜征 今若不
從詔旨...便可豫率同興... 師擧之日 
卿爲鄕導之首... 王以麗人屢犯邊鄙 
上表乞師於魏 不從 王怨之 遂絶朝
貢 二十一年 麗王巨璉帥兵三萬來
圍王都漢城... 文周乃與木劦滿致...
南行焉...王出逃...城下戕之 (S2: 48-

9) 

 
27 Tsunoda and Goodrich (1951: 23-4) 
宋書 卷九十七 列傳 夷蠻 順帝 
昇明二年 [478] 遣使上表曰..自昔祖 
禰 躬擐甲冑 跋涉山川 不遑寧處 
東征 毛人五十五國 西服衆夷六十 
六國 渡平海北 九十五國 王道融泰 
廓土遐畿 累葉朝宗 不愆于歲…歸 
崇天極 道遙百濟 裝治船舫 而句驪 
無道 圖欲見呑 掠抄邊隷 虔劉不己 
每 致稽滯 以失良風 雖曰進路 或 
通或不 臣亡考濟 實忿寇讐 壅塞 
天路 控弦百萬 義聲感激 方欲大 
擧 奄喪父兄 使垂成之功 不獲一簣 
居在諒闇 不動兵甲 是以偃息 未 
捷至今欲練甲治兵 申父兄之志 義 
士虎賁 文武効功 白刃交前 亦所 
不顧 若以帝德 覆載 摧此彊敵 克 
靖方難 無替前功 竊自假開府儀同 
三司 其余咸 假授以勸忠節 詔除武 
使持節都督倭新羅任那加羅秦韓慕
韓六國諸軍事安東大將軍 倭國王  
 
28 梁書 卷五十四 列傳 東夷 晉 
安帝時 [396-418] 有倭王贊 贊死立 
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弟彌 彌死立子濟 濟死立子興 興死 
立弟武 齊建元中 [479-82] 除武使 
持節督倭新羅任那伽羅秦韓慕韓六
國諸軍事 鎭東大將軍 高祖卽位 [齊 
太祖高皇帝, 479-82; 梁高祖武皇帝,  
502-49] 進武號征東大將軍  

 
29 南齊書 卷五十八 列傳 第三十九 
東夷 百濟國 寧朔將軍面中王姐瑾 
… 今假行冠軍將軍都將軍都漢王建 
威將軍八中侯餘古… 今假行寧朔將 
軍阿錯王建威將軍餘歷… 今假行龍 
驤將軍邁盧王廣武將軍餘固… 今假 
行建威將軍弗斯侯…牟大又表曰 臣 
所遣 行建威將軍廣陽太守兼長史臣 
高達 行建威將軍朝鮮太守兼司馬臣 
楊茂 行宣威將軍兼參軍臣會 邁等 
…往泰始中 [465-71] 比使宋朝…宜 
在進爵 謹依先例 各假行職...伏願 
天監特愍除正… 達…今假行龍驤將 
軍帶方太守 茂..今假行建威將軍廣 
陵太守… 邁…今假行行廣武將軍淸 
河太守 詔可 竝賜軍號 除太守 爲 
使持節都督百濟諸軍事鎭東大將軍..
…策命大襲亡祖父牟都爲百濟王 ...
是歲 魏虜又發騎數十萬攻百濟 入 
其界 牟大遣將 沙法名 贊首流 解 
禮昆木干那 率衆襲擊虜軍 大破之 
建武二年 [495] 牟大遣使上表曰... 
去庚午年 [490] 獫狁弗悛 擧兵深逼 
…軍逆討…尋其功勳… 今假沙法名 
行征虜將軍邁羅王 贊首流爲行安國 
將軍辟中王 解禮昆爲行武威將軍 
弗中侯 木干那 前有軍功 又拔臺舫 
爲行廣威將軍 面中侯 伏願天恩特 
愍聽除 又表曰 臣所遣行龍驤將軍 
樂浪太守兼長史慕遺 行建武將軍城 
陽太守兼司馬臣王茂 兼參軍行振武 
將軍朝鮮太守臣張塞…各假行署 伏 
願聖朝特賜除正…詔可 竝賜軍號  

whom they connive to subvert your Majesty’s dominion.” Wei 
Emperor Xiaowen then sent an envoy with the imperial rescript, 
saying: “We are aware that Koguryeo harasses your borders and 
mounts assaults upon your domain. Since their rulers harbor an 
ancient grievance concerning the death of  their former lord, they 
have...made war for years on end--thereby causing great suffering 
in your border regions. ... You have...requested that We go forth 
and chastise them. But at Our audience to discuss the matter, your 
argument were not sufficiently convincing [to cause Us to proceed 
with such an undertaking]. ... [It] has not yet come to the point 
where we should speak of  a campaign against them. ... But if  
hereafter they should not obey Our imperial proclamations...we 
both could easily assemble our forces and together set out... If  at 
some future day Our armies are marshaled for such a campaign, 
then your forces shall act as Our guides ...” “Since Koguryeo 
continued time and time again to harass [Paekche’s] borders, the 
king [Kaero] sent another petition to the Northern Wei pleading 
for troops, but the emperor again denied his request. The king 
bitterly resented this and thereafter ceased to render homage and 
remit tribute.” In 475, King Chang-su of  Koguryeo, “leading a 
force of  thirty thousand soldiers, came down and surrounded the 
royal capital at Han-seong. … At this juncture Munju, together 
with Mokhyup Manchi ... fled southward from there. ... [K]ing 
[Kaero] rode out to escape. ... [Koguryeo] generals ... slew him.” 

Three years thereafter, in 478, King Bu [Yūriaku] of  
Yamato wrote to the Song court in South China as follows. 27  

“From time of  old, our forebears [i.e., Jimmu/Ōjin] 
have clad themselves in armor and helmets and gone across the 
hills and waters, sparing no time for rest. In the east they 
conquered fifty-five countries of  hairy [Ainu] men; in the west, 
they brought to their knees sixty-six countries of  various 
barbarians [likely including the Kunu people in southern Kyūshū]. 
Crossing the sea to the north they [Jimmu/Ōjin] subjugated 
ninety-five countries [in the old Ma-han area where they assisted 
King Keun Chogo of  Paekche, and in the Kaya area which they 
passed through on their way to the Japanese Islands] …Thus 
order is established in the land. Generation after generation, 
without fail, our forebears have paid homage to the [Chinese] 
Court … [In order to go] by way of  Paekche, far distant though it 
is, we prepared ships and boats. Koguryeo, however, in defiance 

Bu’s Letter to Shundi of Southern Song 
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of  the law, schemed to capture them. Borders were raided, and 
murder was committed repeatedly. [Therefore] we were delayed 
every time and missed favorable winds … My deceased father 
[Ingyō] became indignant at the marauding foe who closed our 
way to the Sovereign Court. Urged on by sense of  justice, he 
gathered together a million archers and was about to launch a 
great campaign. [But] because of  the death of  my father and 
brother [Ankō], the plan that had been nurtured could not be 
carried out at the last moment … Now, however, we again set our 
armor in array and carry out the desire of  our elders [i.e., to 
revenge the misery suffered by the Paekche from the persistent 
invasions of  the Koguryeo] … I therefore beg you to appoint me 
supreme commander of  the campaign, with the status of  minister, 
and grant to others (among my fellows) ranks and titles, so that 
loyalty may be encouraged.” With this appeal, King Bu got the 
title of  “Andong-da-jiangjun, Commanding All Military Affairs in 
the Six States of  Yamato, Silla, Imna, Kara, Chin-han and Ma-han, 
King of  Yamato” in 478. Again, Paekche was not included in the 
list of  the six states. The Song state was replaced by Qi in 479. 
 
ORDER OF PRECEDENCE AS SEEN FROM CHINA 
 The Liangshu records that King Bu was promoted to 
Zhen-dong-da-jiangjun sometime between 479-82, and that the ruler 
of  the Yamato Kingdom was further promoted to Zheng-dong-da-
jiangjun sometime between 502-49 (or 479-82).28 According to 
Sakamoto (quoted by Hirano, 1977), the rulers of  Yamato were 
placed below the kings of  Koguryeo and Paekche because when 
King Kō was given the title of  Andong-jiangjun in 462, (according 
to the Songshu) the king of  Koguryeo [Chang-su, r.413-91] bore 
the title of  Zheng-dong-jiangjun, and the king of  Paekche [Cheon-ji, 
r.405-20] Zhen-dong-da-jiangjun: “That was the order of  precedence 
as seen from China, which is understandable from the viewpoint 
of  the existing international situation,” says Hirano. 
 Hirano (1977) notes that the titles conferred on Paekche 
generals and vassals by the Qi court (479-502) carried place names 
indicating their titular domains after the title jinag-jun, saying that 
“since these were for princes and nobles, the king of  Paekche 
must have been in the position of  an overlord, the great king.” 
According to the Nan Qishu, the King Tong-seong (r.479-501) of  
Paekche submitted a list of  provisional ranks and titles for his 

宋書 卷九十七 列傳 夷蠻 百濟國 
世祖大明元年 遣使求除授 詔許 
二年 慶遣使上表曰… 仍以行冠軍 
將軍右賢王餘紀爲冠軍將軍 以行征 
盧將軍左賢王餘昆 行征盧將軍餘暈 
並爲征盧將軍  
 
30 欽明 二年 百濟聖明王…今用何策 
起建任那...任那旱岐等對曰...夫建
任 那者 爰在大王之意 (NII: 69-71) 

欽明 五年 百濟遣…使于任那 謂日 
本府與任那旱岐等曰...大王爲建任
那 (NII: 83)  

5.6. The Inariyama tumulus sword was 

unearthed in Saitama Prefecture in 

1968, and in 1978 was discovered to 

contain 115 Characters inlaid in gold. 
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31 崎玉縣稻荷山古墳 鐵劒金象嵌銘 
(表)辛亥年七月中記 乎獲居臣祖上 
名意富比跪 其兒多加利足尼 其兒 
名弓己加利獲居 其兒名多加披次獲 
居 其兒名沙鬼獲居 其兒名半弓比 
(裏)其兒名加差披余 其兒名乎獲居 
臣世世爲杖刀人 首奉事來至今 獲 
加多支鹵大王寺在斯鬼宮時 吾左治 
天下 令作此百練利刀 記吾奉事根 
原也  

熊本縣 江田船山古墳出土太刀 
(治)天下獲□□□鹵大王世奉爲(事) 
典曹人名无(無)利工八月中用大鑄
釜幷四尺□刀八十練六十□三寸上
好□刀服此刀者長壽子孫洋洋得□
思也不失其所統作刀者 名伊太□書 
者張安也 

See also Piggott (2006: 82-3). 
 

 
5.7. The inscribed Eta Funayama sword 

and gold crown were unearthed by local 

residents in 1873. Machida Hisanari, 

head of the Museum Bureau during the 

1870s, bought up these newly 

discovered treasures for national 

museum. See Edwards (2005: 39). 

followers which was formally confirmed by the Qi court. The list 
included five titles of  king, three titles of  vassal, and seven titles 
of  Governor.29 Indeed, the Nihongi (N2: 42) uses the expression 
“the Great King” in addressing the King [Seong-myung] of  
Paekche in 541.30 There was, however, absolutely no suggestion in 
Chinese chronicles of  the overlord status for the five Yamato 
kings.   
 Saeki (1977) calls our attention to the fact that the five 
kings of  Yamato persistently requested that the Song emperor 
bestow the title da-jiangjun on them. But these requests were not 
granted, and “all they could obtain [prior to 478] was the title 
general or jiang-jun which was bestowed also on those who were 
apparently local magnates of  Wa [Yamato].” 
 
INSCRIPTIONS ON INARIYAMA AND FUNAYAMA SWORDS  
 The Saitama Inariyama sword was excavated from a fifth 
century tomb in old Musashi Province, today’s Chiba Prefecture. 
The inscription on the Inariyama sword mentions a “Great King” 
and, according to Murayama and Miller (1979: 432), this 
represents the same Great King named on the inscription on the 
Funayama sword. Furthermore, the first syllable (支) designating 
the Great King should be read either “ki” or “ke.”  The 
inscription may, therefore, be read as: “Inscribed in July, in the 
year of Xin-hai (471). The ancestor of Oho Wake Omi was Oho 
Hiko … From Generation to generation they served as heads of 
the swordbearers. When the court of Great King Wakata Kae-ro 
(支鹵大王) was in the Sa-gui Palace, I aided in ruling the realm and 
had this hundred-times-wrought sword made to record the origins 
of my service.” Here the Oho Wake (乎獲居) implies the Great 
Prince. The Chinese character for wake (別) in the Nihongi and 
Kojiki seems to originate from the word beg in Turkish, begi in 
Mongolian, and belie in Manchu language, all implying prince or 
feudal ruler in the Altaic world. 
 According to Murayama and Miller, the employment of  
the letter “in” or “middle” (中zhong) between the lunar-month 
designation (辛亥年七月) and “inscribed” (記) is a well established 
usage in Korean epigraphical materials from the middle of  the 
fourth century on. Murayama and Miller also note that the Korean 
scholar, Yi Chinhui (1982), has long held that the “Great King” in 
the Funayama inscription refers to a Paekche king, say King 
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Kaero (r.455-75), and not to a Japanese emperor such as Yūriaku 

(雄略/大泊瀨/大長谷 r.456-479). The inscription on the Eta 
Funayama sword excavated from Kumamoto Province in Kyūshū 
may be read as: “Under the reign of  the Great King Wakata Kae-
ro, who ruled the nation, a … named … who served (the Great 
King), in August, used a large … to make a sword … The person 
who bears this sword shall live long, and his descendants shall 
continue to enjoy … and shall never lose what they rule. The 
swordsmith was … .”  

On the basis of  what Murayama and Miller call the 
“blatant Old Paekche Koreanisms” or what Kim Suk-hyung calls 
the “Korean Idu system” found in the inscriptions of  the 
Inariyama sword and the Funayama sword, one may, as Kim Suk-
hyung (1969: 243-45) suggests, conclude that these swords were 
made in Paekche, and the great kings mentioned in their 
inscriptions represent the Paekche King Kae-ro.31 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.8. Koguryeo painting of deities (top) 

Tomb of Heavenly & Earthly Deities, 

dated 5th century, Soon-cheon, Pyung-

nam 天王地神塚 平南 順川; and 

(bottom) Tomb of Four Deities, dated 

6th century, Jian 四神塚 集安(通溝). 
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Middle Tomb Period Haniwa Ship (140 cm)  

Takara No. 1 Tomb 三重縣 寶塚1號墳 (三重 松阪市 敎育委員會) 

The Route of Jimmu’s Eastern Conquest according to the Kojiki and Nihongi 

“The graceful figure (sugata) of Mount 

Korea viewed (nozomu) from the peak 

of Takachiho (in Kyūshū).”  

The myth of Kojiki and Nihongi lyrically 

reiterated by Yutaka Hayashi and Oki 

Kouji (the JTB Can Books, 1995: 46) in 

“The Peak Where The Heavenly Child 

Descended On.” 
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6.1. Koguryeo An-ak Tomb No. 3 with a 

68--letter inscription over the head of an 

aid-dep-camp, Tong Shu (288-357 CE)  

6.2. Gilt-bronze headgear 

ornament parts, and sword ring-

pommel excavated at the Iki Island 

壹岐島 Sou-roku Tomb 双六古墳 

CHAPTER SIX 

RECONSTRUCTING THE SEQUENCE OF CONQUEST AND 
DATING THE EVENTS

INTERPRETING THE HISTORICAL FACTS WITHIN MY MODEL

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Reconstructing the Possible Sequence of  Conquest 

 
 There are suggestive records in the accounts of  Kojiki 
and Nihongi from which to reconstruct the life story of  the 
conquerors, telling how they masterminded the conquest, who 
was the leader, when they crossed the sea, where they landed, and 
in what manner they fought and wrought. This chapter endeavors 
to reconstruct the possible sequence of  conquest on the basis of  
the passages in Kojiki and Nihongi that seem to be related to the 
actual sequence of  conquest, taking the freedom of  selecting and 
weaving the recorded materials into a coherent story. All the 
statements below “between quotation marks” are the records of  
the Nihongi translated by Aston or of  the Kojiki translated by 
Philippi. Those words inserted between the [square] brackets 
represent my own efforts to correct what I contend to be the 
distortions in the original texts. 

Among the Nihongi dating between 660 BCE and 460 
CE, the 30-year period of  375-405 CE is the one and only period 
that can be dated accurately from external evidence. The two-cycle 
correction method may, however, be extended at least nine years 
backward as to include the 366-374 period. Aston believes that, 
although the year 461 CE “is noteworthy as being the first in the 
Nihongi which is confirmed by Korean history,” the narrative from 
the year 246 CE (366 CE with the two cycles correction) down to 
265 (385 CE) “contains a solid nucleus of  fact.” 1  
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This section of  my work attempts to trace the possible 
route of  conquest and also to establish the exact dates for some 
important events that occurred during the formative years of  the 
Yamato Kingdom, identifying the “nucleus of  fact” asserted by 
Aston, and reinterpreting the related Kojiki-Nihongi records as well 
as the other associated historical facts.  
 

THE NIHONGI RECORDS FOR 366-9 

According to the Nihongi record for the year 366, King 
Keun Chogo of  Paekche had dispatched scouts to a Kaya state 
(Tak-sun) in July 364 in order to collect information about the 
passages to the Japanese Islands.2 Tak-sun seems to have been 
located in an area along the Nak-tong River which, flowing south 
to the modern Pusan area, constituted the shortest route from 
Paekche to the Japanese Islands. What the Nihongi tells us is that 
the King of  a Kaya state (Tak-sun) suggested to the Paekche 
envoys the need for large ships.  

In the ensuing narration, the Nihongi records a large-scale 
Wa invasion of  Korea with “Paekche generals.” According to the 
Nihongi, it was Jingū who dispatched an army to the Korean 
Peninsula in March 369 to invade “Silla.” It is said that, when the 
Wa army arrived at Tak-sun, they discovered that the size of  their 
army was too small and hence had to ask for reinforcements. They 
were soon joined by troops led by a Paekche general. They then 
together invaded and conquered “Silla,” and pacified Tak-sun and 
six other places. From here the armies turned west, conquered the 
southern savages, and then “granted” the conquered lands to 
Paekche. At this point they were joined by the Paekche King Keun 
Chogo and his son Prince Keun Kusu, whereupon four more 
localities spontaneously surrendered. The King and the Crown 
Prince of  Paekche offered their congratulations, and sent the Wa 
soldiers off  with cordial courtesy. What are we able to understand 
from these Nihongi records? 
 
HOW DO WE UNDERSTAND THESE NIHONGI RECORDS?  

If  one tries to understand these military activities 
described in the Nihongi as the work of  Wa, then there is no way 
to understand the “Paekche generals” associating with the Wa 
troops. Neither can we understand, as pointed out by Ledyard 
(1975), the story that the Wa armies somehow got to Tak-sun first 

1 Aston, Nihongi 1, pp. 253 ff. and 346 ff

6.3. Koguryeo An-ak Tomb No. 3 with a 

68--letter inscription over the head of an 

aide-de-camp, Tong Shu (288-357 CE) 

 
2 神功 攝政卌六年 [366/246] 春三
月 … 卓淳王末錦旱岐. . .曰 甲子
年 [364/244] 七月中. . .百濟肖古
王. . .曰. . .不知道路 有志無從 (N

I: 353/N1: 246)  
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3 Actually it was Egami (1962: 12-13) 

himself who suggested that the early 

Japanese rulers came from Korea to 

Japan and “that they had arrived in 

Korea as conquerors out of pastoral 

zone of Asia,” and made the statement 

that Paekche “was founded by a royal 

family of the Fuyu [Puyeo] tribe out of 

northern Manchuria during the first half 

of the fourth century A.D.” Ledyard’s 

statement (1975: 245-246) that “the 

huge labor force that must have been 

required to build [the gigantic tombs] 

were probably prisoners, captives, 

dragged behind Puyeo horses from 

conquests in Manchuria and Korea 

across the sea to do the work of the 

new state” seems to have highly 

dramatized Egami’s idea, making it very 

pleasing to the ear of the Japanese 

general public. 

 
4 According to the Samguk-sagi, the 

Paekche’s conquest of Ma-han 

occurred in 9 CE instead of 369 CE. 

Ledyard suggests that the Samguk-sagi 

rolled back the story by six cycles (360 

years) in order to lend antiquity to the 

date of Paekche’s conquest of Ma-han. 

Lee Byung-do (S2: 34n) also gives the 

same interpretation. 

三國史記 百濟本紀 第一 百濟始祖
溫祚王 二十四年 秋七月 王作熊川
柵 馬韓王遣使責讓曰 王初渡河 無
所容足 吾割東北一百里之地安之 
其待王不爲不厚 宜思有以報之 今
以國完民聚 謂莫與我敵 大設城池 
侵犯我封疆 其如義何 王慙壤其柵 

二十五年 春二月 王宮井水暴溢 漢
城人家馬生牛 一首二身 日者曰 井

without passing through the areas they later conquered, nor the 
story that the Wa armies then turned around and conquered the 
areas from north to south. But once we take those series of  
military activities as the work of  Paekche, the Nihongi records 
become quite coherent. 

By crosschecking the records of  Samguk-sagi, Ledyard 
logically deduces that all those stories recorded in the Nihongi 
represent the historical records of  Paekche armies moving south.  
At this point, however, Ledyard commits an altogether 
unnecessary and surprising error, calling the Paekche king and his 
followers “Puyeo warriors.” In the Nihongi, the above story ends 
with the Paekche King and the “Wa soldiers,” who are heading to 
the Japanese Islands, pledging eternal friendship and bidding 
farewell. If  we take the departing “Wa soldiers” as a contingent of  
Paekche warriors led by a Paekche prince named Homuda, 
without invoking Puyeo warriors out of  the blue, then the entire 
story becomes coherent.3  

The foundation legend of  the Paekche Kingdom 
presents the elder brother Biryu who had failed and the younger 
brother Onjo who had succeeded in founding a new state. After 
the death of  the fourth King Kae-ru (r.128-66), the kingship in 
Paekche had alternated between two royal clans, the Chogo clan 
and the Koi clan, until the time of  King Keun Chogo (r.346-75), 
when the succession was at last consolidated into the Chogo clan. 
Thereafter the Koi line simply vanished from Paekche history. 
Perhaps the Koi clan was persuaded by King Keun Chogo to 
open a new dynasty in the new world. It could have been the clan 
heir-cum-leader, Homuda, who had agreed to leave Han-seong 
with his followers in 369 and, with the full support of  the Paekche 
court, succeeded in founding the Yamato Kingdom in the 
Japanese Islands by 390. 

As of  364, Wi-rye in the south of  the Han River was the 
capital of  Paekche, while Ma-han still occupied the southwestern 
corner of  the Korean Peninsula. 4  Hence it is quite probable that 
the Paekche people would have possessed no detailed information 
about the passages to the Japanese Islands. At that time, the 
Paekche court seems to have been planning not only the conquest 
of  the Japanese Islands by sending an expeditionary force, but 
also the conquest of  the Ma-han states in the southwestern part 
of  the Korean Peninsula by a force led by King Keun Chogo 

How to Interpret the Nihongi Records 
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himself  in collaboration with the expeditionary force on its way to 
the Japanese Islands. The movement of  Homuda and his 
followers to the Japanese Islands must have occurred not long 
after 364, which was the year they had dispatched scouts to gather 
information about the passages to the islands. 
 
 
2. The Starting Point: At the Paekche Court in Han-seong 
  
 According to the Samguk-saki, Paekche moved its capital 
from Wi-rye (慰禮城) to Han-san (漢山) in 371 CE during the 
reign of  Keun Chogo (r.346-75), and then to Han-seong (漢城) in 
391. Before Paekche moved its capital south to Kong-ju in 475, 
the capital was always located somewhere in the Han River basin 
(the modern-day Seoul area), and therefore the entire period of  
493 years between 18 BCE and 475 CE is often called the era of  
Han-seong Paekche.5  

The Nihongi reads: [On a day, at the Paekche Court in 
Han-seong, Jin Zeong, a relative of  the Queen, who had been 
appointed as the Chief  Minister by King Keun Chogo in 347, told 
Prince Homuda and his elder brother, Itsuse] -- “Now I have 
heard from the Ancient of  the Sea, that in the East there is a fair 
land encircled on all sides by blue mountains. The remote region 
does not yet enjoy the blessings of  Imperial rule. Every town has 
always been allowed to have its lord, and every village its chief, 
who, each one for himself, makes division of  territory and 
practices mutual aggression and conflict. I think this land will 
undoubtedly be suitable for the extension of  our Heavenly Realm, 
so that its glory should fill the universe. … Moreover, there is a 
person [from our own country] who flew down [there] riding in a 
Heavenly Rock-boat. Why should we not proceed thither, and 
make it the capital? … The Imperial Princes answered, and said: --
‘The truth of  this is manifest. This thought is constantly present 
to our minds also. We may well proceed thither as soon as 
possible.’ This was the year Kinoye Tora [甲寅 354].”6   

According to the Kojiki, Amaterasu and Takaki are in-
laws. I take Amaterasu for Keun Chogo and Takaki for Minister 
Jin Zeong. I also take Ninigi, Jimmu and Homuda, all together, as 
representing the one and only founder of  the Yamato Kingdom. 
 

水暴溢者 大王勃興之兆也 牛 一首
二身美 大王幷鄰國地應也 王聞之
喜 遂有幷呑辰馬之心 二十六年 秋
七月 王曰 馬韓漸弱 上下離心 其
勞不能久 儻爲他所幷 則脣亡齒寒 
悔不可及 不如先人而取之 以免後
艱 冬十月 王出師陽言田獵 潛襲馬
韓 遂幷其民邑 唯圓山 錦峴二城 
固守不下 二十七年 夏四月 二城降 
移其民於漢山之北 馬韓遂滅  

(S2: 16) 

 
5 三國史記 卷第三十七 雜志 第六 
百濟...溫祚...自卒本扶餘至慰禮城 
立都稱王 歷三百八十九年 至十三
世近肖古王 取高句麗南平壤 都漢
城 (S2: 233) The Samguk-sagi itself 

mixes up Hansan with Han-seong. 

 
6 神武天皇 卽位前紀...而遼邈之地 
猶未霑於王澤 遂使邑有君村有長 
各自分疆 用相凌躒...抑又聞於鹽土
老翁曰 東有美地 靑山四周 其中亦
有乘天磐船而飛降者 余謂 彼地 必
當足以恢弘大業...蓋六合之中心乎 
厥飛降者 謂是饒速日歟 何不就而
都之乎 諸皇子對曰 理實灼然 我亦
恒以爲念 宜早行之 是年也 太歲甲
寅 (NI: 189-191/N1: 110-1)  

倭之靑垣東山 (K: 108) 

 

其大后息長帶日賣命者 當時歸神… 
言敎覺詔者 西方有國 金銀爲本 目
之炎耀 種種珍寶 多在其國...凡此
國者 坐汝命御腹之御子(品陀) 所知
國者也...爾具請之 今如此言敎之大
神者 欲之其御名 卽答詔 是天照大
神之御心...浮大海以可度 (K:226-30

/PK: 260-1) 

臣安萬侶言 ... 懸鏡吐珠 而百王相
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續…以萬神蕃息與 議議安河而平天
下 論小濱而淸國土 是以 番仁岐命 
初降于高千嶺 神倭天皇 經歷于… 
所以稱賢后 望烟而撫黎元 (K: 42/P: 

38-9) 

 

旣而天照大神 ... 令降之於葦原中
國 是時 ... 彼地未平矣 不須也頗
傾凶目杵之國歟 (NI: 147)  

 

天照大神之子 ... 娶高皇産靈尊之
女 ... 生…瓊瓊杵… 故皇祖高皇産
靈尊 特鍾憐愛 以崇養焉 遂欲立皇
孫 ... 以爲葦原中國之主 然彼地多
有螢火光神 及蠅聲邪神 ... 故高皇
産靈尊 召集八十諸神 而問之曰 吾
欲令撥平葦原中國之邪鬼 當遣誰者
宜也 (NI: 135)   

 

于時 高皇産靈尊 以眞床追衾 覆於
皇孫 ... 使降之 (NI: 141) 

 
7 聖明王曰 昔我先祖速古王貴須王
之世 安羅加羅卓淳旱岐等 初遣使
相通 厚結親好 以爲子弟 (NII: 71

/N2: 43)  

三國史記 卷第二十四 百濟本紀 第
二 近肖古王 二年 春正月 拜眞淨
爲朝廷佐平 淨王后親戚…恃勢自用 
國人疾之 
 
8 神功 攝政卌六年. . .卓淳王末錦
旱岐. . .曰 甲子年七月中 百濟人 
久氐彌州流莫古三人 到於我土曰 
百濟王 聞東方有日本貴國 而遣臣
等 令朝其貴國 故求道路以至于斯
土 若能敎臣等 令通道路 則我王必
深德君王 時謂久氐等曰 本聞東有
貴國 然未曾有通 不知其道 唯海遠
浪嶮 則乘大船 僅可得通 若雖有路

 
3. Sending Scouts to the Upper Nak-tong River Valley  
 

The Paekche court sent scouts over the Sae-Jae Pass (聞
慶鳥嶺) to the upper Nak-tong river valley to collect information 
about the passage to the Japanese Islands. The Nak-tong River 
makes a sharp turn to south at the modern-day Mun-gyung area 
and flows down to the Pusan area.  

The Nihongi records the statement made by King Seong-
myung (r.523-54) of  Paekche: “In former times, during the reign 
of  my ancestors, King Sok-ko [Keun Chogo, r.346-75] and King 
Kwi-su [Keun Kusu, r.375-84], the Kanki of  Ara, Kara and Tak-
sun first sent envoys and entered into communication. We became 
knitted together by cordial friendship, and they were treated as 
children or younger brothers.” 7  

The record of  Nihongi for the year 366 (246, without the 
two-cycle correction) contains the following statements made by 
the King of  a Kaya state, Tak-sun: “In the course of  the year 
Kinoye Ne [364], three men of  Paekche named Ku-zeo, Mi-ju-ryu, 
and Mak-go came up to my country and said; - ‘The King of  
Paekche [Keun Chogo], hearing that in the Eastern quarter there 
is an honorable country [the Japanese Islands], has sent thy 
servants to this honorable country’s court. Therefore, we beg of  
thee a passage so that we may go to that Land. If  you wilt be 
good enough to instruct thy servants and cause us to pass along 
the roads, our King will certainly show profound kindness to my 
Lord the King.’ I (the King of  Tak-sun) then said to Ku-zeo and 
his followers: - ‘I have always heard that there is an honorable 
country in the East, but I have no communication with it, and do 
not know the way. There is nothing but far seas and towering 
billows, so that in a large ship, one can hardly communicate. Even 
if  there were a regular crossing-place, how could you arrive there?’ 
Hereupon Ku-zeo and the others said: - ‘Well, then for the present 
we cannot communicate. Our best plan will be to go back again, 
and prepare ships with which to communicate later.’ ” 8  

What the Nihongi tells us is that the King of  a Kaya state 
(Tak-sun) suggested the need for large ships to Ku-zeo. Thus they 
went back. Apparently, the King of  Tak-sun wanted to know what 
he would get in return for his cooperation and preparation of  
large ships for the King of  Paekche. 

Sending Scouts to Nak-tong River Valley 
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The Nihongi continues: “Hereupon [the King of  Tak-
sun] sent a man [in company with the returning Paekche envoys] 
to the Land of  Paekche. … King [Keun Chogo] of  Paekche was 
profoundly pleased, and received [the man from Tak-sun] 
cordially. The King presented to him a roll each of  five kinds of  
dyed silk, a horn-bow and arrows, together with forty bars of  
iron. Thereafter he opened his treasure-house, and pointing to his 
various rare objects, said: --‘In my country there is great store of  
these rare treasures. I have wished to pay tribute of  them to the 
honorable country, but not knowing the way I was unable to carry 
out my intention. I shall now entrust them to envoys, who will 
visit your country in order to offer them.’ [The man from Tak-
sun] took charge of  this message, and on his return informed 
King.” In 367, “The King of  Paekche sent Ku-zeo, Mi-ju-ryu, and 
Mak-go with tribute. Hereupon the [King of  Tak-sun was] greatly 
delighted and said: --‘People from the country wished for by our 
late Sovereign have now come to Court.’ ” 9 

The metaphor of  Kojiki reads: --“Then, by command of  
Takaki and Amaterasu, the eight-hundred myriad deities 
assembled in a divine assembly in the river-bed of  [Han River], 
who were told that ‘This Central Land of  the Reed Plains is the 
land entrusted to our child as the land to be ruled by him.’ Two 
deities were dispatched to make inquiries into the path to the 
land, and they in due course returned and reported on their 
mission. Thereafter, Takaki and Amaterasu caused Ninigi to 
descend from the heaven.” 10  
 
 
4. The Paekche Armies Advance South in 369 
 
 According to the Nihongi, in March 369 (249, without the 
two-cycle correction), “Hwang-jeon and Rok-a were made 
generals. Along with [Homuda, Itsuse], Ku-zeo and the others 
they prepared a [spearhead] force with which they crossed over 
[the Sae-Jae Pass] and came to Tak-sun. They were accordingly 
about to invade [Ma-han] when some one said:--‘Your troops are 
too few. You cannot defeat [Ma-han]’ They respectfully sent back 
again Sa-baek and Kae-ro to ask for reinforcements. Mong-na 
Keun-ja, Sa-sa and No-kwe were forthwith ordered to take 
command of  choice troops which were sent along with Sa-baek 

津 何以得達耶 於是 久氐等曰 然
卽當今不得通也 不若 更環之備船
舶 以後通矣 (NI: 353/N1: 246)  

 
9 神功皇后 攝政 四十六年…卽而傔
人爾波移與卓淳人過古二人 遣于百
濟國...時百濟肖古王 深之歡喜 而
厚遇焉 仍以五色綵絹各一匹 及角
弓箭 幷鐵鋌四十枚...便復開寶藏 
以示諸珍異曰...欲貢貴國 不知道路 
有志無從.. .於是爾波移奉事而還 
告...便自卓淳還之也 四十七年 百
濟王使 久氐彌州流莫古  令朝貢… 
於是 皇太后 太子譽田別尊 大歡喜
之曰 先王所望國人 今來朝之 (NI: 3

53/N1: 247) 

 
10 爾高御産巢日神(高木神) 天照大
御神之命以 於天安河之河原 神集
八百萬神集而…爾…神 副…神而遣 
是以此二神 降到…故…返參上 復奏
言…之狀 爾天照大御神 高木神之
命以 詔太子...爾其太子...將降裝束
之間 子出生…此御子者 御合高木
神之女...生子…次日子…邇邇藝… 
科詔…邇邇藝…此豐葦原水穗國者 
汝將知國 言依賜 故 隨命以可天降  

(K: 112, 120, 124-126/PK: 121, 129, 

130, 136-8)  

 
11 神功皇后 攝政四十九年 以荒田
別 鹿我別爲將軍 則與久氐等 共勒
兵而度之 至卓淳國 將襲新羅 時或
曰 兵衆少之 不可破新羅 更復 奉
上沙白 蓋盧 請增軍士 卽命木羅斤
資 沙沙 奴跪 是二人 不知其姓人
也 但木羅斤資者 百濟將也 領精兵 
與沙白 蓋盧共遣之 俱集于卓淳… 
擊新羅而破之 因以 平定比自㶱 南
加羅 㖨國 安羅 多羅 卓淳 加羅 
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七國 仍移兵 西廻至 古奚津 屠南
蠻忱彌多禮 以賜百濟 於是其王肖
古及王子貴須 亦領軍來會 時此利 
辟中 布彌支 半古 四邑 自然降服 
是以 百濟王父子及荒田別 木羅斤
資等 共會意流村 今云 州流須祇 
相見欣感 厚禮送遣之 唯千熊長彦
與百濟王 至于百濟國 登辟支山盟
之 復登古沙山 共居磐石上 時百濟
王盟之曰...自今以後 千秋萬歲 無
絶無窮 常稱西蕃 春秋朝貢...厚加
禮遇 亦副久氐等 而送之 (NI: 355-7

/N1: 248-50)  

 
12 三國史記 卷二十四 百濟本紀 第
二 近肖古王  二十一年 [366] 春三
月 遣使聘新羅  二十三年 [368] 春
三月 遣使新羅送良馬二匹  二十四
年 [369] 冬十一月 大閱於漢水南 旗
幟皆用黃 二十六年 [371] 移都漢山 

6.4. From Han-seong to the South  

and Kae-ro. (The Nihongi notes that ‘the surnames of  Sa-sa and 
No-kwe are unknown, but Mongna Keun-ja was a Paekche 
general.’) They all assembled at Tak-sun, invaded [the Ma-han 
states], and conquered them. Seven provinces were accordingly 
subdued. Then they moved their forces, and turning westward, 
arrived at Ko-hye-chin, where they slaughtered the southern 
savages of  Chim-mi-ta-rye and granted their country to Paekche. 
Hereupon, their King Chogo [Keun Chogo], together with 
[Crown] Prince Kuisu [Keun Kusu], came to meet them with 
more troops. Then four villages spontaneously surrendered. 
Thereupon the Kings of  Paekche, father and son, met [Homuda, 
Itsuse], Hwang-jeon, Mong-na Keun-ja, and the rest at the village 
Ui-ryu, and at an interview offered their congratulations and 
dismissed them with cordial courtesy. … [Before the farewell, the 
King of  Paekche and Homuda] ascended Mount Pi-ji and made a 
solemn declaration. …[T]hey ascended Mount Ko-sa, where they 
sat together upon a rock, and the King of  Paekche made a solemn 
declaration, saying:--‘I make this solemn declaration of  alliance to 
show that it will remain undecayed to distant ages …and … [we] 
will attend your Court with tribute.’ … [The King] also made Ku-
zeo and the others escort [Homuda and his followers].” 11 
 

369 CE: THE YEAR PAEKCHE CONQUERED MA-HAN VS. THE YEAR 

YAMATO CONQUERED SOUTHERN KOREAN PENINSULA 

The records of  Samguk-sagi for the years 366 and 368 CE 
only note that King Keun Chogo sent envoys bearing gifts to the 
Silla court. The record for the year 369 CE simply states that 
Keun Chogo held a grand review of  his army at the southern 
bank of  the Han River, fluttering the yellow flags.12 The Samguk-
sagi records for the years 366-9 themselves barely allude to the 
event of  sending envoys to a Kaya state and Paekche army 
moving south.  

The Samguk-sagi, however, has recorded that, in 6 CE, 
the king of  Ma-han sent an envoy to the Paekche court and 
reproached the king, saying, “When you first came across the 
[Han] River, I had ceded the northeastern part of  our land for 
your settlement, but now that your state is fully established and 
heavily peopled, you make invasions of  our land;” that, in 7 CE, a 
diviner told the king of  Paekche that he would annex a 
neighboring state; that, in 8 CE, the king declared his intention to 
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occupy Ma-han before some other state seizing its territory; that, 
in the 10th month of  8 CE, the king of  Paekche left the capital 
with an army to launch a surprise attack on Ma-han, and occupied 
all the fortresses except two; and that, in 9 CE, the two remaining 
fortresses surrendered, extinguishing the Ma-han state. 13 If  we 
project these Samguk-sagi records forward exactly by six cycles 
(360 years), as suggested by Ledyard (1975), both the Nihongi and 
Samguk-sagi indeed corroborate each other’s story. 

After 266, the Japanese Islands are never mentioned 
until 413 in the Chinese dynastic chronicles. Most Japanese 
historians dealing with this period, however, make the records of  
Nihongi for the year 369 the very foundation of  their well-
publicized claim that there existed a powerful Yamato state already 
by the mid-fourth century, and that the Yamato army conquered 
Silla and Kaya in 369, starting the administration of  the colony 
called Mimana in the southern Korean Peninsula. Most Western 
experts habitually echo the Japanese contentions. 14 Jonathan W. 
Best (2006: 68, 88) may be regarded as representing the great 
majority of  Japanese historians when he states, as recently as 2006 
through the publication of  the Harvard University Asia Center, 
that “it is clear that neither Paekche nor Silla ceased to function as 
independent states,” but “it is evident that the Yamato exercised 
significant influence in southern Korea from late in the fourth 
century to the end of  the fifth.” 

According to the Samguk-sagi, Keun Chogo, together 
with crown prince Keun Kusu invaded Koguryeo in 371, and 
killed King Koguk-won in the battle at Pyung-yang. According to 
the Jinshu, the Jin court granted Keun Chogo the title of  “General 
Stabilizing the East and Governor of  Lelang” in the following 
year.15 Paekche under the reign of  the martial kings Keun Chogo 
and Keun Kusu (346-84) represents the most dynamic and 
expansionist era for the kingdom. I contend that, not only the 
entire Ma-han area, but also the Japanese Islands were conquered 
by the Paekche people sometime around this period. 
 
 
5. Embarking on the Expedition to the Japanese Islands 
 

Leaving the southeastern shore of  the Korean Peninsula, 
crossing the Korea Strait, and passing the islands of  Tsushima and 

13 三國史記 百濟本紀 第一 百濟始
祖溫祚王 二十四年 [6 CE] 秋七月 
王作熊川柵 馬韓王遣使責讓曰 王
初渡河 無所容足 吾割東北一百里
之地安之 其待王不爲不厚 宜思有
以報之 今以國完民聚 謂莫與我敵 
大設城池 侵犯我封疆 其如義何 王
慙壤其柵 二十五年 [7 CE] 春二月 
日者曰…大王勃興之兆也…大王幷
鄰國地應也 王聞…遂有幷呑辰馬之
心 二十六年 [8 CE] 秋七月 王曰 
馬韓漸弱 上下離心 其勞不能久 儻
爲他所幷 則脣亡齒寒 悔不可及 不
如先人而取之 以免後艱 冬十月 王
出師陽言田獵 潛襲馬韓 遂幷其民
邑 唯圓山錦峴二城 固守不下 二十
七年 [9 CE] 夏四月 二城降 移其民
於漢山之北 馬韓遂滅  

 
14 Brown (1993: 112) states that the 

King Kwanggaeto’s epitaph “suggests 

that Yamato had gained enough 

strength by the end of the fourth 

century to dispatch armies…to Korea. 

Overseas military activity of this type is 

corroborated somewhat by traditions 

and myths concerning… the famous 

Queen Jingū, who must have lived at 

about that time and who is said to have 

received help and guidance from 

various kami while personally leading 

an expeditionary force against…Silla.” 

Indeed, the Japanese archeologists 

have identified one of two huge (227-

275 meters long) burial mounds at the 

Shiki District in the northeast corner of 

the present city of Nara as the tomb of 

Empress Jingū, dated 350-400. Brown 

(1993: 119) thereby states that “the last 

half of the fourth century when the 
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Yamato kings were buried in the Saki 

area was not simply a time of Yamato 

expansion made possible by the use of 

armies equipped with iron weapons…” 

 
15 晉書 卷九 簡文帝 二年 春正月 
百 濟 林邑 王  各遣使貢方物… 六 月 
遣使拜百濟王餘句 爲鎭東將軍 領
樂浪太守 
 
16 高皇産靈尊 選當遣於葦原中國
者...使降之 皇孫...天降於日向襲之
高千穗峯矣 (NI: 141)  

天神之子 則當到筑紫曰日向高千穗
槵觸之峯 (NI: 149) 

皇孫…瓊瓊杵…而排披天八重雲 以
奉降之...降到之處者 呼曰日向襲之
高千穗添山峯矣 (NI: 161) 

 
17 神武 卽位前紀 太歲甲寅 冬十月 
至速吸之門 時有一漁人 乘艇而
至...又問之曰 汝能爲我導耶 對曰
導之矣...爲海導者…行至筑紫國 狹 
時有狹國造祖…乃於狹川上 造一柱
謄宮而奉饗焉…至筑紫國岡水門 (NI: 

191/N1: 111-2) 

幸行筑紫 故到豐國宇沙之時 其土
人…作足一騰宮而獻大御饗...故從
其國上幸之時 乘龜甲爲釣乍 打羽
擧來人...問汝者知海道乎 答曰能知 

(K: 148) 
18 故爾詔…日子…邇邇藝…而離天之
石位 押分天之八重多那 雲而…於
天浮橋…天降坐于竺紫日向之高千
穗之久士布流多氣 自久以下六字亦
以音 (K: 128)  

 
19 於是詔之 此地者 向韓國 眞來通
笠沙之御前而 朝日之直刺國 夕日
之日照國也 故此地甚吉地 (K: 128)  

Iki, the expeditionary force led by Homuda and his elder brother 
[Ituse] lands on Kyūshū Island, not on the northern plain area 
crowded by the Yayoi aborigines but, passing the Kammon 
Straight (at the modern-day Shimonoseki City), on the secluded 
eastern shore called Hyūga.16 The epic Eastern Conquest 
commences from the Hyūga base. 

The Nihongi reads: “In that year, in winter, on the fifth 
day of  the 10th month, [Homuda] in person led the Imperial 
Princes and a naval force on an expedition against the [Japanese 
Islands]. When he [was to embark] there was there a fisherman 
who came riding in a boat. [Homuda] asked him: ‘Canst thou act 
as my guide?’ He was accordingly made pilot. Proceeding on their 
voyage, they arrived at Usa...in Tsukushi (the modern-day Usa-shi, 
Oita Prefecture, North Kyūshū). [The people there] built a palace 
raised on one pillar on the banks of  Usa River, and offered 
[Homuda] a banquet.”17 Homuda and his followers seem to have 
been welcomed by those who had migrated from Paekche to this 
area a long time ago. Homuda further proceeded southward, and 
arrived at the harbor of  Oka. The destination at which he 
eventually arrived is the modern-day Hyūga, Miyazaki Prefecture. 
 Now we read the metaphor of  Kojiki as follows. 
“[Minister Jin Zeong commanded Homuda] to leave the Heavenly 
Rock-Seat. Pushing through the myriad layers of  the heaven’s 
trailing clouds, pushing his way with an awesome pushing, 
[Homuda] stood on a flat floating island by the Heavenly Floating 
Bridge, and descended from the heavens to the peak of  Kujifuru 
of  Mount Takachiho of  Hiuga in Tsukusi.” 18  

According to the Kojiki, immediately after Ninigi 
descended from heaven to the peak of  Kuji-furu (of  Takachiho in 
Hyūga), he made this statement: “This place faces towards Kara 
Kuni (向韓國 Korea); it is a place to which one comes directly 
through the Cape of  Kasasa, a land where the morning sun shines 
directly, a land where the rays of  the evening sun are brilliant. This 
is the most excellent place.”19 According to Egami (1964: 55-6), 
this conspicuous mention of  Korea at the very starting point of  
the foundation myth leads us “to regard Korea as the original 
home of  the gods of  heaven.” Chamberlain (1981: 137-8), who 
had translated the Kojiki into English, notes the Motowori’s 
attempt to delete the word Korea: “though not daring actually to 
alter the characters (of  the original text), assumes that they are 
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corrupt and in his Kana rendering” omits the sentence 
mentioning Korea. 20 Chamberlain further notes that: “His evident 
reason for wishing to alter the reading is simply and solely to 
conceal the fact that Korea is mentioned in a not unfriendly 
manner, in the traditional account of  the divine age. … [There] is 
no excuse for so dishonest a treatment of  the text he undertakes 
to commentate.”  

A modern-day tourist will find the “Paekche Village” 
(also called Nan-go Village) about forty kilometers inland from 
Hyūga city towards the Kyūshū Mountains, whose 3,000 
inhabitants still believe they are descendants of  the Paekche 
people. Numerous artifacts used by the Paekche conquerors were 
excavated from the area, and hence the Japanese government had 
financed the construction of  West Shōsoin, an exact duplicate of  
the Shōsoin (Imperial Treasure House) in Nara, using Kiso 
cypress. 21 Inside the museum, tourists first find introductions to 
the history and legends of  Paekche, along with an ancient bronze 
bell said to have been brought there from Paekche.  
 
 
6. Eastern Conquest Commencing from the Hyūga Base 
 

In 372 (252, without the two-cycle correction), “Ku-zeo 
and the others again came along … and presented a seven-
branched sword and a seven-little-one-mirror, with various other 
objects of  great value” [to Homuda].22 Quite surprisingly, this 
Seven-branched Sword is still preserved at the Ison-kami Shrine. 
(See Appendix 6.1.) 
 The Kojiki states: “[Homuda], dwelling with his elder 
brother Ituse in the palace of  Takachiho, consulted him and said: 
‘Where (would it be best) to dwell in order to carry on the 
government of  the kingdom peacefully? I am thinking of  going 
eastward.’ Thus, departing from Hiuga, he journeyed to Tsukusi 
[northern Kyūshū]. From there he sailed to...the land of  Aki [the 
modern-day Aki District, Hiroshima Prefecture].” 23   
  The Nihongi states: “Going onwards, [Homuda] entered 
the land of  Kibi [the modern-day Oka-yama City], and built a 
temporary palace, in which he dwelt. It was called the Palace of  
Takashima. Three years passed, during which time he set in order 
the helms of  his ships, and prepared a store of  provisions. It was 

20 Motowori Norinaga (1730-1801) was 

the leader of the so-called Kokugaku 

(National Learning) tradition that 

supposedly takes words and phrases in 

the Kojiki and Nihongi literally, and then 

interprets their meaning in the most 

nationalistic way. 

 
21 The journey to Paekche Village takes 

1 hour and 10 minutes by the bus for 

Naka-yama from the Hyūga Bus Center 

in front of JR Hyūga city station. 

Tourists get off at Kudara-no-

Yakatamae bus stop at the Nan-go 

village. Few people know of the 

existence of the Nish-no-Shōsoin 

because the Japanese Government is 

reluctant to advertise its presence to 

the world. 

 
22 神功 攝政五十二年 久氐等…獻
七枝刀一口 七子鏡一面 及種種重
寶 (NI: 359/N1: 251) 

 
23 神倭伊波禮毘古命 與其…兄五瀨
命 二柱坐高千穗宮而議云 坐何地
者 平聞看天下之政 猶思東行 卽自
日向發 幸行筑紫…亦從其國上幸而 
於阿岐國 (K: 148/PK: 163-4)  

 
神日本磐余彦天皇...謂諸兄及子等
曰 昔我天神 高皇産靈尊...擧此 豐
葦原瑞穗國 而授天祖...瓊瓊杵... 
是時 運屬鴻荒 時鍾草昧...何不就
而都之乎 (NI: 189/N1: 110-1)  

At the presumed point of Homuda’s 

departure on the Hyūga sea coast, at 

the mouth of a stream, modern-day 

tourists will find a huge signboard 

stating “The Birthplace of Japanese 
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Imperial Navy” which was erected by an 

admiral of the old Japanese imperial 

navy at his own expense. 

 
24 神武 卽位前紀...至安藝國... 徙
入吉備國 起行館以居之...積三年間 
脩舟檝 蓄兵食 將欲以一擧而平天
下也 (NI: 191/N1: 112)  

 
25 神武 卽位前紀...皇師遂東...方到
難波之碕 會有奔潮太急 因以名爲
浪速國 亦曰浪花 今謂難波訛也... 
遡流而上 徑至河內國 (NI: 191)  

 
皇師勒兵 步趣龍田 而其路狹嶮 人
不得幷行 乃還更欲東踰膽駒山 而
入中洲 時長髓彦聞之曰 夫天神子
等所以來者 必將奪我國 則盡起屬
兵...與之會戰 有流矢中五瀨命肱脛 
皇師不能進戰...今我是日神子孫 而
向日征虜 此逆天道也 不若退還示
弱 禮祭神祇 背負日神之威 隨影壓
躡...乃...進到于紀國...而五瀨命薨 

(NI: 193-195/N1: 112-3)  

 

故從其國上行之時 經浪速之渡而 
泊…津 此時登美…毘古 興軍待向
以戰…於是…五瀨命於御手負登美
毘古之痛矢串 故爾詔 吾者爲日神
之御子 向日而戰不良 故負賤奴之
痛手 自今者行廻而背負日以擊期而 

(K: 150/PK: 48-9)   

 
26 到紀國男之水門而詔 負賤奴之手
乎死 男建而崩...故神倭伊波禮毘古
命 從其地廻行 到熊野村之時...熊
野之高倉下 賷一橫刀…天照大神 
高木神...召建御雷神 而詔…我御子
等 不平坐良志 此二字以音 其葦原
中國者 專汝所言向之國 故汝建御

his desire by a single effort to subdue the Empire. ” 24 King Keun 
Chogo of  Paekche died in 375. 

The Nihongi continues: “The imperial forces at length 
proceeded eastwards, the prow of  one ship touching the stern of  
another. Just when they reached Cape Naniha they encountered a 
current of  great swiftness [at the Akashi Straight]. Proceeding 
upwards [from the Gulf  of  Ōsaka] against the stream, they went 
straight on, and arrived at the port … in the township of  Kusaka 
[a wharf  nearby the modern-day Kusaka-cho, East Ōsaka City], in 
the province of  Kawachi. The imperial forces in martial array 
marched on to Tatsuta. The road was narrow and precipitous, and 
the men were unable to march abreast, so they returned and again 
endeavored to go eastward, crossing over Mount Ikoma [a small 
mountain range on the limits of  Kawachi and Yamato]. In this 
way they entered the inner country. Now when Nagasune heard 
this, he said: --‘The object of  the children of  the Heavenly Deity 
in coming hither is assuredly to rob me of  my country.’ So he 
straightway levied all the forces under his dominion, and 
intercepted them at the Hill of  Kusaka. A battle was engaged, and 
Itsuse was hit by a random arrow on the elbow. [Homuda said]: --
‘I am the descendant of  the Sun-Goddess, and if  I proceed 
against the Sun to attack the enemy, I shall act contrary to the way 
of  Heaven. Better to retreat and make a show of  weakness. Then 
sacrificing to the God of  Heaven and Earth, and bringing on our 
backs the might of  the Sun-Goddess, let us follow her rays and 
trample them down.”25  

The Nihongi continues: “From this place they journeyed 
on and arrived at the river-mouth of  Wo in the land of  Ki [at the 
mouth of  the Ki River of  Wakayama City], where Ituse died in the 
army. [At Han-seong, King Keun Kusu] summoned and 
commanded …, saying: --‘I still hear a sound of  disturbance from 
the Central Land of  Reed Plains. Our offspring seem to be in 
difficulties. Here is the [long] sword with which I pacified the 
land. Send it down!”26 The Kojiki records that the “Pacifying Long 
Sword” is also preserved at the Isonokami Shrine, the place where 
the Seven-branched Sword [that was sent to Homuda by Keun 
Chogo in 372] is now preserved. Apparently, the “Pacifying Long 
Sword” was lost sometime after the Kojiki was compiled. 

Homuda and his army apparently could not make their 
way up the Ki River towards the Yamato hinterland, which 

Frontal Attack on Inner Country; Retreat  
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constitutes the logical short-cut, most likely due to the presence 
of  an adversary blocking the route.  

The Nihongi continues: “The army arrived at the village 
of  …, where they put to death the… Here they embarked in the 
rock-boat of  Heaven, and proceeded onwards by slow degrees. In 
the midst of  the sea, they suddenly met with a violent wind. 
[Homuda] cried: --‘My ancestors were Heavenly Deities, and my 
mother was a Goddess of  the Sea.’ Leading his army forward, 
[Homuda] arrived at Port Arazaka in Kumano [the modern-day 
Shingū City], where he put to death the… A person called 
Takakurazi of  Kumano came bringing the sword [i.e., the 
Pacifying Long Sword sent by King Keun Kusu]. All of  the unruly 
deities in the Kumano Mountains were of  themselves cut down. 
[Homuda] then endeavored to advance into the interior, but 
among the mountains it was so precipitous that there was no road 
by which they could travel, and they wandered about not knowing 
whither to direct their march. [At Han-seong, King Keun Kusu] 
said:--‘I will now send thee the Yatagarasu. Make it thy guide 
through the land.’  Guided by the direction taken by Yatagarasu, 
[Homuda] arrived at the lower reaches of  the Yoshino River [in 
Yoshino District, Nara Prefecture]. From here they pierced their 
way across and came to the district of  Lower Uda [the modern-
day Uda District, Nara Prefecutre].”27 

The metaphor of  Kojiki reads: “Takaki commanded, 
giving these instructions … do not proceed further … we will 
now dispatch a giant crow … Follow after it and continue your 
journey… Following the giant crow, they arrived at the lower 
reaches of  Yoshino River.” 28 A modern-day tourist traveling the 
winding, narrow roads from Kumano to Yoshino River will come 
across a large flag with the crow symbol at a mountain village 
junction. Over the mountain, one sees another mountain. In the 
old days, one would surely have gotten lost without an expert 
guide. The Yoshino River rises in the Kamagamori Mountain, 
passes through Awa, and enters the Pacific Ocean. It is considered 
the third longest river in Japan.  
 
 
7. Pacifying the Yamato Region and Founding a New Kingdom 
 
 The Nihongi continues: “[In 382, Homuda] wished to 

雷神可降 爾答曰 僕雖不降 專平其
國之橫刀 可降是刀 此刀者 坐石上
神宮也 降此刀狀者 穿高倉下之倉
頂 (K: 150-2)  

番仁岐命 初降于高千嶺 神倭天皇 
經歷于秋津嶋…天劒獲於高倉…大
烏導於吉野 列儛攘賊…敬神祇 所
以稱賢后 望烟而撫黎元 (K: 42) 

 
27 軍至…邑則誅…遂越…海中卒遇
暴風…時…歎曰…吾祖則天神 母則
海神…至熊野荒坂津 因誅…者…天
照大神…曰 夫葦原中國猶聞喧擾之
響焉…而下予平國之劒…旣而皇師 
欲趣中洲 而山中嶮絶 無復可行之
路…天照大神訓于天皇曰 朕今遣頭
八咫烏 宜以爲鄕導者…乃尋鳥所
向…遂達于田下縣…至吉野 (NI: 195

-9/N1: 114-6)  

 
28 高木大神之命以覺白之 天神御子 
自此於奧方莫使入行 荒神甚多 今
自天遣八咫烏 故其八咫烏引道…從
其八咫烏之後幸行者 到吉野河 (K: 

150-2/PK: 50)  

6.5. Retreating from the inner area of 

Ōsaka to Kii River 紀川, Wakayama 

和歌山, and then landing on Kumano 

(熊野 modern Shingū 新宮) 
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29 爾於宇陀有… 故先遣八咫烏問…
曰 今天神御子幸行 汝等仕奉乎 (K: 

154-156) 

神武元年 頭八咫烏 亦入賞禮 其苗
裔 卽葛野主殿縣主部是也 (NI: 215) 

 

神武 卽位前紀 磯城軍 布滿於磐余
邑...倭國磯城邑 有磯城八十梟帥... 
時勅道臣命 今以高皇産靈尊 朕親
作顯齋 顯齋 此云于圖詩怡破毘 用
汝爲齋主...勒兵而出 先擊八十梟帥
於國見丘 破斬之 (NI: 199-203)  

 
30 神武 卽位前紀...又高尾張邑 有
土蜘蛛...而掩襲殺之 因改號其邑曰
葛城 夫磐余之地...逮我皇師之破虜
也 大軍集而滿於其地 因改號爲磐
余 或曰...磯城八十梟帥 於彼處屯
聚居之 果與天皇大戰 遂爲皇師所
滅 故名之曰磐余邑 (NI: 211) 

 

6.6. Heavenly-feathered-arrow 天羽 
羽矢, Koguryeo An-ak Tomb No. 3 

inspect the Land of  Yoshino, so taking personal command of  the 
light troops, he made a progress round by way of… Again there 
was the army of  Yeshiki, which covered all the village of  Ihare. 
There were in the province of  Yamato, in the village of  …, eighty 
Shiki bandits. [Homuda] first of  all attacked the eighty bandits at 
Mount …, routed and slew them. … [Homuda] in person (N1: 
122)” performed a memorial service for [Jin Zeong].29  King 
Keun Kusu of  Paekche also died in 384. 

The Nihongi continues: “There were … Tsuchi-gumo at 
the village of  Takawohari (in Yamato). The Imperial troops slew 
them. Wherefore, the name of  that village was changed to 
Katsuraki. It is in the land of  Ihare. Its ancient name was Kataru. 
When the Imperial forces routed the enemy, a great army 
assembled and filled that country. Its name was accordingly 
changed to Ihare.”30 

The Nihongi continues: “The Imperial army proceeded in 
great force to attack the… They arrived at Osaka [in the modern-
day Sakurai City, Nara Prefecture]… [Homuda] crossed …, and, 
going round the rear, attacked … from two sides and put them to 
the rout. The [Homuda’s] army at length attacked Nagasune and 
fought with him repeatedly. … Now Nagasune sent a foot-
messenger, who addressed the [Homuda], saying: ‘There was 
formerly a child of  the Heavenly Deity [a Paekche person], who 
came down from Heaven to dwell here. … His name was 
Nigihayahi. He took to wife my younger sister. … Therefore I did 
take (him) … for my Lord, and did service to him. Can it be that 
there are two seeds of  the children of  the Heavenly Deity?’ 
[Homuda] said: ‘There are many children of  the Heavenly Deity.’ 
…[Homuda] showed to Nagasune the single Heavenly-feathered-
arrow [appearing in the Koguryeo An-ak Tomb No. 3 mural] and 
quiver which he wore. When Nagasune saw the heavenly token he 
became more and more embarrassed. But the murderous weapons 
were already prepared, and things were in such a state that he was 
unable to pause his career. Therefore, he adhered to his misguided 
scheme, and would not alter his purpose. Nigihayahi, knowing 
from the first that the Heavenly Deity had simply generously 
bestowed the Empire on the Heavenly Grandchild [Homuda], and 
that in view of  the perverse disposition of  Nagasune it would be 
useless to instruct him in the relation of  Heaven to Man [Lord 
and Vassal], put him to death. … [Homuda], who from the first 

Single-Heavenly-Feathered-Arrow 
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had heard that Nigihayahi had come from Heaven [Paekche], 
finding that he now had actually performed faithful service, 
accordingly praised him, and was gracious to him. He was the 
ancestor of  the Mononobe House.” 31  

On a day [in 388], Homuda proclaimed:--“During the six 
years that our expedition against the East has lasted, … the 
wicked bands have met death. It is true that the frontier lands are 
still unpurified, and that a remnant of  evil is still refractory. But in 
the region of  the Central Land there is no more wind and dust. 
Truly we should make a vast and spacious capital, and plan it great 
and strong. At present things are in a crude and obscure 
condition, and the people’s minds are unsophisticated. … Their 
manners are simply what is customary. Now if  a great man were 
to establish laws, justice could not fail to flourish. When I observe 
the Kashihabara plain, which lies southwest of  Mount Unebi [a 
hill between the villages of  Shiraka City and Masuge in Yamato], it 
seems the Center of  the Land. I must set it in order. Two years 
later, Year [390], Spring, 1st month, 1st day, [Homuda] assumed 
the Imperial Dignity in the Palace of  Kashihabara.”32   
  
 
8. Paekche Congratulating the Birth of  New Kingdom in the 
Japanese Islands 
 
 The Nihongi records: “Ku-zeo and the rest arrived from 
Paekche [in 391], and said to [Homuda]: ‘The vast blessings of  the 
Celestial Court reached afar to our mean village, and our king 
[King Chin-sa, r.385-92, the second son of  Keun Kusu] capered 
with delight. Out of  the fullness of  his heart he has sent a mission 
in token of  his great sincerity. Though it comes to the ten 
thousandth year, in what year shall we fail to attend thy Court?’ 
Hereupon [Homuda] addressed the [ministers], saying: --‘We owe 
it to Heaven and not to man that we have a friendly country like 
Paekche. It brings constantly…tribute of  trinkets and rarities… 
We, seeing this true affection, are always rejoiced at it, and so long 
as we live will heartily bestow on it our favor. We, in accordance 
with the divine testimony, having for the first time laid open a 
road, subdued the lands west of  the sea [Ma-han] and granted 
them to Paekche, would now again draw closer the bonds of  
friendship and make lasting our loving bounty.’ ”33 

31 神武 卽位前紀 皇師遂擊長髓彦 
連戰不能取勝...時長髓彦 乃遣行
人...曰 嘗有天神之子 乘天磐船 自
天降之 號曰…饒速日…是娶吾妹...
故吾以饒速日命 爲君而奉焉 夫天
神之子 豈有兩種乎...天皇曰天神子
亦多耳...然而凶器已構 其勢不得中
休...饒速日命 本知天神慇懃 唯天
孫是與 且見夫長髓彦稟性愎恨 不
可敎以天人之際 乃殺之帥其衆而歸
順焉 天皇素聞饒速日命 是自天降
者 而今果立忠效則褒而寵之 此物
部氏之遠祖也 (NI: 209-211/N1: 128) 

 
32 神武 卽位前紀...自我東征 於玆
六年矣 賴以皇天之威凶徒就戮 雖
邊土未淸 餘妖尙梗 而中洲之地 無
復風塵 誠宜恢廓皇都 規摹大壯而
今運屬屯蒙 民心朴素 巢棲穴住 習
俗惟常 夫大人立制 義必隨時 苟有
利民...觀夫畝傍山...東南橿原地者 
蓋國之墺區乎 可治之...天皇卽帝位
於橿原宮...於畝傍之橿原也 (NI: 213

/N1: 131-2)  

 

神功 攝政三年 立譽田別皇子 爲皇
太子 因以 都於磐余 (NI: 349) 

 
33 神功 攝政五十年 久氐等奏曰 天
朝鴻澤 遠及弊邑 吾王歡喜踊躍 不
任于心 故因還使 以致至誠 雖逮萬
世 何年非朝 (NI: 357/N1: 250)  

 

攝政五十一年 百濟王亦遣久氐朝貢 
於是皇太后語太子...曰 朕所交親百
濟國者 是天所致 非由人故 玩好珍
物 先所未有...常來貢獻…每用喜焉 
如朕存時 敦加恩惠...朕從神所驗 
始開道路 平定海西 以賜百濟 今復 
厚結好 永寵賞之 (NI: 357-9/N1: 250) 

 

Paekche Congratulates Birth of New Kingdom
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6.7. Miwa 三輪 in Yamato Area 

 
34 According to the Nihongi, these 

statements were addressed by King 

Keun Chogo to his grandson, Prince 

Chim-nyu (r.384-5). 

 

神功 攝政五十二年 秋九月 久氐
等... 仍啓曰 臣國以西有水 源出自
谷那鐵山 其邈七日行之 不及當飮
是水 便取是山鐵 以永奉聖朝 乃謂
孫枕流王曰 今我所通 海東貴國 是
天所啓 是以垂天恩 割海西而賜我 
由是國基永固 汝當善脩和好 聚斂
土物 奉貢不絶 (NI: 359/N1: 251)  

 
35 See Farris (1998: 71-73).  

Wong (1980) notes that “since large-

scale iron ore excavation in Yamato did 

not take place until the eighth century, it 

is reasonable to suppose that the 

Korean states were the main suppliers 

of iron from the fifth century on.” 

Paekche discovered iron at the Mount Cheol-san and 
promised to supply the iron acquired from this mountain to the 
Yamato court.  

The Nihongi records: “Ku-zeo and the others again came 
along and … addressed [Homuda], saying: --‘West of…country 
there is a river-source which issues from Mount Cheol-san in 
Kong-na. … [H]aving gotten the iron of  this mountain, [we will] 
wait upon the sage Court for all ages.’ [King A-shin, r.392-405, the 
grandson of  Keun Kusu] addressed his [son], Prince [Cheon-ji, 
r.405-20], saying: --‘The honorable country east of  the sea with 
which we are now in communication has been opened to us by 
Heaven. Therefore does it bestow on us Celestial bounty, and 
dividing off  the land west of  the sea [Ma-han], has granted it to 
us. Consequently the foundation of  our land is confirmed for 
ever. Thou [Cheon-ji] shouldst cultivate well its friendship, and 
having collected our national products, wait on it with tribute 
without ceasing.”34  

The quantity of  iron excavated from the burial sites of  
all types in Japanese Islands grew dramatically in the early fifth 
century and, what is more, the source for all of  this iron must 
have been the Korean Peninsula, at least until iron sand was finally 
discovered in the Japanese Islands in the sixth century.35 
 Some of  the Nihongi is touching: “We owe it to Heaven 
and not to man that we have a friendly country like Paekche … 
[S]o long as we live will heartily bestow on it our favor. … 
We…would…draw closer the bonds of  friendship and make 
lasting our loving bounty,” that were told by the ruler of  Yamato 
Kingdom, and “East of  the sea … has been opened to us by 
Heaven. … Consequently the foundation of  our land is 
confirmed for ever. Thou shouldst cultivate well its friendship,” 
that were told by the ruler of  Paekche to his son.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We Owe It to Heaven and Not to Man 
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Appendix 6.1. The Seven-Branched Sword 
 

The Seven-branched Sword that is preserved at the 
Isono-kami Shrine is believed to be the sword that is spoken of  in 
the Nihongi as having been sent by the King Keun Chogo of  
Paekche to the Jingū’s court in 372 (252, without the two-cycle 
correction).36 The Nihongi portrays Prince Homuda as a 52-year 
old (second) son of  the 83-year old Regent Jingū, and the heir 
apparent to the throne at that time.  

According to the Nihongi record on the extensive 
pen/insular military activities in 399 (involving the Yamato 
soldiers, Paekche generals, King Keun Chogo, and the Crown 
Prince Keun Kusu), Homuda and his followers seem to have 
departed the Korean Peninsula c.369-70. Apparently as a symbolic 
gesture of  well-wishing for his endeavor and solidarity with his 
new kingdom, the king of  Paekche seems to have bestowed the 
Seven-branched Sword upon Homuda, who was undertaking the 
conquest of  the Japanese Islands. The inscription on the Seven-
branched Sword says that the sword was manufactured on the 
sixteenth of  April or May in 369, and the Nihongi says that the 
sword was delivered to Homuda in September 372, most likely 
soon after he landed on the Japanese Islands.  

Taking account of  the fact that so many people from the 
Korean Peninsula had already crossed the sea to settle in the 
Japanese Islands, official evidence to testify visually to the 
mandate of  the Paekche court (bestowed upon Homuda as the 
ruler of  the new kingdom) was presumably expected to enhance 
the cooperation of  the old settlers and facilitate the conquest. It is 
a real surprise that this Seven-branched Sword is still preserved at 
the Isonkami Shrine in Tenri City, Nara Prefecture. 

The full translation of  the inscription on the sword may 
be read as follows: “On May sixteenth, the fourth year of  Tai-he 
[369], the day of  Byung-O, at noon, this seven-branched sword 
was manufactured with hundred-times-wrought iron. As this 
sword has a magical power to rout the enemy, it is sent [bestowed] 
to the king of  a vassal state. Manufactured by □□□□. Never has 
there been such a sword. The Crown Prince of  Paekche, who 
owes his life to the august King, had this sword made for the king 
of  Yamato [or the king of  vassal state]. Hope that it be 
transmitted and shown to posterity.”37  

 

6.8. Seven-branched Sword 

奈良縣 天理市 石上神宮 七支刀 

 

36 神功 攝政五十二年 久氐等...則
獻 七枝刀一口 (NI: 359)  

 
37 石上神宮七支刀銘文  
泰□四年□月十六日丙午正陽造 百
練鐵七支刀 生辟百兵 宜供供 侯王 
□□□□作 先世以來未有此刀  百
慈王世□奇生聖音 故爲倭王旨造 
傳示後世   See Hong (1994: 251-4). 

According to the Jinshu, an embassy 

from Paekche had arrived at the court 

of Eastern Jin in 372, and then a Jin 
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envoy was sent to Paekche, granting 

Keun Chogo the title of “General 

Stabilizing the East and Governor of 

Lelang.” Using the reign title of Eastern 

Jin to designate the year 369, therefore, 

does not seem unnatural. 

 
38 Quoted by Saeki (1977).  

 
39 繼體 二十三年 任那王己能末多
干岐 來朝 (NII: 39-41)  

雄略 七年 新羅王...乃使人於任那
王曰...伏請救於日本府行軍元帥等 
由是 任那王勸…往救新羅 (NI: 479)  

 
40 三國志 魏書 第三十 烏丸鮮卑東
夷傳 韓傳 韓在帶方之南...有三種 
一曰馬韓 二曰辰韓 三曰弁韓...馬
韓在西 有...伯濟國...凡五十餘國...
弁辰亦十二國…彌烏邪馬國…狗邪
國…斯盧國 
 
宋書 卷九十七 列傳 夷蠻 倭國 興
死弟武立 自稱使持節都督倭百濟新
羅任那加羅秦韓慕韓七國諸軍事 安 
東大將軍 倭國王 
 
廣開土王碑文 九年 百殘違誓 與倭
和通…敎遣步騎五萬 往救新羅 從
男居城至新羅城 倭滿其中 官軍方
至 倭賊退 自倭背急追至任那加羅 
從拔城 城卽歸服  
 

41 According to Egami, it was Mima-ki 

who crossed over to Kyūshū from the 

Mima-na area in Kaya and occupied it, 

while it was his descendant Homuda 

who carried out the conquest eastward 

to Kinki region and established the 

Yamato kingdom.  

As usual, most Japanese scholars have tried to turn the 
inscription around and cast Paekche as the “vassal state” by 
reading the inscription “respectively presenting the sword to the 
Emperor by the Paekche King.” Ueda Masaaki is rather an 
exception among Japanese historians because he “has maintained 
that the Seven-branched Sword was ‘bestowed’ on the Wa ruler by 
the king of  Paekche.” Ueda “based his interpretation on the 
argument that the term ‘koo’ [hou-wang] appearing in the inscription 
is written in the commanding tone of  a superior addressing an 
inferior, exemplified by the sentence reading ‘hand down [this 
sword] to posterity.’ ”38 
 
 
Appendix 6.2. The Mimana [Imna] Story 
  

Morishima (1982: 21-30), a distinguished economist, 
writes: “Since about 370, the Japanese had occupied the southern 
tip of  the Korean Peninsula. This Japanese territory … was called 
Mimana … Japan had also had extensive influence in Paekche and 
Silla from about the same time, and they paid tribute to her.” 
Morishima’s story is simply a faint recitation from his childhood 
memory of  the Meiji-style history textbook. A typical Japanese 
version of  the Korea-Japan relations goes as follows (Kuno, 1937: 
193, 234-42): “The power of  Japan to rule in Korea began with 
the creation of  the State of  Mimana as her protectorate. … It is a 
widely accepted historical fact that prior to the seventh century a 
sort of  suzerain and tributary relationship existed between Japan 
and the kingdoms and states in southern Korea. … In 1910, when 
Korea was annexed to Japan, the Japanese magazine History and 
Geography … issued a special edition … [and] the chief  editor 
made the following statement … ‘This great accomplishment may 
be regarded … as the restoration of  Japan’s ruling power in Korea 
that she lost in the seventh century’…” 

The Nihongi writes “Imna” in Chinese characters and 
reads it “Mima-na,” and then lets it represent either the entire 
Kaya Federation, the Imna state ruled by the King of  Imna, or the 
place where, the Nihongi claims, the Omi [Minister] of  the Mima-
na Yamato Authority had resided.39 The Kojiki contains no 
references to Mima-na. 

The list of  12 Pyun-han states recorded in the Dongyi-
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zhuan includes “Mioyama” [presumably indicating Mima] and 
“Kuya” [presumably indicating Kaya or Kara]. These Pyun-han 
states had evolved into the Kaya Federation that often appears in 
the Chinese chronicles by the two representative names, Imna 
(read Mima-na in the Nihongi) and Kara. According to the Songshu, 
the Yamato rulers listed “Imna and Kara” together with the 
extinct “Ma-han and Chin-han” with “Yamato, Paekche and Silla,” 
putting them on an equal footing. Since the names of  “Imna and 
Kara” appear side by side as a rather conspicuous couple also in 
the Kwang-gae-to’s epitaph as well as in the Samguk-sagi, one 
might well assume that Pyun-han had evolved into the Imna 
League and the Kara League, and these two minor leagues 
constituted the whole Kaya Federation.40  

According to the Nihongi (N1: 166-7), a prince of  the 
Great Kara came to the Japanese Islands, and the Emperor Suinin 
urged him to change the name of  his country to the name of  his 
father, Mima-ki (Sujin), and that was the reason why the Great 
Kara came to be called Mima-na. Egami (1964) notes that “it is 
more probable, however, that the derivation is in the opposite 
direction, and that the element mima in the name of  the Emperor 
Sujin is derived from the word Mima-na [Great Kara].” 41 

The Nihongi (NII: 80) records in 562: “Mima-na [Kaya 
Federation] was destroyed. The general term Mima-na includes 
the states called separately Kara, Ara, Saiki, Tara, Cholma, Kocha, 
Chata, Sanpanha, Kwison, and Imnye, in all ten states.”42 To this 
list we may add Tak-sun, Tok-ki-tan and South Kara that had been 
conquered by Silla in the early sixth century. The rulers of  both 
Paekche and the Yamato Kingdom did their best to reestablish the 
Kaya Federation (called Mima-na here), an effort that turned out 
to be futile. 

The Nihongi records the dying words of  Yamato King 
Kimmei (r.531-71), exhorting the Heir Apparent to restore Mima-
na [the Kaya Federation], and “renewing a relationship like that of  
a husband and wife just as it was in former days (N2: 89).”43 
Japanese historians apparently read the “husband and wife 
relationship” as the “suzerain and colony relationship.”  

In the Nihongi, we find such expressions as Yamato 
Authorities of  Mima-na, Governor of  Mima-na, and Yamato 
Government House in Mima-na which, by themselves, may lead 
one to believe in some kind of  colonial status for the Kaya 

垂仁 二年 是歲 任那人…欲歸于國
…一云 御間城天皇之世 額有角人
乘一船泊于..意富加羅國王之子 
...是時遇天皇崩 便留之仕活目天皇 
逮于三年 天皇問…欲歸汝國耶...改
汝本國名 追負御間城天皇御名便爲
汝國名…返于本土 故號其國謂彌摩
那國 其是之緣也 (NI: 257-259)  
 
42 欽明 二十三年 新羅打滅任那官
家 任那滅焉 總言任那 別言 加羅
國 安羅國 斯二岐國 多羅國 卒麻國 
古嵯國 子他國 散半下國 乞飡國 稔
禮國 合十國 (NII: 119)  
 

43 欽明 三十二年 天皇寢疾不豫 皇
太子向外不在 驛馬召到 引入臥內 
執其手詔曰 朕疾甚 以後事屬汝 汝
須打新羅  死無恨之 封建任那 更造 
夫婦 惟如舊日 (NII: 131)  

 
44 欽明 二年 安羅次旱岐…加羅上首
位…卒麻旱岐…多羅下旱岐…斯二
岐旱岐…子他旱岐等 與任那日本部
吉備臣往赴百濟俱聽詔書 (NI:68-71) 

 
45 欽明 二年 百濟本記云…乃謂任
那曰 昔我先祖速古王貴首王與故旱
岐等始約和親 式爲兄弟 於是 我以
汝爲子弟 汝以我爲父兄 (NII: 73-77) 

 
欽明 二年 百濟 聖明王謂任那旱岐
等言…昔我先祖速古王貴首王之世 
安羅加羅 卓淳旱岐等 初遣使相 通
厚結親 好以爲子弟 (NI: 68-71) 
 

46 繼體 二十四年 任那使奏云...日
本人與任那人 頻以兒息 諍訟難決 
(NII: 43-5)  
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欽明二年…日本卿等 久住任那之國 
近接新羅之境…僞和任那 如斯感激
任那日本府者 (NII: 73-7)  

 

欽明 四年 詔百濟曰…在任那之下
韓百濟郡令城主 宜附日本府…且夫
任那者爲爾國之棟梁…爾須早建…
聖明王曰 是月乃遣施德... 召任那 
執事與日本府執事 (NII: 77-79)  

 

欽明 五年 又謂日本府卿任那旱岐
等曰 夫建任那之國...將出在下韓之
百濟郡令城主 唯聞此說 不聞任那
與日本府 會於百濟 (NII: 78-83) 

 

欽明 五年 今日本府臣及任那國執
事宜來聽勅…安羅王加羅王 俱遣使 
同奏天皇 (NII: 83-91)  

 
欽明 十三年 百濟加羅安羅遣… 詔
曰 今百濟王 安羅王 加羅王 與日
本府臣等 俱遣使奏 (NII: 101-103)  

 
47 應神 七年 高麗人 百濟人 任那
人 新羅人 並來朝 (NI: 367/N1: 257))  

 
48 神功 攝政五十年 久氐等奏曰…
皇太后勅云 善哉汝言是朕懷也 增
賜多沙城爲往還路驛  (NI: 357)  

 

繼體 二十三年 百濟王 謂下哆唎國
守…曰…請以加羅多沙津爲臣朝貢
津路 (NII: 37) 

 
於是 加羅王謂勅使云 此津從置官
家 以來爲臣朝貢津涉安得輒 改賜
隣國 違元所封限地…是月…勅勸新
羅更建南加羅㖨己呑 (NII: 38-41)  

 

 

Federation with respect to the Yamato Kingdom. However, in the 
Nihongi, there also appear entities with such titles as: King of  
Imna, King of  Tak-sun, King of  Kara, King of  Ara, Kanki of  
Kucha, Lord of  Cholma, Lord of  Saiki, Lord of  Sanpanha, and 
Kanki of  Chata. The titles of  these entities indeed are not 
consistent with any kind of  colonial status for any member states 
of  the Kaya Federation.44  

The Nihongi (NII: 44-5) records a statement made by the 
King Seong-myung (r.523-54) of  Paekche: “In past times, my 
ancestors, King Keun Chogo and King Keun Kusu, were first 
joined in amity with the former Kanki [of  Kaya Federation]. They 
became as if  they were brethren. I therefore look upon you as my 
children or younger brothers, and you regard me as a father or 
elder brother. … From that time to this, I have sedulously 
maintained friendship with my neighbors and always dealt 
honestly with the allied countries.”45 

In the Nihongi, we further find various expressions which 
suggest the existence of  a Yamato entity clearly separate from the 
native Imna entity within the Imna area itself, such as: “disputes 
between the people of  Yamato and the people of  Imna”; “the 
high Yamato officials … long resident in the land of  Imna … 
maintain a false appearance of  amity with Imna”; “the Agent of  
Imna and the Agent of  the Yamato authority”; “instructions to 
the Yamato authorities and to Imna”; and “villages of  the Yamato 
domain of  Imna.” The Nihongi even contains a passage suggesting 
the existence of  Paekche people as a separate entity in Imna: “the 
Paekche prefects and governors of  castles resident in the part of  
Lower Kara which belongs to Imna [called Mima-na].”46 

In the seventh year of  Ōjin [396], the Nihongi records: 
“Men of  Koguryeo, men of  Paekche, men of  Mima-na (written 
Imna in Chinese characters), and men of  Silla all together 
attended the Court.” In this sentence, the Imna (read Mima-na in 
the Nihongi) is placed on an equal footing with Koguryeo, Paekche, 
and Silla, apparently indicating the entire Kaya Federation and 
without implicating any colonial status for it.47  

Because of  the intimate relationship that had been 
maintained with Paekche, the successive Yamato rulers apparently 
tried to maintain a port facility at the southern tip of  the Korean 
Peninsula “to serve as a station in going and returning (N1: 
250).”48 According to the Nihongi, there was a “port of  passage” 
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with Yamato troops and residents, and there existed an official 
entity called “Mima-na Yamato Authority.” The efforts by Yamato 
rulers to secure a crossing route to Paekche seem to have been 
exaggerated out of  all proportion by those Japanese who wanted 
to justify the invasion of  Korea in the late nineteenth century into 
the story of  Japanese colonization of  the southern part of  the 
Korean Peninsula for more than two centuries. 

The status of  the port facility called Mima-na may be 
compared to that of  the Dutch trading station at Nagasaki (1609-
1856) or the port of  entry for Japanese ships and cargoes called 
Wae-gwan at modern-day Pusan, where a large number of  Japanese 
were allowed to reside (after 1512) under the surveillance of  
Chosun officials.49 

Nagasaki: (top) 出島阿蘭屋輔景 木版 (bottom) 出島圖 (絹彩色) 
 

49 At first (in 1443), three ports (Naei-

po, Pusan-po and Yeom-po) were 

opened to the Japanese, and trading 

and living quarters were established in 

each to enable the Japanese to 

conduct their business. See Lee (1984: 

191-2). 

6.9. The Cho-ryang Wae-gwan, Pusan 

 

Choryang Waegwan/Dutch Trading Station
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Artifacts of the Han-seong Paekche Period  

(1) Gold earings from Hui-juk-ri, Jin-cheon; (2) Gold earings (耳飾) and 

spangles (瓔珞) from the mid-4th to early 5th century Seok-chon-dong No. 86 

site, Seoul; (3) Gold earings from the mid-4th to early 5th century Ju-seong-ri 

Tomb No. 2, Cheong-won; (4) Iron shovel edge (鐵鍤) from the 3rd century Ha-

cheon-ri No. 1 site, Jung-won; (5) Iron hoe (鐵鋤) and U-shaped rion edge from 

the late 3rd to early 5th century Mongchon Toseong site, Seoul; and (6) iron 

sickle (鐵鎌), axe (鐵斧), axle head (車軸頭) from the mid-3rd century  

Ju-weol-ri site, Pa-ju, Kyung-gi-do  

(top) Pottery stand (高杯形器臺) from 

the late 3rd to early 5th century Bong-

myung-dong site, Cheong-ju,  

(middle) Cup with handle (把杯) from 

the late 4th to early 5th century period 

Mongchon Toseong site, Seoul, and  

(bottom) Iron horseshoe (蹄鐵) from 

the same Mongchon Toseong site. 
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7.1. The Annalects of Confucius 

論語 第五編 公冶長 written on 

wooden tablets excavated in 2005 at 

the 4th century Paekche fortress in  

Ke-yang-ku, In-cheon 

 
7.2. Inkstone (top) Misa-dong, Ha-nam; 

and (bottom) Kung-nam-ji, Puyeo. 

 
1 亦百濟國主照古王 以牡馬壹疋 牝
馬壹疋 付阿知吉師以貢上 此阿知
吉師者 阿直史等之祖…又科賜百濟
國 若有賢人者貢上 故 受命以貢上
人 名和邇吉師 卽論語十卷 千字文
一卷…此和邇吉師者文首等祖…又
貢 上手人韓鍛 名卓素 亦吳服西素
二人也 又…及知釀酒人 名仁番 亦

CHAPTER SEVEN 

MASSIVE INFLUX OF THE PAEKCHE PEOPLE
FROM THE KOREAN PENINSULA 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Influx of  the Paekche People from the Korean Peninsula 
 

THE ARRIVAL OF HORSES OFFICIALLY RECORDED 
We owe to the Kojiki and Nihongi a detailed account of  

the massive influx of  Paekche people from the Korean Peninsula 
into the Yamato region of  the Japanese Islands immediately after 
Homuda (Ōjin) founded the Yamato Kingdom in 390.  

The Nihongi records the official arrival of  horses in the 
Japanese archipelago. The King of  Paekche sent A-chik-ki with 
two quiet horses (one stallion and one mare, specifies the Kojiki) in 
404, the fifteenth year of  Ōjin’s reign. Because A-chik-ki was well 
read in the classics, the Heir Apparent made him his teacher. Ōjin 
asked A-chik-ki whether there were other learned men superior to 
him, and he answered that there was such a man named Wang-in. 
Wang-in arrived from Paekche in 405 (with Confucian Analects 
and Thousand-Character Classics), and the Heir Apparent learned 
various books from him. A-chik-ki became the ancestor of  the 
Scribes, and Wang-in became the ancestor of  the Chief  Writers. 
The Kojiki adds that the King of  Paekche also sent a blacksmith, a 
weaver, and a man who knew how to brew wine. The latter 
brewed a great wine and King Ōjin greatly rejoiced in that wine.1 

The Nihongi records the construction of  a reservoir in 
396, the seventh year of  Ōjin’s reign, by a group of  people from 
the Korean Peninsula. The Kojiki records that there came some 
people from Silla who constructed a reservoir under the 
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command of  Take-uchi, and that the reservoir was called 
“Paekche reservoir.” The Nihongi records that the King of  
Paekche sent a seamstress named Chin-mo-chin in 403, who 
became the ancestress of  the seamstresses of  Kume.2  
 
MASSIVE INFLUX OF THE PAEKCHE PEOPLE IN THE FIFTH CENTURY 

According to the Nihongi, Kung-wol, the progenitor of  
the Hata clan, arrived at Yamato in the fourteenth year of  Ōjin’s 
reign (403) from “Paekche,” leading people from 120 provinces. 
Achi, the progenitor of  the Yamato Aya clan, also arrived with 
people from 17 provinces in the twentieth year of  Ōjin (409).3 
The records of  both Samguk-sagi and King Kwang-gae-to’s epitaph 
corroborate the possible sequence of  a massive movement of  
people from Paekche to the Japanese Islands precisely at this time 
(403-9).  

The Samguk-sagi records that, in the 8th year of  Asin 
(399), “the king wanted to attack Koguryeo and carried out an 
extensive levy of  men and horses. The people had become bitter 
about the war, however, so many fled to Silla, causing the 
population to decline seriously.” The Kwang-gae-to’s epitaph 
records that the king dispatched 50,000 infantry and cavalry 
soldiers in 400 to rescue Silla; the Koguryeo army annihilated the 
Yamato troops by chasing them all the way down to the Jong-bal 
Castle in Imna-Kara; and nine out of  ten persons in the castle 
refused to follow the Yamato soldiers to the Japanese Islands. 4  

The Nihongi (N1: 261), on the other hand, records that 
“Lord of  Yutsuki [Kung-wol] came from Paekche and offered his 
allegiance…saying, ‘Thy servant was coming…with one hundred 
and twenty districts of  the people…when the men of  Silla 
prevented them, and they were all forced to remain in the land of  
Kara.’ Hereupon Katsuragi no Sotsuhiko was sent [in 403] to 
bring the men of  Kung-wol from Kara. Now three years passed, 
and Sotsuhiko did not come.” The Nihongi (N1: 263-4) continues: 
“Kidzu…and Tada…were sent to Kara. Choice troops were 
granted to them, and the Emperor commanded them, saying, ‘The 
long delay in Sotsuhiko’s return must be owing to his being 
detained by the opposition of  the men of  Silla. Do you go 
speedily, assail Silla, and open a way for him.’… So they brought 
away with them [in 405] the people of  Kung-weol and Sotsuhiko.”

Hence Hirano (1977) states that “these instances are in 

名須須許理等參渡來也 (K: 248) 

應神 十五年 百濟王遣阿直伎 貢良
馬二匹…阿直伎亦能讀經典 卽太子
…師焉 於是天皇問阿直伎曰 如勝
汝博士亦有耶 對曰 有王仁者 是秀
也 時遣…荒田別…於百濟 仍徵王
仁也 其阿直伎者 阿直伎史之始祖
也…十六年…王仁來之 卽太子… 
師之 習諸典籍於王仁 莫不通達 所
謂王仁者 是書首等之始祖 (NI: 371-

373) 

 
2  亦新羅人參渡來 是以…命引率 
爲役之堤池而 作百濟池 (K:  248)  

應神 七年 高麗人百濟人任那人新
羅人 並來朝 時命…領諸韓人等作
池 因以名池號韓人池 (NI: 367) 

應神 十四年 百濟王貢縫衣工女 曰
眞毛津 是今來目衣縫之始祖也 (NI: 

371) 

 
3 亦百濟國主照古王…亦貢…又貢
…又秦造之祖 漢直之祖…等參渡來
也 (K: 248) 

應神 十四年 弓月君自百濟來歸…
領己國之人夫百卄縣…然因新羅人
之拒 皆留加羅國 十六年…乃率弓
月之人夫 與襲津彦共來焉...卄年… 
倭漢直祖阿知使主…並率己之黨類
十七縣而來歸焉 (NI: 371- 375) 

 
阿智使主之黨類 自百濟國來歸也 

Nihon Sandai-jitsuroku 日本三代實錄 
(日本六國史 韓國關係記事 原文: 

216-7). 

  
4 阿莘王 八年 王欲侵高句麗 大徵
兵馬 民苦於役 多奔新羅 戶口衰減 

(S2: 45-46) See also Best (2006: 271).

廣開土王碑文 十年 敎遣步騎五萬 
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往救新羅…自倭背急追至任那加羅
從拔城…倭寇大潰 城內十九盡拒隨
倭 Ancient Epigraph of Korea, Vol. 1 

(韓國古代金石文: 12) 

 
5 大泊瀨稚武天皇御世…秦民九十
二部一萬八千六百七十人 Shinsen  

Shoujiroku no Kenkyu (SS: 307)  

仁德 御世 以百二十七縣秦氏 分置
諸郡 卽使養蠶織絹貢之 (SS: 279)  

 
6 阿智使主…率十七縣人夫歸化 詔
高市郡檜前村而居焉 凡高市郡內者 
檜前忌寸及十七縣人夫 滿地而居 
他姓者十而一二焉 (SN4: 380)  

 
7 阿智王 譽田天皇御世..七姓漢人
等歸化…仍賜大和國檜隈郡鄕居之
焉…飛鳥村主…錦部村主…鞍作村
主 播磨村主 漢人村主 今來村主…
等是其後也 爾時阿智王奏 建今來
郡 後改號高市郡 而人衆巨多 居地
隘狹 更分置諸國 攝津…近江播磨
…等 漢人村主是也 (SS: 358) 

  

少宅里 本名漢部里 所以號漢部者 
漢人居之此村 故以爲名所以後改曰
少宅者…祖父 娶少宅秦公之女 (F: 

304) 

 
8 城牟禮山 一云 掘城處者 品太天
皇御俗 參到來百濟人等 隨有俗 造
城居之 (F: 330) 
 
9 雄略 七年 西漢才伎歡因知利… 
取道於百濟…集聚百濟所貢今來才
伎…天皇…命東漢直 以新漢陶部…
鞍部…畵部…錦部…譯語…等 遷居
于…或本云 吉備臣…還自百濟 獻
漢手人部 衣縫部 宏人部 (NI: 475-7) 

line with the general trend in the Nihon shoki and Shoku Nihongi to 
ascribe the origin of  Japan’s relations with Korea to Ōjin’s reign.” 

According to the Shinsen Shōjiroku, during the reign of  
Nintoku, the Hata people were dispersed in various provinces 
where they undertook sericulture and silk manufacturing for the 
court. The Shinsen Shōjiroku also tells us that, by the late fifth 
century (in the reign of  Yūriaku from 457 or 463 till 479), the size 
of  the Hata clan amounted to 18,670 persons consisting of  92 
Be.5  

According to the Shoku-Nihongi, the province of  Takechi, 
which was the very center of  the Yamato Kingdom, was so 
populated by Aya people that the people of  other clans accounted 
for only one or two out of  ten.6 According to the Shinsen Shōjiroku, 
Achi obtained the permission of  Ōjin to establish the Province of  
Imaki (“Newly Arrived” that was later renamed Takechi) for them, 
but the Aya people so predominated that they had to be dispersed 
into various other provinces. The Harima Fudoki records an 
instance of  such a relocation of  the Aya people as well as their 
matrimonial relationship with the Hata people.7 

The Harima Fudoki states: “In the reign of  Homuda, 
Paekche people arrived at this place and built a castle as they used 
to do in their homeland, making it their dwelling. Hence the place 
is called Ki Mure Mountain,” i.e., walled mountain fortress. 8 

According to the Nihongi, a large number of  skilled 
workers, including saddle-makers, potters, painters, and silk-
makers arrived at Yamato from Paekche in the seventh year of  
Yūriaku’s reign [463]. In order to differentiate these newly-arrived 
skilled workers from those who had arrived during the reign of  
Ōjin (the Yamato Aya clan), they were called Newly-Arrived Aya 
(or New Aya), and were put under the jurisdiction of  the Yamato 
Aya clan.9 

This massive movement of  peoples clearly establishes a 
place for Korea in the story of  the Yamato Kingdom. Ishida 
(1974: 85), a Tokyo University professor of  cultural anthropology, 
states: “Detailed research by historians has made clear that the 
greatest wave of  immigration took place immediately after the 
unification of  Japan by the Yamato court. If  the Yamato court 
was established without any relation to Korea, how can these facts 
be explained?” 
 

Hata, Yamato Aya, Newly Arrived Aya  
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2. Close Kinship between the Paekche and the Yamato Royal 
Families 

 
If  one reads the Nihongi, one cannot but feel a very close 

kinship between the Paekche royal family and the Yamato royal 
family, witness the Paekche royal family members repeatedly 
staying at the Yamato court for long period of  time. The Heir 
Apparent Cheon-ji, the eldest son of  Paekche King Asin (r.392-
405), stayed at the Yamato court from 397 to 405. He returned to 
Paekche when Asin died in 405, and became King Cheon-ji (r.405-
420). We also find in the Nihongi record that Cheon-ji sent his 
younger sister, Shin-je-do, to the Yamato court, with seven maids, 
to wait on Ōjin.10 

Later, during the reign of  Nintoku, who had succeeded 
Ōjin, Paekche Prince Chu came to the Yamato court, trained a 
falcon, and went hawking with Nintoku. During the reign of  King 
Kaero in Paekche (r.455-75), the Paekche court sent a daughter of  
Lady Mony to the Yamato court to become the queen of  Yūriaku, 
but she was burned at the stake after being found guilty of  
infidelity. Learning of  this unfortunate incident, King Kaero sent 
his younger brother Kon-ji to the Yamato court to assist Yūriaku. 
Quoting the Paekche Shinsen, the Nihongi states that King Kaero 
sent his younger brother Kon-ji to the Yamato court in 461 to 
wait upon the Heavenly King (天王 Yūriaku) and “to confirm the 
friendship of  big brother King (兄王).” 11   

The Nihongi (N1: 345-6) records that King Kaero gave 
one of  his consorts who was pregnant to Kon-ji, instructing him 
to send the baby back to the court if  she delivered on the journey. 
The pregnant consort indeed gave birth to a child on an island in 
Kyūshū, and Kon-ji immediately took a ship and sent the baby, 
named Si-ma (island or Si-eom in Korean), back to Kaero. The 
child became King Mu-nyeong (r.501-23), whose tomb was 
excavated at Kong-ju. The funerary inscription confirms that the 
King’s name was indeed Sa-ma. It was also discovered that his 
coffin was made of  umbrella pine, which grew only in southern 
Japan. The parasol pine may reach a height of  36 meters, with a 
trunk diameter of  1.2 meters.  

The Nihongi records that, when King Sam-keun of  
Paekche (r.477-79) died in April 479, the second son of  Kon-ji 

10 應神 八年 百濟記云…阿花王…
遣王子直支 (NI: 367) 

腆支王 或云直支…阿莘在位第三年
立爲太子 六年出質於倭國 十四年
王薨…太子還國…國人…迎腆支卽
位 (S2: 46) 

應神 十六年 是歲 百濟阿花王薨 
天皇召直支王謂之曰 汝返於國以嗣
位 (NI: 373)  

應神 三十九年 百濟直支王 遣其妹
新齊都媛以令仕 爰…率七婦女 而
來歸焉 (NI: 379) 

7.3. Koguryeo Tomb Painting of 

Falconry, Sam-sil-chong, Ji’an 

 
11 仁德 卌一年 百濟王之族…爰酒
君來之…卌三年…捕異鳥…百濟俗
號此鳥曰俱知 是今時鷹也 乃授酒
君令養馴 未幾時而得馴…居腕上 
獻于天皇…幸…遊獵…乃放鷹令捕 

(NI: 409)  

 

雄略 二年 百濟池津媛 違天皇將幸 
婬於…天皇大怒…以火燒死 百濟新
撰云…蓋鹵王立…天皇遣…來索女
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郞 百濟莊飾慕尼夫人女 貢進於天
皇 (NI: 463)  

 

雄略 五年 百濟…蓋鹵王…告其弟
…昆支…曰 汝宜往日本以事天皇 

(NI: 471) 

  

雄略 五年 百濟新撰云 辛丑年 [461 

CE] 蓋鹵王遣弟昆支君 向大倭 
侍天王 以脩兄王之好也 (NI: 471)  

 
12 雄略卄三年 百濟文斤王薨 天王 
以昆支王五子中 第二末多王…勅喚
內裏 親撫頭面 誠勅慇懃 使王其國
…是爲東城王 (NI: 497-499)  

 
13 枝別之宗 特立之祖…眞人是皇別
之上氏也 幷集京畿以爲一卷 附皇
別首 (SS: 146-147) 

 
14 左京皇別 息長眞人 出自譽田天
皇諡應神…大原眞人 出自諡敏達孫
百濟王也 島根眞人 大原眞人同祖 
百濟親王之後也…淸原眞人 桑田眞
人同祖 百濟親王之後也 (SS:149-52) 

 
15 天智 二年九月 百濟州柔城 始降
於唐 是時 國人相謂之曰 州柔降矣
事无奈何 百濟之名 絶于今日 丘墓
之所 豈能復往 但可往於[ ]禮城 會
日本軍將等 相謀事機所要 遂敎本
在枕服岐城之妻子等 令知去國之心
…日本船師 及佐平余自信 達率… 
憶禮福留 幷國民等 至於[ ]禮城 
明日 發船始向日本 (NII:  359-61) 

Aston (N2: 280) has translated it as 

follows: “Then the people of that 

country said… Shall we ever visit 

again the place where tombs of our 

ancestors are?” (N2: 280) 

returned to Paekche in the same month and became King Tong-
seong (r.479-501). The Samguk-sagi, however, dates Sam-keun’s 
death at November 479. The Nihongi portrays the sorrow of  
Yūriaku parting from Kon-ji’s son: “He himself  stroked the 
Prince’s face and head, and…furnished him with 500 soldiers of  
the Land of  Tsukushi to escort him to his country.”12 Yūriaku 
died in August of  the same year.  

The Shinsen Shōjiroku records the progenitors for the 
1,182 Yamato ruling clans. (See Appendix 7.1.) The preface of  the 
Register states that since the Ma-hito (Jin-person 眞人) is the 
sovereign one among the imperial clans, the Ma-hito clans in the 
capital region are presented at the very beginning of  the imperial 
group in Book One. According to the Register, however, all the 
Ma-hito clans can be regarded as the offspring of  the Paekche 
royal family.13  

The first four Ma-hito imperial clans listed at the very 
beginning of  Book One of  the Register were recorded as 
descendants of  Homuda (not from Jimmu), the fifth Ma-hito clan 
as descendants of  Keitai, the seven following Ma-hito clans as 
descendants of  Bidatsu; then the following eight Ma-hito imperial 
clans (i.e., thirteenth to twentieth) were recorded as the 
descendants of  “the Prince of  Paekche.” However, the twelfth -- 
that is, the Ma-hito clan immediately preceding those recorded as 
the descendants of  the Prince of  Paekche-- was recorded as the 
descendant of  Bidatsu and also as the offspring of  the King of  
Paekche. In other words, “the descendants of  Bidatsu” are 
equivalent to “the offspring of  the King of  Paekche.”14 According 
to the Nihongi, Bidatsu (r.572-85) was the second child of  Kimmei 
(r.539-71), who was the rightful heir of  Keitai (r.507-31), who in 
turn was “a descendant in the fifth generation” of  Ōjin 
(Homuda). Thus, the Register records that the entire Ma-hito 
imperial clan, from the first to the twentieth, were the offspring 
of  “the King of  Paekche.” This implies that the entire Ōjin line 
of  Japan’s imperial families originated from Paekche royal families.

Nihongi records Temmu’s (r.673-86) posthumous name 
as Ama no Nunahara Oki no Mahito (天渟中原瀛眞人), assuring 
that he was one of  the imperial Mahito clan.  

Immediately after recording the Paek-chon River debacle 
and the fall of  fortress Chu-yu in 663 (depicted in Chapter 10), 
the Nihongi records the following lamentation: “At that time, the 
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people of  the country said to one another: ‛Chu-yu has fallen; 
there is nothing more to be done; this day the name of  Paekche 
has become extinct; how can we pay visits to the place where the 
tombs of  our ancestors are?’ ”15 According to the Nihongi, those 
who had lamented the situation as such were supposedly the 
Paekche people departing from their country for the Japanese 
Islands. But the specific phrase adopted in the sentence (豈能復
往) seems to suggest that the lamentation in fact conveyed the 
sentiment of  the Yamato rulers rather than the Paekche.  
 In 505, Paekche King Mu-nyung (r.501-23) sent a prince 
called Sa-a to assist the Yamato court. In 572 (N2: 90), Bidatsu  
(r.572-85) “made his palace at Oho-wi in Kudara (百濟 Paekche).” 
In April 597, King Wi-deock (r.554-98) of  Paekche sent Prince A-
jwa. The Nihongi also records the arrival of  Prince Pung-jang, a 
son of  Paekche King Uija (r.641-60), in 631. In 639, Jomei (r.629-
41) ordered to build “a great palace and a great temple. ... So the 
bank of  the Kudara River (百濟川) was chosen as the site for the 
palace ... [and] a pagoda of  nine stories was erected on the bank 
of  the River Kudara.” In 640, Jomei “removed to the Palace of  
Kudara (百濟宮).” In 641, “the Emperor died in the Palace of  
Kudara. He was temporarily interred north of  the Palace. This 
was called the ‛great temporary tomb (百濟大殯)’ of  Kudara (N2: 
169-70).” 16   
 
 
3. The Uji-Kabane (Shi-sei) and Be System 

 
Paekche had Left Wise King and Right Wise King (à la 

the Xiongnu), both with the royal surname “Yeo,” and maintained 
22 feudal provinces (called Tamro) that were enfeoffed to royal 
family members.17 There were eight great clans in Paekche, with 
such surnames as Mok, Li, Sa, and Jin.18 

In 1929, an epitaph for Heuk-chi Sang-ji (630-89) was 
discovered in the Luoyang area. According to the Samguk-sagi, he 
was a man of  West Be (Bu) in Paekche who had surrendered to 
Tang at the fall of  Paekche in 660, and became a distinguished 
Tang general. The epitaph states that his clan originated from the 
Paekche royal family with the surname of  Puyeo (or Yeo), but 
since their ancestors were enfeoffed with the Heuk-chi area, their 
descendants came to be called in Paekche by the clan name Heuk-

16 武烈 七年 百濟王遣斯我君…百
濟國主之骨族 (NII: 17)  

敏達 元年 宮于百濟大井 (NII: 133) 

推古 五年 百濟王遣王子阿佐 (NII: 

175)  

舒明三年 百濟王義慈入王子豐章 

(NII: 229)  

舒明 十一年 詔曰 今年 造作大宮 
及大寺 則以百濟川側爲宮處...於百 
濟川側 建九重塔 (NII: 233-5)  
舒明 十二年 徙於百濟宮 (NII: 235) 
舒明 十三年 天皇崩于百濟宮… 殯 
於宮北 是謂百濟大殯 (NII: 235)  
 
17 宋書 列傳 東夷 百濟國 大明二
年 (458)…右賢王餘紀…左賢王餘昆 
梁書 卷五十七 列傳 第四十八 諸
夷 東夷 百濟…號所治城曰固麻 謂
邑曰檐魯 如中國之言郡縣也 其國
有二十二檐魯 皆以子弟宗族分據之 
 
18 北史 列傳 百濟… 國中大姓有八
族 沙氏 燕氏 刕氏 解氏 眞氏 國
氏 木氏 苗氏  

 
19 三國史記 卷第四十四 列傳 第四 
黑齒常之 百濟西部人…爲百濟達率 
兼風達郡將 猶唐刺史云 蘇定方平 
百濟 常之…依任存山自固 不旬日 
歸者三萬…遂復二百餘城 龍朔中 
高宗遣使招諭 乃詣劉仁軌降 入唐 
爲左領軍員外將軍徉州刺史 累從征 
伐 積功授爵 (S2: 329) 

 
黑齒常之 墓誌銘…府君諱常之…百 
濟人也 其先出自扶餘氏 封於黑齒 
子孫因以爲氏焉 其家世相承爲達率 
達率之職 猶今兵部尙書…未弱官 
以地籍授達率   Ancient Epigraph of 

Korea, Vol. 1 (韓國古代金石文:  557) 
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20 周書 卷四十九 列傳 第四十一 
異域上 百濟…官無常員 各有部司 
分掌衆務 內官有前內部 穀部 肉部 
內掠部 外掠部 馬部 刀部 功德部 
藥部 木部 法部 後官部 外官有 
司軍部 司徒部 司空部 司寇部 點 
口部 客部 外舍部 綢部 日官部 都 
市部 都下有萬家 分爲五部 曰上部 
前部 中部 下部 後部  

 
21 See Inoue (1977: 83-112) and Kiley 

(1983: 134-6).  

 

7.4. Flatiron: Tomb of Paekche King 

Mu-nyung (top); and Ni-i-jawa Sentsuka 

Tomb No.126, Nara Prefecture (bottom) 

 
22 Farris (1998: 101) notes that Tsuda 

Sōkichi had already contended that “be” 

was derived from Paekche language, 

and “the standard view in Japan holds 

that the idea for…aristocratic surnames 

and titles originated...from…Paekche.” 

津田左右吉, 日本上代史ノ硏究, 岩
波書店, 1947, p. 33. “ベは古い時代に
百濟人から傳へられた音であり.” 

chi. The epitaph states as well that the Heuk-chi clan leaders 
maintained Talsol rank in the Paekche court.19  

According to the Zhoushu (History of  Northern Zhou, 
556-81, compiled between 618-49), Paekche maintained a system 
of  twelve Be (Bu) which served the court as palace functionaries 
and ten Be which filled government offices (as divisions of  the 
government at large). The former included the Be of  grain, Be of  
meat and butchers, Be of  inner repository and storekeeping, Be of  
outer repository, Be of  horses, Be of  swordsmith, Be of  medicine, 
Be of  carpenters, and Be of  law. The latter included Be of  military 
service, Be of  education, Be of  civil engineering, Be of  judicature, 
Be of  registry, Be of  diplomacy, and Be of  finance and taxation. 20 

According to Hsiao (1978: 38), many high-ranking court 
offices of  the centralized and bureaucratic Qin and Han dynasties 
originated in the needs of  the palace: “The position of  prime 
minister (zaixiang) originated from the chamberlain of  the royal 
family, and the so-called nine ministers likewise evolved from the 
domestic staff  of  the royal family.” 

The Yamato ruling clans were grouped into numerous 
extended pseudo-kinship units, called Uji, which acquired clan 
names denoting the place of  their domicile or their occupation. 
Kabane were titles (prestige order) conferred on Uji chieftains to 
show their status in the Yamato court. The aristocratic Uji chiefs 
were entrusted with the control of  Be groups that furnished goods 
and services to the court, undertaking farming, land reclamation, 
fishing, weaving, pottery making, divining, and production of  
craft goods and iron weapons. Each Uji was assigned a different 
role and task. By the sixth century, the imperial clan created 
directly subordinate agricultural Be in the countryside at the 
expense of  local Be.  

Be groupings represented the hereditary occupational 
groups serving the Yamato court, under the command of  Uji 
chieftains with Kabane titles. The Be system is understood to have 
been introduced by the Paekche people.21 According to Inoue 
(1977), the term Uji derives from the Korean Ul and the 
Mongolian Uru-q, denoting a patrilineal group, and the use of  the 
Chinese character Be “was presumably influenced by the twelve 
court offices (Bu) of  Paekche.”22  

Kiley (KEJ: 8. 131-137) is more specific: “The use of  
Kabane titles, like the division of  political jurisdictions into Be, was 
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adopted from Paekche. It is quite likely that the institution of  Be 
was the beginning of  the Uji. The primary means of  controlling 
the people in the pre-Taika period was Be system. The 
development of  Be was stimulated by that of  Paekche. It 
embodied a distinction between the inner court, i.e., the King’s 
domestic household, and the outer court or government at large, 
and each court had its own treasury. This distinction, another 
adaptation of  Paekche institutions, made room for the 
development of  more purely political offices in the national 
administration.”  

Kabane usually constituted the final element present in 
clan surnames. There were clan names lacking the Kabane element. 
Barnes (1988: 29) finds that: “The names of  several of  the 
standard [Kabane] ranks have Korea origins and were probably 
introduced in the mid-fifth century along with the Kabane idea of  
systematic ranking and many other innovations. Moreover, many 
of  the Uji holding Kabane ranks were themselves of  Korean 
descent.” According to Aoki (1974: 41), “Homuda (Ōjin) 
recruited his lieutenants from the village chieftains in the growing 
delta. He called them Muraji, a term of  distinctly Korean origin, 
meaning village chief.” Muraji rank was for the important non-royal 
Uji leaders, who generally derived their names from occupations. 
Omi rank was for the lesser off-shoots of  the royal family and 
usually employed local place names. A Great Omi and a Great 
Muraji were the chief  ministers. 

Yūriaku assembled all the Hata people and gave them to 
Lord Sake of  Hata (Hata no Miyakko) who, attended by excellent 
Be workmen of  180 kinds, could soon stockpiled fine silks to fill 
the Court. Yūriaku then dispersed the Hata clan throughout the 
country and made them pay tribute in industrial taxes.23 According 
to Carter (KEJ: 1. 125), “the various branches of  the Yamato no 
Aya became closely allied with the Soga Family in the middle of  
the seventh century, and many of  its members were prominent in 
diplomacy, government, military affairs, court ritual, and the 
support of  Buddhism.” 24  

Yet as we know, a state is a form of  administrative 
organization exceeding mere centralization and hierarchy. The 
Hata and Aya clans were entrusted not only with sericulture, 
weaving, metallurgy, and land development but also with all kinds 
of  administrative duties including diplomatic services, supervision 

23 Nihongi (NI: 495) 

 
24 Ooms (2009: 87-8) notes that: “The 

Yamato Aya…split into three groups, 

totaling ninety-one uji,” and that “during 

Temmu’s war, they rallied 

overwhelmingly to his cause … [In] 740 

… Shōmu [724-56] … was escorted by 

… four hundred Aya and Hata mounted 

warriors (ibid: 95).” See also (ibid: 96). 

7.6. Playing lute 琴 

(top) Late tomb period haniwa 

(bottom) Koguryeo Tomb of Dancing, 

late 4th century, Ji’an 舞踊塚 集安  
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25 See Aston (N1: 339-40). 

 
7.7. Paekche Musician, 6th century, 

A detail of gilt-bronze incense burner 

excavated from Neung-san-ri, Puyeo. 
威德王代 陵山里金銅大香爐 印刻 

 
7.8. Koguryeo Chang-cheon Tomb 

No.1, mid-5th century. 長川1號 集安 

 
7.9. Koguryeo Susan-ri tomb, late 5th 

century, Kang-seo 南浦江西 修山里 

of  government storehouses, record-keeping, collection of  taxes, 
and disbursements of  government resources, fashioned after the 
Bu (Be) function in Paekche. These two clans, in particular, enabled 
the Yamato court to function as a respectable state.  

The Yamato court had maintained yama-be (gathering 
such mountain products as chestnuts, bamboo, and vines), im-be 
(performing religious services), haji-be (making haji and haniwa), 
kanuchi-be (producing iron weapons), nishigori-be (weaving silk 
fabrics), kinunui-be (sewing clothes), umakai-be (raising horse or 
producing cattle feed), kuratsukuri-be (making saddles), toneri-be 
(performing miscellaneous tasks and policing duties), kashiwade-
be (working in the imperial kitchens), saeki-be (performing 
military services), and so on.  

When Yūriaku went on a hunting expedition, he wished 
to cut up the fresh meat and have a banquet on the hunting-field. 
The Queen was obliged to establish the Fleshers’ Be on the spot 
for Yūiaku with three stewards of  her own. Following the Queen’s 
initiative, the Ministers, one after another, were obliged to 
contribute some of  their stewards to the Fleshers’ Be. 25 What this 
story tells us is that a Be can be established with as little as three 
persons as the occasion demands. This also implies that the 
Yamato people were much more flexible and informal than the 
Paekche court in establishing a Be as the occasion requires. 

Hirano (1977) states that “a unified state in Japan first 
came into being in the late fifth century on the basis of  the Be 
community system.” According to Hirano (1983: 147), “Be system 
can be considered as representing the basic sociopolitical structure 
of  the primitive Japanese state; at the apex was the Yamato 
sovereign, who had secured the allegiance of  powerful Uji 
chieftains. Below them were the numerous Be service groups, who 
provided labor and goods.” 

Ōbayashi (1985) states that the “important factor for the 
maturation of  Uji is the influx of  influence from Altaic pastoral 
cultures into the Japanese archipelago, thus introducing some new 
kin terms of  Altaic provenance… This process went hand in hand 
with the penetration of  Puyeo and Koguryeo culture into 
southern Korea. … [P]ersonal ornaments of  glittering gold from 
some fifth-century kofun indicate the arrival of  the royal culture 
of  Altaic pastoral people via the Korean Peninsula. Some myths 
and rituals centering on the kingship in ancient Japan with 

State Founded on the Basis of Be System 
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Koguryeo and Paekche parallels surely make up another link in the 
same chain.” 
  
 
Appendix 7.1. The New Compilation of  the Clan Register  
 
 By the seventh century, the genealogies of  important 
Yamato clans were in a state of  great disarray. During the latter 
part of  the Tempyō Shōhō (749-57) era, a number of  eminent 
scholars were summoned to compile a register of  important clans. 
Before their work was half  completed, however, the government 
became enmeshed in certain difficulties and the group of  scholars 
was disbanded. Later in the reign of  Saga (r.809-23), the work was 
resumed, and the scholars produced in 815 the Shinsen Shōjiroku, 
which included the progenitors of  1,182 important clans (Uji) 
living in the capital and the five surrounding provinces. 26  
 The preface of  the Register reads as follows: 27 “They say 
that the Divine Dynasty had its inception when the Grandson of  
Heaven descended to the land of  So … but no written records of  
these events are preserved. In the years when Jimmu assumed 
command of  the state and undertook his campaign to the East … 
the chieftains surrendered in great numbers and the rebels 
vanished like mist … Land and Kabane were allotted to men in 
accordance with their merits. The roles of  Provincial Chieftain 
(Kuni-no-miyatsuko) and District Chieftain (Agata-nushi) were 
determined for the first time… Kabane and clans were gradually 
distinguished one from the other. Imna came under our influence 
and Silla brought tribute. [No mention of  Paekche!] … During the 
reign of  Ingyou, however, the entire Kabane were in great 
confusion… While Kōgyoku (r.642-45) held the regalia, the 
nation’s records were all burnt… Then when Tenji was heir 
apparent, an archivist of  the Funa clan presented to the court the 
charred remains of  the records. [In 670] the Clan Register was 
compiled and the origins of  clans were all clarified… During the 
Tempyō Shōhō (749-57) era, by special favor of  the court, all 
aliens were granted surnames in accordance with their 
wishes. [Bold type is mine.] [That is, those Paekche people who 
came over to the Japanese Islands after the fall of  Paekche were 
granted surnames in accordance with their wishes.] Since the 
characters for the previous surnames and the newer surnames 

26 See Tsunoda, et al.(1958: 85-88). 
 

27 新撰姓氏錄序   
蓋聞 天孫降襲 西化之時…胙土命
氏 國造縣主始號於斯…姓氏稍分 
况復任那 欽風新羅歸賮爾來…允恭
御宇 萬姓紛紜…皇極握鏡 國記皆
燔…勝寶季中 特有恩旨 聽許諸蕃 
任願賜之 遂使前姓後姓文字斯同 
蕃俗和俗氏族相疑 萬方庶民陳高貴
之枝葉 三韓蕃賓 稱日本之神胤 
 

天神地祇之冑 謂之神別 天皇皇子
派 謂之皇別 大漢三韓之族 謂之諸
蕃…枝別之宗 特立之祖  
 
眞人是皇別之上氏也 幷集京畿 以
爲一卷 附皇別首…抑亦人 倫之樞
機 國家之隱栝也  
 
28 左京皇別   
息息長眞人 出自譽田天皇 諡應神 
皇子…王之後也 
 
山道眞人…眞人 息長眞人同祖  
八多眞人 出自諡應神皇子…王也  
 
三國眞人諡繼體皇子…王之後也  
 
路眞人 出自諡敏達皇子…王也  
守山眞人 路眞人同祖…親王之後也 
甘南備眞人…路眞人同祖 
 
大原眞人出自諡敏達孫百濟王也  
 
島根眞人 大原眞人同祖 百濟親王
之後也  
豊國眞人 …眞人 大原眞人同祖  
淸原眞人 桑田眞人同祖 百濟親王
之後也  
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香山眞人出自諡敏達皇子…王也  
登美眞人 出自諡用明皇子…王也  
蜷淵眞人 出自諡用明皇子…王也 
三島眞人 出自諡舒 明皇子…王也  
淡海眞人 出自諡天智皇子…王也 
三園眞人 出自諡天武皇子…親王之
後也 笠原眞人 三園眞人同祖…親
王之後也 高階眞人 出自諡天武皇
子…王也 氷上眞人 出自諡天武皇
子…王也 岡眞人 出自諡天武皇子
…王也  
 
右京皇別   
山道眞人 息長眞人同祖 出自應神
皇子…王之後也 息長丹生眞人 息
長眞人同祖 
 
三國眞人 諡繼體皇子…王之後也 
坂田眞人 出自諡繼體皇子…王之後
也 多治眞人 宣化天皇皇子…王之
後也 爲名眞人 宣化 天皇皇子…王
之後也 春日眞人 敏達天皇皇子…
王之後也 高額眞人 春日眞人同祖 
…親王之後也 當麻眞人 用明皇子
…王之後也 文室眞人 天武皇子…
王之後也 豊野眞人 天武天皇皇子
…王後也 
山城國皇別 
三國眞人 繼體皇子…王之後也  
大和國皇別  
酒人眞人 繼體皇子…王之後也  
攝津國皇別 
爲奈眞人 宣化皇子…王之後也  
 

Ooms (2009: 65) notes that: “Mahito 

(眞人) are the zhenren of the Zhuangzi 

(composed possibly as early as the 

fourth century BCE), who eventually 

became deified and worshipped during 

the Han dynasty as xianren/senjin. 

became thus identical, uncertainty arose as to which clans were of  
alien and which of  native origin. There were commoners 
everywhere who pretended to be the scions of  the high and the 
mighty, and the respected guests from Three Han (Korean 
kingdoms) claimed descent from the gods of  Japan. As time 
passed and people changed, scarcely anyone remained who knew 
the facts… Our present Sovereign (Saga r.809-23) desired that the 
work be resumed at the point where it was abandoned… Since the 
Register constitutes the key to human relationships, it is an 
essential instrument of  the state.”  
 Out of  1,182 clans recorded in the Register, 335 were 
classified as imperial clans (including the 44 ma-hito clans), 403 as 
deity clans, 328 as foreign clans, and 116 as miscellaneous clans.28 

The 403 deity clans consist of  373 heavenly-deity clans 
and 30 earthly-deity clans. According to Egami (1962), the clans 
originating from heavenly deities may represent the descendants 
of  horseriding conquerors, while the clans that claimed descent 
from earthly deities may represent the descendants of  genuinely 
native deities. The imperial clans are, of  course, regarded as the 
descendants of  horseriding conquerors.  

Among the 328 foreign clans, the Register had classified 
only 104 clans as originating from Paekche, and somehow 
classified the 54 clans of  Paekche origin, such as the descendants 
of  Achi-kishi, Wang-in, Kung-weol, and Achi no Omi who came 
to Yamato from Paekche during the reign of  Ōjin, as clans of  
Chinese origin. If  we transfer these 54 misclassified clans to the 
group of  Paekche origin, then among the 328 clans that were 
“officially” classified as alien origin, 158 families originated from 
Paekche, 42 from Koguryeo, 9 from Silla, 10 from Imna (Kaya), 
and 109 from China. 

The 116 miscellaneous clans, however, further include 34 
clans originating from the Korean kingdoms. One may therefore 
say that, out of  the 1,182 ruling clans, the Register has only 221 
clans not directly related to the people from the Korean Peninsula. 
 
 
Appendix 7.2. Continued Inflows from Paekche in the Sixth and 
Seventh Centuries 
 

Not only in the fifth but also in the sixth and seventh 
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centuries, there were steady inflows of  a large number of  Paekche 
people equipped with advanced culture and technology. Buddhism 
was introduced to the Yamato court in 552 by King Seong-Myung 
of  Paekche. There were a group of  elite Paekche technical experts 
stationed at the Yamato court on a temporary, rotational basis. 
Furthermore, some of  the core Paekche royal family members 
had virtually always been stationed at the Yamato court. The 
Nihongi also suggests that Paekche had depended on bows, horses, 
and troops supplied by the Yamato Kingdom to defend itself  
against Koguryeo and Silla. 
 
INFLOWS CONTINUE IN THE SIXTH CENTURY 

In 512, “Oshiyama…was sent on a mission to Paekche 
with a present of  44 horses from the land of  Tsukushi (N2: 7).” 
Paekche sent “a scholar of  the five classics named Tan Yang-ni” 
in 513 (N2: 9). In 516, Paekche sent “a scholar acquainted with 
the five classics…and asked that he should be exchanged for Tan 
Yang-ni (N2: 14).”  

In 545, “Paekche made an image of  Buddha sixteen feet 
high, and drew up a written prayer, saying: ‘I [King Seong of  
Paekche, r.523-54] understand that it is extremely meritorious to 
make a Buddha sixteen feet high. By the merit which I have now 
acquired in reverentially constructing one, I pray that the Emperor 
[Kimmei, r.531-71] may obtain exceeding virtue, and that all the 
land of  the Miyake (彌移居國) belonging to the Emperor may 
receive blessings.” 29 

In 546, “the envoys from Paekche…took their 
departure. They received a present of  seventy good horses and 
ten ships. (N2: 61)” In 547, Paekche sent “Teok-sol of  the Former 
Division, the Nasol ... and others to ask for auxiliaries, and offered 
Won, son of  Tong-seong, (Nasol?) of  the Lower Division, 
exchanging him for the Teok-sol ... (N2: 62).” In 548, “three 
hundred and seventy men were sent to Paekche to assist in 
constructing a fortress at Teok-i-sin (N2: 63).” 30  

In 550, Kimmei sent this message to the King of  
Paekche: “We are informed that you have a trusty Minister, the 
Nasol, Mamu…who, being a man after your Majesty’s heart, acts 
as your assistant. If  you wish that your state should be 
undisturbed…all that is necessary is that Ma-mu be appointed 
your chief  Envoy to Our Court. … We are informed that your 

29 欽明 六年 百濟造丈六佛像 製願
文曰 蓋聞 造丈六佛 功德甚大 今
敬造 以此功德 願天皇獲勝善之德 
天皇所用 彌移居國 俱蒙福祐 又願 
普天之下一切衆生 皆蒙解脫 故造
之矣 (NII: 93-95)/(N2: 59-60) 

 
30 欽明 七年 百濟使人 中部奈率己
連等罷歸 仍賜以良馬七十匹 船一
十隻 (NII: 95) 

 

欽明 八年 百濟遣前部德率眞慕宣
文 奈率奇麻等乞救軍 仍貢下部東
城子言 代德率汶休麻那 (NII: 95-97) 
欽明 九年 遣三百七十人於百濟 助
築城於得爾辛 (NII: 97-99) 

 

31 欽明 十一年 遣使詔于百濟 百濟
本記云 三月十二日辛酉 日本使人
阿比多 率三舟 來至都下 ...又復朕
聞 奈率馬武 是王之股肱臣也 納上
傳下 甚協王心 而爲王佐 若欲國家
無事 長作官家 永奉天皇宜以馬武
爲大使 遣朝而已 重詔曰 朕聞 北
敵强暴 故賜矢三十具 庶防一處 夏
四月 在百濟日本王人 方欲還之 百
濟本記云 四月一日 日本阿比多還
也 百濟王聖明 謂王人曰 任那之事
奉勅堅守...因獻高麗奴六口 別贈王
人奴一口 皆攻爾林 所禽奴也 百濟
遣中部奈率皮久斤下部施德灼干那
等 獻狛虜十口 (NII: 99) 
 

32 欽明 十三年 百濟聖明王 更名聖
王 遣…等 獻釋迦佛金銅像一軀 幡
蓋若干 經論若干卷 別表 讚流通禮
拜功德云 是法於諸法中 爲殊勝 
難解難入 周公孔子 尙不能知 此法
能生無量無邊福德果報 乃至成辨無
上菩提 譬如人懷隨意寶 逐所須用 
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盡依情 此妙法寶亦復然 祈願依情 
無所乏 且夫遠自天竺 爰洎三韓 依
敎奉持 無不尊敬 由是 …謹遣…奉
傳帝國 流通畿內 果佛所記我法東
流 是日 天皇聞已 歡喜踊躍 詔使
者云 朕從昔來 未曾得聞如是微妙
之法 然朕不自決 乃歷問群臣曰 西
蕃獻佛相貌端嚴 全未曾有 可禮以
不 蘇我大臣稻目宿禰奏曰 西蕃諸
國 一皆禮之 豐秋日本 豈獨背也 
物部大連尾輿 中臣連鎌子 同奏曰 
我國家之 王天下者 恒以天地社稷
百八十神 春夏秋冬 祭拜爲事 方今
改拜蕃神 恐致國神之怒 天皇曰 宜
付情願人稻目宿禰 試令禮拜 大臣
跪受而忻悅 (NII: 101-103) 

 

“Okoshi, Mononome no Muraji, and 

Kamako, Nakatomi no Muraji, 

addressed the Emperor jointly, saying: 

‛Those who have ruled the Empire in 

this our state have always made it their 

care to worship in Spring, Summer, 

Autumn and winter the 180 Gods of 

Heaven and Earth, and the Gods of the 

Land and of Grain. If just at this time we 

were to worship in their stead foreign 

Deities, it may be feared that we should 

incur the wrath of our National Gods.’ 

The Emperor said:--‛Let it be given to 

Iname no Sukune, who has shown his 

willingness to take it, and, as an 

experiment, make him to worship it.’  

(N2: 67)”  

Inoue Tatsuo “thinks that, like the 

Katsuragi and Soga, Nakatomi 

ancestors may have emigrated from the 

continent, perhaps from the Korean 

Peninsula.” Aoki in Piggott (2006: 106). 
33 欽明 十四年 春正月 百濟遣 上 

enemies to the North commit outrages, and we therefore send 
you thirty sets of  arrows, which we hope will serve for the 
defence of  one place (N2: 64).” 31 In 551, “the Emperor gave the 
King of  Paekche a present of  1,000 bushels of  seed-wheat (N2: 
65).”  

In 552, “King Seong-myung of  Paekche sent…an Image 
of  Shaka Butsu in gold and copper, several flags and umbrellas, 
and a number of  volumes of  ‘Sutras.’ Separately he presented a 
memorial in which he lauded the merit of  diffusing abroad 
religious worship, saying: ‘This doctrine is amongst all donctrines 
the most excellent. But it is hard to explain, and hard to 
comprehend. Even…Confucius had not attained to a knowledge 
of  it. This doctrine can create religious merit and retribution 
without measure and without bounds, and so lead on to a full 
appreciation of  the highest wisdom.’ ” Kimmei, “having heard to 
the end, leaped for joy,” and inquired of  his ministers whether it 
ought to be worshipped. Thereby “Soga no Oho-omi, Iname no 
Sukune, addressed the Emperor, saying: ‘All the Western frontier 
lands without exception do it worship. Shall Akitsu Yamato alone 
refuse to do so?’ (N2: 65-6)”32 

In 553, “Uchi no Omi was sent on a mission to Paekche 
with a present of  two good horses, two travelling barges, fifty 
bows, fifty sets of  arrows, and an Imperial message, saying, ‘As to 
the troops asked for by the King, his wishes shall be complied 
with.’ A separate Imperial order was given, saying, ‘The men 
learned in Medicine, in Divination, and in the calendar, have to 
take it in turn to come up and to go down. The year and month 
having just now come for the above classes of  men to be relieved, 
let them be sent with the Envoy on his return, so they may be 
mutually exchanged. Let us also be furnished with books of  
divination, calendar, and drugs of  various kinds” (N2: 68). In 553, 
the King of  Paekche sent a memorial to Kimmei, saying that “the 
lands beyond the sea are very scarce of  bows and horses. From 
old times until now, they have received them from the Emperor, 
and have therewith defended themselves against their powerful 
enemies. I humbly pray the Celestial bounty to bestow on us a 
large supply of  bows and horses (N2: 70).” 33  

In 554, Paekche sent “Mak-ko, son of  Tong-seong 
[?/r.479-501], in exchange for the Nasol Won, son of  Tong-seong, 
whose turn it had previously been, and Wang Yang-kwi, a man 
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learned in the five classics, in exchange for the Ko-teok … and the 
Buddhist priest Tam-hye, and eight others in exchange for To-sim 
and six others. Separately…they brought the Si-teok ... a man 
learned in divination, the Ko-teok ... a man learned in the 
calendar, the Nasol ... a physician, the Si-teok ... and the Ko-
teok ..., herbalists, Si-teok …, musicians, all which persons were 
exchanged according to request (N2: 72).” In 554, King Seong-
myung of  Paekche sent Kimmei the following gifts: “two rolls of  
brocade of  superior quality, one of  woolen carpet, 300 axes, with 
two men and five women belonging to the captured castle (N2: 
73).” 34 

In 556, “Prince Hye of  Paekche [the younger brother of  
King Wi-deok, r.554-98, who later became King Hye, r.598-9] 
asked to return home. He was accordingly presented with a very 
large supply of  weapons and good horses. Moreover, gifts were 
liberally bestowed on his followers, so that they uttered respectful 
exclamations (N2: 78).” 35 

In 577, Prince Oho-wake was sent to Paekche, and the 
King of...Paekche presented to Bidatsu, “through the returning 
envoys, Prince Oho-wake and his companions, a number of  
volumes of  religious books, with an ascetic, a meditative monk, a 
nun, a reciter of  antras, a maker of  Buddhist images, and a temple 
architect, six persons in all (N2: 95-6).” 36 

In 588, “the Land of  Paekche sent envoys, and along 
with them Buddhist priests…with a present of  Buddhist 
relics…ascetics. … Temple carpenters, …a man learned in the art 
of  making braziers and charges, …men learned in pottery, …and 
a painter…; Soga no Umako no Sukune inquired of  the Paekche 
priests the method of  receiving discipline, and handing over to 
the…Paekche Envoys the nuns, Zenshin and her companions, 
dispatched them (to Corea) for study. Having pulled down the 
house of  …, he began to build the Temple of  Hōkōji (N2: 117-
8).” 37  

In 595, a “priest of  Koguryeo, named He-cha, emigrated 
to Japan, and was taken as teacher by the Prince Imperial. In the 
same year, a Paekche priest, named Hye-chong, arrived (N2: 
123).” These two priests preached the Buddhist religion widely, 
and were together the mainstay of  the Three Precious Things. In 
602, a “Paekche priest named Kwal-leuk arrived and presented… 
books of  Calendar-making, Astronomy, and magic… Two 

部德率...杆率...等 乞軍兵 (NII: 103)

六月 遣內臣 闕名 使於百濟 仍賜 
良馬二匹 同船二隻 弓五十張 箭五 
十具 勅云 所請軍者 隨王所須 別
勅 醫博士易博士曆博士等 宜依番
上下 今上件色人 正當相代年月 宜
付還使相代 又卜書曆本種種藥物 
可付送 八月 百濟遣上部奈率... 下
部固德...等 上表曰 伏願 天慈速遣
前軍後軍...又復海表諸國 甚乏弓馬 
自古迄今 受之天皇 以御强敵 伏願 
天慈多貺弓馬 (NII: 103-107) 

 
34 欽明 十五年 春正月 百濟遣中部 
木刕施德文次 前部施德...於是 內 
臣奉勅而答報曰 卽令遣助軍數一千 
馬一百匹 船四十隻 二月 百濟遣 
下部杆率將軍三貴 上部奈率物部 
烏等 乞救兵 仍貢德率東城子莫古 
代前番奈率東城子言 五經博士王 
柳貴 代固德馬丁安 僧曇慧等九人 
代僧道深等七人 別奉勅貢易博士 
施德王道良 曆博士固德王保孫 醫 
博士奈率王有㥄陀 採藥師施德潘 
量豐 固德丁有陀 樂人施德三斤 季
德己麻次 季德進奴 帶德進陀 皆依
請代之 (NII: 109) 
夏五月 又奏 臣別遣軍士萬人 助 
任那 幷以奏聞 今事方急 單船遣奏 
但奉好錦二匹 毾㲪一領 斧三百口 
及所獲城民 男二女五 (NII: 111-3) 
 
35 欽明 十七年 百濟王子惠請罷 仍
賜兵仗良馬甚多 亦頻賞祿衆所欽歎 
 

36 敏達天皇 六年 遣大別王與小黑
吉士 宰於百濟國 王人奉命 爲使三
韓 自稱爲宰 言宰於韓 蓋古之典乎 
如今言使也 餘皆傚此 大別王未詳
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所出也 冬十一月 百濟國王 付還使
大別王等 獻經論若干卷 幷律師 禪
師 比丘尼 呪禁師造佛工 造寺工 
六人 遂安置於難波大別王寺 (NII: 

141) 

 
37 崇峻 卽位前紀 蘇我馬子宿禰...
善信阿尼等 謂大臣曰 出家之途 以
戒爲本 願向百濟 學受戒法 是月 
百濟調使來朝 大臣謂使人曰 率此
尼等 將渡汝國 令學戒法 了時發遣 
使人答曰 臣 等歸蕃 先噵國王 而
後發遣 亦不遲也 秋七月...蘇我馬
子大臣 又發 誓言 凡諸王大神王等 
助衛於我 使 獲利益 願當奉爲諸天
興大神王 起 立寺塔 流通三寶 誓
已嚴種種兵 而 進討伐...而誅大連
幷其子等...平亂 之後 於攝津國 造
四天王寺 分大 連奴半與宅 爲大寺
奴田莊...蘇我 大臣 亦依本願 於飛
鳥地 起法興寺 (NII: 161-167)  
 
38 推古 三年 五月 高麗僧慧慈歸化 
則皇太子師之 是歲 百濟僧慧聰來
之 此兩僧 弘演佛敎 並爲三寶之棟
梁 (NII: 175) 

 

推古 十年 冬十月 百濟僧觀勒來之 
仍貢曆本及天文地理書 幷遁甲方術
之書也 潤十月 高麗僧僧隆 雲聰 
共來歸 (NII: 179) 

 
39 Stating that, “prior to Temmu [r.673-

86], four missions [Kenzuishi] traveled 

to the Sui court, followed by six 

embassies [Kentōshi] to the Tang 

capital,” Ooms (2009: 87) endeavors to 

use even odder geological jargon: “a 

considerable number of these 

envoys…were allochthons.”  

Buddhist priests of  Koguryeo named…emigrated here together 
(N2: 126).” 38  

One must understand the implications of  the fact that 
the Nihongi consistently uses the term “emigrated” for the 
Koguryeo priests, as distinct from simply using the term “arrived” 
for the Paekche priests.  
 

INFLOWS CONTINUE IN THE SEVENTH CENTURY 

Sansom (1931: 37-8) notes that “the first official envoy 
to the Chinese court representing the whole of  Japan appears to 
have been one Ono no Imoko [dispatched by Shōtoku Tiashi]. He 
left Japan in 608. … Ono returned in the following year, 
accompanying two envoys from the Sui court… Late in 608 the 
Chinese envoys left, again accompanied by Ono. … With Ono 
there travelled a number of  scholars chosen by the prince 
[Shōtoku] for study abroad. It is interesting to records their name, 
for they were pioneers in an important task and some of  them 
played an important part in Japan [in the Taika Reform, 645-50] 
upon their return.” The Nihongi notes their names: “the student 
Fukuin, Yamato no Aya no Atahe, Emyo, Nara no Wosa 
[interpreter], Kuromaro, Takamuku no Ayabito, and Ohokuni, 
Imaki no Ayabito, together with the student-priests Hifumi (or 
Nichibun), Imaki no Ayabito, Shoan, Minabuchi no Ayabito, Eon, 
Shiga no Ayabito, and Kosai, Imaki no Ayabito, in all eight 
persons (N2: 139).” Sansom (1931: 88) hence states that “to judge 
from their names and titles they were all naturalized Koreans or 
Chinese, or of  Korean or Chinese descendants.” More to the 
point, however, Sansom should have said that they were all 
naturalized Paekche people or their descendants. 39 

In 609, “the Viceroy of  Tsukushi reported to the 
Empress (Suiko) that Buddhist priests from Paekche, named To-
heun and Hye-mi, at the head of  ten others and seventy-five 
laymen, had anchored in the harbor of  Ashigita in the province of  
Higo (N2: 139-40).” In 610, the King of  Koguryeo 
“sent...Buddhist priests named Tam-chi and Peop-cheong. Tam-
chi knew five classics. He was moreover skilled in preparing 
painters’ colors, paper, and ink. He also made mills. This was 
apparently the first time that mills were made (N2: 140). ” In 612, 
“another man of  Paekche named Mimachi emigrated to Japan. He 
said that he had learned from Wu their style of  music and 
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dancing, … [and thus] young people collected who were made to 
learn from him these arts. Hereupon, Deshi, Manu no Obito, and 
Seibun, Imaki no Ayabito, … learned dancing from him, and 
handed it down to their pupils (N2: 144). ”40 

In 642, “the Oho-omi, Soga [Yemishi or Iruka], invited 
Kyoki of  Paekche and his companies to his home at Unebi. He 
had friendly converstion with them and presented a good [i.e., 
well-broken] horse and twenty bars of  iron (N2: 173).” 41 In the 
same year, “the Paekche envoys…took their departure. They were 
given a large ship and three boats (N2: 175).” For the same year, it 
is recorded that “the rank of  Shotoko was conferred on the 
Paekche hostage [Support], the Talsol, Chang-pok. One grade of  
rank was conferred on the guests of  middle and lower condition 
and they each received presents according to their station (N2: 
176).” In 643, “the Heir Apparent to the throne of  Paekche, Yeo 
Pung-jang, set loose and kept four hives of  honey-bees on Mount 
Miwa; but they did not multiply their kind (N2: 184).” 42 In 657, 
“the Ambassadors to the Western Sea…returned from Paekche. 
They brought presents for the Empress (Saimei) of  the camel and 
two asses (N2: 252).”  

In 661, Tenji “sent generals of  the Front Division … to 
the assistance of  Paekche. He also sent arms and grain (N2: 275).” 
In 662, “[a] grant was made to the Kwisil Bok-sin, Minister of  
Paekche, of  100,000 arrows, 500 kin of  raw silk, 1,000 kin of  floss 
silk, 1,000 tan of  cloth, 1,000 hides of  leather, and 3,000 koku of  
seed-rice (N2: 277).” 
 

 
Appendix 7.3. Yamato People Wearing the Paekche Costumes  
 

There occurred a drastic change in costumes after the 
Early Tomb Period. A large proportion of  the Late Tomb Period 
haniwa male figures are dressed in jackets and trousers, as 
prescribed for the tradition of  horseback riding.  

The Beishi (History of  Northern Dynasties, 386-618, 
compiled by Li Yanshou during 627-659) records that men and 
women in the [Middle and Late Tomb Periods] Japanese Islands 
wore skirts and shirts; the sleeves of  men’s shirts were short; and 
women’s skirts were pleated. At this point, the Beishi specifically 
mentions that “in older days” men wore a wide seamless cloth on 

40 推古 十七年 筑紫大宰奏上言 百
濟僧道欣 惠彌爲首 一十人 俗七十
五人 泊于肥後國葦北津 (NII: 193-5) 

推古 十八年 高麗王貢上僧曇徵法
定 曇徵知五經 且能作彩色及紙墨 
幷造碾磑 蓋造碾磑 始于是時歟 
(NII: 195) 

推古 二十年 自百濟國有化來...能
構山岳之形 仍令構須彌山形及吳橋
於南庭...又百濟人味摩之歸化 曰學 
于吳 得伎樂儛 則安置櫻井 而集少
年 令習伎樂儛 於是眞野首弟子 新 
漢濟文 二人習之傳其儛 (NII: 197-9) 

 
41 皇極 元年 大使翹岐 將其從者拜
朝...蘇我大臣於畝傍家 喚百濟翹岐
等 親對語話 仍賜良馬一匹 鐵二十
鋌... 秋七月...饗百濟使人大佐平智
積等於朝 乃命健兒 相撲於翹岐前 
智積等 宴畢而退 拜翹岐門 (NII: 

237-239) 

 
42 The Nihongi records that Pung-jang, 

who was a son of Uija, was sent to the 

Yamato court 10 years before Uija 

ascended the throne in 641 (N2: 165). 

7.10. Koguryeo Sam-sil Tomb, late 4th 

century, Ji’an. 三室塚 吉林 集安 
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43 三國志 魏書 東夷傳 倭…其衣橫
幅 但結束相連 略無縫 婦人被髮屈
紒 作衣如單被 窄其中央 貫頭衣之  
 
北史 卷九十四 列傳 倭國…其服飾 
男子衣裙襦 其袖微小 履如屨形 漆
其上繫之脚..故時 衣橫幅 結束相連
而無縫   
 
44 北史 卷九十四 列傳 第八十二 
百濟…其飮食衣服與高麗略同...以
兩手據地爲禮...女辮髮垂後 已出嫁 
則分爲兩道 盤於頭上 衣似袍 而袖
微大 
周書 卷四十九 列傳 第四十一 
異域上 百濟 百濟…其衣服 男子畧
同於高麗 若朝拜祭祀 其冠兩廂 
加翅 界戎事卽不 拜謁之禮 以兩手 
據地爲敬 婦人衣似袍 而袖微大 在
室者 編髮盤於首後 垂一道爲飾 出
嫁者 乃分爲兩道焉    
 
隋書 卷八十一 列傳 第四十六 東
夷 百濟…其衣服與高麗略同...女辮
髮垂後 已出嫁則分爲兩道盤於頭上 

 

7.11. Takamatsuzuka Painting, Nara 

the body. Indeed, the Dongyi-zhuan has already recorded that the 
clothing of  [Yayoi] Wa people is like an unlined coverlet and is 
worn by slipping the head through an opening in the center, and 
that their clothing is fastened around the body with very little 
sewing.43 

According to the Zhoushu, Beishi, and Suishu, not only the 
language but also the costumes of  the Paekche people were 
identical to those of  the Koguryeo people. The Takamatsuzuka 
tomb in the southeast corner of  an Asuka village in Nara 
prefecture is a rather small tomb mound with plastered and 
painted walls that was excavated on March 21, 1972. The tomb 
was believed to be that of  Mommu (r.679-707) until the 1960s, 
and archeological excavation was prohibited until 1972. The most 
important feature of  the tomb is the art work found on the 
chamber walls. The costumes of  the men and women in the 
Takamatsuzuka paintings closely match those of  the Koguryeo 
tomb paintings. Kidder (1972: 249) even states that “The 
costumes of  the women make it abundantly clear that Korean 
women are shown here.”  

The Zhoushu explains that the costume of  Paekche men 
was very similar to that of  Koguryeo men, both wearing caps with 
feathers on both sides, while Paekche ladies wore jackets with 
ample sleeves over the skirts. The Zhoushu goes on to say that the 
unmarried Paekche women wore their hair in plaits gathered at the 
back but left a tress of  hair hanging as a decoration, while the 
married women formed two plaited tresses of  hair which were 
turned up. The Beishi echoes that the unmarried Paekche women 
twisted their hair into a chignon and let it hang at the back, but 
the married ones twisted their hair upward in two parts. The 
Suishu similarly records that the unmarried Paekche women 
twisted their hair into a chignon and let it hang at the back while 
the married ones separated their hair into two parts and twisted 
them into a chignon from above. Neither the Beishi nor the Suishu 
mention a chignon for Koguryeo women, and the description of  
“hanging at the back (垂後)” in the Suishu, Beishi, and Zhoushu was 
specifically used for the Paekche unmarried women only.44 

The costumes of  the men and women in the 
Takamatsuzuka paintings closely match those of  the Koguryeo 
tombs. Nevertheless, if  we examine the hair-style of  the ladies, 
which previously have escaped observers’ notice, it is clear that 
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they are the Paekche ladies described in the Suishu, Beishi, and 
Zhoushu. Their hair-styles are different from those of  the ladies-in-
waiting appearing in the Koguryeo tombs. 

The early tomb paintings of  Koguryeo were apparently 
inspired by those of  Han China which had portrayed a dead 
couple with strict frontality. Koguryeo, however, eventually 
developed its own unique style; the dead couple were shown 
engaged in activities such as receiving guests or hunting outdoors. 
The delicate wiry outlines favored by the Han Chinese were 
replaced by bold animated lines of  forceful brush strokes. Kim 
(1986: 395-6) states that the figures in the Takamatsuzuka 
paintings, by contrast, “are overlapped displaying the sense of  
spatial depth unlike Koguryeo mural paintings in which subject 
matters are simply juxtaposed without overlapping. The facial type 
is also the plump Tang-Chinese type. The lines and colors are 
most delicate becoming alomst miniature painting.” According to 
Kim (ibid: 267), the images of  the Koguryeo Buddha with their 
archaic religious smiles usually reveal the stylized linear tradition 
of  Northern Wei (386-534), while those of  the Paekche Buddha 
are more naturalistic with more expressive, freindly, and rounder 
faces wearing the quiet peaceful “Paekche smile,” that was 
apparently influenced by the softly modelled sculpture of  
southern Han Chinese dynasties. That is, the paintings of  the 
Takamatsuzuka tomb are as different from those of  Koguryeo 
tombs as the Paekche tradition is from the Koguryeo tradition. 45  

The Nihongi records that on January 15, 593, relics of  
Buddha were deposited in the foundation stone of  the pillar of  a 
pagoda at Hōkōji; and the Suiko section of  Fusō-ryaku-ki 
(compiled by Kōen during the early Kamakura period) records 
that, on that occasion, some one hundred people, including the 
Great Minister Soga Umako, had appeared wearing “Paekche 
clothes,” and the spectators were very much delighted. 46 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

45 天照大神…縛裳爲袴 (NI: 105)  

古尓王…王服紫大袖袍 靑錦袴 金
花飾烏羅冠 (S2: 29-30)  
應神 十四年 百濟王貢縫衣工女…
是今來目衣縫之始祖也 (NI: 371)  
衣縫猪手漢人刀良等祖 將居此處 
(F: 290)  

又貢上手人韓鍛 名卓素 亦吳服西
素二人也 (K: 248)  

 
46 推古 元年春正月 以佛舍利 置于
法興寺刹柱礎中…建刹柱 (NII: 173)  

 
扶桑略記 推古天皇 元年正月 蘇我
大臣馬子宿 依合戰願 於飛鳥地建
法興寺 立刹柱日 嶋大臣幷百餘人 
皆着百濟服 觀者悉悅  

 

Ooms (2009: 89) notes that: “the Soga, 

themselves possibly of peninsular 

origin, constituted the major royal in-law 

group from the time of Kimmei (r.539-

71). … They used the allochthon uji of 

the Aya as their private militia. After 

they massacred their enemy the 

Mononobe military uji in 587, the Soga 

became the unchallenged patrons of 

Buddhiosm [housing] the monk Kwal-

leuk…in their lineage temple, Hōkōji.” 

7.12. Koguryeo Tomb of Wrestling, late 

4th century, Ji’an 角抵塚 吉林 集安 
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Yayoi Pottery with Incised Figures 天理市 淸水風 遺跡 

Yoshinogari, Saga Prefecture, Kyūshū (1st c. BCE) 吉野ケ里 佐賀縣 

Wooden spade from Keom-dan-san-

seong, Sun-cheon, Korea (top); and 

farm tools of the Early Kofun Period, 

circa 300-375, Japan (bottom) 
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8.1. Jōmon Pottery 

 
1 See Imamura (1996); Satoshi Horai 

and Keiichi Omoto (1999), Hudson 

(1999); and Unger (2001: 81-111). 

Edward S. Morse, an American hired by 

the Meiji government to teach biology at 

Tokyo Imperial University, discovered a 

shell midden at Ōmori in 1877, and 

referred to the pottery found there as 

“cord marked” after its decorative 

pattern that was translated into “jomon.” 

 
2 See Susumu (1962: 20).  

The raised-floor architecture, poncho-

type clothing (a one-piece garment with 

a hole in the middle), the fundoshi-type 

breechcloth, the hachimaki-type head-

covering, and the activities of painting 

the body with vermilion and of fishing 

by diving with cormorants are also 

regarded as typical Malayo-Polynesian 

elements. See also Egami (1964: 44).  

CHAPTER EIGHT

FORMATION OF THE PROTO-JAPANESE PEOPLE
THE YAYOI WAVE

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Jōmon Culture of  Ainu and Malayo-Polynesian People 

 
By the 1990s, modern biological anthropology has 

shattered the transformation theories whereby Jōmon populations 
evolved into the Yayoi and then modern Japanese. Recent 
progress in molecular genetics has convincingly established that 
the proto-Japanese people and proto-Japanese language were 
formed not during the Neolithic Jōmon period (10,000-300 CE) 
but during the Yayoi period (300 BCE-300 CE) of  rice 
cultivation.1  

Ishida (1962) raised a very fundamental question: “basic 
Japanese culture undoubtedly took shape in the Yayoi period, and 
the formation of  the Japanese people was complete by the fifth 
century. Who then, one may ask, were the people of  the preceding 
Jōmon period?”  

Some have said that practices in the Jōmon culture 
associate it with the Malayo-Polynesian culture – practices such as 
tooth-blackening and tattooing.2 Genetic studies, however, show 
that the Ainu are much closer to northern Mongoloid than to 
Southeast Asian populations.3 Many place-names in Hokkaidō and 
the northern main land include Ainu words, but such Ainu-like 
names never occur in the southwestern area and Kyūshū.4 This 
may account for the contrast in Jōmon pottery traditions between 
southwestern and northeastern Japan, the boundary being located 
around the Nagoya region. Ishida (1962: 6) mentions the 

Ainu and Malayo-Polynesian People 
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“contrast between eastern and western Japan” and the 
“unmistakable dividing line running north-south in central 
Honshū” from the pre-Jōmon non-pottery period throughout 
prehistoric times. 

It seems that the Ainu people from Siberia came by foot 
to the Sakhalin-Hokkaidō area toward the end of  the glacial 
period and then spread over the whole archipelago, commencing 
pre-pottery Palaeolithic life.5 It seems that, before the end of  the 
glacial period, the Malayo-Polynesian people also came from 
Southeast Asia via the sea route of  the Philippines-Taiwan-
Ryūkyū Islands, settling mostly in the Kyūshū area, while others 
moved into the western mainland.  

With the advent of  the Neolithic Jōmon period, people 
on the Japanese Islands were fishing with harpoons and fishhooks, 
hunting and gathering with polished stone and bone implements, 
and boiling foods in cord-marked pottery in sunken pit dwellings. 
It is usually sedentary societies that own pottery. In the Middle 
East, pottery appeared about 1,000 years after the invention of  
farming in 8,000 BCE. Amazingly enough, the hunting-gathering 
Jōmon people commenced the pre-farming Neolithic era with the 
simultaneous manufacturing of  pottery. Jōmon pottery, dating 
from 10,000 BCE, is claimed to have been the world’s earliest-
known earthenware. Agriculture would not reach the Japanese 
archipelago for another 9,700 years.  

The Japanese Islands were so rich in food resources that 
even hunter-gatherers could settle down and make pottery; the 
Japanese forests were abundant in edible nuts, and the rivers and 
surrounding seas were teeming with fish, shellfish and seaweeds. 
A Jōmon family could enjoy hearty meals in a settled dwelling 
without really trying. They did not have to stay on the move, 
carrying heavy, fragile earthenware.6 They were sedentary, rather 
than mobile, hunter-gatherers. There was absolutely no need for 
the Jōmon inhabitants, estimated to have numbered less than 
75,000 persons by the end of  the period, to seek for any 
alternative form of  subsistence such as planting crops.  

Neither the Ainu nor the Malayo-Polynesian people 
seem to have been closely related with the Yemaek cousins 
inhabiting the Korean Peninsula in those Neolithic days. There 
seems to have been slight contact between them during the Jōmon 
period.  

3 See Imamura (1996: 112). Ainu and 

Malayo-Polynesians are not genetically 

close. See Nei Masatoshi, “The Origins 

of Human Populations: Genetic, 

Linguistic, and Archeological Data,” in 

Sydney Brenner and Kazuro Hanihara, 

eds., The Origin and Past of Modern 

Humans as Viewed from DNA 

(Singapore: World Scientific Publishing, 

1995), pp. 71-91; Omoto Keiichi, 

“Genetic Diversity and the Origins of 

the Mongoloids,” ibid., pp. 92-109; and 

Omoto Keiichi and Saitou Naruya, 

“Genetic Origins of the Japanese: A 

Partial Support for the Dual Structure 

Hypothesis,” American Journal of 

Physical Anthropology, No. 102, 1997, 

pp. 437-446. 

 
4 Diamond (1998) 

 
5 The skeletal remains of Hokkaidō Ainu 

share morphologically close relations 

with northern Mongoloid people such as 

the Nanai, Ulchi, Nivkh, and Okhotsk 

people. Some authors suggest that the 

Ainu people are the descendants of 

some Upper Paleolithic populations of 

northeast Asia from which Native 

Americans are also descended. An 

analysis of mitochondrial DNA found no 

shared types between the Ainu and 

Okinawans. See Hudson (1999: 64-67, 

71-72 and 76-78). 

 
6 See Diamond (1998: 5) and Barnes 

(1993: 27).  

 
7 Pottery made by the early rice 

farmers, clearly different from the 
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thicker-walled Jōmon and named 

“Yayoi” after the name of place where it 

was found, was discovered in the Tokyo 

area by Tsuboi Shōgorō in 1884.   

Barnes (1993: 170-1) notes that “rice 

grains have been recovered from 

several Late and Final Jōmon sites 

dating between the late 2nd and middle 

1st millennia BCE,” but this fact does 

not deter her from then stating that “The 

establishment in c.300 BCE of the 

Yayoi culture, the first fully agricultural 

society in the Japanese Islands, set the 

stage there for the development of 

complex society. Within a mere six 

hundred years, society became 

stratified into elite and commoner social 

classes, with state formation following 

on in the subsequent Kofun period from 

300 CE.” Barnes (ibid: 222) specifies 

300-710 CE as the Kofun period. Farris 

(1998: 6) notes that: “Beginning in the 

fourth century BCE, the technologies of 

wet-rice agriculture and metallurgy 

entered northern Kyūshū from southern 

Korea, initiating an epoch identified 

archaeologically as the Yayoi 

(conventionally 300 BCE –300 CE).” 

See also Imamura (1996: 131-2).  

 
8 See Barnes (1993: 170).  

Rice cultivation began spreading from 

northern Kyūshū, reaching as far north 

as the southern part of the Ou district 

(the former provinces of Mutsu and 

Dewa, comprising the whole northern 

part of Honshū). Red burnished pottery, 

polished stone tools, cylindrical beads, 

tanged stone daggers, polished 

untanged arrowheads of triangular 

The people of  Korea proper began cultivating millet in 
the north and rice in the south before 2,000 BCE. They started 
using bronze c.1,500-1,000 BCE, and iron c.400 BCE. Diamond 
(1998) has raised the following question: With all these 
developments going on for thousands of  years just across the 
Korea Strait, doesn’t it seem astonishing that the Japanese Islands 
were occupied by stone-tool-using hunter-gatherers until 300 
BCE? How did the Jōmon culture survive so long? Why did the 
Korean rice farmers wait so long to cross the Korea Strait and 
commence the Yayoi era in the Japanese Islands? He gives an 
answer, but it does not ring true in the context of  the times. One 
of  my objects in this chapter is to give a more plausible answer to 
this puzzle. 

  
 
2. Timing of  the “Yayoi Wave”: Why Did They Move in c.300 
BCE? 
 

Rice, be it aquatic or dry land, did not originate in the 
Japanese Islands. The Japanese archeologists have submitted 
carbonized rice grains from several Jōmon sites in northern 
Kyūshū to C-14 dating. They came up with a tentative date of  900 
BCE. Rice cultivation on a full scale, however, was introduced into 
the Japanese islands together with new cultural elements, including 
stone tools, pottery, and pit-dwelling similar to those found in the 
Korean Peninsula c.300 BCE.7  

Circa 300 BCE, people from the southern part of  the 
Korean Peninsula, who had been cultivating rice in paddy fields 
and using pottery produced on potters’ wheels, began to cross the 
sea to the northern Kyūshū coastal plain.8 They were from the 
area of  Three Han (Ma-han, Chin-han and Pyun-han), but mostly 
from the Kaya (Karak) area of  Pyun-han. In due course, they 
started to move into the western extremity of  Honshū and then 
kept moving east and north. They joined the Ainu and Malayo-
Polynesian people on the Japanese archipelago to commence the 
600-year Yayoi period (c.300 BCE – 300 CE).9 An ethnic bridge 
was at last formed between the Korean Peninsula and the 
Japanese Islands.  

On a clear day, one can see Tsushima Island with the 
naked eye from the Pusan area, a southeastern corner of  the 
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Korean Peninsula. From the southern part of  Tsushima, one can 
in turn clearly see Iki island, only a short distance from Kyūshū. 
People, it is said, are naturally lazy like most animals, and this 
explains why the peninsular people simply watched the scene over 
the horizon. What, however, made them stop watching c.300 BCE 
and decide to cross the sea?  

Diamond (1998) tries to answer the question in terms of  
four possible developments: “the farmers began raising rice in 
irrigated fields instead of  in less productive dry fields; they 
developed rice strains that would grow well in cool climate; their 
population expanded in Korea, putting pressures on Koreans to 
emigrate; and they invented iron tools that allowed them to mass-
produce the wooden shovels, hoes, and other tools needed for 
rice-paddy agriculture.” While Diamond’s answer contains 
elements of  truth, it does not provide an exact answer to the 
matter of  timing, to the question of  why southern peninsular 
farmers decided to cross the sea when they did.  

Weiss (2003) offers a history of  climate change that leads 
to the answer to the question of  timing. Challenging the 
conventional explanation by invasion, political disintegration of  
an overextended empire, unexpected coincidence of  poor 
leadership, or social pathology, Weiss (1993) contended that the 
sudden end of  Akkadian capital in Syria at c.2200 BCE was 
caused by an abrupt climate change (to long-term drought) that 
lasted until 1900 BCE. Weiss had only an incomplete mosaic of  
hard data in 1993, but we now have the (GISP2) proxies to 
climate changes, such as the values of  dust and sea salt for the 
span between 2200-1900 BCE, to support his contention of  
extraordinary cooling and drying. The signals of  abrupt climate 
change (that left their imprint on the ice laid down in Greenland) 
show up around the world, suggesting that the events that made 
life difficult at Akkadian also impacted other civilizations at that 
same time.10 

Weiss contends that abrupt climate changes forced 
radical social adaptations such as societal collapse, habitat-
tracking, or innovation of  subsistence technology. The world’s 
climate was temporarily colder and drier on several occasions after 
the end of  the most recent Ice Age. The first of  these (known as 
the Younger Dryas) occurred abruptly some 10,700 years ago. The 
global climate change modified the fauna and flora, adversely 

cross-section, disk axes, laurel-shaped 

and triangular reaping knives, grooved 

reaping knives, grooved adzes, and the 

technologies of spinning and weaving, 

lathe-working, and bronze-casting were 

brought to the Kyūshū area. 

 
9 Hanihara (1987) contends that 

population increased from 75,800 at the 

beginning of the Yayoi period to about 

5.4 million in the early Historical period, 

and such a high rate of growth could 

have been achieved only by large-scale 

migration. See Imamura (1996: 156). 
 

10 Linden (2006: 162 and 149-64) 

8.2. Yayoi pottery excavated from 

the Fukuoka Area 
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11 See Sarah H. Parcak, “Archaeological 

Evidence for Abrupt Climate Change,” 

present at the American Geophysical 

Union Fall Meeting held at San 

Francisco December 8-12, 2003. 

Parcak contends that this event 

destroyed the well-irrigated Egyptian 

kingdom by drying out the headwaters 

of the Nile. A sudden change in climate 

devastated both rain-fed (such as 

northern Syria) and irrigated agriculture, 

reducing population drastically and 

letting nomadic herds graze on wild 

plants which required less rainfall than 

farmed crops. The nomadic sphere 

expanded at the expense of the 

devastated farmlands.  

 
12 Mayewski and White (2002: 114) 

 
13 Mayewski and White (2002: 115, 121) 

 
14 See K W. B., ed., “Climate Variations 

and Change,” The New Encyclopedia 

Britannica (Chicago: Encyclopedia 

Britannica, 1986), Vol. 16, p. 534. 

 
15 See Table 14 of K. W. B. (1986: 534), 

and Mayewski and White (2002: 121). 

According to Lamb (1995: 150), “The 

climate became once more slightly 

warmer than today after about 800 BCE 

and still more after 500 BCE, making it 

possible to grow two crops of millet a 

year in the southern part of Shantung 

province (36°N) in eastern China, 

though a colder regime returned by 

around 200 BCE. Much of this period 

was…a time of confusion in China 

known as the Warring States Period.”  

affecting the food supply for hunter-gatherers. This created an 
urgent need for Homo sapiens to find new ways to feed 
themselves, and induced them soon to invent agriculture, relying 
on rain to water their crops. Some 8,200 years ago, rainfall 
abruptly fell below the level needed to sustain primitive farming 
techniques, and this sudden climate change induced farmers to 
adopt irrigation, planting wheat, barley or millet near rivers and 
digging canals. Another period of  cooling and drying occurred 
about 4,200 years ago, and it caused a widespread adoption of  
pastoral nomadism across West Asia.11 

Although the Holocene (last 11,500 years) has a 
significantly milder climate than the glacial period, natural climate 
variability plays a key role to this day.12 Change in sea ice extent is 
determined from the measurements of  chloride in the GISP2 
(Greenland Ice Sheet Project Two) site. Chloride is transported as 
sea salt from ocean to the GISP2 site. Increased levels of  chloride 
in the GISP2 ice core characterize the Little Ice Age. The marine 
sediment record and ice core records reveal similarities as they did 
for the worldwide glacial expansions.13 Minor advances or retreats 
of  mountain glaciers provide a sensitive climatic indicator, 
because small changes in ice mass balance produce a relatively 
large effect in the ice tongue. There was a readvance of  mountain 
glaciers circa 400 BCE –300 CE.14 

There seems to have occurred a Little Ice Age c.400 
BCE, with cooler conditions persisting until 300 CE.15 The 
possible commencement of  a glacial advance coincided with the 
great Celtic migrations (c.400-178 BCE) in the western world, and 
the Warring States period (403-221 BCE) with seven champion 
states in mainland China, as well as the rise of  nomadic Hu (胡) 
people as manifested by the building of  the first wall, by the Han 
Chinese (in 369 BCE), in the eastern world. In 390 BCE, the 
fierce Celtic warriors known as Gauls had besieged Rome itself.16 
The rulers of  the seven states adopted the title “king” (that had 
previously been reserved for the Zhou Son of  Heaven) between 
344-323 BCE, after which the ruler of  Chosun also declared 
himself  king. According to the Dongyi-zhuan (in the Weishu of  
Sanguo-zhi), Yan and Chosun were then on the brink of  fighting 
each another. Armed conflicts between these two states at last 
occurred c.300 BCE. 

The advent of  global cooling and drying seems to have 

Why Did They Move circa 300 BCE? 
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been associated with Malthusian warfare, giving ascendancy to the 
nomadic force over the suddenly disrupted sedentary empire. 
Such a sudden change in climate may have prompted the 
inhabitants in the eastern extremity of  the Eurasian continent at 
the southern shore of  the Korean Peninsula to cross the Korea 
Strait in search of  warmer and moister territory.    

Human populations tend to multiply rapidly when living 
conditions become favorable. Even with a primitive technique of  
cultivating rice on or near swampy fields relying on rainfall, 
populations can double with each new generation. More than a 
millennium after starting rice cultivation in the southern 
peninsula, the population may have reached a saturation point. A 
sudden drying and cooling at this juncture would surely destroy 
the ecological balance and communal equilibrium. Rainfall 
abruptly falls below the level needed to sustain the primitive rice-
farming technique, and this sudden change forces rice farmers to 
search for new land, a more enticing endeavor than urgently and 
therefore rapidly improvising an innovation in agricultural 
technology. And here is the answer to the timing of  the southern 
peninsular farmers’ decision to cross the sea. A hazy but familiar 
image of  islands on the horizon in the south would likely have 
recalled to the minds of  those desperate rice farmers, collectively, 
a warmer and wet dreamland. The shock of  cooling and drying 
made them see and pay attention to what had been before their 
very eyes for a long time.  

The beginning of  agriculture in the Japanese Islands was 
much later than that in mainland China or Korea proper and, 
consequently, a relatively advanced form of  agriculture arrived 
rather suddenly in the Neolithic Japanese islands. Yayoi culture, 
including the Korean-style pit-dwelling and storage pits, gradually 
spread over the mainland.17 The tradition of  Jōmon culture, 
however, persisted until fairly late, especially in eastern and 
northern Japan. According to Imamura (1996: 149), chipped stone 
tools of  the Yayoi period were undoubtedly a continuation of  the 
Jōmon stone tool tradition, “because the production of  chipped 
stone tools had become extinct in China and Korea by the 
beginning of  the Yayoi period.”  

The earliest Yayoi pottery, including narrow-necked 
storage jars, wide-mouthed cooking pots, and pedestalled dishes, 
was excavated in northern Kyūshū together with the Final Jōmon 

16 The beginning of the Little Ice Age 

also coincided with the fall of the well-

irrigated Persian Empire (525-330 

BCE), followed by the disintegration of 

the ephemeral empire of Alexander the 

Great (336-323 BCE). The Romans 

unified the Italian peninsula in 272 BCE 

only to engage in the First Punic War 

(264-241 BCE). 

“Wei built two separate wall systems, 

one along the Luo River to contain Qin 

and one to the west of Daliang that was 

begun in 358, three years after the 

capital was moved there.” The walls 

along the Luo River constructed in 361 

BCE were the “interior walls.” See 

Lewis in Loewe and Shaughnessy 

(1999: 629-30). 

 
史記 卷五 秦本紀第五 孝公 [361 -

338 BCE] 元年 魏築長城…周室微 
諸侯力政 爭相倂 

 
17 According to Imamura (1996: 150), 

the square pit-dwellings in Jōmon 

tradition and the round pit-dwellings in 

Korean tradition (i.e., the Song’gungni 

type with a large central pit and one or 

two small post-hole-like pits on either 

side) coexisted at the very beginning of 

the Yayoi period in northern Kyūshū. 

Imamura states that: “There is an 

important possibility that round pit-

dwellings, which are very common to 

the Yayoi period of southwestern 

Japan, although admittedly without 

prominent features of the Song’gungni 

type, may have originated from or been 

affected by this type.” 
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8.3. Comma-shaped jade beads 

of the Yayoi period. 

 
8.4. Comma-shaped jade beads 

of the Tomb (Kofun) period. 

pottery, and its appearance reveals some influence of  the latter. 
Much of  the latter-day Yayoi pottery is, however, virtually 
indistinguishable from the plain red-burnished Korean Mumun 
pottery. Imamura (1996: 164-5) points out the quantity of  the 
Yayoi pottery discovered at the southern extremity of  the Korean 
Peninsula: “At one Korean site, Neok-do, Yayoi pottery accounted 
for 8 percent of  all the pottery [… and] at the Ye-soeng site 
(Pusan City) as much as 94 per cent of  all pottery was Yayoi.” 

The hunting-fishing-gathering Neolithic culture was 
replaced by the rice farming culture. There occurred a drastic 
change in eating habits and mode of  life in general. Even the 
ritual of  attaching pig jawbones to wooden poles arrived together 
with domesticated pigs as part of  the new cultural system.18 
According to Barnes (1993: 171, 176), the transition from Jōmon 
to Yayoi brought about an entire restructuring of  the material 
economy on the Japanese Islands, and “North Kyūshū acted as an 
incubator for the formation of  the Yayoi culture.” 

 
 

3. The Bronze-Iron Yayoi Culture 
 

In mainland China, the Iron Age began c.500 BCE. 
Barnes (1993: 150, 153) believes that the iron culture of  China, in 
the form of  iron weapons, horse trappings, bits, axle caps, hoes, 
plowshares, and sickles, was transmitted to the Korean Peninsula 
through Yan, initiating the Korean Iron Age from 400 BCE. The 
principal method of  producing (cast) iron in mainland China, 
however, was the blast furnace, while the method of  producing 
(wrought) iron in the Korean Peninsula was the bloomery, refining 
the bloom (i.e., expelling the slag impurities) through 
hammering.19 Nelson (1993: 174) notes that “Iron artifacts were 
produced in small [bloomery] furnaces which have been found 
along the North Han River, dating to the third century BCE or 
earlier. These sites are all near sources of  iron.” According to 
Barnes (2001: 83-4), primitive iron-working [bloomery] furnaces 
have been found from the old Kaya sites on the southern Korean 
coast and dated to the first and second centuries BCE or even to 
the third to fourth centuries BCE. 

Bronze and iron were introduced to the Japanese Islands 
at the same time as agriculture. Quite a few bronze daggers, 

The Bronze-Iron Yayoi Culture 
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halberds, mirrors, and bells of  the Yayoi period were excavated. 
Not only the bronze mirrors and bells, but also the bronze 
daggers and halberds seem to have been mostly religious 
ceremonial objects rather than functional weapons. According to 
Imamura (1996: 171), “weapons were transformed from the thick 
and narrow original forms into thin and wide forms at the 
expense of  their actual functionality.”  

According to the Dongyi-zhuan, the Pyun-han people 
supplied (bloomery) iron to the Wa people (i.e., to the Kaya 
cousins who had crossed over the sea to settle in Kyūshū). 20 A 
few iron smelting sites were indeed discovered in southern Korea. 
According to Imamura (1996: 169), “as of  yet there has been no 
positive discovery of  Yayoi iron smelting sites that would provide 
evidence of  the domestic production of  raw iron” in the Japanese 
Islands. 

Although bronze artifacts have been discovered in 
sizable quantities, there has been a scarcity of  iron tools found in 
Yayoi sites. Yayoi people made hand-axes by grinding stones, and 
cut trees with the same (gouged chisel-shaped) stone axes. They 
also manufactured various wooden farming tools (likely applying 
the iron instruments) such as wooden plows, hoes, knives, and 
shovels, as well as wooden instruments such as vessels, shoes, and 
mortars. Virtually all of  the Yayoi farming tools that have been 
excavated were made of  wood.  

The Yayoi people did not cut the lower part of  the rice 
stalk with a sickle but, rather, cut the ear of  rice with a 
semicircular stone knife with a string running through a small 
hole. Rice harvesting with ear-cropping stone knives must have 
required enormous time and effort. The level of  rice-cultivating 
technology of  the Yayoi farmers must have reflected that of  their 
contemporary southern peninsular rice farmers. The Yayoi culture 
seems to have been the product of  a gradual fusion (among the 
people from the Korean Peninsula, Ainu and Malayo-Polynesian) 
rather than the product of  war and conquest. 

 
 
4. Formation of  the Proto-Japanese People and Proto-Japanese 
Language 

 
According to Unger (2001: 95), a large and growing mass 

18 Hudson (1999: 130) 

 
19 Barnes (2007a: 65-6) 

8.5. Kaya tombs on hilltops at 

Ji-san-dong, Ko-ryeong 高靈 池山洞 

20 三國志 魏書 東夷傳 弁辰…國出
鐵 韓濊倭皆從取之 諸市買皆用鐵 
如中國用錢 

 

Pyunhan People Supply Iron to Wa Cousins
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21 Horai and Omoto (1998: 40-42). 

According to Hudson, although the 

Jōmon people were not totally replaced 

by the incoming Yayoi migrants from 

the Korean Peninsula, their genetic 

contribution to the later Japanese was 

probably less than one quarter. See 

Hudson (1999: 81). 

 
22 See Barnes (1993: 171 and 176)  

and also Hudson (1999: 68). 

  
23 Malayo-Polynesian skeletal 

morphologies continued in northwest 

coastal Kyūshū (west Saga Prefecture, 

Nagasaki, and Gotō islands), southern 

Kyūshū (south Kagoshima, Kumamoto, 

and the Tanegashima and Amai 

islands) and the Ryukyu Islands. The 

skeletal remains of Hokkaido Ainu, on 

the other hand, share morphologically 

close relations with northern Mongoloid 

people. See Hudson (1999: 64-67); and 

Katayama (2001: 23).  

 
24 See Hudson (1999: 98). 

 

 

 

 

8.6. Yayoi pottery excavated at the 

Sinagawa area. 

of  data from physical anthropology and molecular genetics shows 
that “the Jōmon, Ainu, and Ryukyu populations were genetically 
remote from the population of  the Yayoi-period and present-day 
main-island Japan.” According to Imamura (1996: 171), “from 
skeletal morphology, the similarity of  the past Jōmon population 
to the present Ainu and to the Ryukyuans is closer than to the 
mainland Japanese. The mainland Japanese are more similar to the 
peoples on the Northeast Asian continent.” Phylogenetic analysis 
revealed the closest genetic affinity between the mainland 
Japanese and Koreans, suggesting that about 65 percent of  the 
gene pool of  the former was derived from the latter gene flow. 21 

 Barnes notes that Yayoi excavations in western Japan 
have revealed two distinct skeletal types: the indigenous Jōmon 
skeletal genotype and the Korean skeletal type. According to 
Barnes, “physical anthropological studies of  modern Japanese 
show that continental effects on skeletal genetics rapidly diminish 
as one travels eastwards from Kyūshū – except for the Kinai 
region, which received many peninsular immigrants directly in the 
fifth century AD.”22  

Those Ainu clans that were shy of  mingling with the 
newly arrived Pyun-han (Kaya or Karak) people seem to have 
joined their old brethren in the northeastern corner of  Main 
Island, surviving as a homogenous group in Hokkaidō until the 
eighteenth century. The like-minded Malayo-Polynesian clans 
clung together at the southwestern corner of  Kyūshū, still 
surviving in the Ryukyu Islands.23 It may well remind us of  the 
Celts that had been driven to Scotland or Wales by the newly 
arrived Anglo-Saxon tribes in fifth century Britain. The history of  
the Yamato court records inveterate conflicts with the Malayo-
Polynesian and especially with the pure-blooded Ainu tribes, 
whose ferocity was apparently comparable to the “barbaric” 
Germans or Scots portrayed in the Roman chronicles. 

Many Japanese place-names in Hokkaidō and northern 
Honshū include Ainu words.24 The Ainu language was indeed 
spoken until very recently on the northern island of  Hokkaidō. 
The Jōmon inhabitants of  the eastern and northern archipelago 
did likely speak a proto-Ainu language, unlike those of  the 
western and central regions, especially the people of  Kyūshū, who 
likely spoke a proto-Malayo-Polynesian language.25 According to 
Unger (2001: 81, 96), “Proto-Japanese was not spoken in Japan 

Formation of Proto-Japanese Language 
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during the Jōmon period, proto-Korean-Japanese accompanied 
the introduction of  Yayoi techniques, and the earliest plausible 
date for a Tungusic or, more precisely, a Marco-Tungusic language 
in Japan is therefore the start of  the Yayoi period.”  

The prototype of  the Japanese race sharing the proto-
Japanese language was formed during the Yayoi period, going 
through a relatively peaceful process of  genetic mixture over an 
extended period of  time. The proto-Japanese language seems to 
have evolved on the basis of  the Kaya (Karak) dialect of  the 
Korean language, spreading from northern Kyūshū to eastern 
Hohshū. Both Korean and Japanese belong to the Macro-
Tungusic branch of, say, Altaic language, but lexically and 
phonologically, the Japanese language seems to have been heavily 
influenced by the languages of  Ainu and Malayo-Polynesian. The 
linguistic influence of  the Jōmon aborigine seems to have 
matched their genetic share in the formation of  the Japanese 
people. 

To the Pyun-han (Kaya) people, however, those fellows 
who had crossed over the sea to Kyūshū island may at first have 
looked very much like brothers and sisters, but because of  a lapse 
of  time, came to look more like distant cousins.  

 
 

5. Queen Pimihu of  Wa in the Dongyi-zhuan 
 
TRANSFORMING A YAYOI FIGURE INTO A KOFUN FIGURE 

The Wajin-den section of  Dongyi-zhuan in the Weishu of  
Sanguozhi was written sometime between 280-97 by Chen Shou (陳
壽 233-97) of  Western Jin (265-317) on the basis of  reports made 
by Chinese envoys to the northern part of  Kyūshū around the 
nine-year period of  239-48. According to the Wajin-den (Wo-zhuan 
translated by Tsunoda and edited by Goodrich, 1951): “The 
people of  Wa [Wo in Chinese] … formerly comprised more than 
one hundred communities … [T]oday, thirty of  their communities 
maintain intercourse through envoys … [G]oing toward … one 
arrives at the country of  Yama-ichi [邪馬壹國 somehow 
translated by Tsunoda as Yama-tai], where the Queen holds her 
court. … To the south is the country of  Kunu, where a king rules. 
… This country is not subject to the Queen. … There is no oxen, 
horses … magpies. The country [Yama-ichi] formerly had a man 

25 Ono (1962: 20) has contended that in 

western Japan, the people of the 

Jōmon period spoke a language of 

southern origin with a phonetic system 

like that of present-day Malayo-

Polynesian, while a language with a 

grammatical system and vowel 

harmony like the Altaic was introduced 

with the Yayoi culture and spread 

eastward from northern Kyūshū along 

with rice cultivation. The open syllable 

structure of the Japanese language 

(each syllable consisting of consonant 

plus vowel, except for the independent 

vowels and the syllabic consonant ‘n’) 

is thought to reflect Malayo-Polynesian 

affinities.  

 
26 According to the Hou Hanshu, in 57 

CE, “the Wa country of Nu [奴 Na] sent 

an envoy with tribute who called himself 

da-fu 大夫. This country is located in 

the southern extremity of the Wa 

country. Guangwu [r.25-57] bestowed 

on him a seal... During the reigns of 

Huandi [r.147-68] and Lingdi [r.168-89] 

the country of Wa was in a state of 

great confusion, war and conflict raging 

on all sides.” Tsunoda (1951: 2) 

 
27 呼 was pronounced “hag” in Zhou-

Qin times, “ho” in Sui-Tang times, and 

“hu” in Yuan and modern Beijing times.

28 三國志 卷三十 魏書 三十 烏丸 
鮮卑東夷傳 第三十 倭 舊百餘 
國...今使譯所通三十國 從郡至倭循 
海岸水行 歷韓國 乍南乍東 到其北 
岸狗邪韓國 七千餘里 始度一海千 
餘里至對馬國...又渡一海... 南至邪 

 

Altaic Language on Jōmon Substructure
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馬壹國 女王之所都…其南有狗奴國 
男子爲王...不屬女王 ...男子無大小 
黥面文身… 其衣橫幅但結束相連略 
無縫婦人... 作衣如單被 穿其中央 
貫頭衣之...其地 無牛馬虎豹羊鵲… 
其國本亦以 男子爲王 住七八十年 
倭國亂 相攻伐歷年 乃共立一女子 
爲王 名曰卑彌呼 事鬼道 能惑衆... 
有男弟佐治國… 景初二年 [238] 倭 
女王 遣大夫難升米等詣郡 求詣天 
子朝獻... 太守劉夏遣吏將 送詣京 
都 其年十二月 詔書報 倭女王曰 
制詔 親魏倭王卑彌呼...正始元年… 
其八年 [247] 太守王頎到官 倭女王 
卑彌呼與狗奴國男王卑彌弓呼 素不 
和...相攻擊...卑彌呼以死 更立男王 
國中不服 更相誅殺... 復立卑彌呼 
宗女壹與年十三爲王 國中遂定  
 
29 晉書 卷九十七 列傳 第六十七 
倭人 泰始[265-74]初 遣使重譯入貢  
 
30 攝政六十六年 晉起居注云 武帝 
泰初二年 [266] 倭女王遣重譯貢獻  
 
31 晉書 卷十 帝紀 第十 安帝 義熙 
九年 是歲 高句麗倭國...並獻方物  

 

32 The Nihongi describes Jingū 

practicing shamanism and deluding her 

people. She conducted the ceremony of 

purification, constructed a palace of 

worship, discharged in person the office 

of priest, hooked the trout in the river 

with threads from her skirt, made 

sacrifices, caused a channel to pierce 

through a great rock, and made her hair 

part of its own accord spontaneously 

simply by bathing in the sea. 

as a ruler. For some seventy or eighty years after that there were 
disturbances and warfare. 26 Thereupon the people agreed upon a 
woman for their ruler. Her name was Pimihu [卑彌呼 somehow 
translated by Tsunoda and Goodrich as Pimiko].27 She occupied 
herself  with magic and sorcery, bewitching the people. … [In 238 
CE] the Queen of  Wa sent … to visit the prefecture [of  Daifang], 
where they requested permission to proceed to the Emperor’s 
Court with tribute. … [In 247 CE] the Governor, Wang Ch’i, 
arrived [at Daifang] to assume office. The Queen of  Wa, Pimihu, 
had been at odds with the King of  Kunu … and had sent … to 
visit the prefect and report in person regarding the conflict going 
on. Chang Cheng, Acting Secretary of  the Border Guard, was 
dispatched with rescript … He issued a proclamation advising 
reconciliation. When Pimihu passed away [in 248 CE?]… a king 
was placed on the throne, but the people would not obey him. … 
A relative of  Pimihu named Iyo, a girl of  thirteen, was then made 
queen and order was restored. Cheng [the Wei ambassador 
dispatched by the Governor of  Daifang] issued a proclamation to 
the effect that Iyo was the ruler. Then Iyo sent a delegation…to 
accompany Cheng home [to Daifang]. The delegation visited the 
capital and presented thirty male and female slaves [to the Wei 
court].” 28 According to the Jinshu, an envoy from Wa came to the 
court of  Western Jin with tribute sometime early in the period 
265-74.29 According to the Nihongi (quoting a Jin person), it seems 
to have been the year 266. 30 The “queen” recorded in the Nihongi 
as having sent a tribute to the Western Jin court in 266 seems to 
have been Iyo. 

The Japanese Islands disappear thereafter from the 
Chinese dynastic chronicles until 413, when the Yamato state and 
Koguryeo were recorded to have sent local products to the 
Eastern Jin court.31 Historians speculate that the lacuna of  these 
years (approximately a century and half  between 266-413) may 
imply some sorts of  chaos having prevailed in the Japanese 
Islands.  

The writers of  Nihongi were apparently inspired by the 
Wajin-den (Wo-zhuan) records on Pimihu, and decided to create a 
figure called Empress Jingū (as a regent during 201-69).32 

According to the Nihongi, the 70-year interval between the death 
of  the fourteenth king Chiuai (in 200 CE) and the enthronement 
of  the fifteenth king Ōjin (in 270 CE) was ruled by Empress Jingū 
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as regent (201-69 CE). 33 The Nihongi includes quotations from 
Dongyi-zhuan as footnotes for the 39th (239), 40th (240), and 43rd 
year (243) of  the Jingū’s reign. The Nihongi further notes that the 
66th year of  Jingū’s reign corresponds to the second year of  Jin 
Wudi’s reign (266). 34 The writers of  Nihongi tried to fill the 201-13 
period by writing a few paragraphs up to the fifth year of  Jingū’s 
reign from scratch, and then jumping to the thirteenth year. There 
are no records for the 31-year period of  214-45 except the seven 
letters specifying the year 239 and a few sentences quoted from 
the Dongyi-zhuan that were apparently added later as footnotes. 
Substantial narrative begins to appear only from the year 246 (the 
year 366 with the two-cycle correction). They filled in the period 
between forty-sixth and sixty-fifth year of  Jingū’s reign with 
various stories related to the Korean Peninsula for the period of  
364-85. 35  

The writers of  Nihongi made a heroic attempt to 
transform the third century Wajin-den figure, Pimihu, into the 
Regent Empress Jingū, and then link this fictitious figure to the 
late fourth century founder of  the Yamato Kingdom by making 
Homuda the second son and crown prince of  Jingū. 
Unfortunately, their effort to manufacture the Bansei-Ikkei (an 
unbroken line of  emperors since 660 BCE) myth came to torture 
numerous modern Japanese historians who somehow feel obliged 
to square the fiction with the actual history and archeological 
findings. Quite a few Japanese scholars were imaginative enough 
to substantiate the Nihongi story of  the Jingū’s conquest of  Silla 
(in October 200, according to the Nihongi chronology) and to 
come up with the Mimana story of  colonizing the southern 
peninsula by the Yamato Kingdom in the fourth century (by the 
ghost of  Jingū in 369). 36  
 
READING YAMA-ICH AS YAMA-TAI AND EUQATING IT TO YAMA-TO 

One of  the most interesting aspects of  Japanese history 
as written by Japanese historians is the fact that while Chen Shou 
(233-97), the third century author of  the Weishu, calls Pimihu’s 
state “Yama-ichi,” almost all Japanese historians have decided to 
read it “Yama-tai” and understand it to imply “Yama-to.” Indeed 
Fan Yeh (范曄 398-445) of  Liu Song (劉宋 420-79), the author 
of  Hou Hanshu, invigorates those Japanese historians who eagerly 
want to believe that Pimihu’s state was located in the Kinai-

33 神功 攝政元年...是年也 太歲辛 
巳 卽爲攝政元年 (NI: 349)  

神功 攝政六十九年 皇太后崩…時 
年一百歲...是年也太歲己丑(NI: 361) 

神功 攝政前紀 (仲哀 九年十二月) 
生譽田天皇於筑紫 (NI: 341)  

息長帶比賣命 生御...大和氣命 亦 
名品陀和氣命 (K: 226)  
 

34 神功 攝政三十九年 是年也 太歲 
己未 魏志云 明帝景初 三年 [239] 

倭女王遣大夫..等 詣郡求詣天子 朝 
獻 太守...遣吏將送詣京都 (NI: 351) 

攝政四十年 魏志云 正始元年 遣 
建忠校尉梯携等 奉詔書印綬詣倭 
國也 (NI: 351)  

 

攝政四十三年 魏志云 正始四年 
倭王復遣使大夫 伊聲者掖耶等八 
人上獻 (NI: 353)  

攝政六十六年 是年 晉武帝泰初(始) 
二年 [266] (NI: 361)  

 
35 神功 攝政 五十五年 百濟肖古王
薨 五十六年 百濟王子貴須立爲王 
(NI: 359-61)  
神功 攝政 六十四年 百濟國貴須 
王薨 王子枕流王立爲王 六十五年 
百濟國枕流王薨 王子阿花 年少 
叔父辰斯奪立爲王 (NI: 359-61) 
 
36 神功 攝政 三年 立譽田別皇子 
爲皇太子 因以都於磐余 (NI: 349) 

神功 攝政前紀 九月...于時也 適當 
皇后之開胎 皇后卽取石揷腰 而祈 
之曰 事竟還日 産於玆土... 冬十月 
從和珥津 發之時 飛廉起風 陽 
侯擧浪 海中大魚 悉浮扶船 卽大 
風順吹 帆舶隨波 不勞櫨楫 便到 

 

Transforming Yayoi Figure into Kofun Figure
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新羅 時隨船潮浪 遠逮國中...新羅 
王...降於王船之前 (NI: 337-9)  
 

整軍雙船 度幸之時 海原之魚 不 
問大小 悉負御船而渡 爾順風 大起 
御船從浪 故其御船之波瀾 押騰新 
羅之國 旣到半國於 是其國王畏惶 
奏言 自今以後隨 天皇命而爲御馬 
甘...無退仕奉...爾以其御杖衝立新
羅 國主之門...其政未竟之間 其懷 
妊産 卽爲鎭 御腹 取石以纏於裳 
之腰而 渡筑紫國 其御子阿禮坐 阿 
禮二字以音 (K: 230-2)  

 
8.7. Comma-shaped jade beads 

excavated from (top) the Sun-san area, 

and (bottom) tomb of King Mu-nyung 

Yamato area because he refers to Pimihu’s state as Yama-tai (邪馬
臺國). Fan Ye wrote Hou Hanshu between 429-39. The political 
development of  the Japanese Islands unifying during the late 
fourth century and the early fifth century could have influenced 
the fifth century author of  Hou Hanshu to make this “innocent” 
error. Fan Yeh even used such an expression as “the King of  
Great Wa (大倭王).” 37 In spite of  the compelling facts, presented 
by Furuta (1983), that show it to be otherwise, the speculation 
over the location of  the so-called “Yama-tai Koku” (i.e., the so-
called Kinai hypothesis of  Yama-tai location) continues to serve 
as a sort of  public entertainment in Japan.  

Takemoto (1983) summarizes the study of  Furuta as 
follows. In the Wajin-den, Pimihu’s state is named Yama-ichi. In the 
Hou Hanshu, it is called Yama-tai. Chen Shou was writing 
contemporary history and had personally observed much of  what 
he wrote about, whereas Fan Yeh was writing about events relying 
solely on written sources. 

In the Chen Shou’s Sanguozhi, of  which the Weishu is a 
part, the character “ichi” appears 86 times and the character “tai” 
56 times, but Chen Shou never confused the two characters. 
During the Wei period, “tai” was one of  their most sacred words, 
implying a religious-political sanctuary or the emperor’s palace. 
The characters “ya” and “ma” mean “nasty” and “horse,” 
reflecting the contempt Chinese felt for a barbarian country, and it 
is most unlikely that Chen Shou would have used a sacred word 
after these two characters. It is equally unlikely that a copyist could 
have confused the characters, because in their old form they do 
not look nearly as similar as in their modern printed form. Yama-
tai was Fan Yeh’s creation.  

Furuta further shows that at least 10 different characters 
were used to transliterate the sound “to” in the Hanshu, Weishu 
and Xin Tangshu, but in no case was the character “tai” [臺
pronounced “dэg” in Zhou-Qin, “dэi” in Sui-Tang] used to 
represent the sound of  “to” [written 登,騰 “tэng/dэng” in Kojiki-
Nihongi]. There could similarly have been no mistake about the 
location of  Yama-ichi. The Weishu includes a total of  2,237 
references to direction, but not once does Chen Shou confuse 
“east” with “south.” Furuta found 159 examples in which Chen 
Shou gave distance between two known places in “li.” One “li” 
during the Wei period was between 75 and 90 meters, but closer 

Yama-ichi Is Read as Yama-tai in Japan 
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to 75. Therefore, the Yama-ichi state described by Chen Shou had 
to be located in the northern part of  Kyūshū.  

Barnes (2007a: 103) admits that “the archeological 
evidence is weakest of  all” for accepting “the equation of  Yamatai 
with Yamato.” Despite this admission, she contends that, “taking 
into consideration the current documentary evidence, however, 
there is a reasonable case for accepting as an assumption the 
equation of  Yamatai with Yamato.” 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

37 後漢書 卷八十五 東夷列傳 第七 
十五 倭在韓東南大海中 依山島爲 
居 凡百餘國 自武帝滅朝鮮 使驛 
通於漢者三十許國 國皆稱王 世世 
傳統 其大倭王居邪馬臺國 ... 桓靈 
間 [146-89] 倭國大亂 有一女子 名 
曰卑彌呼 年長不嫁 事鬼神道 能 
以妖惑 衆於是共立爲王...自女王國 
東度海天餘里至拘奴國 雖皆倭種 
而不屬女王 
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Left: Kwang-ju (top) and Mong-chon Tosung (bottom), Korean Peninsula  

Right: Unknown site (top) and Mesri, Sakurai (bottom), Japanese Islands 

(1) Sa-chang-ri, Mu-an; (2) Mong-chon-

to-seong; (3) Puso-san-seong, Puyeo; 

and (4) Inari-yama Tomb 

 

Formation of Modern Japanese: Kofun Wave
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9.1. Paekche stoneware from the 4th 

century Su-chon-ri site 公州 水村里 

 

9.2. Stoneware appears at the 

Mongchon Tosung 夢村土城 Period II 

(mid-4th to mid-5th century) sites, but 

this stoneware belongs to the period of 

late 4th and early 5th century. 

CHAPTER NINE

FORMATION OF THE MODERN JAPANESE PEOPLE
THE KOFUN WAVE

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. The Archeological Break: Event or Process 
 

The 600-year Yayoi period (300 BCE-300 CE) was 
followed by the Tomb period (300-700). The usual periodization 
of  the Tomb period is Early (300s), the Middle (400s), and the 
Late (500-700). Edwards (1983) has argued that the changes in the 
contents of  the tombs in the Japanese Islands can be explained in 
terms of  “process” rather than as the product of  a discrete 
“event” that created the Yamato Kingdom. Many scholars seem to 
have seized on the Edwards thesis fairly uncritically, and 
contended that the Middle and Late Tomb cultures had emerged 
as a result of  internal evolution, eliminating the idea of  a second 
wave of  people from the Korean Peninsula, the “Kofun Wave.” 
This chapter, Chapter 9, shows why the “evolutionary” thesis of  
Edwards is inadequate, and once again calls our attention to the 
“Kofun Wave” thesis, accounting for its timing. 

 
CHANGES IN THE CONTENTS OF THE TOMBS 

After carefully examining the shape of  tombs and the 
contents of  grave-goods, Egami (1964: 48) has concluded that the 
character of  the Middle and Late Tomb periods is essentially 
identical and hence may be combined into one (Late Tomb) 
period covering approximately the 300-year period, say, between 
375-675 CE. Egami has contended that there is chronological 
continuity between the Late Yayoi (100-300) culture and the Early 

Advent of Mounded Tomb Culture: Kofun Wave 
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Tomb [300-75] culture, and that the change which took place 
between the Late Yayoi and the Early Tomb periods can be 
understood as a result of  the increasing “social stratification” and 
its associated social evolution. The formation of  a state, however, 
had to wait until the subsequent [post-375] Late Tomb period.  

The culture of  the Early Tomb period (300s) retained 
many elements of  Yayoi origin, such as high esteem for bronze 
swords, mirrors, and jewels as ritual objects rather than for 
practical utility. According to Egami (1962: 11), the burial customs 
of  the early period were tinged with religious symbolism and 
magical mysticism. It was a tradition continued from the Yayoi 
period. The tombs of  the early period were relatively small. 
However, since a tomb was usually located on top of  a natural hill 
or along a ridge overlooking paddy fields, a large imposing tomb 
could be constructed with a relatively small labor force. People 
usually dug a hole on top of  a hill, placed a wooden coffin in the 
hole, surrounded the coffin with stones, and then capped the top 
with stone panels.  

Tombs of  the Middle period (400s), however, were 
usually on level plains, enormous in size, and either in a keyhole 
shape or round shape. The beginning phase of  the Middle Tomb 
period is represented by the tombs of  Ōjin and his son Nintoku. 
Employing a large labor force to pile up earth, they constructed a 
gigantic burial mound on a level plain and surrounded the tomb 
with a moat and embankment. In case of  a vertical-pit-style 
chamber tomb, stones were piled up to form a simple stone 
chamber, which was then covered with long stone slabs or logs, 
overlaying the top of  the mound with layers of  soil. In case of  a 
horizontal-corridor-style chamber tomb, they constructed a stone 
passageway inside the burial mound and moved the coffin into the 
stone chamber. Grave-goods such as horse trappings, sue pottery, 
iron weapons (swords, arrowheads, spearheads, armor or helmets), 
iron farming tools, gilt-bronze crowns, gilt-bronze earrings, beads 
and bracelets, bronze mirrors, and belt buckles were deposited in 
and around the stone sarcophagi. Barnes (1993: 227) has stated 
that “the horizontal chamber tomb was introduced into the 
Japanese Islands by Paekche elite in the early fifth century.” From 
c.500, tombs became more common but much smaller. 
 In order to minimize the wasteful use of  the nation’s 
resources, the Yamato court proclaimed, as one of  the Taika 

9.3. 4th century sueki excavated from 

the Korean Peninsula 

(1) Wha-myung-dong 釜山市 華明洞 

tomb No. 7, (2) Mong-chon To-seong 

서울市 夢村土城, (3) Hyun-dong  

馬山市 縣洞 tomb No. 50. 

9.4. Early sueki from the  

(top) Ni-i-za-wa tomb No. 281  

天理市 和爾遺跡 新沢281號墳, and

(bottom) 新庄町寺 口忍海E-21號墳 

 

Late Yayoi and Early Tomb Period Culture
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9.5. Iron horseshoe dated c.400 百濟 

Mong-chon Toseong 夢村土城 85-2 

 
1 三國志 卷三十 魏書三十 烏丸鮮
卑東夷傳 第三十 倭…其地無牛馬  
 

2 Farris (2009: 16) states that: “At 

Ariyama Tomb near Ōsaka…. 

archaeologists have uncovered 85 

swords, 8 pike points, 1,542 arrow-

heads, 134 hand ax blades, 201 

sickles, 49 U-shaped shovel or spade 

fittings, and 90 chisels, all dated to the 

mid-fifth century. The source for all this 

iron had to be…most likely Korea, 

because residents of the islands did not 

discover their meager deposits of iron 

sand and ore until after 500.” Edwards 

(1983) has classified the Ariyama tomb 

as the one that does not contain 

anything conspicuously continental. 

 Farris (2009: 12) further notes that: 

“most iron in Japan is to be found in 

granules at the bottoms of riverbeds,”  

and that “in Japan and Korea small 

furnaces called bloomeries were used 

to heat the ore to about 1,200o C and 

separate out the slag (ibid: 16).”  

  
3 Gold was not discovered in the 

Japanese Islands until the 8th century, 

and Japan had very much depended on 

Korea as the source of raw iron also. 

Reform measures, the prohibition of  large tomb construction (as 
well as the sacrifice of  horses at funerals) on March 22, 646. 
Although the construction of  Buddhist temples, rather than of  
gigantic tombs, had already begun to deplete the energy and 
resources of  the Yamato ruling clans, the practice of  constructing 
large tomb mounds seems to have continued long after that date. 
Cremation became the fashion only after 700 CE. 

The Dongyi-zhuan states that there were no horses on the 
Japanese Islands.1 Indeed, horse bones or any artifacts related to 
horses are never found in the Early Period tombs. Kidder (1985) 
states: “So far no horse bones have been discovered in any Early 
Kofun period sites.” Kidder (1985: 98-9) shows horse trappings 
such as bridle-bits, cheek plates, stirrups, flank and rump 
ornaments, saddle bows, horse bells, strap buckles, and the horse 
helmet excavated from the “fifth” century tombs, together with 
those artifacts found from the “sixth and seventh” century tombs. 
According to Kidder (ibid: 100, 121), the saddles with gilt-bronze 
bows fitted over a decorated wooden frame are “similar to Korean 
products and came from the same workshops” and that “all 
trappings prior to the middle of  the fifth century were foreign-
made,” i.e., made in the Korean Peninsula. Farris (1998: 78-9) also 
notes that “The earliest examples [of  horse paraphernalia] are 
simple, two-piece bits and stirrups of  iron and wood, both of  
which were recovered in northern Kyūshū, a sure sign of  Korean 
import. Along with a few saddle parts, these primitive trappings 
predominated in the first half  of  the fifth century; many were 
probably peninsular products.” 
 
SUEKI (STONEWARE), THE CHOSUN POTTERY 

The number of  iron objects, iron ingots, and 
blacksmiths’ tools as well as evidence of  new metal-working 
techniques such as the use of  hinges and riveting and the ability to 
forge difficult shapes, increased dramatically with the beginning 
of  the fifth century. According to Barnes (KEJ.4, 1983: 245), the 
Ariyama tomb (a subsidiary tomb of  the Ōjin Mausoleum) alone 
held over 3,000 iron swords and tools.2 According to Farris (1998: 
71-73), the quantity of  iron from sites of  all types in the Japanese 
Islands grew dramatically in the early fifth century (specifying the 
“era 425-450” CE) and, what is more, the source for almost all of  
this iron must have been Korea, at least until iron sand was 

No Norse Bones in Early Tomb Period 
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discovered in the Japanese Islands in the sixth century.3 Farris 
(ibid: 79) states that: “the implications of  early Japan’s near-total 
reliance on the southern Korean states for iron, iron tools and 
weapons, and iron workers are profound.” Farris further 
maintains that “Nomads did not gallop through Korea and Japan 
founding kingdoms, but inhabitants of  Korea did play an essential 
role in transferring horseriding technology to Japan.”  

In September 1989, the first century Paekche kilns were 
excavated near Puyeo and Kongju, together with various 
earthenware fired above 1000° C. According to Barnes (2001: 
121), the people of  the Korean Peninsula started producing the 
hard-fired grayish or red Wajil earthenware (fired at 900-950° C) 
during the first century CE, and then the high-fired stoneware 
(fired at higher temperatures of  950-1150) sometime during the 
first century and third century. When stoneware clays (that contain 
silica and aluminum) are fired above 1000° C in a closed tunnel 
kiln, unlike the earthenware clay, mullite crystals begin to grow to 
form glassy ceramic body. Because of  this “vitrification,” the 
bowls or jars take on a gray or black hue. The Harima Fudoki 
records the instance of  Homuda (Ōjin), the founder of  Yamato 
Kingdom, finding “the right kind of  clay” for making ceramics on 
an inspection tour. 4 

The techniques of  high-firing kilns for iron production 
were apparently transferred to pottery making in the Korean 
Peninsula. “It is no accident,” Farris (1998: 85) points out, “that 
stoneware entered Japan approximately when iron goods and the 
ferrous industries became more widespread. Each technology 
required heating and working materials at high temperatures.” 5 

Sue pottery (stoneware) represents the Middle and Late 
tomb periods, just like the cord-marked pottery and Yayoi pottery 
represent the previous periods. Kidder (1985: 103-4) notes that 
the sue pottery was a Korean product initially and coincided in the 
Japanese Islands with the appearance of  horse trappings in the 
tombs. He further reminds us that the oldest sue pottery was 
discovered from the Ikenoue and Furudera tomb groups (in 
Amagi city, Fukuoka prefecture in Kyūshū) together with a nearby 
kiln site that was dated, by the presence of  Haji pottery (of  soft 
Yayoi tradition), to the late fourth or early fifth century.  

According to Barnes (KEJ.7, 1983: 256), sueki was 
known as Chosun (Korean) pottery until the 1950s, when the word 

4 此土爲堲耳 故曰堲岡 (F: 326) 

 “While on an inspection tour, Homuda 

constructed a palace at this hill. He 

said, ‘This is the right kind of clay (for 

making… ceramics).’ Thus, it was 

named Haniwoka.” Aoki (1997: 215) 

notes that: “It is probable that the 

people of this area found the local clay 

suitable for ceramics.”  

 
5 Farris (1998: 87) further notes that the 

discovery of the first Kara kamado 

(Korean ovens) in northern Kyūshū and 

the Kinai together with early stoneware 

“also lend support to the idea of Korean 

origin.” The fifth century oven produced 

less smoking and was easier to cook 

with than the Yayoi hearth (ro) that 

placed pots right in the fire.  

According to Barnes (2001: 123), since 

the firing temperatures employed in the 

production of Korean stoneware were 

still lower than those employed in the 

Chinese or European production, the 

stoneware produced in the Korean 

Peninsula were “less vitrified and more 

porous” than the latter. 

 

9.6. Kamado Oida-yama tomb 御所市 

 

Sueki Known as Chosun (Korean) Pottery
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6 According to Farris (1998: 82), the 

“reservoirs for watering rice had been 

less important in China, where rivers 

kept millet fields and rice paddies moist 

the year round.” 

 

 

 

 

 

9.7. Bridle-bits and stirrups from a 

Koguryeo Tomb 高力墓子 渾江流域 
五女山城 南方 5 km (top);  

Mo-chon-ri, Non-san 論山 茅村里 

(middle); and 海南 造山 Jo-san, Hae-

nam (bottom). Dates not ascertained. 

sue (derived from a reference to the vessels in the 8th-century 
anthology Manyōshu) was adopted. It seems to have been an 
unbearable burden for contemporary Japanese keep calling the 
representative artifact marking the 300-year Middle and Late tomb 
periods “Korean pottery.”  

Farris (1998: 68-70) summarizes the materials, 
technologies, and religious and political systems that flowed from 
the Korean Peninsula to the Japanese Islands during the Tomb 
period. First are items essentially originated in the peninsula: iron 
ore and iron-working techniques, the cuirass, the oven, bronze 
bells, court titles and surnames, the district, measurements for the 
field pattern system, and mountain fortifications. Second are items 
from China that were transmitted to Japan with some alteration or 
refinement: the ring-pommeled sword, (U-shaped) iron 
attachments for farming tools, pond- and canal-digging 
technology, stoneware, silk weaving, the idea for service and 
producer units (be), law codes, and writing.6 Third are items from 
China that were transferred to japan with slight changes: lamellar 
armor, horse trappings, stone-fitting methods and tombs, gold 
and silver jewelry, Buddhism, and the crossbow. As Farris (1998: 
70) puts it: “Taken together these three modes of  transmission 
reflect the seminal role played by peninsular peoples in the 
formation of  Japan’s Tomb culture.” The Tomb culture indicated 
by Farris obviously implies the “Middle and Late” Tomb culture.  

 
 
2. Ōjin-Nintoku Tombs and Horse Trappings 
 
WHEN WALTER EDWARDS WAS A GRADUATE STUDENT 

Edwards (1983) has contended that the classic early fifth 
century Middle period tombs of  Ōjin and Nintoku precede the 
presence of  “horserider materials” because their influx into the 
Japanese Islands occurred “no earlier than the middle of  the fifth 
century (ibid: 284).” Edwards has refuted Egami’s thesis, 
suggesting that the traditional Middle period tombs have to be 
analyzed in combination with the Early tombs, and that the strong 
political power the huge middle-period tombs represent cannot be 
understood to derive from the “event” of  a conquest by 
horseriders: “the classic Middle Kofun tombs generally precede 
the continental influx, and the political power they represent 

Archeological Break: Event or Process 
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cannot be seen as deriving from it (ibid: 286).”  
Barnes regards the territorial groupings that emerged in 

the Early Tomb period as “socially stratified” chiefdoms whose 
“development was truncated due to changing world circumstances 
(2007a: 197),” but posits the formation “of  the Yamato State in 
the late 5th century (ibid: 195),” allowing her “stateless” Early 
Tomb period [250-400] to be analyzed together with her 
“stateless” Middle Tomb period [400-75]. 7 

Edwards (1983) has presented the archeological data of  
137 tombs in order to refute Egami’s thesis, but somehow the 
data as staged by Edwards himself  look more consistent with 
Egami’s two-fold division of  the Tomb period. Although the 
archeological data prepared by Edwards himself  show the 
appearance of  a few tombs that contain continental materials at 
around the “beginning of  the fifth century,” Edwards has simply 
insisted that the content of  burials became distinctly continental 
only “after the middle decades of  the fifth century;” and 
therefore, he claims, the tombs of  Ōjin and Nintoku cannot be 
classified as those of  the horseriders. Edwards admits the 
possibility that the continental influx he places in the mid-fifth 
century may actually belong to the fourth, which would relate it to 
historical contexts of  the fourth century. But he insists that the 
traditional Middle Period tombs, including the tombs of  Ōjin and 
Nintoku, still precede the continental influx, and hence these 
tombs could not contain any equestrian paraphernalia or anything 
conspicuously continental. 8  

According to Barnes (2007a: 10), “The Middle Kofun 
period is marked by the construction of  very large keyhole tombs 
on the Ōsaka Plains. The grave goods underwent significant 
changes: bronze mirrors and fine beadstone objects were no 
longer deposited. Instead, much more iron was deposited in the 
form of  armor, weaponry and tools.” In her Table (1.2) showing 
the phases of  keyhole tomb chronology, the tombs of  the latter 
half  of  fourth century began to produce various kinds of  iron 
arrowheads, but by the beginning of  fifth century iron arrowheads 
and armor became dominant and there were no more bronze 
arrowheads. The tombs of  the first half  of  fifth century contain 
such grave goods as curved-blade sickles, and haniwa made in 
animal and human shapes (ibid: 17). In the Table (1.1) showing 
the tripartite division of  the Kofun period, Barnes specifies that 

7 Barnes (2007a: 9) characterizes the 

Early Kofun period “by a ritualized 

authority for regional leaders [housing a 

ritual center], signified by the bronze 

mirrors and beadstone products of 

jasper and green tuff deposited in the 

mounded tombs” that have stone-

walled vertical pit-chambers or clay 

enclosures in vertical pits.  
 
8 See Edwards (1983: 273, 283, 284, 

286 and 289). 

 

9.8. Bridle-bits and stirrups from (1,2) 

the Funayama site 熊本船山 dated 

late 5c.- early 6c.; (3) Shōgun-yama 

埼玉 將軍山古墳 dated early 6c. 

SNKTJ (2002: 422,206) 

 

Middle Tomb Period Coincides with Ōjin Line
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9 According to the Table 1.2 in Barnes 

(2007a: 17), horse trappings are found 

in the keyhole tombs of the “first half of 

5th century” that must imply only the 

tombs of the “period between 428-50” 

in order to square with her statement of 

“the mid-5th century.” 

 
10 Kobayashi Yukio, “Kofun no Hassei 

no Rekishiteki Igi,” Shirin 38, No. 1, 

1955, pp. 1-20; Mori Kōichi, Kofun no 

Hakkutsu (Tokyo: Chūō Kōronsha, 

1965), pp. 81-94; and Inoue Mitsusada, 

Nihon Kokka no Kigen (Tokyo: Iwanami, 

1960), pp. 218-221. According to Kidder 

(1985: 95), the north Korean unit of 

measurement (koma-jaku of 35-36 cm) 

was employed for the construction of a 

mound. Edwards also notes that the 

dimension of the tombs corresponds to 

the rational multiples of the linear units 

used in Korean Peninsula.  

 
11 百濟國主照古王 以牡馬壹疋 牝
馬壹疋 付阿知吉師以貢上  (K: 248) 

應神 十五年 秋八月 百濟王遣阿直
伎 貢良馬二匹 卽養於輕坂上廐 因
以阿直伎令掌飼 故號其養馬之處 
曰廐坂也 (NI: 371)  

 

播磨國風土記 飾磨郡 少川里…英
馬野…所以號英馬野者 品太天皇 
此野狩時 一馬走逸 勅云 誰馬乎 
侍從等對云 朕君御馬也 卽號我馬
野   (F: 278)  

King Kwanggat’o’s stele, which was 

erected in 414, mentions fifty thousand 

foot and mounted soldiers 敎遣步騎
五萬. Kidder (1985: 117) states that the 

references to the cavalrymen “in the 

the Middle Kofun period [400-475 CE] “coincides with the Ōjin 
line of  kings in the Nihon Shoki,” and is conspicuous by the grave 
goods of  horse trappings and sue stoneware (ibid: 10). In the 
Table (1.3), however, Barnes presents Ōjin and his son Nintoku 
with “adjusted” reign dates of  346-395 and 395-427, respectively, 
(ibid: 22) and then declares in the text (ibid: 18) that, “starting in 
the mid-5th century, the tombs begin to yield horse-trappings,” 
apparently because Edwards (1983: 283) has declared that “the 
influx” of  those items “begins well after Ōjin-ryo, hence no earlier 
than the mid-fifth century.”9 Barnes (2007a) has made sure (in the 
text) that the early Middle Period tombs of  Ōjin and Nintoku 
precede the presence of  horse trappings. 

Edwards (1983: 288-90) himself  quotes Kobayashi, who 
has argued that the huge middle tombs could not have been built 
without the advanced methods of  surveying and construction 
learned from the continent. He also quotes Mori, who has pointed 
out the dramatically increased number of  iron objects in the 
Middle Period tombs. Surprisingly, however, Edwards ends up 
quoting Inoue, implying that the emerging indigenous force in the 
Kinai region first invaded southern Korea, acquired iron there, 
and then, using the weapons and armor made from the iron, 
unified Japan.10 Egami (1964: 51) had already pointed out that 
“the idea that these people of  the early tomb-mounds period (that 
lack the military element required in carrying out subjugation 
activities) should have landed in south Korea, the inhabitants of  
which were better armed, should have succeeded in subjugatory 
activities and should have returned home after fostering their 
horseriders’ culture is clearly contrary to the universal laws of  
history.” 

I postulate that the conquest of  the Japanese Islands by 
the Paekche people occurred some time around 370-390 CE, and 
that there was a time lag between the commencement of  conquest 
and the burial of  the conquerors in gigantic tombs with horse 
trappings. I now take evidence from the Nihongi, Barnes, and 
Kidder to show that the tombs of  Ōjin and Nintoku cannot 
precede the continental influx (of  such grave goods as horse 
trappings and sue stoneware). 

First, the Nihongi records the official arrival of  horses 
from Korea in the fifteenth year of  Ōjin (404 CE). The Harima 
Fudoki records the story that, while Homuda (Ōjin) was hunting, 

Sue Pottery Coincides with Horse Trappings 
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he noticed a horse running away. He asked attendants whose 
horse that was, and was told that it was Homuda’s own horse. In 
this way, the Harima Fudoki notes, the name of  the place became 
“my-horse-plain.”11  

Still in the Nihongi, a story of  the time of  Yuriaku refers 
to haniwa horses on the tomb of  Ōjin. That is, a person called 
Hiakuson rode past Ōjin’s tomb one night on his return from 
visiting his daughter who had given birth to a child; a red courser 
dashed alongside his piebald horse and its rider offered an 
exchange of  horses. Hiakuson greatly rejoiced at obtaining such a 
steed; he put this courser in the stable when he arrived home and 
went to sleep. The next morning, to his surprise, he found that the 
red courser had changed into a haniwa horse. Retracing his route, 
he found his own piebald horse standing among the haniwa horses 
on the tomb of  Ōjin.12 

Second, Barnes (KEJ.6, 1983: 8) notes that, in 1872, part 
of  the front mound of  the Nintoku Mausoleum collapsed in a 
small landslide, exposing a pit-style stone burial chamber. She 
further notes that some iron armor and weapons, gilt-bronze 
ornaments, a mirror, a ring-pommeled sword, and a horse bell that 
were recorded as having been recovered from the tomb of  
Nintoku are preserved in the Boston Museum of  Fine Arts. 
Kidder (1985: 102-3) thinks their preservation is indeed a 
fortuitous occurrence, considering the strict prohibition of  
excavating any imperial tomb. According to Kidder, the small 
bronze bells and a haniwa horse head (with simulated metal strap 
joints at the bit and throatlatch) that are said to come from the 
tomb of  Nintoku constitute the archeological evidence for 
equestrianism.13 

Third, Kidder (1985: 102-3) lists a specific collection of  
archeological evidence for equestrianism from tombs believed to 
be connected with the “early fifth century” Ōjin-Nintoku stage of  
the Yamato Kingdom: a gold saddle bow from the Maruyama 
tomb, a bronze horse bell and a haniwa horse head from Nintoku 
tomb, two wooden (front and back) saddle bows and a dumpy 
haniwa horse from the Ryōnan site, and remains of  a saddle, bit, 
stirrups, and bronze ring from a satellite tomb of  Richiu. The 
oldest saddle with gilt bronze bows that were fitted over and 
decorated with a wooden frame was excavated from the 
Maruyama tomb that is, according to Kidder (1985: 100), likely a 

Korean wars seem to pertain only to 

activities within Korea itself,” and 

horseback fighting that involves 

“mounted warriors with trained fighting 

techniques are not remotely implied in 

the local Japanese records.”  

 
12 雄略…伯孫女者…産兒 往賀壻家 
而月夜還 於…譽田陵下 逢騎赤駿
者…仍停換馬…驟而入廐…其明旦 
赤駿變爲土馬…還覓譽田陵 乃見驄
馬 在於土馬之間 (NI: 485)  

 
13 Kidder (1985: 106, 121) notes that 

horse bells were introduced to the 

Japanese Islands only after they 

became articles of daily use on the 

Korean Peninsula, and the horses (that 

were eventually bred by the Japanese, 

and not the small Kiso horses whose  

bones were discovered in Jōmon and 

Yayoi sites) were not of Japanese 

origin. Rather, they were brought over 

from the Korean Peninsula. See Kidder 

(1985: 102-3, 106, 121)  

 
14 Edwards tabulates the date and 

contents of the Maruyama tomb, 

placing it “at the end of the fourth 

century,” as the one that contains 

almost nothing conspicuously 

continental. Although a saddle with gold 

decoration was found in the tomb, he 

insists that a subsidiary mound should 

not be considered contemporary with 

the main mound, and that “this tomb 

could not have been constructed earlier 

than the middle of the fifth century,” 

negating his own tabulation. See 

Edwards (1983: 275 and 295).  

 

Horse Trappings and Ōjin-Nintoku Tombs
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15 Unfortunately, Barnes’ (2007a: 232) 

references on Edwards’ publications do 

not go beyond the year 2000. 

As of 2006, Edwards states that: 

“Inaridai No. 1 mound 稻荷台1號墳 

in present-day Chiba Prefecture, a mid-

fifth century tomb…yielded a double-

bladed sword inscribed ‘bestowed by 

the King 王賜’ … Maruyama 丸山 

tomb in Kyoto…included a gilt bronze 

quiver…[S]ince similar items …have 

been recovered in Korea from Bok-

cheon-dong tomb cluster in Pusan, the 

quiver can be regarded as an element 

of imported culture. The grave goods at 

Dōyama 當山 No. 1 mound [in Osaka] 

included Sue ware as well, produced 

with technology that had been imported 

not too long before. … [These] mounds 

all share similar sets of military 

equipment…as well as items that could 

not have been obtained without a 

relationship to the central authority--that 

is, products obtained through relations 

with the Korean Peninsula … In the fifth 

century, activities of immigrant groups 

became prominent everywhere [that 

could be] inferred indirectly through the 

existence of tomb clusters having 

unusual horizontal stone chambers or… 

oven-shaped funerary items [or directly 

through] residential remains that either 

yield large amounts of…Kanshiki ware--

brought in from Korea--or that have 

Korean style heating systems with hot 

air ducts built beneath the floor. … 

[T]he admixture of immigrant groups 

and previously established groups… 

increased from the fifth century on.” 

Piggott (2006: 44-5) 

satellite tomb (or a retainer’s tomb) of  the Ōjin Mausoleum.14  
 

WHAT WALTER EDWARDS SAYS AFTER 20 YEARS 
Edwards (1983: 283) has classified both “equestrian 

goods and sueki” as “precisely those items which are closely linked 
with the continent.” Barnes (2007a: 10, 17) has also tabulated to 
let sue stoneware appear simultaenously together with the horse 
trappings in her Middle Kofun period [400-75].  

Allowing a lapse of  exactly 20 years after 1983, we may 
return to Edwards himself  as of  2003, now a professor at the 
Tenri University. Edwards (2003: 13-4) states that: “In the fifth 
century, the keyhole tombs reached their greatest size in the 425m 
long mound regarded as the mausoleum of  the legendary 
Emperor Ōjin, and the even longer mound attributed to his son, 
Nintoku. At 486m, the latter tomb is estimated to have required 
6.8 million man-days for building the mound and the surrounding 
moats, and for surfacing these structures with a paving of  stone. 
Clearly the rulers who made these monuments were in command 
of  extraordinary economic resources. … This process began 
with the appearance of  Korean style stoneware in the late fourth 
or early fifth century, followed by continental style weaponry 
and equestrian goods, richly ornamented crowns and jewelry 
together with horizontal style burial chambers, which are mostly 
likely of  Chinese origin but learned through Korean examples. 
Active cultural borrowing continued through the sixth and 
seventh centuries with the importation of  Buddhism and temple 
structure, the adoption of  the Chinese script, and emulation of  
Korean and especially Chinese systems of  administration.” 15   
 
 
3. Kaya (Karak) vs. Paekche 
 

According to Kim Ki-Woong (1986), the fact that the 
early tombs were located on hilltops and had vertical-pit-style 
chambers suggests that they correspond to the third or fourth 
century Kaya (Karak) tombs, while the fact that the middle and 
late tombs were located on level plains and had horizontal stone 
chambers suggests that they correspond to Paekche tombs. 
Furthermore, the ornaments found in the early tombs are similar 
to those found in Kaya tombs, while the ornaments found in the 

What Edwards Says Twenty Years Later 
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middle and late tombs are similar to those found in Paekche 
tombs. According to Kim, the oldest iron stirrups excavated in 
Korea are dated to the fourth century, while the oldest stirrups 
discovered on the Japanese Islands are dated to the fifth century. 

The Pyun-han (Kaya) people, who crossed over the sea 
from the southern peninsula to the Japanese Islands, commenced 
the rice-farming Yayoi era together with the Ainu and Malayo-
Polynesian aborigines. By the turn of  the fourth century, possibly 
coinciding with some fresh inflow of  Kaya people, the Yayoi 
people began to construct the genuine Kaya-type tombs on 
hilltops, looking down on rice paddies. The Paekche conquerors, 
who arrived at the Japanese Islands by the end of  the fourth 
century, were very likely impressed by the native burial practices; 
the new rulers apparently started to build dramatically exaggerated 
gigantic tombs on level plains, surrounding them with moats, 
earth embankments, and small repository tombs for funeral 
artifacts. But how did they manage to build on such a scale?  

 
RESERVOIR AND THE U-SHAPED IRON SHOVEL FITTING 

I postulate that the Little Ice Age (that began c.400 
BCE) induced the southern peninsular people to seek a warmer 
and rainier place across the sea. While the southern peninsular rice 
farmers tried to resolve the sudden climate change by moving 
south to Kyūshū, the middle peninsular farmers cultivating rice 
(around the Han River basin) below the millet-barley line seem to 
have tried to resolve the problem by time-consuming methods of  
developing rice strains for a cool climate, constructing large 
irrigation ponds, digging deep and long canals to divert river 
water, and clearing the heavy soil with iron-edged (in U-shape) 
wooden hoes and spades to expand the irrigated paddies.  

Yayoi farmers in the Japanese Islands, just like their 
southern peninsular Kaya cousins, had been cultivating rice either 
on a natural marshland, digging canals for drainage, or on a low 
terrace of  dry land above the swampy lowland, supplying water by 
canal from the natural swampy fields which rainfall submerged 
under water throughout the year.16 The middle peninsular Paekche 
farmers, however, brought in more advanced agricultural 
techniques that systematically utilized the large man-made 
reservoirs and deep canals, and extensively used the sharpened 
iron sickles, plows, and wooden spade and hoes with U-shaped 

16 See Imamura (1996: 134-5). 

9.9. Iron blade of sickle excavated at 

(1) Sa-chang-ri, Mu-an (4th-5th c); and 

U-shaped spade shoes (iron edges for 

wooden hoes and spades) excavated at 

(2) Kui-dong (mid 5th-mid 6th c); 

and (3) Mong-chon To-sung  

(late 3rd-mid 5th c), Seoul. 

 

Fresh Inflow of Kaya People in 4th Century
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17 In old Korean, “sickle” is called “nas” 

to which “nata” in old Japanese may be 

traced. 

 漢部里…漢人等 到來居於此處 故
號漢部…伊和里  所以號手刈丘者
…韓人等 始來之時 不識用鎌但以
手刈稻 故云手刈村 (F: 268-70)  

 
18 The U-shaped iron edges for wooden 

hoes and spades appeared in the Chu 

State during the last years of the Spring 

and Autumn Period (722-481 BCE), and 

then spread into North China and 

eventually to the Korean Peninsula. 

 
9.10. Iron blades for wooden 

agricultural tools through the ages in 

Japanese Islands. Barnes (1993: 187) 

In 2007, Barnes (2007a: 17) specifies 

the appearance of the U-shaped spade 

shoes in the mid-5th century. 

iron edges. 
The National Research Institute of  Cultural Properties 

(NRICP, 2001: 226-7) of  Korea has summarized the recent 
research reports by the experts on Korea’s agricultural history (J. 
H. Kim, 2000; H. H. Lee, 1998; K. E. Kim, 1987; and K. K. Chee 
and S. M. Ahn, 1983). With the beginning of  the Iron Age (c.400 
BCE), the entire Liaodong area and the Korean Peninsula north 
of  the Cheong-cheon River started to use iron farming tools. In 
the southern peninsula, however, wooden agricultural tools 
dominated even until the first century BCE, and the iron sickles 
started to appear only by the beginning of  the first century CE. 17 
The U-shaped iron edges appeared in the northern peninsula by 
the early first century CE, and began to appear in the south by the 
third century CE, first in the Paekche area of  the middle peninsula 
and then eventually in the Silla and Kaya area further south.  It 
was during the third and fourth centuries that the middle 
peninsular farmers began to utilize various new iron implements 
and also irrigation ponds, drastically changing agricultural 
technology. There followed some native innovations in farming 
tools around the Han River basin. The U-shaped iron shovel 
fittings (as well as iron plowshares) are recovered from the third 
century sites of  Paekche. Silla in the south was a little bit late in 
plowing.18 Spades and hoes with U-shaped iron edges, together 
with the greatly improved versions of  other farming tools that 
appeared during the time of  Unified Silla, were extensively used 
by Korean farmers until the mid-20th century. 

In the Japanese Islands, hoes and spades with U-shaped 
iron edges have been discovered only in the Middle and Late 
Tomb Period sites, never in the Yayoi or Early Tomb Period sites. 
It was the late fourth century Paekche conquerors who had 
introduced the U-shaped iron edges to the fifth century Japanese. 
The U-shaped iron edges for wooden hoes and spades could bite 
more deeply into the earth, dig deeper irrigation ponds and 
ditches (piling up more earth for dams), enable the clearance of  
land with heavy soil, and hence enable more land (far from the 
naturally swampy fields) to be brought into rice cultivation. The 
large irrigation ponds enabled access to fertile soils at higher 
elevations. The very idea of  iron shoes folding around wooden 
blades was brought into the Japanese Islands by the Paekche 
people.19  

Advanced Agricultural Technology of Paekche 
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According to the Nihongi, Ōjin let the people who came 
from the Korean Peninsula construct an irrigation pond (c.396), 
and named it, according to the Kojiki, the “Paekche Reservoir.” 
The Nihongi records that four more reservoirs were constructed in 
the eleventh year of  Ōjin’s reign (c.400). According to the Nihongi, 
an extensive canal system and a large dike named Mamuta were 
constructed in the eleventh year of  Nintoku’s reign, overcoming 
enormous technical difficulties. According to the Kojiki, Nintoku 
let the Hata people from Paekche construct another canal and two 
more reservoirs.20 

Construction of  a reservoir or a canal could not have 
been a simple matter. An engraved stone slab erected by the Silla 
people on the occasion of  the repair of  a reservoir in Yung-
cheon, called Luxuriant Dike, sheds light on the magnitude of  the 
work involved in such irrigation projects. The Silla dike was built 
in 536 and repaired in 798. The repair work lasted from the 
twelfth day of  the second month to the thirteenth day of  the 
fourth month, and an astonishing number of  workers --136 axe 
men and 14,140 soldiers from the Dharma Banner, as well as 
recruiters from the districts of  Jeol-wha (Yung-cheon) and Ap-
ryang-- were mobilized during that period.21 

With greatly improved productivity, a large labor force 
on the Japanese Islands could be released from traditional rice 
farming activities and mobilized for the construction of  gigantic 
tombs. A rapid increase in rice production implies a rapid increase 
in population, as well. The skills acquired from digging deep 
ponds and canals and piling up large amounts of  earth for dams 
were in no time applied to the construction of  large tomb 
mounds surrounded by moats. The new agricultural technology 
produced a sufficient surplus to feed a large number of  new 
rulers, administrators, soldiers, craftsmen, and ditch-diggers, and 
their activities are collectively thought of  as the “Middle and Late 
Tomb Culture.”  

Farris (1998: 82) states that “Archaeological evidence 
suggests that beginning in the early to mid-fifth century, 
inhabitants of  the Japanese archipelago began to adapt all these 
new ideas to their environment. … Most iron hoes and spades 
have appeared in tombs in northern Kyūshū, Okayama, and 
especially the Kinai and are nearly indistinguishable from southern 
Korean prototypes.” The Kojiki and Nihongi conspicuously record 

19 See Barnes (1993: 187) and Farris 

(1998: 81-82). 

 

9.11. Iron shovel end dated 3rd century.

Dong-hae, Song-jeong-dong No.1 site. 

鐵鍤 Kang-won-do, 關東大博物館 

 
20 亦新羅人參渡來 是以…命引率 
爲役之堤而作百濟池 (K:248)  

應神七年 高麗人百濟人任那人 新
羅人並來朝 時命…領諸韓人等作池 
因以名池號韓人池 (NI: 367)  

應神十一年 作劒池 輕池 鹿垣池 
廐坂池 (NI:369) 

仁德十一年 掘宮北之郊原引南 水
以入西海 因以號其水曰堀江 又將
防北河之澇 以築茨田堤 是時有兩
處之築而乃壞之難塞 時天皇夢有神
誨之曰…二人以祭於河伯 必獲塞則
…因以禱于河神 (NI: 395)  

又役秦人作茨田堤及…又作丸邇池 
依網池 又掘難波之堀江而通海 又
掘小椅江 (K: 266)  

 

According to Farris (1998: 82), 

“reservoirs for watering rice had been 

less important in China, where rivers 

kept millet fields and rice paddies moist 

the year round.”  

 
21 永川 菁堤碑 貞元十四年…堤傷
故…了治內之 都合斧尺 百卅六 法
功夫 万四千百卌人 此中 典…角助

 

Reservoir and U-Shaped Iron Shovel End
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役 切火[永川]押 [梁]二郡 各□人
尒起使內之節 (韓國古代金石文二: 
30-31) 

 

9.12. Iron edge from Ni-i-za-wa 

天理市 和爾遺跡 新沢322號墳 
 

 
9.13. Iron shovel end 

(length 19.0 cm) dated 3rd century. 

Ha-cheon-ri, Jung-won 1, Chungbuk 

鐵鍤 忠北中原郡荷川里 住居址1號 
Cheong-ju Museum 淸州博物館 

 

 
22 Ethnology Study (Imizokugaku 

Kenkyū) Vol. 13, No. 3, Feb. 1949. 

 
23 意富加羅國王之子…便留之仕活
目天皇逮于三年 天皇問…歸汝國耶
…改汝本國名 追負御間城天皇御名
…故號其國謂彌摩那國 (NI: 257-259) 

The suffix “ki” in Mima-ki means castle 

in Paekche, and “Mima” sounds similar 

to the “Mioyama” state of Pyon-han 

appearing in the Dongyi-zhuan. 

extensive construction of  dikes, ponds and irrigation canals, 
particularly during the reign of  Homuda (Ōjin) and his son, 
Nintoku. According to Farris, “scholars have also noted signs of  
canal digging at the Furuichi site in Ōsaka on a scale unimaginable 
to Yayoi tillers (ibid).”  
 

DIFFERENTIATING THE KAYA FROM THE PAEKCHE 

At the symposium organized by Ishida in 1948, Oka 
(1898-1982), an ethnologist, presented a thesis contending that a 
half-nomadic farming race came down to the Korean Peninsula 
from Eastern Manchuria, and then crossed over the sea to the 
Japanese Islands during the “second or third century,” becoming 
the imperial clan. Oka suggested that the imperial clan had, both 
culturally and racially, a close relationship with the people of  
Koguryeo and Puyeo.22 Oka apparently could not distinguish 
clearly the people from Kaya, who had commenced the Yayoi era, 
from the Paekche people, who commenced the Late Tomb era. 

According to the Nihongi, immediately after the death of  
King Mima-ki, a son of  the “Great Kara (意富加羅)” King came 
across the sea from the Korean Peninsula to the Yamato 
Kingdom. It is said that the new Yamato king, who was the son 
of  the late king Mima-ki (King Sujin), urged the Great Kara 
prince to change the name of  the state to Mima-na (after the 
name of  his own father, Mima-ki). As a result, it is said that the 
name of  the Great Kara state became Mima-na. Egami, however, 
believes that King Sujin came to be called Mima-ki because he 
himself  came to Kyūshū from Mima-na in South Korea and 
became a king on the Japanese Islands. Egami believes that the 
leader of  horseriding conquerors was Mima-ki, a descendant of  
the Chin kings who had ruled the Three Han states in South 
Korea during the third century.23  

Apparently, like Oka, Egami could not distinguish the 
people from Pyun-han (Kaya), who commenced the Yayoi era, 
from the Paekche people who commenced the Middle and Late 
Tomb era. Kirkland (1981) refutes Ledyard and states that “the 
people who crossed to the islands from Korea would not have 
been horseriders from Manchuria, but natives of  southernmost 
Korea who possessed the same Yayoi culture that was current in 
Japan.” Neither Ledyard nor Kirkland clearly differentiates the 
Kaya-Wa connection from the Paekche-Yamato connection. 

Differentiating the Kaya from the Paekche 
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Ōbayashi (1985: 13-4) reiterates Oka’s idea (published in 
Japanese in 1956 and 1958) that the Altaic kin term kara (having 
its cognates in the Tungus dialect xala implying exogamous 
patrilineal kin group) was introduced to the Japanese Islands at the 
beginning of  the Yayoi period, and then another term uji 
(implying “kin group” ul in Korean, and “descendants” uru in 
Tungus) was introduced with the Altaic royal culture in the fourth 
century. Oka apparently postulates two different waves of  people 
from the Korean Peninsula. 

According to the Dongyi-zhuan, compiled in the late third 
century, since the men and women (of  twelve Pyun-han states) and 
Wa (people) were very close (closely related 男女近倭), many of  the 
Pyun-han people had tattoos. On the other hand, according to the 
Liangshu that was compiled in the early seventh century, since the 
Paekche State was close to the Yamato (State 其國近倭), there were 
many Paekche people who had tattoos.24 The fact that it was the 
Pyun-han (Kaya) people who had commenced the 600-year Yayoi 
era on the Japanese Islands, and that it was the Paekche people 
who had established the Yamato Kingdom and commenced the 
300-year (Middle and Late) Tomb era, came to be recorded in the 
Chinese dynastic chronicles such a very subtle differentiation of  
expression.  

Kitabatake Chikahusa (1293-1354) was a political and 
ideological leader of  the southern dynasty during the period of  
the so-called South-North dynasty of  the Yamato Kingdom 
(1331-1392). He wrote a historical chronicle in 1343, and in the 
Ōjin section, he stated that those chronicles claiming that “the 
people of  old Japan were the same as the Three Han people” 
were burned during the reign of  Kammu (r.781-806).25 Modern 
historians may well pay attention to the fact that Kitabatake made 
such a statement specifically in the Ōjin section, and then might 
well ask themselves why. 

 
 
4. “Timing” of  the Kofun Wave: Why the Fourth Century? 
 

The timing of  the “Yayoi wave” from the Korean 
Peninsula is explained by the possible commencement of  a Little 
Ice Age c.400 BCE that, in due course, induced the southern 
peninsular people to seek for a warmer and rainier place across 

24三國志 魏書 烏丸鮮卑東夷傳 弁
辰傳…男女近倭 亦身身    
 
梁書 列傳 東夷 百濟…其國近倭 
頗有文身者 
Since both the Kojiki and Nihongi wrote 

Wa in Chinese character and read it 

Yamato, we may have to read the Wa 

in the Liangshu as Yamato. 

 
25 應神…昔日本ハ三韓ト同種ナリ
ト云事ノアリシカノ書ヲ桓武ノ御
代ニヤキステラレシナリ 六地藏寺
本 神皇正統記 (Tokyo, Kyuko: 28) 

 

9.14. Early sueki from  

(top) 橿原市 下明寺 遺跡, and 

(bottom) Ni-i-za-wa tomb No. 139  

 

 Pyunhan People Were Close to Wa People
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26 Most parts of the northern 

hemisphere south of about 35° N 

became warmer, but suffered drought 

because the equatorial rains had a 

restricted seasonal migration north at 

that time, coinciding with the blooming 

Mayan civilization in Central America. A 

curse for some peoples was a blessing 

for others. See Lamb (1995: 168). 

 

9.15. 5th century stoneware from 

unknown site in Korean Peninsula. 

 
9.16. Sueki from Fujinoki Tomb, Nara 

the sea. Well then, how do we explain the timing of  the “Kofun 
wave” from the Korean Peninsula? What made the Paekche 
people suddenly cross the Korea Strait in the late fourth century? 
Was the appearance of  conquerors a purely historical accident or a 
product of  a changed environment? Is it possible to establish a 
causality that looks more consistent with Korean history than that 
of  Ledyard? I shall offer a motivation of  sorts for the timing of  
the Paekche crossing, albeit this is a hypothesis impossible to test. 

Ruddiman (2003) contends that a Little Ice Age may be 
followed by an outbreak of  plague. The period immediately 
following the Little Ice Age of  400 BC-300 CE coincided with the 
demise of  the Han Chinese empires and the beginning of  the Era 
of  Five Barbarians and Sixteen States (304-439 CE) in the eastern 
world, and the Hunnish invasion (in 375 CE) causing 
Völkerwanderung and the ensuing split of  the Roman empire (in 
395 CE) followed by the downfall of  the Western Roman Empire 
(in 476 CE) in the western world. Lamb (1995: 159) quotes 
Huntington: “it was the drying up of  pastures used by the nomads 
in central Asia that set off  a chain reaction of  barbarian tribes and 
unsettled peoples migrating westwards into Europe, where they 
ultimately undermined the Roman empire.” The Samguk-sagi posits 
intensified armed conflicts between the Murong Xianbei and the 
Tungusic Koguryeo c.293-342 CE, and hence Farris (1998: 77) 
notes that “the first Korean to use horse in combat were soldiers 
of  Koguryeo doing battle with the Xianbei,” spreading the new 
technique of  using stirrups. 

In the aftermath of  the Little Ice Age, a series of  
plagues or some disastrous irregularities in climate such as 
frequent droughts could have occurred in the eastern extremity of  
the Eurasian continent. According to Lamb (1995: 168), the 
period of  drought had two maxima, not only in the Mediterranean 
but also far to the east into Asia, around 300-400 CE and 800 CE, 
and such a drought could have devastated the places where 
agriculture had been carried on with the aid of  elaborate irrigation 
works.26 Lamb (1995: 161-2) contends that: the “migrations of  
peoples during the long decline of  the Roman empire is 
characterized, like that in the last millennium before Christ, by 
migrations predominantly in one direction. But, whereas in the 
previous case the direction was from north to south, this time it 
was from east to west. … In the former case, it seems clear that 

Timing of Kofun Wave: Why 4th Century? 
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there was … a spreading out of  Arctic cold air. This time the 
trouble was … more likely to have to do with drought – of  which 
we have, in fact, unmistakable evidence.” Such an abrupt change 
in climate may well have had a serious impact, also, on the 
Paekche farmers around the Han River basin. 

The following are the records of  Samguk-sagi on 
droughts and famines in Paekche. There was a drought in the 
spring of  316 CE, and crop damage due to desert locusts in July 
321 CE. In 331 CE, severe droughts in spring and summer dried 
up the river, and the famine that ensued resulted in the practice of  
cannibalism. There was a spread of  an epidemic in 380 CE. In 
382 CE, there was a severe drought in spring, rain did not fall 
until June, and the starving people sold their own children. In 386 
CE, frost formed in July and damaged crops. A severe drought in 
summer 402 CE dried out rice sprouts, and the King of  Paekche 
offered prayers for rain. The Annals of  Silla also record droughts 
and famines in 302, 313, 317, 372, 381, 397 and 401 CE, and also 
crop damage due to desert locusts in July 389 CE and in 399 CE. 

Due to the long spell of  drought following the Little Ice 
Age, the Kaya farmers on the southern shore of  the Korean 
Peninsula could have renewed, by the turn of  the fourth century, 
their emigration effort into the Japanese Islands to join their 
distant cousins (coinciding with the beginning of  the Early Tomb 
Period from 300 to 400 CE), while the more innovative farmers 
led by the martial rulers of  the Paekche State at the Han River 
basin could have decided to conquer the Ma-han in the 
southwestern quarter of  the peninsula (in 369 CE), and then to 
branch off  in the direction of  the Japanese Islands in the late 
fourth century. They may have anticipated, quite correctly, that 
their advanced agricultural technology would pay them better in 
the southern peninsula, but much more handsomely in the 
warmer and rainier Japanese Islands. 
 
 
5. Genetic Affinity with Linguistic Distance 

  
Janhunen (1996: 231) states that “the ultimate homeland 

of  Japanic is in Korea, more specifically somewhere in the 
southern (Kaya), western (Paekche) and central (Koguryeo) parts 
of  the Korean Peninsula.” 

9.17. Paekche Stoneware  

(1) Non-san; (2) Kong-ju; (3) Iksan; (4) 

Cheon-an; and (5) Na-ju 

 

 Genetic Affinity with Linguistic Distance 
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27 Katayama (2001: 24) states: “So it 

appears that modern Japanese skeletal 

morphology had already developed by 

about the Kofun period. Since then, 

there has probably been no substantial 

change in the genetic constitution of the 

Japanese.” 

 
28 Unger somehow regards only the 

people of Kaya and Silla (i.e., Pyon-han 

and Chin-han) as “Korean,” and the 

people of Koguryeo and Paekche as 

(Puyeo-) Tungus. 

 

 

9.18. Early 5th century sueki excavated 

from Hyōgo 兵庫縣 宮山古墳 
 

29 See Miller (1979) and Levin (1981: 

201-15). Levin (1976: 390) notes that 

the scholars during the Tokugawa 

period tended to regard Japanese as a 

branch of Korean. See also references 

in Unger (2001: 81-111). 

 

三國志 魏書 烏丸鮮卑東夷傳 高句
麗傳…東夷舊語以爲夫餘別種 言語
諸事 多與夫餘同…挹婁傳 挹婁古
肅愼之國也…其人形似夫餘 言語不
與夫餘句麗同  
梁書 列傳 諸夷 百濟…今言語服章
略與高麗同  

According to Diamond (1998: 10), “some skeletons of  
the Yayoi period were still Jōmon-like in appearance,” but “by the 
time of  the kofun period, all Japanese skeletons except those of  
the Ainu form a homogenous group, resembling modern Japanese 
and Koreans.” 27 The proto-Japanese people that were formed out 
of  the Ainu, Malayo-Polynesian, and Kaya people during the 
Yayoi period may be called “Wa-jin,” while the people who 
evolved from this proto-Japanese people and the Paekche 
newcomers of  the Middle and Late Tomb periods may be called 
“Yamato-jin.” The Yamato people were bound to have much more 
amplified genetic affinities with the people of  the Korean 
Peninsula than the Yayoi proto-Japanese. The Yamato people were 
the ancestors of  the modern Japanese people.  

Unger contends that, either by conquest or by extensive 
contacts, the “Yayoi-Kofun transition” witnessed significant 
linguistic change for the Japanese to show affinities to the 
Tungusic (implying Koguryeo-Paekche) languages. According to 
Unger (2001: 81), “a number of  uncommon or semantically 
narrow Japanese words have Korean [better read Kaya or 
Chinhan-Pyunhan] cognates, yet more common or broader near-
synonyms [often have] Koguryeo, Paekche, or Tungusic 
cognates.”28 Unger defines the proto-Korean-Japanese as an early 
southern Tungusic language from which a dialectal split had 
developed between the Chinhan-Pyunhan Korean and the Yayoi 
Japanese. Unger (2001: 97) believes that the proto-Korean-
Japanese (the Chinhan-Pyunhan variety) of  the Yayoi period was 
an early offshoot of  the Macro-Tungusic and hence, by the Early 
Tomb Period, it must have diverged significantly from the Puyeo-
Koguryeo-Paekche language that broke off  much later from the 
Macro-Tungusic. 

According to the Dongyi-zhuan, the language of  
Koguryeo was identical to that of  Puyeo. The Liangshu states that 
the language of  the Paekche was identical to that of  the 
Koguryeo. Some linguists have tried to explain the parallels and 
similarities between Korean and Japanese solely by invoking loan-
words and wholesale borrowing because both geography and 
chronology seem to be lesser stumbling blocks. Vovin (2010: 240), 
for instance, contends that “the relationship between Korean and 
Japonic is areal rather than genetic.” 29 Many linguists, however, 
have stressed the apparent genetic relationship between Puyeo-

Yayoi Wa-jin vs. Kofun Period Yamato-jin  
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Koguryeo-Paekche language and the old Japanese language, as 
well as the Altaic connections of  all these languages. 

According to Yi Ki-mun (1972: 35-6), although the 
Altaic languages seldom share identical numerals, the Koguryeo 
language and the old Japanese language share a surprisingly large 
number of  identical numerals: the Koguryeo numerals mil (密 3), 
üc (于次 5), na-nïn (難隱 7) and tök (德 10) correspond to mi 
(3), i-tsu (5), na-na (7) and tō-wō (10) of  Japanese numerals. Yi 
concludes not only that the Koguryeo language was genetically 
very closely related to the old Japanese but also that the separation 
of  these two languages occurred relatively recently. 

According to linguists, certain words exhibit a slower 
rate of  change and hence enable linguists to discern more distant 
genetic relationships. After a separation of  more than a thousand 
years, however, the recognizably similar words are bound to 
disappear rapidly. It is amazing that the above four Koguryeo 
numerals are still identical with those of  modern Japanese. In the 
Japanese Islands, just across the Korea Strait, there occurred 
absolutely no change in those four numerals. Due to asymmetric 
rates of  change, it is the present-day Koreans who would fail to 
recognize the words spoken by their own ancestors.  

Diamond (1998) raises this question. If  the Japanese 
people are descended from more recent arrivals from Korea, why 
are not the Japanese and Korean languages as similar as their 
genes? 

Korean and Japanese diverged from one another fairly 
recently. Although genetic similarity is not incompatible with 
some linguistic distance, we still have to explain the apparent 
lexical and phonological distances observed between modern 
Korean and modern Japanese. A possible answer to the puzzle of  
language difference might be rooted in notable lexical differences 
among the dialects of  Puyoe-Koguryeo-Paekche, Ma-han, Chin-
han (Silla) and Pyun-han (Kaya). The Samguk-sagi, however, never 
mentions the need of  an interpreter for people in the Korean 
Peninsula to communicate with each other. An interpreter is 
required only when it is necessary to deal with the Chinese. In 
fact, the Samguk-sagi never mentions any kind of  language 
problem among the people of  Paekche, Koguryeo, Silla and Kaya. 
One may not, therefore, be obliged to assume an insurmountable 
difference among the dialect of  the Pyun-han (Kaya) people that 

According to the lexical comparisons 

conducted by Vovin (2010: 238-9), 6 

cognates seem to be impeccable in the 

regularity of their phonetic 

correspondences, suggesting a remote 

genetic relationship. The 75 “obvious” 

loanwords, however, outnumber the 6 

“reliable” cognates, and furthermore, 

those 6 cognates do not include any 

terms for body parts, which are typically 

founds in uncontroversial language 

families. Most of the 75 loanwords 

represent comparatively late loans from 

Old Korean into Central Japanese, 

“probably borrowed between the late 

fourth and the late seventh centuries 

AD.” Vovin (ibid: 239) contends that, 

“on the basis of phonology, it is possible 

to determine that the direction of the 

borrowing was from Korean to Japonic. 

…This is especially conspicuous in the 

case of Central Japanese, which 

became a Koreanized version of 

Japonic.” According to Vovin, we can 

see “not only a large amount of lexical 

borrowing…but also significant 

borrowing of morphological markers 

from Korean into Western Old 

Japanese. As in the case of Norman 

influence on English, some Korean 

loans into Western Old Japanese… 

turned out to be short-lived, 

disappearing from later stages of the 

language.” 

 
30 There have been three main dialect 

groups within the Ainu language that 

are said to be mutually unintelligible: 

Hokkaidō, Sakhalin, and the Kurils 

dialects. See Hudson (1999: 99).  

 

Lexical and Phonological Difference
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There exists absolutely no record 

suggesting that any set of dialects on 

the Korean Peninsula was mutually 

unintelligible. See Aston (N1: 326). 

The Parhae dynasty (689-926) was 

established by the Koguryeo people 

together with the Sumo-Mohe people. 

When the Parhae (Bohai) envoy arrived 

at the Yamato court for the first time in 

727, he apparently claimed that Parhae 

was old Koguryeo, claiming that it had 

recovered Koguryeo’s old territory and 

was maintaining the Puyeo customs. 

The Parhae envoy seems to have 

minimized the Mohe element of their 

country in order to please the ruling 

class of the Yamato kingdom that was 

established by the Paekche people that 

had originated from Puyeo-Koguryeo. 

This Parhae mission seems to have 

been composed entirely of old 

Koguryeo people, and hence did not 

seem to have any problem 

communicating with the Yamato people. 

The Shoku-Nihongi never records the 

presence of an interpreter when dealing 

with the Parhae envoy. 

 

聖武 神龜四年 九月 渤海郡王使首
領…來着…十二月 渤海郡者 舊高
麗國也 五年 正月…上其王書… 曰
… 復 高 麗 之 舊 居  有 扶 餘 之 遺 俗  

(SN2: 182, 186, 188) 

 
31 允恭 天皇崩…新羅弔使等…顧之
曰…是未習風俗 之言語 (NI: 449) 

 
32 According to Ono (1962), the Malayo-

Polynesian linguistic influence in the 

Japanese language may account not 

had commenced the Yayoi era in the Japanese Islands, the dialect 
of  the Paekche people who had conquered the Ma-han area and 
also founded the Yamato Kingdom, and the dialect of  the Silla 
people who had unified the Korean Peninsula in order to account 
for the lexical and phonological differences between modern 
Korean and modern Japanese.30  

When the Paekche conquerors arrived at the Japanese 
Islands, they seem to have shared enough common vocabulary 
with the Yayoi aborigine to communicate with each other without 
great difficulty. The Nihongi never mentions the presence of  an 
interpreter when the rulers of  the Yamato Kingdom encountered 
the people from Paekche or even from Silla or Koguryeo. 
According to the Nihongi, the King of  Silla sent messengers to 
bring condolences when Ingyō died (in the mid-fifth century), but 
since “they were unpracticed in the common speech” there 
occurred some misunderstanding and they got into trouble.31 The 
Nihongi’s statement implies that the only thing needed for the Silla 
and Yamato people to communicate comfortably with each other 
in those days was “to be practiced in the common speech.” When 
sending an envoy to the Chinese court, on the other hand, the 
Nihongi usually records the presence of  an interpreter. 

The phonological and lexical divergence between 
Korean and Japanese may be explained by the influence of  Jōmon 
substrate languages, absent in Korean. The linguistic share of  
Jōmon aborigine in the formation of  the Japanese language seems 
to have matched their genetic share in the formation of  the 
Japanese people. Since a grammar cannot be shared, however, the 
linguistic influence of  the Ainu language and, in particular, the 
Malayo-Polynesian language seems to have been concentrated in 
lexical and phonological elements, casting a long shadow on the 
evolution of  the Japanese language.32 

Syntactically and morphologically, the similarity between 
the Korean and Japanese languages increased a great deal. Due to 
ever increasing lexical, semantic, and phonological differences, 
however, the people of  the Korean Peninsula and the people of  
the Japanese Islands eventually became unable to communicate 
with each other without interpreters. In 681, 18 years after the fall 
of  Paekche in the Korean Peninsula, the Nihongi records the 
arrival of  three persons from Silla to practice (習言) the Yamato 
language. According to the Shoku-Nihongi, a person arrived from 

Syntactic and Morphologic Similarity 
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Silla to learn the language (學語) in 740, and the Silla court sent 
two persons to learn the language in 760 because they “did not 
have anyone who knows the common speech of  the Yamato 
court (無知聖朝風俗言語者).” By 812, the Nihon-kōki records that 
it was impossible to communicate with the Silla people (言語不通) 
without an interpreter (新羅譯語). We can infer from this that, by 
the early ninth century at the latest, the people of  the Korean 
Peninsula and the people of  the Japanese Islands could no longer 
directly communicate with each other without interpreters.33 More 
importantly, we can infer from these records that if  and when 
there occurred any language problems, it was the practice to duly 
record them.  

Even with a minimal change in grammar, under the 
pressure of  phonological and semantic changes, a language rapidly 
becomes incomprehensible. A few centuries of  separation may 
well be enough to render a language incomprehensible to its first 
speakers.  

As many as 40,000 Chinese characters can produce only 
427 different sounds, and therefore the Chinese speak with a four-
note scale, almost sounding like singing songs. On average, 23 
Chinese characters make one identical sound. The English 
language, nightmarish to phonologists, never even pretends to 
honor the one-to-one correspondence between a written syllable 
and sound.  

Throughout the Middle and Late Tomb periods, the 
people of  both the Korean Peninsula and Japanese Islands used 
Chinese characters to express the sounds of  their individual 
words. The Korean alphabet system was invented in 1443 CE, and 
is regarded by linguists as the most scientific writing system in the 
world. It can express as many as 8,778 sounds with 10 vowels, 
maintaining the strict one-to-one correspondence between a 
written syllable and sound.34 The Japanese syllabic writing system 
maintains the antiquated form which had appeared among the 
Yamato womenfolk during the ninth century. It produces, in the 
Malayo-Polynesian linguistic tradition of  minimal sounds, only 
201 sounds with 5 vowels. (Polynesian languages have only three 
vowels: a, i, and u.) Such a phonological difference between these 
two writing systems must have caused a rapid differentiation in 
the pronunciation of  words. The poverty of  sounds in Japanese 
could not but very rapidly change the vowel sounds. Modern 

only for the survival of a vocabulary of 

southern origin for body parts, but it 

may also account for the weakening of 

vowel harmony and its disappearance 

in the ninth century, and for the 

reworking of word endings into open-

syllable form in the Japanese language. 

33 天武 九年 新羅遣…則習言 者三
人 (NII: 445)      

聖武 天平 十二年 天皇…朝賀 渤
海郡使新羅學語等 同亦在列 (SN2: 

358) 

淳仁 天平寶字 四年 新羅遣…又無
知聖朝風俗言語者 仍進學語二人 

(SN3:  362)     

日本後紀 嵯峨 弘仁三年 勅 大宰
府…奏言…新羅船三艘…船中有十
人 言語不通…爲問其事 差新羅譯
語…  Nihon Kōki 日本後紀 (日本
六國史 韓國 關係 記事原文: 176) 

 

The Nihon-Kōki, covering four reigns 

from 792-832, was compiled, under the 

initial imperial command in 819, by a 

team headed by Fujiwara Otsugu (773-

843).  

 
34 According to Crossley (1997: 37), 

“the han’gul script is truly phonetic, and 

uses a small number of abstract 

symbols to represent the sounds of  

Korean words,” and “it has often been 

claimed that han’gul script is the only 

original phonetic script of eastern Asia, 

but it is more probable that han’gul was 

modeled on Qidan, which was in turn 

modeled on Uigur, which was derived 

from the Semitic Syriac scripts of 

Western Asia.” See also Park (1995). 

 

Evolution of Modern Japanese Language
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35 According to Levin (1976: 408) “it can 

be assumed that Japanese was closely 

related to the Koguryeo language and 

that in its core it belonged to the Puyeo 

group, or was at least close to it.”  

 
36 The proto-Japanese is defined as the 

common language from which all 

Japanese dialects have diverged. A 

dialect is defined as a later, changed 

form of an earlier linguistic unity, i.e., a 

descendant language. The speech of 

the Yamato area, later represented by 

the Kyōto dialect, became the most 

prestigious and spread all over the 

Japanese islands. The presence of 

Yayoi dialectical traits can, however, be 

found in the Kyūshū and Tohoku 

regions. See Hudson (1999: 94-95) and 

also Miller (1996: 217). 

 

 
9.19. Gilt-bronze ornamental shoes 

excavated from  

(top) Fujinoki tomb, Ikaruga 奈良縣 
斑鳩 藤ノ木古墳; (middle) Funayama 

Tomb 熊本縣 玉名郡 江田 船山古
墳; and (bottom) the Ip-jeom-ri tomb, 

Jeon-ra-bukdo 全北 笠店里  

Japanese would sound almost incomprehensible to the Yamato 
people of  1,600 years ago.  

Modern Korean derives directly from the Middle Korean 
that was essentially the Silla dialect. Significant phonological and 
semantic changes occur in all languages over time, and languages 
rapidly become incomprehensible. It is the grammar that evolves 
sufficiently slowly as to aid the recognition of  more ancient 
linguistic connections. Syntactically and morphologically, if  not 
lexically and phonologically, modern Korean and modern 
Japanese are more closely related to each other than either is to 
any other language on the earth, revealing the exact morpheme-
to-morpheme translatability. This could not have occurred if  the 
language of  Silla were completely different from the language of  
Puyeo-Koguryeo-Paekche. Hence it is perfectly reasonable to 
insist on a close genetic relationship between the entire Korean 
language family, including all the languages of  Puyeo, Koguryeo, 
Paekche, Kaya and Silla on the one hand and the old Japanese 
language on the other.  

The proto-Japanese of  the Yayoi period was closer to 
the dialect of  the Kaya area in the southern peninsula, but the 
Yamato Japanese of  the Middle and Late Tomb periods became 
closer to the dialect of  Puyeo-Koguryeo-Paekche.35 The language 
of  “Yamato-jin” was ancestral to modern Japanese. 36 The language 
of  Silla-Kaya and the language of  Puyeo-Koguryeo-Paekche (that 
had constituted the two major dialect groups within the Korean 
language family) as well as the Yayoi-Kofun Japanese languages 
may all be regarded as descendants of  the Macro-Tungusic branch 
of  a common (say Altaic) language family.  

The population of  the British Isles has changed its 
linguistic identity first from unknown aboriginal languages to 
Celtic during the pre-historical period, and then from Celtic to 
Germanic during the proto-historical period. Anglo-Saxon 
English was able to survive conquest by a Romance language 
during that historical period. Unlike the Norman conquest of  
Anglo-Saxon England, the proto-Japanese people speaking the 
proto-Japanese language were conquered by the speakers of  the 
same Altaic language. The result is quite unlike a Germanic 
language surviving the onslaught of  a Romance language. A new 
wave of  the same Altaic linguistic form entered the Japanese 
linguistic scene. A new layer of  Altaic language was imposed on 

Genetic Affinity with Linguistic Distance 
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top of  the Altaic proto-Japanese. (An anti-Altaicist may replace 
the expression “Altaic” with “Tungusic.”) This fact may account 
for the morpheme-by-morpheme translatability between modern 
Korean and modern Japanese that is absent between modern 
English and modern German. Imagine what would have 
happened between the modern German language and modern 
Anglo-Saxon English if  William the Conqueror and his followers 
had been German instead of  Frenchified Danish Vikings. 

Only after absorbing two massive waves from the 
Korean Peninsula, could the Japanese at last achieve their present 
physical and linguistic identity. An early offshoot of  Macro-
Tungusic (a southern Tungusic of  Silla-Kaya variety) went over to 
the Japanese Islands only to be influenced first by the Jōmon 
aboriginal languages, and then go through the linguistic change of  
the Yayoi-Kofun transition in the aftermath of  conquest by the 
speakers of  a later offshoot of  Macro-Tungusic (a northern 
Tungusic of  Puyeo-Koguryeo-Paekche variety), before 
commencing its definitive evolution into modern Japanese. In the 
Korean Peninsula, on the other hand, Silla conquered Koguryeo, 
Paekche, and the Kaya states, and the southern Tungusic of  the 
Silla variety achieved a linguistic unification, commencing its 
definitive evolution into modern Korean. It is no wonder that we 
find substantial lexical and phonological differences between 
modern Korean and modern Japanese. On the contrary, it is a 
miracle that, after such linguistic odysseys, these two languages 
still share a morpheme-by-morpheme translatability.  
 
 
6. A Tale Told in a Dream 
  

Accepting the thesis that the proto-Japanese language 
and proto-Japanese people were formed (not during the Neolithic 
Jōmon period but) during the Yayoi period, however, seems to 
amount to nothing more than a lizard’s tail being cut short by less 
than an inch. It seems that most present-day Japanese people still 
want to believe that at least the Late Tomb culture emerged as a 
result of  natural evolution. It cannot be that there was a second 
wave of  people from the Korean Peninsula. The Yayoi wave is 
more than enough, and there is no need for a Kofun wave, they 
believe. There should be only “process” and never an “event” that 

9.20. Gilt-bronze saddle from  

(1) Ko-ryung Kaya;  

(2) Konda Maruyama Tomb,  

Habikino City, Ōsaka;  

(3) Cheon-ma-chong, Kyung-ju; and  

(4) Fujinoki tomb, Nara  

 

Event or Process: Creation vs. Evolution 
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37 See Unger (2009: 156-9).  

Unger uses such an expression as: 

“southern Korea…was a pre-Japanese 

linguistic zone (ibid: 174).” 

 

9.21. Gold Earrings from  

(top) Inari-yama Tomb; and  

(bottom) Tomb of King Mu-nyung 

 

9.22. Paekche tomb with horizontal 

entrance. Sin-deok 咸平 新德 古墳 

 
38 See Barnes (1993: 150) and Wang 

(1982: 126). 
 

39 Wang (1982: 125)  

created the Yamato Kingdom, according to the Japanese.  
Good old maxims still stay intact. Whatever influence 

the Korean Peninsula may have had on the proto-historic Japanese 
Islands, the influence should be explained by “international trade,” 
“immigration,” or better still by “preemptive conquest” with bare 
insular hands (say, Japan conquered Korea and brought Korean 
slaves and artisans to Japan). The “Yama-tai” should still be 
located at the “Yama-to” area, and the “Mima-na Japanese 
Authority” story in the Nihongi should be manipulated. The 
Samguk-sagi chronology of  the Paekche should be discredited. 
After all, it would be extremely difficult for modern biological 
anthropology to differentiate the Paekche people from the Kaya 
people, and for historical linguistics to differentiate the Kaya 
dialect from the Puyeo-Koguryeo-Paekche dialect. The contention 
of  Walter Edwards (1983) should also be safe from refutation 
because the Imperial Household Agency would under no 
circumstance allow the official excavation of  Ōjin-Nintoku tombs 
or any other untouchable class of  imperial tombs. To prepare a 
semantic warfare for the worst, the southern peninsular Kaya 
people should be called Wa people, their language “para-
Japanese,” and the Korean language should be classified as an 
offshoot of  a “proto-Japanic” language originating from 
Manchuria or Transbaikalia.37 Perhaps one may in the end be 
forced to turn to social pathology. 

Japanese history is, borrowing Hudson’s (1999: 23) 
expression, still a “tale told in a dream.” Most English-speaking 
scholars, whether historians, linguists, anthropologists, or 
archeologists, are still working (or rather torturing themselves) 
under handicaps imposed by the distorted history of  the ancient 
Korea-Japan relations, wasting enormous amounts of  precious 
research time, and unintentionally impeding progress in every 
related academic field. I believe that even a simple mental exercise 
undertaken from a Korean perspective may lead to academic 
enlightenment of  an entirely different dimension.  
 
 
Appendix 9.1. Total Reliance on Korea’s Iron in Japanese Islands 
 

Both low and high carbon iron was present from 500 
BCE onwards in mainland China, and medium-carbon 

Japanese History: A Tale Told in a Dream 
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(0.1%≤C≤2%) steel was common after 300 BCE. Improvements 
in (leather) bellows systems made it possible to bring temperature 
up to 1,100-1,200o C, letting the charcoal-reduced iron rapidly 
absorb carbon and thus greatly lowering its melting point. In 
China, the high-carbon (=cast, 2%≤C) brittle iron was derived 
from the mixing of  much charcoal with iron ore in a high-
temperature blast furnace and was then melted in a “crucible 
furnace” and cast into moulds. 38  

The smelted liquid cast iron produced by blast furnaces 
was put in a “steel puddling furnace,” and the liquid was 
constantly stirred by the founder, producing medium carbon steel 
or wrought (= low carbon, C≤0.1%) iron.39 The carbon content 
of  white cast iron, “the typical product of  Chinese blast 
furnaces,” could be lowered through heating and “evaporating off  
the carbon atoms as carbon dioxide,” says Barnes. The 
decarburized iron (called the decarbonized elastic cast iron) was 
not brittle but malleable, and hence could be shaped into artifacts 
by mould-casting. The decarburized iron can also “be hammered 
[on an iron anvil], but it does not leave slag residue in the forging 
process.” 40 The “hundred-time forged steel” could be obtained by 
puddling cast iron into wrought iron, and then carbonizing and 
forging it into steel implements. 41 

The principal method of  producing the cast (=high-
carbon) iron in mainland China was the blast furnace, while the 
method of  producing the wrought (=low-carbon) iron and steel in 
the Korean Peninsula was, à la the North Asian nomads, the 
bloomery furnace.42 The Yemaek cousins in the Korean Peninsula 
started to produce iron by 400 BCE using the Scytho-Siberian 
technology of  bloomery, and formed the iron products through 
smithing method. 43  
 According to Di Cosmo (2002: 72), a rich inventory of  
iron items including knives, daggers, and armor dating to the 
ninth century BCE were found along the Amur River, and “there 
are indications that relations existed between Transbaikalia and the 
Chinese northeast, possibly following the ancient routes of  
communication through the forests of  Manchuria and on the 
large waterways that run north to south: the Songhua, Non’ni, and 
Liao Rivers.” Watson (1971: 44) notes that the “movement both 
ethnical and cultural between Manchuria and the Minusinsk basin 
[around the Upper Yenisei River], along the flat land of  the 

The cast iron “is called white because 

its fracture appears white (ibid: 128).” 

9. 23. Blacksmith Work, Koguryeo, 

O-hoi 五盔 Tomb No. 4 painting, Jian 

In Korea as well as in Japan, iron was 

produced by bloomery furnace. After 

cooling, blacksmiths hammered and 

forged iron implements on an anvil as 

shown in the Koguryeo mural painting. 
 

40 Barnes (2007a: 66)  
 

41 Wang (1982: 129)  
 

42 See Barnes (2007a: 65-6). See also 

Di Cosmo (2002: 57-8). 

 
43 Wagner (2008: 97) states that: “there 

is some evidence that Korean iron 

technology may have come from the 

Scythians, and that…the dates which 

have been proposed range from the 8th 

to the 3rd century BCE.”  In the 

Mediterranean and Middle East, iron 

ore was smelted in a bloomery and the 

product was formed through the 

smithing on an anvil. This technology 

was carried into eastern Siberia by the 

Scythians c.700 BCE. The Chinese, on 

the other hand, invented the blast 

furnace technology. Farris (1998: 70)  
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44 Park (2000: 30-1) notes the fact that 

a much larger amount of iron 

implements are found at the Chifeng 

sites than at the Dalinghe sites, and 

suggests that the full-fledged 

[bloomery] Iron Age could first have 

commenced at the Chifeng area rather 

than in mainland China. 

 
45 Wang (1982: 127)  

 
46 See Farris (1998: 73). 

 
47 三國志卷三十魏書三十烏丸鮮卑
東夷傳第三十弁辰…國出鐵 韓濊倭
皆從取之 諸市買皆用鐵如中國用錢 
神功 攝政五十二年 久氐等…曰 
臣國以西有水源 出自谷那鐵山…便 
取是山鐵以永奉聖朝 (NI: 359) 

 

 
9.24. Clay furnace and blastpipe for 

bellows (the hand-held air chamber for 

producing current of air which can be 

expanded to draw in air through a valve 

and then contracted to expel the air 

through the tube) excavated at the 

Seok-jang-ri, Jin-cheon, site.  
忠北 鎭川郡 德山面 石帳里 爐跡 

middle Amur, must have been easier during the climate optimum.” 
It is hence possible that the waterways connecting the Kerulen-
Argun, Onon-Shilka, Amur, Nen, Songhua, and Liao rivers served 
as an alternative avenue of  communication and diffusion of  
nomadic iron metallurgy. The bloomery wrought-iron culture of  
Manchuria and the Korean Peninsula may have arrived through 
the gently sloping section of  the Greater Xing’an Range, and/or 
following the waterways connecting the Amur and Nen rivers. 44  
 Barnes (2007a: 65) notes that “In a bloomery furnace, 
charcoal was not used in great quantities, so the iron ore did not 
melt completely. Instead, the product was a spongy mass of  iron 
and slag called a bloom [that must be] refined through hammering 
to expel the slag impurities” in the forging-welding process. The 
final forged product was either (low-carbon, C≤0.1%) wrought 
iron or (medium-carbon) steel. The repeated heating (in charcoal) 
and hammering process turned iron into steel by absorbing 
enough carbon: “The hammering process not only forged the 
metal into the desired shape; it also reduced the number and size 
of  impurities and alloyed them evenly with the metal, thus raising 
the quality of  the steel produced.” 45  
 In the Japanese Islands, since iron sand was discovered 
in the sixth century, the iron-smelting dates from no earlier than 
500 CE. 46 Prior to the sixth century, bloomery iron (that contains 
both blooms and ingots), imported from Paekche and the Kaya 
states, could be refined through hammering (to expel the slag 
impurities), and fashioned into weapons and implements.  

The Dongyi-zhuan (in the Weishu of  Sanguozhi) records 
that the Pyun-han people in the southeastern corner of  the 
Korean Peninsula had been supplying iron to their Yayoi cousins 
in the Japanese Islands and also to the Lelang-Daifang 
commanderies. The Nihongi records the discovery of  an iron 
mountain by the Paekche people in the late fourth century, and 
their promise to the Yamato rulers to ceaselessly supply the iron 
acquired from that mountain.47 Nelson (1993: 174) notes that 
“Iron artifacts were produced in small furnaces which have been 
found along the North Han River dating to the third century BCE 
or earlier. These sites are all near sources of  iron.” From the old 
Kaya sites on the southern Korean coast, small bloomery furnaces 
(for wrought iron) have been found and dated to the first and 
second centuries BCE or even to the third to fourth centuries 

Blast Furnace vs. Bloomery Furnace  
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BCE by the presence of  early Yayoi-type pottery. 48 
 Seven Paekche sites of various iron-making furnaces (圓
形爐, 長方形爐, 相形爐), that include the bloomery smelting 
furnaces (相形製鍊爐/製鐵精鍊), were excavated in 1994-5 at 
Seok-jang-ri (Jin-cheon, Chung-buk), and dated from the third to 
the fourth centuries.49 Iron ax-head mold pieces (鐵斧范芯片) and 
remains of (minimal) slag were found around the melting furnaces 
(鎔解爐), while forged iron pieces (鍛造剝片) were found around 
the forging hearths (鍛冶爐).  The fact that furnaces for iron-
making and processing (smelting, melting, and refining) as well as 
the forging hearths are all found at the same sites suggests that 
some sort of proto-integrated-steel-mills existed at Seok-jang-ri, 
and that the iron-making, processing, and forging were well 
established as an industry in Paekche as early as the third and 
fourth centuries.  
 The remains of Seok-jang-ri sites show that the so-called 
“uniquely Japanese” iron-making technology adopted later in the 
Japanese Islands was in fact identical to the old Paekche method 
discovered at these sites. Leonard Lynn (KEJ, 1983: 7.348) has 
noted that the idea of using hand bellows in iron-making in Japan 
was brought from Korea. The iron-making process in the 
Japanese Islands apparently was not “introduced from China [the 
land of blast furnace] by way of Korea” (the most favorite 
expression used by the Japanese scholars), but was brought 
directly from Paekche that had adopted the nomadic bloomery 
technique.  
 Barnes (2007a: 66-7) tells us that “The introduction of 
forging technology [in the Japanese Islands] is attested mainly in 
Western Seto, where several well-constructed forging hearths have 
been excavated. Most have forging slag, so that both blooms and 
ingots of iron are thought to have been imported and refined of 
their impurities on site.” 
 Yayoi and even the Early Tomb period had been an era 
of  wood, stone, and bronze. Farris (1998: 71-2) finds that “In the 
[first half  of] fifth century…the quantity of  iron from sites of  all 
types in Japan grew dramatically. At Nonaka, for example, an 
outlier mound of  the giant 225-meter-long, moated Hakayama 
Tumulus in Ōsaka, archeologists have uncovered ten suits of  iron 
armor complete with helmets burried in a wooden box… In 
addition, the deceased had been interred with 169 iron swords, 3 

48 See Barnes (2001: 83-4), and also 

Barnes (2007a: 66-7). 

49 A (6.4 meters long and 6.0 meters 

wide) hole was dug underground, the 

bottom was layered with clay and 

charcoal, and then two furnaces (the 

large one for the first stage of iron-

making 製鐵-精鍊/細長方形大形相 
形爐 and the small one for the next 

stage of iron-making 長方形相形爐) 

were installed on top of the layers. The 

round-shaped clay furnace 圓形竪爐 

measures about one meter in diameter, 

and a tap to deliver slag 排滓部 is 

installed at the lower side. Both iron ore 

鐵鑛石 and iron sand 沙鐵 were used 

in iron-making, and limestone (or 

calcific materials such as animnal 

bones and clamshells) was used as a 

solvent to reduce the melting point or 

carbon. See NRICP (2001: 641-2). 

50 Farris (1998: 75-8) further notes that: 

“From 425 to 500, when the amount of 

iron found in Japanese tombs grew 

exponentially … [r]iveting replaced 

leather binding…Japanese armor owed 

a great debt to Kaya…and ultimately 

Koguryeo. Lamellar armor, the visored 

helmet, and riveting all came from the 

peninsula…  [E]questrian gear and 

skills entered the archipelago from 

southern Korea.”  

 
51 Farris (1998: 72-3)  “The oldest 

material evidence for…iron…smelting is 

found at the sixth century sites of 

Ōzōike Minami in Okayama and Enjo in 

Kyoto.” Edwards in Piggott (2006: 46). 
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52 Tatara means foot bellows (踏鞴 ふ
み-ふいご) and buki (from fuki) 

means air blowing (吹き). A mixture of 

iron sand and charcoal fuel was placed 

inside a clay furnace, and was heated 

by means of blasts of air from a bellow 

in order to melt iron sand into sponge-

like solid iron. Slag would occasionally 

be tapped. The furnace would be 

broken up and the main mass of iron 

would be removed. Makino Noboru 

(KEJ, 1983: 3.332-3) notes that 

variations of the tatara process were 

widely used in the Japanese Islands 

until the end of the 19th century. 

 
53 繼體 十年 (516) 百濟遣…群臣各 
出衣 裳斧鐵帛布 (NII: 33) 

皇極 元年 百濟國…今年正月 國 
主母薨又弟王子兒翹岐…夏四月 大 
使翹岐… 乙未 蘇我大臣 於畝傍家 
喚百濟翹岐等親對語話 仍賜良馬一
匹 鐵二十鋌 (NII: 237-9)  

 
54 The first year of Wado (和銅元年) 

which commemorates the discovery of 

naturally produced soft copper (自然作
成和銅) in the Chichibu district of 

Mushahi, however, is recorded as 708. 

See Snellen (1937: 215). In 708, there 

was an Imperial Edict: “... this must be 

a treasure bestowed as a sign that the 

deities of Heaven and Earth have 

accepted (the sincerity of Our worship) 

and want to make Us happy ... (ibid: 

217).” It is further recorded that: “For 

the first time the office of encouraging 

the manufacture of coins was created 

(ibid: 218),” and that “copper coins were 

used for the first time (ibid: 226).”  

iron spearpoints, and about 300 iron arrowheads. At Ariyama 
Tomb of  the same era (also in Ōsaka), scientists found 85 swords, 
8 pike points, 1,542 arrowheads, 134 ax blades, 49 U-shaped 
shovel fittings, and 90 chisels. Other excavated tombs dated from 
the fifth century repeat the same story.” 50  
 Farris says that “nearly all the iron to make the first 
Japanese weapons and tools came from Korea … at least until 
iron sand was discovered in Japan in the sixth century.” The Enjo 
site north of  Kyōto is the oldest iron-smelting site in the Japanese 
Islands where iron sand collected from river bottoms was refined 
and smelted by bloomery into ingots and tools. Remains of  
furnaces, holes containing rusted pieces of  iron and slag, 
foundries for forging tools, and kilns for manufacturing charcoal 
were discovered at the site.51 Although iron ore is scarce in the 
Japanese islands, iron sand is found in abundance. The so-called 
tatara-buki (foot-bellow) furnaces that appeared in the thirteenth 
century were a variant of  the bloomery. 52  

 The Nihongi tells us the Paekche officials brought ax-iron 
to the Yamato court in 516, but it is recorded that, on April 10, 
642, the Great Minister Soga invited the chief  Paekche envoy 
Kyoki (son of  a Paekche prince), and presented him with twenty 
bars of  iron. 53 This event may symbolize the fact that Yamato 
rulers were then happy to pay back the iron ingot to the Paekche 
people.  

Until the beginning of  the eighth century, the Japanese 
Islands do not seem to have produced copper or gold, and even 
the domestic supply of  iron seems to have been very limited. 
Production of  copper ore (銅鑛) is mentioned for the first time in 
697, in the Shoku Nihongi (SNI: 12). The refining of  gold ore (冶金
鑛) is mentioned in the Shoku Nihongi (SNI: 14) in the year 698. 
The Taihō-gwannen (大寶元年) which commemorates the 
discovery of  gold, however, is 701, the year the Shoku Nihongi 
(SNI: 36) records that the Island of  Tsushima presented gold. 
Therefore, the discovery of  gold or copper artifacts, and 
numerous iron objects in the Middle and Late Kofun Period 
tombs suggests the active transfter of  material (iron, copper, and 
gold, in particular), technolgy, and culture from Paekche to the 
Yamato Kingdom during the period. 54 

Iron Came from Korea before Sixth Century 
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In 1872, part of the front mound of the Nintoku Mausoleum 

collapsed in a small landslide, exposing a pit-style stone burial 

chamber. Some iron armor and weapons, gilt-bronze ornaments, a 

mirror, a ring-pommeled sword, and a horse bell that were recorded as 

having been recovered from the tomb of Nintoku are preserved in the 

Boston Museum of Fine Arts. 

A note written on the right-hand side of 

the sketch of Nintoku’s sarcophagus  

 

Horse Trappings from Nintoku Tomb
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Tomb of Paekche King Mu-nyung (461-523, r.501-23), stone epitaph plaque,  

belt ornament, and ring pommeled sword excavated on July 6, 1971 at Kong-ju 

百濟 武寧王 塼築墳 楷書體 誌石 帶金具 環頭大刀 公州 
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1 See Grousset (1970: 67-72). 

 
2 See Ledyard (1983: 320) and 

Janhunen (1996: 172, 183, 186). 

 

 

 

10.1. King’s gold diadem ornaments 

and earings from Mu-nyung’s tomb 

CHAPTER TEN

Fall of Paekche in the Korean Peninsula
MACRO-TUNGUSIC KOGURYEO AND UNIFIED MAINLAND CHINA

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. A Proto-Macro-Tungusic State, Unified Mainland China, and 
Diastrophism 
 

The Rourans from Western Manchuria established a 
centralized state on the Mongolian steppe by 402, confronting the 
Tuoba-Xianbei conquest dynasty in North China, but were 
crushed and superseded by the Turks in 552.1 The Turks 
established two vast empires by the late sixth century. The seat of  
the eastern Turkic rulers remained on the upper Orkhon, while 
the western Turkic rulers stretched their empire from the great 
Altai to Persia and the Caspian Sea. As mainland China was 
pulling itself  together under the Sui dynasty, there arose the 
Turkish confederacy along the northern frontier.2  

King Kwang-gae-to (r.391-412) of  Koguryeo conquered 
a total of  64 fortresses and 1,400 villages in his reign of  22 years, 
and was recorded as the “Broad Expander of  Domain.” He 
subdued the Sushen-Mohe tribes, chastised the Puyeo, constantly 
fought with the Murong Xianbei Later Yan (384-408), and 
occupied the entire Liaodong area, establishing a proto-macro-
Tungusic state. In 427, King Chang-su (r.413-91) relocated the 
capital south to Pyung-yang, and then destroyed the Paekche 
capital Han-seong in 475, making the Paekche flee south and 
establish a new capital at Kong-ju (Ung-jin). Koguryeo came to 
rule the northern half  of  the Korean Peninsula together with 
virtually the whole of  Manchuria east of  the Liao River.  

Macro-Tungusic State and Unified China 
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SUI, THE SUCCESSOR TO XIANBEI NORTHERN ZHOU, UNIFIES 

MAINLAND CHINA  

In 534, Northern Wei was divided into Western Wei, and 
Eastern Wei (534-50, which became Northern Qi, 550-77). The 
founder of  Sui dynasty, Yang Jian (Wendi, r.581-604), was from 
the Guanlong aristocratic clan that had been the core ruling clan 
of  the Xianbei conquest dynasties. Yang Jian’s wife, Empress 
Wenxian, was a daughter of  Dugu Xin who came from a Xianbei 
clan that had intermarried for centuries with the great families of  
Xianbei dynasties. The eldest daughter of  Dugu Xin was married 
to the first Northern Zhou emperor (Yuwen Tai’s son, Mingdi, 
r.557-60), the seventh to Yang Jian, and the fourth to the father of  
Li Yuan (the Gaozu of  Tang, r.618-26).3  

The Western Wei (535-56), in which the Xianbei 
elements remained strongest, became Northern Zhou (556-81), 
able to occupy the whole of  North China by conquering 
Northern Qi in 577 and the northern territory of  Chen in 579. 
The Sui dynasty (581-618) eventually unified all of  mainland 
China in 589 as the successor to Xianbei Northern Zhou. By the 
late sixth century, the Turks were disintegrating from internal 
strife. Wendi, by simply manipulating intrigues, could split Turkic 
power, eliminate refractory khans, and bring the remaining khans 
to suzerainty. 4 But the Sui dynasty was destined to perish in three 
decades as the result of  disastrous campaigns against Koguryeo. 
 
SUI PERISHED BY DISASTROUS CAMPAIGNS AGAINST KOGURYEO 

  Koguryeo was the first to open hostilities against the Sui, 
with an assault across the Liao River. According to the Suishu and 
Samguk-sagi, King Yung-yang (r.590-618) of  Koguryeo, leading ten 
thousand strong Mohe cavalrymen, invaded Yingzhou in early 
598, infuriating Sui Wendi.5 In late 598, Yang Jian mobilized the 
army and navy, appointed his youngest son, Prince Liang, as the 
Chief  Commander, and then launched a full-scale attack on 
Koguryeo. The 300,000-strong Sui army, however, first had 
difficulties with food supplies, and then was caught in the usual 
heavy summer rain. The Sui army suffered an epidemic, while its 
navy was destroyed in a violent windstorm. Fewer than twenty 
percent of  the Sui army returned from this expedition.  

Yang Guang (r.604-18), Sui Yangdi, looked upon the 

3 See Wright and Wechsler in Twitchett 

(1979: 63-4, 151). 

周書 卷一 帝紀 第一 文帝上 太祖 
…姓宇文氏 諱泰… 其先…鮮卑慕 
之 奉以爲主 遂總十二部落…其俗 
謂天曰宇 謂君曰文 因號宇文國 幷 
以爲氏焉  
魏書 卷一 序紀第一 國有大鮮卑山 
…北俗謂土爲托 謂后爲跋 故以爲
氏…至成皇帝…立 統國三十六  
 
周書 卷十六 列傳第八 獨孤信 
…雲中人也 魏氏之初 有三十六部 
其先…者 爲部落大人 與魏俱起 
祖…和平[北魏, 460-5]中…父…爲 
領民酋長…信與太祖鄕里 少相友善 
…從高祖東討…信長女 周明敬后 
第 四女 元貞皇后 第七女 隋文 
獻后 周隋及皇家 三代 皆爲外戚 
自古以來 未之有也  
舊唐書 卷一 本紀 第一 高祖 
高祖…姓李氏 諱淵…皇考諱昞…追 
尊元皇帝 廟號世祖…文帝獨孤皇后 
卽高祖從母也 
  
4 Barfield (1989: 136-38) 

 
5 隋書 卷八十一 列傳 第四十六 東
夷 高麗 開皇十八年 元率靺鞨之衆
萬餘騎寇遼西 榮州總管韋沖擊走之 
高祖聞而大怒 [高句麗嬰陽王九年] 
 
6 三國史記 高句麗本紀 第八 嬰陽
王 九年 王率靺鞨之衆萬餘 侵遼西 
…隋文帝聞而大怒 命…將水陸三十
萬來伐…軍中乏食 復遇疾疫 師還 
死者十八九 十八年 初煬帝之幸啓
民 帳也 我使者在啓民所…與之見
帝…帝…宣旨曰…苟或不朝…往巡
彼土… 啓民突厥可汗也 

 

Sui, Successor to Xianbei Northern Zhou
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7 Lee (1984: 47) 

 

 

 

10.2. Queen’s gold earrings (and the 

detail) from Mu-nyung’s tomb 

eastern Turks as important allies. In 605, he dispatched 20,000 
Turks to destroy the Qidan tribes, and threatened the Koguryeo 
with an attack by the Turks if  they did not submit to his rule. 
When Yangdi visited the Turkish headquarters in 607, however, 
the Khaghan was found negotiating with envoys from Koguryeo.6 
When Yangdi later attacked Koguryeo expecting Turkish support, 
the Turks failed to appear.  

Yangdi castigated the king of  Koguryeo for his failure to 
submit, and for his collusion with the Qidan and the Mohe in 
violating Sui territory. Yangdi hastened the extension of  the 
Grand Canal from Hangzhou to the Luoyang region in the 
northwest, and then to the region of  Tianjin and Beijing. Special 
war taxes were levied on the rich, and the largest force in history 
(said to number over one million men) with massive logistic 
support was assembled at Zhuozhun in the area of  modern 
Beijing. Yangdi launched his ill-fated attack on Liaodong in 611.  

The Kogureyo fortresses along the east bank of  the Liao 
River held out against Yangdi until the late summer rains made 
military operations impossible. When the Sui armies failed to take 
Liaodong Fortress (modern Liaoyang), Yangdi let a third of  his 
forces, some 300,000 strong, strike directly at Pyung-yang. But the 
Sui army was lured into a trap by General Ulchi Mun-deok, and 
suffered a calamitous defeat at the Sal-su (Cheong-cheon River). It 
is recorded that only 2,700 of  the 300,000 Sui soldiers who had 
crossed the Yalu River survived to find their way back. Yangdi had 
to lift the siege of  Liaodong Fortress and return with his army.7  

In 613, the Sui army again crossed the Liao River, but in 
the midst of  the campaign, word reached Yangdi of  the revolt by 
Yang Xuan’gan, and he once again had to return with his army. 
Yangdi’s army crossed the Liao River a third time in 614, but again 
the fortresses along the river held. He ordered the armies to stand 
by for a fourth expedition, but by this time the country was 
seething with rebellion. After each defeat, the conquest of  
Koguryeo became a greater obsession of  Yangdi. Every campaign, 
however, ended so disastrously that before long the war-exhausted 
empire crumbled.  
 
TANG GAOZU, A FIRST COUSIN OF SUI YANGDI 

Li Yuan (Tang Gaozu, r.618-26) was also from the 
Guanlong aristocratic clan.8 Li Yuan was a first cousin to Sui 

Sui Perished by Disastrous Campaigns 
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Yangdi, their mothers being sisters. His grandfather, Li Hu, 
descended from prominent Northern Wei generals, became one 
of  the Eight Pillars of  State (the chief  commanders associated 
with the Yuwen Tai’s seizing the throne) in founding the Northern 
Zhou in 557, and was ennobled as the Duke of  Tang in 558. The 
title was inherited by Li Yuan. The Li clan was centered on the 
Wuchuan Garrison established by the Northern Wei near modern 
Datong (Pingcheng), which was also the home of  Yuwen Tai.9 
The founders of  both the Sui and Tang dynasties were all from 
the core Xianbei ruling clans. 

As commander of  the Taiyuan garrison, Li Yuan struck 
a deal with the Turkish khaghan, led troops out of  Taiyuan with 
his eldest son, Jian’zheng (who was later appointed heir apparent) 
and the second son, Shimin (who later murdered his elder bother), 
and occupied Xi’an in 617, establishing the Tang dynasty.  

Eastern Turks were destroyed by Taizong (Li Shimin 
r.626-49) in 630. Turkish tribes either went over to the Tang or 
fled west. The combination of  Chinese-style administration 
backed by the Turkish army under the Tang banner expanded 
China’s border deep into Central Asia. Li Shimin became the 
Chinese Emperor and the Khagan of  Central Asia, extending 
Tang’s direct authority to the Pamirs by 648.10 As far as the 
“Eastern Barbarians” were concerned, however, it was an entirely 
different story. Taizong experienced humiliating defeats in the 
battles against Koguryeo.  
 
THE TANG DEFEATED BY THE MACRO-TUNGUSIC KOGURYEO  

King Ui-ja (r.641-60) of  Paekche captured more than 40 
Silla castles in 642 and, forming a military alliance with Koguryeo, 
laid a joint siege upon the Tang-hang Fortress at the mouth of  the 
Han River in 643 in order to cut off  the Silla’s access to the 
Yellow Sea. Queen Sun-deok (r.632-47), the first of  the three 
female rulers of  Silla, sent a desperate memorial to the Tang 
court. Best (1982: 482) quotes the Cefu Yuankui: Taizong promised 
to take some concrete measures to stop their aggression, but 
could not help voicing to the envoy his opinion that Silla’s 
troubles might be “attributed to the fact that the kingdom was 
ruled by a woman and consequently lacked the respect of  its 
neighbors.” 11 It was an odd prophecy to be uttered by Taizong on 
the impending fate of  Tang under the Empress Wu. 

8 Wechsler in Twitchett (1979: 150-1) 

 
9 Barfield (1989: 140) 

10.3. Queen’s gold diadem ornaments 

(replication) from Mu-nyung’s tomb 

10.4. Gilt-bronze crown (top), and 

saddle bow and ornaments (bottom) 

from the Fujinoki tomb, Nara 

 

Tang Gaozu, First Cousin to Sui Yangdi
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10 Barfield (1989: 140, 142)  

 
11 冊府元龜 卷九九一 外臣部 備禦
四 貞觀十七年 帝謂使人曰…爾國
以婦人爲主爲隣國輕侮 

 

10.5. Gilt-bronze ornamental shoes for 

king (top) and queen (bottom)  

from Mu-nyung’s tomb 

 

 

10.6. Gilt-bronze ornamental shoes and 

crown from Fujinoki tomb, Nara  

奈良縣 生駒郡 斑鳩町 藤ノ木 
Kidder (1987) states that: “Fujinoki 

was…long identified with Sushun [r.587 

-92]… Most of the objects came from 

Paekche… [T]hrough misidentification 

… archeologists have inadvertently 

exposed to public view the full secrets 

of an unpilfered imperial tomb…” 

In 644, Tang forces were sent to probe the Koguryeo 
defenses in Liaodong, and subsequently a large number of  troops 
was sent to the northeast. In the spring of  645, Taizong had at last 
reached the front and the invasion began. The army, led by 
Taizong and general Li Shih’chi, marched on Liaodong, while a 
naval force numbering 40,000 men in five hundred ships sailed to 
attack Pyung-yang from the sea. Li Shih’chi was the general who 
was sent over the Gobi in 629 by Taizong in command of  100,000 
troops to destroy the Eastern Turks. According to the Old Tangshu, 
the emperor personally carried the heaviest earth bag to fill up the 
moat under the Liaodong Fortress, and sucked the blood from an 
arrow wound suffered by one of  his generals.  

Taizong managed to capture the Liaodong Fortress and 
a number of  others. The invasion force, however, was halted 
before the Anshi Fortress (modern Yingzheng’zi) southwest of  
Liaoyang. Although a minor link in Koguryeo’s chain of  defensive 
strongholds, the Anshi Fortress withstood a siege of  more than 
sixty days, during which the Tang army threw all its strength into 
as many as six or seven assaults in a single day. But the defenders, 
commanded by Yang Man-chun, hurled back each fresh attack. 

Taizong had personally commanded the generals and led the 
attacks. After two months of  futile attempts to take the fortress, 
and facing the imminent onset of  the bitter winter, Taizong 
ordered a withdrawal. The whole expedition ended in great 
disaster.  

Early in 647, Taizong once again attacked Koguryeo, but 
the results were inconclusive. In 648 Taizong announced that in 
the next year he was going to raise an army of  300,000 men to 
crush Koguryeo completely. Chagrined at his only major defeat, 
Taizong died in the following year.  
 

EMPRESS WU CONQUERS PAEKCHE  

Li Shimin was succeeded by Gaozong (r.649-83), who 
was sickly and weak minded. Empress Wu ruled China, first 
through Gaozong (660-83), then through her young sons for a 
period of  time (684-90) after Gaozong’s death, and finally as 
empress of  a new dynasty, Zhou (690-705).  

Gaozong, in poor health for some time, had been forced 
to retire to a summer palace in 657, and to hold court only on 
alternate days. The position of  Empress Wu “became virtually 
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impregnable after the tenth month of  660, when Gaozong 
apparently suffered a serious stroke. The empress took easily to 
administering the empire during his recurrent periods of  
incapacity. By the end of  660 the empress Wu was ruler of  the 
empire in fact if  not in name.” 12 In 674, and for the first time in 
Chinese history, she assumed the grandiose title of  Heavenly 
Empress (Tian Hou), bestowing the title Heavenly Emperor (Tian 
Huang) on Gaozong. The Japanese were soon to copy this august 
title, “the Heavenly Emperor.” 13  

In the year 660, Empress Wu sent an invasion fleet 
against Paekche under the command of  Su Ding’fang, while Silla 
forces led by Kim Yu-sin marched to attack Paekche in concert. 
Su Ding’fang was the general who had destroyed the Western 
Turkish army in a battle fought near the Issyk-Kul three years 
earlier, in 657. The Tang army was soon to capture the capital of  
Paekche.  
 
 
2. Fall of  the Paekche Kingdom in the Korean Peninsula 
 

September 5, 660. Shocking news arrived at the Yamato 
court from Paekche: in July, Silla drew the Tang people into the 
Korean Peninsula, destroyed Paekche, and captured the King and 
his ministers. Shortly thereafter followed another report: Bok-sin, 
Minister of  Paekche, collected the scattered ranks, regrouped an 
army, strengthened their fighting spirit, and the Tang forces dared 
not launch an attack against Bok-sin.   

October, 660. Bok-sin dispatched an envoy to the 
Yamato court, asking for troops and assistance, and Paekche 
Prince Pung-jang returned to inherit the throne.14  

Queen Saimei proclaimed: “We learn that in ancient 
times [likely implying the time of  King Kwang-gae-to the Great] 
there have been cases of  troops being asked for and assistance 
requested: to render help in emergencies, and to restore that 
which has been interrupted, is a manifestation of  ordinary 
principles of  right. The Land of  Paekche, in its extremity, has 
come to us and placed itself  in our hands . . . Our resolution in 
this matter is unshakable. We will give separate orders to our 
generals to advance at the same time by a hundred routes. . . .”15 

January 6, 661. Queen Saimei sailed westward to Kyūshū 

12 Twitchett and Wechsler in Twitchett 

(1979: 255) 

 

13 舊唐書卷五 高宗下 五年秋八月
…皇帝稱天皇 皇后稱天后 

 
14 齊明 六年九月 己亥朔癸卯 百濟
遣…等 來奏曰…今年七月 新羅…
引構唐人 傾覆百濟 君臣總俘…福
信…誘聚散卒…旣而百濟兵翻銳 唐
不敢入…冬十月…福信遣…等…乞
師請救 幷乞王子余豐璋…將爲國主 

(NII: 345-347)  

 
15 齊明 六年秋九月 詔曰 乞師請救 
聞之古昔 扶危繼絶 著自恒典 百濟
國 窮來歸我…志有難奪 可分命將
軍 百道俱前 (NII: 347) See Aston 

(N2: 268-9). 

 

 

 

10.7. Parhae Pagoda, Jilin 

 渤海 靈光廟塔, 吉林省 長白縣 
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10.8. Contemplative Bodhisattva  

(left) Paekche (國立中央博物館) and 

(right) Kōryūji (京都 廣隆寺) Kyoto 

 
16 齊明 七年春正月 丁酉朔丙寅 御
船西征 始就于海路…居于…行宮…
名曰長津 五月…遷居于朝倉…宮…
秋七月甲午朔丁巳 天皇崩于朝倉宮
…皇太子奉徙天皇喪 還至…歸就于
海…還泊難波 十一月壬申朔戊戌…
殯于飛鳥 (NII: 348-351) 

 
17 天智 卽位前紀 七年七月…皇太
子素服稱制…遷居于長津宮 稍聽水
表之軍政 (NII: 353)  

 
18 天智 二年三月…率二萬七千人 
打新羅…秋八月…率健兒萬餘…於
白村江…戌申 日本船師初至者 與
大唐船師合戰…己酉…官軍敗續…
百濟王豐璋 與數人乘船 逃去高麗 
九月辛亥朔丁巳 百濟州柔城 始降
於唐 (NII: 357- 358)   

 
19 天智 七年春正月 丙戌朔戊 子 
皇太子卽天皇位 冬十月大 唐大將
軍英公 打滅高麗 (NII: 367-371)  

in order to command the entire operation to rescue Paekche at the 
front. July 24. Queen Saimei, who had been leading the rescue 
operation at the Asakura temporary palace in northern Kyūshū, 
(Tsukushi) died. November 7. The Crown Prince (Tenji) carried 
her remains back to Asuka, and held the funeral.16  

July, 662. The Crown Prince, dressed in white mourning 
clothes, set up his residence in the Nagatsu temporary palace in 
Kyūshū, commanding the overseas rescue operation.17 

March, 663. The Crown Prince dispatched an army of  
27,000 men to attack Silla. August 28. Soldiers of  Yamato, ten 
thousand strong, who came across the sea to rescue Paekche, were 
annihilated at the mouth of  the Paek-chon River. Pung-jang took 
a boat and escaped to Koguryeo along with a few followers. 
September 7. Fortress Chu-yu fell to the Tang force.18 

January 3, 668. The Crown Prince, who had been in 
mourning clothes coping with the emergency on the Korean 
Peninsula, belatedly succeeded to the throne, becoming King 
Tenji. September, 668. Tang forces destroyed Koguryeo.19 

All of  the above are excerpts from the Nihongi. Western 
scholars have tended to accept the Japanese version of  the ancient 
Korea-Japan relations, and yet they cannot help but remain 
puzzled by such a question as posed by Batten: “Why the Japanese 
should have thrown themselves with such vigor into a war that, if  
not quite an intramural Korean conflict, had at least no direct 
bearing on Japanese territory, is not easy to answer. The 
explanation offered by Nihon-shoki . . . while high-sounding, can 
hardly be taken at face value.”20 

 
 

3. Unification of  the Korean Peninsula: Silla Expels the Tang 
Army 
 
EMPRESS WU CONQUERS KOGURYEO 

 With Paekche secured as a base, Empress Wu, who had 
taken over the government during her husband’s recent illness, 
“planned a multi-pronged invasion of  Koguryeo by … advancing 
both from Paekche, and from Liaodong.” 21 But the Tang forces in 
Paekche were tied down by a rebellion and were unable to join in 
the assault. In 661, Su Ding’fang sailed his fleet to the Tae-dong 
River, making a frontal attack on Pyung-yang. The Tang force was, 

Yamato Court Hears the Fall of Paekche 
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however, defeated by Yon Kae-somun and had to withdraw. The 
remnants of  the Paekche resistance force, on the other hand, were 
annihilated in 663.  

After the death of  Yon Kae-somun in 666, a power 
struggle broke out among his sons and younger brother. The 
eldest son was driven out by the second son. He fled to the old 
capital at Kuk-nae-sung and then surrendered to Tang, while the 
younger brother of  Yon Kae-somun went over to Silla. Empress 
Wu seized this opportunity and in 667 mounted a fresh invasion 
under the command of  Li Shih’chi. Silla launched a coordinated 
offensive. Unlike Sui Yangdi, Empress Wu enlisted a peninsular 
ally against the Koguryeo. Furthermore, the Tang army received 
active assistance from the defector this time. Koguryeo held out 
for another year, and the end came in 668.  
 

SILLA EXPELS THE TANG ARMY FROM THE PENINSULA 

According to the Samguk-sagi, Li Shimin (Taizong) had 
solicited in 648 the collaboration of  Silla to conquer Koguryeo 
and Paekche, promising the Silla the entire Korean Peninsula 
south of  Pyung-yang, including the Paekche territories. When the 
Silla succeeded in destroying Paekche and Koguryeo in coalition 
with the Tang forces, however, they were shocked to see Empress 
Wu establishing commanderies not only in the old Paekche and 
Koguryeo territories but also, even nominally, in Silla territory, 
appointing their king as the chief  of  the Silla Commandery.  

The Tang court had at first appointed a Tang general as 
the chief  of  the Paekche Commandery but, in order to placate the 
Paekche people, soon replaced him with a son of  the Paekche’s 
last king. 

The conflict between Tang and Silla surfaced in 670. An 
armed clash erupted in June and recurred on October 6, 671. The 
Silla army, together with the remnants of  the Koguryeo army, 
attacked the Tang force in August 672. The Tang army, 
augmented by the Qidan and Mohe auxiliaries, attacked the 
northern frontier of  Silla in September 673, but was defeated. 
When Silla occupied all of  the Paekche territories and further 
absorbed the Koguryeo rebels, Tang sent a large army, but Silla 
was able to destroy a 200,000-man-strong Tang army on February 
29, 675, capturing 30,380 horses. During that year, Silla also won a 
series of  battles (18 in number) against the Tang army and Qidan-

20 Batten (1986: 212)  

 
21 Twitchett and Wechsler in 

Twitchett (1979: 282) 

 
22Twitchett (ibid: 284-5) 

10. 9. Contemplative Bodhisattva from 

Kong-ju, Paekche (Tokyo Museum) 

金銅菩薩半跏像 公州寺址 

10.10. Bodhisattva at Hōryūji 法隆寺 
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23 The three-tier Paekche office rank 

(signified by purple robes, scarlet 

robes, and blue robes) placed at the top 

Chwa-pyeong and the various “sol” 

ranks, the secondmost of which was 

the “Tal-sol.” Lee (1984: 52)  

“Chip-sa” means the chancellor of an 

administrative organ. 

 

天智 三年 以百濟王善光王等 居于
難波 (NII: 361) 是歲 於對馬嶋 壹岐
嶋筑紫國等 置防與烽 又於筑紫 築
大堤貯水 名曰水城 (NII: 363) 

天智 四年 勘校百濟國官位階級 仍
以佐平福臣之功 授鬼室集斯小錦下 
其本位達率 復以百濟百姓男女四百
餘人 居于近江國神前郡 三月...給
神前郡百濟人田 秋八月 遣達率答
炑春初 築城於長門國 遣達率億禮
福留 達率四比福夫於筑紫國 築大
野及椽二城 (NII: 363)  
天智 五年 京都之鼠向近江移 以百
濟男女二千餘人 居于東國 凡不擇 
緇素 起癸亥年 至于三歲 並賜官食 
倭漢沙門智由 獻指南車 (NII: 365) 
天智 六年 遷都于近江 十一月 百
濟鎭將劉仁願 遣熊津都督府...等 
送大山下...連...等於筑紫都督府  

是月 築倭國高安城...對馬國金田城 
(NII: 367) 

天智 八年 修高安城...是歲 又以佐
平餘自信 佐平鬼室集斯等 男女七
百餘人 遷居近江國蒲生郡 又大唐
遣郭務悰等 二千餘人 (NII: 373) 
天智 九年 詔士大夫等 大射宮門 
內...春二月 造戶籍...于時 天皇幸
蒲生郡匱迮野 而觀宮地 又修高安
城 積穀與鹽 又築長門城一 筑紫城
二 秋九月 遣阿曇連頰垂於新羅 是
歲 造水碓而冶鐵 (NII: 375)  

Mohe auxiliaries. The Silla navy defeated the Tang navy in twenty-
two battles along the Puyeo (Paekche) sea-coast in November 676, 
beheading 4,000 Tang soldiers. The conflict between Tang and 
Silla escalated into the Six-Year War (671-6) between the Tang and 
the Yemaek Tungus people.  

By the end of  676, Silla could expel the entire Tang army 
from the Korean Peninsula, and the Tang Commandery at Pyung-
yang had to be relocated to Liaodong. Silla came to occupy all of  
the Paekche territories and much of  southern Koguryeo. In 678, 
Empress Wu “was dissuaded from mounting a major campaign 
against Silla, on the grounds that defense against the Tibetans was 
then far more urgent a matter than control of  Korea. The plan to 
conquer and administer Korea was abandoned.” 22 Furthermore, 
there reemerged the Second Turkic Empire in 682 that ruled the 
Mongolian steppes until it was replaced by the Uighur Turkic 
Empire (744-840).  
 
 
4. Second Round of  Massive Influx of  the Paekche People  

 
MASSIVE ARRIVAL AFTER THE FALL OF PAEKCHE 

After the complete destruction of  Paekche by the Silla-
Tang forces in 663, there occurred a series of  massive exiles to the 
Japanese Islands. The Nihongi reports extensively on the arrival of  
Paekche refugees (N2: 282-92): “Prince Seon-Kwang of  Paekche 
and his people were given residence at Naniha [in 664]. … [A]fter 
a comparison of  the Paekche degrees of  official rank there was 
granted to the Kwi-sil, Chip-sa, in consideration of  the eminent 
services of  the Minister [Chwa-pyeong] Bok-sin, the rank of  
lower Shōkin. Moreover Paekche common people, men and 
women, numbering more than 400, were given residences in the 
district of  Kanzaki, in the province of  Afumi. … [R]ice lands 
were granted to the Paekche people of  Kanzaki [in 665]. … Over 
2,000 Paekche people, men and women, were settled in the East 
country [in 666]. Without distinction between black and while (i.e., 
of  priests and laymen), they were all maintained at Government 
expense for three years beginning with the year (663). … [T]he 
Minister Yeo Cha-sin, the Minister Kwisil Chip-sa, and others, 
men and women, to the number of  over 700 persons, were 
removed and settled in the district of  Kamafu in the provinces of  

Silla Expels Tang Army from Korean Peninsula 
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Afumi [in 669].” 23  
In 667, Tenji moved the capital to Afumi (Ōtsu, near 

Lake Biwa) and formally ascended the throne in 668. Immediately 
before and after the transfer of  the capital, Tenji had settled a 
large number of  Paekche people at the new capital area. 

Batten (1986) notes that: “the years between the Paek-
chon River debacle in 663 and the Tang retreat from Korea in 676 
were worrisome for the defeated Japanese … whose anxiety can 
be measured by the feverish defense preparations taken during 
this same period. In 664, …frontier guards and signal fires were 
established in Tsushima Islands, Iki Islands, and the kuni of  
Tsukushi. Also, a great embankment was built in Tsukushi … It 
was named the Water Fortress. … In 667…Takayasu Fortress in 
Yamato, Yashima Fortress in Sanuki, and the Kaneta Fortress on 
Tsushima were built … Scattered references to the construction 
or repair of  fortifications continue until 701.” 24 

Tenji seems to have reinforced the Ritsu-ryō system in 
an attempt to effect a full mobilization of  all the Japanese Islands 
against the external threat. On January 6, 671, Tenji’s “younger 
brother, the Prince Imperial, promulgated on his behalf  the 
regulations for giving effect to the institution of  cap-rank. [One 
book says: The Imperial Prince Ohotomo announced.] The 
ceremonial and the names of  the cap-ranks are fully described in 
the Shin-ritsu-ryō (新律令).” 25 

The Nihongi (N2: 295) further records that, in 671, the 
rank of  Upper Daikin was conferred on the [Paekche] Minister 
Yeo Cha-sin and on Sataek So-myung (沙宅紹明 second official 
of  the Department of  Ceremonies that was in charge of  
personnel administration); the rank of  Lower Shōkin on Kwi-sil 
Chip-sa (Chief  of  the Department of  Education); [and] the rank 
of  Lower Daisen on…Talsol Kong-na Chin-su (who had a 
military training)…on Kim-mu (acquainted with medicine)…on 
Heo Sol-mo (who thoroughly understood the five classics), and 
on Kak Pyeong-mu (skilled in the Yin and Yang). The rank Lower 
Shōsen was conferred on the other Talsol, more than fifty persons 
in all.” 26 

Apparently the newly arrived Paekche refugees, 
depending on their ranks in Paekche, received either the same 
honors as the traditional Yamato rulers or at least the same 
privileges as the common people in the Japanese Islands. So the 

10.12. Paekche Mi-reuk-sa, Ik-san 

益山 金馬面 彌勒寺址 
 

24 In 665, “The Talsol ... was sent to 

build a castle in the province of Nagato. 

The Talsol ... and the Talsol ... were 

sent to the Land of Tsukushi, where 

they built the two castles of Ohono and 

Woyogi (N2: 283-4).” 
 
25 天智 十年春正月  大錦上中臣金
連 命宣神事 是日 以大友皇子 拜
太政大臣 以蘇我赤兄臣 爲左大臣 
以 中臣金連 爲右大臣... 東宮太皇
弟奉宣 或本云 大友皇子宣命 施行 
冠位法度之事...法度冠位之名 具載
於新律令也 (NII: 375) 
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26 天智 十年 以大錦下 授佐平余自
信 沙宅紹明 法官大輔 以小錦下 
授鬼室集斯 學職頭 以大山下 授達
率谷那晉首 閑兵法 木素貴子 閑兵
法 憶禮福留 閑兵法 答炑春初 閑
兵法 炑日比子贊波羅 金羅金須 解
藥 鬼室集信 解藥 以小山上 授達
率德頂上 解藥 吉大尙 解藥 許率
母 明五經 角福牟 閑於 陰陽 以小
山下 授餘達率等 五十餘人  
 

Ooms (2009: 102-3) states that: “in 

671, about seventy of [Paekche 

refugees] who were first- or second-

rank holders in Paekche’s rank system 

of sixteen tiers were given Yamato 

court ranks ranging between the 

equivalents of fourth and seventh junior 

rank of the later ritsuryō system of 701. 

… Eventually…these refugees were 

given Japanese kabane titles…Kōken 

[r.749-58] … decided to grant all 

requests for changes of name and title 

… [and] about two thousand applicants 

were absorbed into some fifty uji.” 

 
27童謠云 多致播那(橘)播 於能(己)
我曳多曳多(枝枝) 那(生)例例 騰母 
陀麻(玉)爾農(貫)矩 騰崎(時) 於野
(同)兒弘(緖)儞農(貫)俱  (NII: 377) 

 
28 文武王 十年十二月…倭國更號日
本 自言 近日所出以爲名 (S1: 128)  

The Nihongi was still reading the 

Chinese characters Nippon as Yamato.

日本 此云耶麻謄 (NI: 81) 夜麻登
(倭) (K: 162)  

 
29 天智 十年十二月 癸亥朔乙 丑 
天皇崩于近江宮 (NII: 381) 

Nihongi (N2: 295-6) notes: “There was a popular ditty, as follows: 
The oranges --- Each on their own branches, 
Though they grew --- When strung as pearls, 
Are strung on the same string.” 
 
Oranges seem to allude to the rulers of  Paekche and the 

Yamato Kingdom. 27  
 
 
5. Creating a New History of  the Yamato Dynasty  

 
In the month of  December 670, the Silla Pon-ki (the 

Annals of  Silla in the Samguk-sagi) reports that the “Yamato State” 
changed its name to “Nippon.”28 King Tenji died on December 3, 
671.29 Earlier, Tenji’s younger brother had married the second 
daughter of  Tenji (who later became Queen Jitō). He staged the 
so-called “Coup of  Jin-shin” in 672, and made himself  king on 
February 27, 673, becoming King Temmu.30 

March 17, 681. Temmu ordered six princes and six 
ministers to compile the histories of  the Yamato Kingdom.31  

As Paekche and Koguryeo were conquered one by one 
by their archenemy Silla that drew Tang forces onto the Korean 
Peninsula, the sense of  crisis and anxiety of  the Yamato rulers 
regarding the fate of  their kingdom on the Japanese archipelago 
was heightened beyond imagination. The disappearance of  the 
Paekche Kingdom and the unification of  the Korean Peninsula in 
the hands of  the Silla people caused an unprecedented identity 
crisis for the Yamato rulers. Should they continue to identify 
themselves with the Paekche, they feared their days on the 
Japanese Islands would be numbered. Nor did they want to cast 
their fate with the Paekche. In order to establish an entirely new 
identity as a native polity disconnected from the Paekche, and to 
secure a permanent future in the Japanese Islands, Temmu (r.673-
86) ordered the creation of  new histories of  the Yamato dynasty.  

The Preface to Kojiki claims that Temmu had profound 
knowledge of  ancient histories and was able to comprehend the 
previous age thoroughly. On an appointed day before Temmu 
died in 686, the outline of  the new history of  the Yamato 
Kingdom was at last finalized, and was memorized by Hieda Are, 
then 28 years old, who had extraordinary powers of  memory. 

History of Royal Mandate: the Kojiki 
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Temmu’s own words, quoted in the Preface of  Kojiki, offer a 
glimpse of  Temmu’s sense of  crisis and of  the necessity, 
therefore, to create a new history: “Those chronicles handed 
down and kept by the head family of  each clan contain records 
which differ greatly from the facts. Unless we correct those false 
records at this very moment, the foundation of  our kingdom 
and royal family will be lost in a few years. I now intend to 
scrutinize all those records with great care, eliminate the 
falsehoods, correct the errors, and hand down the true version of  
our history to posterity.”32  

Gemmei (r.707-715), born in 661 as the fourth daughter 
of  Tenji, was a niece, the younger sister of  Temmu’s wife, and, at 
the same time, a daughter-in-law of  Temmu. Gemmei had 
relocated the capital from Fujiwara-kyō to Nara (Heijō-kyō) in 
710. On September 18, 711, Gemmei ordered Yasumaro to write 
down the new History of  Royal Mandate 勅語舊辭 that had been 
memorized by Hieda Are, who must have been more than 54 
years old by then. Hieda Are dictated and Yasumaro wrote. Four 
months later, on January 28, 712, Yasumaro presented the results 
to Gemmei. The Kojiki records this bare outline of  the newly 
created history without specifying dates, months or years.  

On the basis of  Kojiki, the Yamato court immediately 
commenced, under the co-chairmanship of  Prince Toneri and 
Yasumaro, the compilation of  official annals called the Nihongi. 
This formal history of  the Yamato dynasty was finished in 720, 
the sixth year of  the reign of  Genshou (r.715-24), a daughter of  
Gemmei. It came to be called the Nihon-shoki in later ages. 
Yasumaro died in 723. 33 

The Yamato rulers compiled the Kojiki and Nihongi with 
definite objectives in mind. They wanted to eradicate any original 
connection with the Paekche Kingdom; they wanted to make the 
origin of  ruling clans as ancient and as native as the Yayoi 
aborigines; and they wanted to make the Yamato Kingdom a 
dominant regional force. In the new history, the Yamato Kingdom 
is said to have been established since time immemorial (660 BCE) 
without any connection with Paekche; the imperial family became 
a truly native force without any relation to the Paekche people; 
and all Korean and Chinese kingdoms were under the suzerainty 
of  the Yamato court. The ruling clans were postulated to have 
come down to the Japanese Islands, not from the Korean 

30 天武 下 二年二月 丁巳朔癸未…
卽帝位於飛鳥淨御原宮 (NII: 411) 

 
31 天武 下 十年三月…丙戌 天皇…
令記定帝紀及上古諸事 (NII: 447) 

 
32 古事記上卷 幷序  
臣安萬侶言…飛鳥淸原大宮御大八
州天皇御世…潭探上古…明觀先代…
於是天皇詔之 朕聞 諸家之所䝴帝
紀及本辭 旣違正實 多加虛僞 當今
之時不改其失 未經幾年其旨欲滅 
斯乃 邦家之經緯 王化之鴻基焉 故
惟 撰錄帝紀 討覈舊辭  削僞定實 
欲流後葉 時有舍人 姓稗田 名阿禮 
年是二十八 爲人聰明 度目誦口 拂
耳勒心 卽 勅語阿禮 令誦習帝皇日
繼及先代舊辭 然 運移世異 未行其
事矣…以和銅四年九月十八日 詔臣
安萬侶 撰錄稗田阿禮所誦之勅語舊
辭 以獻上者…和銅五年正月二十八
日 正五位上勳五等太朝臣安萬侶 

(K:. 44-46) 

 
33 In 1979, a 41-character epitaph 

inscribed on a bronze plate was 

excavated from the grave of Yasumaro. 

Murayama and Miller (1979) note that 

“the Chinese language of the inscription 

contains a startling linguistic Koreanism 

in its employment of the Chinese 

grammatical particle ‘this’ 之 [which is 

used as the direct object of the 

intransitive verb ‘died’ 卒 that is totally 

ungrammatical for Chinese]. … It will be 

interesting to see how long the 

Japanese reading public is kept in the 

dark concerning this startling 

Koreanism in the Yasumaro epitaph.” 
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10.13. Kojiki 

 

10.14. Kojiki 

 

10.15. Yasumaro Epitaph 奈良市 
 

34 The Kwang-gae-to epitaph suggests 

the subjugation of the Black-Mohe 

tribes sometime after 398 CE. 

廣開土大王碑文 八年戊戌 [398] 敎 
遣偏師 觀息愼土俗 因使抄得莫[ ]
羅城 加太羅谷 男女三百餘人 自此
以來 朝貢論事  

Peninsula but directly from heaven. An entirely new identity as an 
ancient native polity, and a heavenly one at that, was thus created 
for the Yamato Kingdom.  

The Nihongi has neither a preface, nor tables, nor the 
treatises on contemporary systems, customs and geography, nor 
the biographies of  important persons.  In China, a chronicle 
without such information could hardly be called “shoki.” The main 
text (Annals), however, could maintain the semblance of  a 
standard Chinese dynastic history.  

Ever since the appearance of  Kojiki and Nihongi, their 
ideology was instilled in the minds of  the Yamato ruling class, and 
eventually evolved into the semireligious emperor worship on the 
Japanese Islands. The appellation for Yamato rulers had in no 
time been elevated from Great King (Ō-kimi) to Emperor (Tennō). 
As a result, even after the traditional ruling class of  Paekche origin 
lost all of  their power to the samurai warriors of  peasant origin, 
the destitute nobles in the Kyōto area were left alone by the 
earthly new rulers. Furthermore, the emperor has continued to 
reign as the nominal head of  the Japanese state even until today. 
The result seems to have been far beyond anything possibly 
wished for by Temmu, who was not only a self-made but also a 
truly farsighted monarch.  
 
 
6. Birth of  the Macro-Tungusic States in Manchuria: Confining 
the “Pure-blooded” Yemaek Tungus to the Korean Peninsula  
 

MACRO-TUNGUSIC KOGURYEO 

In 285, Murong Hui invaded Puyeo, prompting the king 
to commit suicide. In 346, the Murong Huang’s army took the 
Puyeo king and over 50,000 of  his people prisoner. Upon the 
extinction of  the Xianbei state of  Former Yan in 370, Puyeo 
passed under the protection of  Koguryeo. Subsequently, with the 
rise of  the Mohe people, the Puyeo royal house was driven from 
its ancient territory and surrendered to Koguryeo in 494, 
completely extinguishing its existence. 

Owing to the great military exploits of  King Kwang-gae-
to, Koguryeo came to rule all of  the Mohe tribes in eastern 
Manchuria, including the Black-Water Mohe, for more than 250 
years.34 As a result, there appear in various dynastic chronicles 
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rather conspicuous records of  Mohe soldiers fighting for 
Koguryeo until the very last moment of  its existence.  

In the Samguk-sagi, there appear six records of  Mohe 
soldiers being mobilized to fight for Koguryeo. King Chang-su 
(r.413-91), in personal command of  10,000 Mohe soldiers, 
captured a Silla province in 468 35; King Mun-ja-myung (r.491-519) 
sent a general with Mohe soldiers in 507 to attack Paekche; King 
Yung-yang (r.590-618) personally led 10,000 Mohe soldiers and 
attacked Liaoxi in 598; King Bo-jang (r.642-668) sent a general to 
relieve the An-shi Fortress in command of  the Koguryeo army 
together with 150,000 Mohe soldiers in 645 36; the Koguryeo 
army, together with the Mohe and Paekche soldiers, attacked Silla 
in 655; and King Bo-jang sent a general in command of  the Mohe 
soldiers to attack a Silla castle in 661.  

It was along the Liao River basin and the mountainous 
Laiodong Peninsula that the Sui and Tang armies had repeatedly 
lost battles against Koguryeo. The Liaodong region at last came 
under Tang control after the fall of  Koguryeo in 668, and was 
placed under the jurisdiction of  “Protectorate-General to Pacify 
the East.” In order to placate the former subjects of  Koguryeo, 
however, Empress Wu enfeoffed the last Koguryeo king, Bo-jang, 
as the “King of  Chosun” and appointed him governor of  
Liaodong (in 677), but Po-jang plotted rebellion in collusion with 
the Sumo-Mohe people and hence was recalled and banished. 
Subsequently, his son Tong-mu was appointed the governor of  
Liaodong in 699. Tong-mu’s immediate descendants, who 
succeeded him in that position, were able to secure virtual 
autonomy for the region they governed, to the point that 
historians sometimes refer to Liaodong as “Lesser Koguryeo.”37  
 
TANG COEXISTS WITH THE MACRO-TUNGUSIC PARHAE 

The territorial expansion of  the Tang Empire reached its 
peak by 680, but the rise of  Tibetans and Eastern Turks in Inner 
Asia and of  Parhae in Manchuria soon began to push back the 
Tang frontiers. The remnants of  the Koguryeo people, together 
with the Sumo-Mohe tribes, established the Parhae dynasty (698-
926) in Manchuria. The founder of  Parhae (Bohai) was a former 
Koguryeo general, Tae Cho-young (r.698-719). Upon the fall of  
Koguryeo, he had been taken prisoner and forced to settle at 
Yingzhou (modern Chaoyang), but seizing upon the occasion of  

金史 卷一 世紀 金之先 出靺鞨氏 
靺鞨本號勿吉 古肅愼地也 元魏時 
勿吉有七部 曰粟末部…曰黑水部 
…唐初 有黑水靺鞨 粟末靺鞨 其五
部無聞 粟末靺鞨始附高麗 姓大氏 
李勣破高 麗 粟末靺鞨保東牟山 後
爲渤海…黑水靺鞨居肅愼地…亦附
于高麗 嘗以兵十五萬衆助高麗拒唐
太宗 敗于安市 開元中 來朝 置黑
水府 以部長爲都督…其後渤海盛强 
黑水役屬之  

 
35 三國史記 高句麗本紀 長壽王 五
十六年 (468) 王以靺鞨兵一萬 攻取
新羅悉直州  
 
36 舊唐書 列傳 第一百四十九 上 
高麗…靺鞨之衆十五萬來援 安市城
…太宗…收靺鞨 三千三百 盡坑之 

 

The Jinshi also records that “150,000 

Black-Water Mohe soldiers” fought on 

the side of Koguryeo against the Tang 

Taizong’s army at the An-shi Fortress.  

37 舊唐書 卷一百九十九上 列傳 東
夷 高麗 See also Lee (1984: 71-73). 

 
38 舊唐書 卷一百九十九 列傳 北狄 
渤海靺鞨…大祚榮者本高麗別種也..
祚榮與靺鞨乞四比羽各領亡命東奔..
則天命...先破斬乞四比羽..祚榮合高
麗靺鞨之衆以拒楷固...靺鞨之衆及高
麗餘燼...自立爲[震]國王..風俗與高
麗及契丹同…開元七年 祚榮死…乃
冊立其嫡子桂婁郡王 大武藝襲父爲 
 
新五代史 四夷附錄 第三 渤海…唐
高宗滅高麗 徙其人散處中國…高麗
別種大乞乞仲象...子祚榮立..中宗時
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置忽汗州...封渤海郡王...其國土産物 
與高麗同  
 
欽定 滿洲源流考 卷八 疆域一 渤
海…遼史言渤海大氏始…東牟山..舊
唐書作桂婁之東牟山 桂婁爲高麗部
名 高麗五部 西漢以還桂婁部爲王 
三國志 魏書東夷傳 高句麗傳…本
涓奴部爲王 稍微弱 今桂婁部代之 
 

39 Henthorn (1971: 54) 

 
40 聖武 神龜四年 九月 渤海郡王使
首領…來着…十二月 渤海郡者 舊
高麗國也 五年…上其王書…復高麗
之舊居 有扶餘之遺俗 續日本紀 二, 
pp. 182, 186, 188. 

 
渤海康王與日本國桓武書 [796]…可 
尋踨於高氏…日本逸史 卷七 類聚
國史 卷一百九十三 (See also 柳得
恭, 渤海考 國書 考三, compiled 

during 1779-84.) 

 
41 金史 卷一 世紀 金之先 出靺鞨
氏 靺鞨本號勿吉 古肅愼地也 元魏
時 勿吉有七部 曰粟末部…曰黑水
部…唐初 有黑水靺鞨 粟末靺鞨 其
五部無聞 粟末靺鞨始附高麗 姓大
氏 李勣破高麗 粟末靺鞨保東牟山 
後爲渤海…黑水靺鞨居肅愼地...附
于高麗 嘗以兵十五萬衆助高麗拒唐
太宗 敗于安市 開元中 來朝 置黑
水府 以部長爲都督…其後渤海盛强 
黑水役屬之 朝貢遂絶 五代時 契丹
盡取渤海地 而黑水靺鞨附屬于契丹 
其在南者籍契丹 號熟女直 其在北
者 不在契丹籍 號生女直 生女直地
有…長白山…黑龍江  

 

an insurrection by the Qidan tribes, he led a band of  followers 
eastward and proclaimed himself  king of  Chin, renamed Parhae, 
in 713. The “Tae” clan and Cho-young himself  seem to belong 
either to the core Koguryeo royal clan, “Kye-ru,” or to a 
naturalized Sumo-Mohe clan.38 The leadership element of  Parhae 
could have been drawn from the Mohe-Nüzhen people, but they 
after all had been part of  Koguryeo. The Parhae state “was based 
upon the foundations welded together by Koguryeo” 39 The 
appearance of  the Parhae kingdom represents yet another union 
of  the Yemaek Tungus and the Mohe-Nüzhen Tungus that lasted 
for more than two centuries. 

In 732, King Mu (r.719-37) of  Parhae sent an army by 
sea to attack the Tang port of  Dengzhou on the Shandong 
Peninsula. Tang and Silla joined hands in 733 to strike at Parhae in 
concert from two sides. The advent of  the Parhae Kingdom and 
the Unified Silla, however, dashed the Tang’s dream of  conquering 
Manchuria and the Korean Peninsula. 

When the Parhae envoys arrived at the Yamato court for 
the first time in 727, they apparently claimed that Parhae was old 
Koguryeo, stating that it recovered Koguryeo’s old territory and 
was maintaining the Puyeo customs. The Parhae sovereign’s 
message to the Yamato Kingdom in 798 proclaims that the King 
may dare say that Parhae has been faithfully following the 
Koguryeo (or the footsteps of  the Ko lineage).40  

According to the History of  Jin, the Parhae came to rule 
over the people of  both Koguryeo ethnic stock and all of  the 
Mohe tribes then living in eastern Manchuria, including the Black-
Water Mohe tribes.41 Parhae took advantage of  the An Lushan 
rebellion (755-57), and occupied the Liaodong area.42 A map of  
Tang shows the coastal region of  Liaoxi to the west of  the Liao 
River as having been included in Tang’s territory as of  742, but 
another map of  Tang provinces shows its borders as having been 
pushed behind the Great Wall by 763.43 Tang’s Andong Military 
Command, “with its headquarters in Liaodong after 676, lasted 
only eighty years before its abolition in 756.” 44  
 
FORMING THE MACRO-TUNGUS 

After the turn of  the fifth century, Koguryeo began to 
rule all of  the Mohe tribes in eastern Manchuria, including the 
Black-Water Mohe. The Parhae dynasty (689-926) was established 
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by the Yemaek people of  central Manchuria together with the 
Sumo-Mohe people who were the descendants of  the Sushen-
Yilou people. The ethnic character of  the latter (post-400 CE) 
part of  the Koguryeo Kingdom, just like that of  the Parhae, may 
be defined as macro-Tungusic. The first half  of  the macro-
Tungusic union was apparently dominated by the Yemaek Tungus, 
but the second half  of  the union might have been dominated by 
the Mohe-Nüzhen Tungus.45  

Unlike the Yemaek people, the Mohe-Nüzhen people 
had never been able to establish a state, not even a walled-town 
state. Only by uniting with the Yemaek people could the Mohe-
Nüzehns, for the first time in their ethnic history, establish a full-
fledged dynasty, the Parhae, upon the foundations welded 
together by Koguryeo. 

According to the Chinese chronicles, the language of  
Puyeo-Koguryeo-Paekche was different from that of  Sushen-
Yilou-Mohe. The latter is definitely classified as the Tungusic 
branch of  the Altaic language family. It seems that modern 
linguists, whether the Pro-Altaists or Anti-Altaists, are still not 
certain whether to classify the Yemaek language of  central 
Manchuria as just another Tungusic branch. The fact that 
Koguryeo had ruled virtually the whole of  Manchuria for more 
than 250 years (after c.400 CE), and also the fact that the Yemaek 
and Mohe people had jointly established the full-fledged macro-
Tungusic Parhae (Bohai) dynasty that clearly existed for 237 years 
in the traditional domain of  these two groups of  people, should 
boggle the imagination of  linguists. 

Direct interaction and linguistic assimilation between the 
Yemaek and the Mohe-Nüzhen for nearly 500 years would 
inevitably have affected the lexical and the structural properties of  
both languages. The Korean language, originating from the 
Puyeo-Kogurye-Silla language, and the Manchu language, 
originating from the Sushen-Mohe-Nüzhen language, both reveal 
the phenomenon of  vowel rotation and a systematic shift of  
vowel qualities which led to the restructuring of  the vowel 
paradigm as well as to the reorientation of  the pattern of  vowel 
harmony.46 

With the appearance of  the Mohe-Nüzhen Jin and Qing 
empires, the “pure-blooded” Yemaek Tungus came to be confined 
to the Korean Peninsula. The Yemaek people who stayed behind 

42 Lee (1984: 71-73)  

 
43 Twitchett and Peterson in Twitchett 

(1979: 403, 488) 
 

44 Ledyard (1983: 341) quotes the Old 

History of Tang (Geography 2). 

 

45 The housing found at the ruins of 

Parhae towns shows a typical Tungusic 

feature. Houses tend to be round and 

semi-subterranean with a central 

chimney hole. This style of house was 

widespread throughout northern 

Eurasia, and was similar to the earliest 

round semi-subterranean houses in 

North America. Crossley (1997: 19) 

 
46 See Janhunen (1996: 153).  

 
47 天智 三年 於對馬嶋 壹岐嶋 筑
紫國等 置防與烽 又於 筑紫 築大
堤貯水 名曰水城 (NII: 363)  

天智 四年 遣達率答炑春初 築城於
長門國 遣達率億禮福留 達 率四比
福夫於筑紫國 築大野及 椽二城 

(NII: 365)  

天智 六年 遷都于近江…十一月 百
濟鎭將劉仁願 遣熊津都督府 熊山
縣令…等 送…等於筑紫都督府…是
月築倭國高安城…屋嶋城 對馬國金
田城 (NII: 367) 

 

天武 八年 [679] 詔曰…檢校親王諸
臣及百寮人之兵及馬 (NII: 439) 十二
年 詔諸國習陣法 (NII: 461) 十三年 
詔曰 凡政 要者軍事也 是以文武官
諸人務 習用兵及乘馬…其有馬者爲
騎士 無馬者爲步卒 並當試練 (NII: 

463)  

 

Strategic Alliance between Silla and Yamato
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持統 三年 [689] 詔左右京職及 諸
國司 築習射所…詔諸國司曰 今冬
戶籍可造宜 限九月 糺捉 浮浪 其
兵士者 每於一國 四分 而點其一 
令習武事 (NII: 499) 七年 [693] 詔自 
今年始於親王下至進位 觀所儲兵… 
遣陣法 博士等 敎習諸國 (NII: 523)  

 
48 天智 七年 [668] 皇太子卽天皇位 
…新羅遣...金東嚴等進調…賜新羅
上臣大角干庾信船一隻…使..賜新羅
王 輸御調船一隻 付東嚴等 (NII: 

371) 

 
天武 四年 [675] 新羅遣王子忠元…
爲大使…遣于新羅…詔曰 諸王以下
初位以上 每人備兵 (NII: 417-421) 

五年 王卿遣京 及畿內 校人別兵… 
爲大使…遣於新羅…新羅遣…請政 

(NII: 425-7) 十年…大使…遣新羅國.. 
新羅遣 (NII: 447-451) 十四年 新羅
遣…請政 (NII: 473)  

 
持統 元年 [687] 新羅遣王子...等 
奏 請國政 (NII: 491)  

 
49 聖武 天平七年 [735] 新羅使…入
京…而新羅國輒改本號曰王城國 因
玆返却其使 (SN2: 286) 九年 [737] 

遣新羅使 奏新羅國失常禮…或言遣
使問其由 或發兵加征伐…以告新羅
无禮之狀 (SN2: 310-2) 十五年 [743] 

新羅使…大失常禮 (SN2: 418)  

 
淳仁 天平寶字 三年 [759] 六月 令
大宰府造行軍式 以將伐新羅也 九
月 造船五百艘…爲征新羅也 (SN3: 

320-8)  

 

 

in Manchuria came to be thoroughly assimilated into the so-called 
Manchu, the macro-Tungusic people, under the leadership of  
Mohe-Nüzhen.  

 
 
7. The Silla and the Yamato Court Make a Strategic Alliance 

 
In the late seventh century, not only the Silla but also the 

Yamato court were afraid of  the Tang’s expansionist ambition. In 
664, the Yamato court reinforced the garrison forces stationed at 
the islands of  Tsushima, Iki, and northern Kyūshū, constructed 
beacons, and surrounded the fortresses in Kyūshū with moats. In 
665, the Yamato court sent Paekche generals to construct one 
rampart in Nagato and two ramparts in Kyūshū. In 667, a rampart 
was constructed in the Yamato region, another at Sanuki, and 
another at Tsushima Island. One finds the expression “Tsukusi 
(Northern Kyūshū) Commandery” appearing in the Nihongi 
record for the year 667. The Yamato court intensified its 
preparation for a possible war against the Tang invasion forces.47  

The Silla and the Yamato court formed a strategic, 
though short-lived, alliance against the Tang. In 668, Silla sent an 
envoy, and the Yamato court presented a ship to Kim Yu-shin, 
and also a ship to the King [Mun-mu, r.661-82] of  Silla through 
the returning Silla envoy, symbolizing the beginning of  the 
strategic alliance between the Silla and the Yamato court.48 
Between 668-95, the Yamato court sent nine envoys to Silla.  

The appearance of  the macro-Tungusic Parhae in 
Manchuria, however, substantially lessened the direct threat of  the 
Tang on the Korean Peninsula and also on the Japanese Islands. 
As the Parhae threatened the Tang’s northeastern frontier, Tang 
had to restore an amicable relationship with the Silla, who assisted 
Tang’s attack on Parhae in 733. Tang formally recognized Silla’s 
suzerainty on the Korean Peninsula in 735.  

The traditional animosity between Silla and the Yamato 
kingdom could not but re-surface. When Parhae came to occupy 
the Liaodong area in the aftermath of  the An Lushan Rebellion 
(755-7), the strategic alliance between Silla and the Yamato 
Kingdom dissolved in no time. The Yamato court sent no envoys 
to Silla (while sending four envoys to Parhae) between 754-78, and 
rumors of  invading Silla could be heard in the Yamato court in 

Tang Retreats Dissolve Strategic Alliance  
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759. 49 
 
Appendix 10.1 The Great Minister (大佐平) Sa-taek Ji-zeok 
 
 The Nihongi records that, on January 29, 642, the first 
year of  Queen Kōgyoku’s reign, “Hirafu, Adzumi no Muraji, who 
had gone as Envoy to Paekche, returned from Tsukushi…and 
said:--‘the Land of  Paekche, hearing of  the Emperor’s death, has 
sent Ambassadors of  condolence… That country, however, is at 
present greatly disturbed.’ … 2nd month … In the first month of  
this year the King’s mother died. …Kyoki, the son of  the younger 
Prince… 3rd month … The Chief  Envoy Kyoki and his 
companions had an audience of  the Empress. The Oho-omi, 
Soga, invited Kyoki of  Paekche and his companions to his house 
at Unebi.  He had friendly conversation with them and presented 
a good horse and twenty bars of  iron. … 5th month … Kyoki 
removed with his wife and children to the house in Ohowi in 
Kudara … 7th month … The Paekche envoys, Great Minister Ji-
zeok (大佐平智積 and his son the Tal-sol…), and his colleagues 
were entertained at Court. Therewith stout fellows were 
commanded to wrestle before Kyoki, Ji-zeok (智積), and the 
others.” In March 643, “the Prince, the younger brother of  Kyoki, 
son of  the King of  Paekche, has arrived in company of  the 
tribute Envoys.” 50 
 In 1948, the epitaph for Sa-taek Ji-zeok was found in the 
Puyeo area, saying that he died on January 9, 654. There is, 
however, absolutely no record of  the Great Minister Sa-taek Ji-
zeok (砂宅智積) in the Samguk-sagi. In January 2009, a sarira vase 
together with an inscription on gold plate were discovered inside 
the stone pagoda of  the Maitreya Temple site, Ik-san, Jeon-buk 
Province. The inscription says that the Queen of  Paekche, a 
daughter of  Minister Sa-taek Jeok-deok (佐平沙乇積德), financed 
the construction of  the temple and prepared the sarira vase on 
January 29, 639. Her husband, King Mu (r.600-41) of  Paekche, 
had also constructed the Wang-heung Temple in 634. 
 The Great Minister Ji-zeok, appearing in the Nihongi, Sa-
taek Ji-zeok in the epitaph; King Mu’s father-in-law Minister Sa-
taek Jeok-deok appearing in the inscription may have implied the 
same early seventh century person, the Great Minister Sa-taek Ji-
zeok.  

50皇極 元年春正月 百濟使人…阿曇
連比羅夫 從筑紫國 乘驛馬來言 百
濟國聞天皇崩 奉遣弔使…然其國者 
今大亂矣…今年正月 國主母薨 又
弟王子兒翹岐及… 召翹岐安置於阿 
曇山背連家… 夏四月 大使翹岐 將
其從者拜朝…蘇我大臣於畝傍家 喚
百濟翹岐等 親對語話 仍賜良馬一
匹 鐵二十鋌…五月…翹岐將其妻子
移於百濟大井家… 秋七月…饗百濟 
使人 大佐平智積等於朝 乃命健兒 
相撲於翹岐前 智積等 宴畢而退 拜
翹岐門 ... (NII: 237-239) 
 
皇極 二年夏四月...筑紫大宰馳驛奏 
曰百濟國主兒翹岐 弟王子共調使來 
(NII: 47) 

 
砂宅智積碑 甲寅年正月九日 奈祇 
城 砂宅智積 慷身日之易往慨體月 
之難還穿金 以建珍堂鑿玉以立寶㙮 
巍巍慈容吐 神光以送雲峨峨悲貌含 
聖眀以 
 
彌勒寺址 舍利奉安記 
...我百濟王后佐平沙乇(宅)積德女.. 
捨淨財造立伽藍以己亥年正月卄九
日奉迎舍利願...大王陛下年壽與山 
岳齊固...上弘正法下化蒼生 又願王 
后卽身心同水鏡照法界...俱成佛道 
 
三國史記 卷第二十八 百濟本紀 第 
六 義慈王 武王之元子 雄勇有膽決 
武王在位三十三年立爲太子 事親以 
孝 與兄弟以友 時號海東曾子 武王 
薨 太子嗣位 太宗遣祠部郞中鄭文 
表 冊命爲柱國帶方郡王百濟王…二 
年…秋七月 王親帥兵侵新羅…四十
餘城 (S2: 85) 
 

 

Great Minister Sa-taek Ji-zeok of Paekche
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奈良縣 橿原市 大久保町 (1863 復原 前-後) 

The Ruins 荒蕪 of Yamato Rulers’ 

Tombs before the Meiji Restoration 

Yūriaku 雄略 (大阪府羽曳野市) 

Tenji 天智 (京都市山科區) 

Kimmei 欽明 (高市郡 明日香村) 
文久帝陵圖 宮內廳書陵部所藏 
(Right Middle) The alleged ruins of 

Jimmu’s Tomb at the Unebi Mountain 

before rebuilt for “restoration.” Unebi-

yama is a hill located between the 

villages of Shirakashi and Masuge in 

Yamato, near which, according to the 

Nihongi, Jimmu had fixed his residence 

Kashiwabara no miya in 660 BCE, and 

was later buried. In 1889, Kashiwabara-

jingū temple was erected on its summit.

 

Samurai-Shogunate and Meiji Restoration
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11.1. Capitals of the Yamato Kingdom 

Fujiwara-kyō (藤原京 694-710); Heijō-

kyō (平城京 Nara, 710-84); Nagaoka-

kyō (長岡京 784-794); and Heian-kyō 

(平安京 Kyōto, 794-1868) 

 

The Yamato court had relocated its 

capital within the Asuka area each time 

a new king came to the throne. In 645, 

Prince Naka no Ōe (Tenji, r.661-71), 

assisted by Nakatomi Kamatari (中臣
鎌足 614-69), eliminated the Soga 

clan. Kamatari’s son, Fujiwara Fubito 

(藤原不比等 659-720), tried to 

implement the Taika Reform, and also 

to establish the first “permanent” capital 

to accommodate the growing 

bureaucracy. Jitō (r.686-97) made the 

final decision to transfer the capital to 

Fujiwara-kyō in 694. After a mere 16 

years, however, Fubito decided to 

relocate the capital yet again to Heijō-

kyō, about 16 km north of Fujiwara-kyō. 

CHAPTER ELEVEN

The Samurai-Shogunate Period and the Meiji Restoration
REVIVAL OF EMPEROR-WORSHIP IDEOLOGY 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Dynasties Collapsing Everywhere  
 

Periods of  drought in the Mediterranean, North Africa, 
and far to the east into Asia had two high points, between 300-400 
and around 800. Many places where agriculture had been carried 
on with elaborate irrigation networks were abandoned because of  
widespread drought.1 The decline and fall of  the Tang dynasty 
began in the middle of  the eighth century. Franke and Twitchett 
(1994: 5-6) note: “around 840 the stability of  northern Asia began 
to unravel. First the Tibetan kingdom suddenly collapsed … the 
Uighur empire disintegrated … The Tang empire was destroyed 
by … rebellion…. In the last years of  the century, central 
authority began to break down in Japan … the Silla kingdom 
broke up into three regional warlord states… Parhae went into a 
terminal decline … and in the far southwest Nanchao too fell 
apart … and in AD 900 the international situation had been fluid 
for some sixty years, and governments were collapsing 
everywhere.” 
 

FALL OF SILLA AND RISE OF THE KORYEO DYNASTY 
By the mid-eighth century, the culture and arts of  the 

Unified Silla society seemed at the height of  their glory. Beneath 
the surface, however, power struggles between the leading 
aristocratic clans and ruling royal families set in motion the 
process of  the nation’s decline and fall. The beginning of  this 

Revival of the Emperor-Worship Ideology 
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turbulent period coincided with the beginning of  global drought 
c.800. When Korea proper was divided into several kingdoms, 
ceaselessly fighting each other for conquest or mere survival, the 
rulers of  each state had to maintain not only a strong autocratic 
rule for instant nation-wide mobilizations, but also a rational and 
fair institutional arrangement to consolidate the patriotic loyalty 
of  peasants. When the unification was achieved, however, the 
centralized aristocratic system soon began to degenerate into a 
ruthless means to exploit peasants.  

The non-royal aristocracy eventually seized political 
power, abolished the system of  annual grain grants from “office 
land,” and restored the old “stipend village” system for 
government officials, while continuing the “tax villages” enabling 
the aristocracy to hold agricultural land in perpetuity. The 
impoverished peasants who could not repay their debts were 
reduced to slavery. 

Ambitious nobles created private military forces, arming 
their slaves and recruiting roaming peasants.2 There occurred 
open contests for the throne, producing twenty kings during Silla’s 
last 155 years (780-935). A contender for the throne often had to 
ally himself  with local chiefs. In the countryside, the castle lords, 
some of  them with a capital aristocratic background but most of  
them being indigenous local headmen in the final days, usurped 
the positions of  the provincial magistrates who had been 
dispatched from the capital.  

The first large scale peasant revolt broke out in 889, and 
then a succession of  rebellions erupted all over the country. Two 
leaders, one from poor peasant stock and the other an outcast 
royal prince, eventually consolidated the peasant rebel forces 
(called the armed Grass Brigands), and established the Later 
Paekche in 892 and Later Koguryeo in 901, respectively. This was 
the Later Three Kingdom period in the Korean Peninsula (892-
936) roughly matching the Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdom 
period (907-960) in mainland China.  

Wang Keon (r.918-43) had emerged from a powerful 
local clan in the Kae-seong area that had been engaged in 
extensive maritime commercial activities. He had at first served as 
a commander of  the Later Koguryeo (901-18) army, and then put 
forward by the generals for the kingship. 3 He established the 
Koryeo dynasty (918-1392), winning surrender of  the last ruler of  

1 See Lamb (1995: 156-69). The Mayan 

civilization reached a zenith around 

750, but their society imploded because 

of severe droughts between 760-910. 

See Peterson and Haug (2005: 322-7). 

2 The nobles commanded their own 

private soldiery recruited from the local 

populace and landless wanderers, 

exacting taxes and corvée service from 

the peasant.  

3 Wang Keon and his immediate 

successors restructured the entire 

society and relieved the misery of 

common people by establishing a more 

equitable land-tax system and 

emancipating a large number of slaves. 

 

11.2. Koryeo mountain fortresses at 

(top) Sari-won city, Hwang-hae-do, and

(bottom) Kae-sung 

 

Fall of Silla and Rise of Koryeo Dynasty
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4 The territorial expansion of the Tang 

empire reached its peak by 680, but the 

rise of Tibetans and Eastern Turks in 

Inner Asia and of Parhae in Manchuria 

soon began to push back the Tang 

frontiers. The Second Turkic Empire, 

(682-741) emerging in 682, ruled the 

Mongolian steppe until it was replaced 

by the Uighur Turkic Empire (744-840). 

There occurred a devastating Qidan 

invasion of Hebei in 696, and the 

Qidans could be destroyed in 697 only 

by borrowing the Turkic forces. 

See Barfield (1989: 145) and  

Twitchett and Wechsler (1979: 284). 

Graff (2002: 206) notes that: “In 678 

another Tang army campaigning in the 

Qinghai region was similarly exposed to 

defeat in detail at the hands of the 

Tibetans, and in 680 Tibetan forces 

captured the important fortress of 

Anrong in the mountainous borderland 

of northwestern Sichuan.” 

 

11.3. Thirteenth century warriors in 

the Japanese Islands 

蒙古襲來繪詞 

Silla in 935, and destroying the Later Paekche in 936.  

 

FALL OF TANG AND RISE OF THE QIDAN LIAO DYNASTY 

Empress Wu, in alliance with the Silla, was able to 
conquer Paekche in 663 and Koguryeo in 668, but Tang could not 
enjoy her exploits even for a few years. Fighting against the Silla 
began in 671, and the Tang army was expelled from the Korean 
Peninsula in 676.4 There then emerged the Parhae in 698, and the 
Tang were expelled also from the Liaodong area by the mid-eighth 
century, retreating behind the Great Wall. The remnants of  the 
Koguryeo people, together with the Sumo-Mohe tribes, 
established the Parhae (Bohai) dynasty in Manchuria. Parhae 
coexisted with Tang, and survived twenty years longer until 926. 

After the reign of  Empress Wu (660-705), one could 
plainly see the decaying might of  the Tang’s military forces. By the 
early eighth century, the Tang government had lost control of  
land allotment; the Equal Field system (that had been introduced 
by Northern Wei in 485 and retained by the later Xianbei 
conquest dynasties) became ineffective; and control over the land 
and peasants by the landed-gentry families greatly increased. As 
the concentration of  landholdings accelerated, less and less land 
became available for redistribution, and the formation of  large 
private estates revived the old Qin-Han-type land system. The 
polarization of  land ownership destroyed the very foundation of  
the fubing system. The year 737 saw a decisive shift toward a 
mercenary army. The Tang government abandoned the fubing 
system altogether in 749, relying on a mercenary army that came 
to be maintained by the subsequent Han Chinese dynasties, Song 
and Ming.  

The successors to Empress Wu, anxious to avoid 
Turkish attacks, offered marriage proposals, gifts, and subsidies. 
Even before the An Lushan rebellion (755-63), the Uighur Turks 
had extorted huge amounts of  silk and other gifts from the Tang. 
The Tang’s rule became nominal after a series of  rebellions 
beginning with An Lushan, and the Uighur Turks became the 
extortioner-cum-protector. By the ninth century, regional military 
commanders (Jiedushi), who were often foreigners, did not permit 
interference from the central government. According to Fairbank 
(1992: 86), “the actual interregnum in central power lasted all the 
way from the rebellion of  755 to 979.”  

Decline and Fall of the Tang Dynasty 
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Taking advantage of  the anarchy on the steppe, Abaoji 
led a great expedition into the steppe in 924-5, conquering 
northern Mongolia. He also established his sovereignty over the 
Uighur Turks who came to be settled in the Gansu area. Abaoji 
conquered Parhae in 926, just before his death, unifying virtually 
the whole of  Manchuria. In 936, a son-in-law of  the Shatuo 
emperor had ascended the throne and established the Later Jin 
dynasty (936-46) by allying himself  with the Qidan and ceding to 
them the sixteen northern provinces. After the rapid succession 
of  the Five Dynasties in the north, the commander of  the palace 
guard, Zhao Guang’yin (Song Taizu), under the last of  the 
dynasties (Later Zhou) was elevated to emperor by his troops in 
960. 

The Qidans had maintained hostile confrontations 
against the Song (960-1127), but eventually concluded a peace 
treaty in 1004 which called for the Song to deliver 200,000 bolts 
of  silk and 100,000 ounces of  silver annually to the Qidans. The 
Qidans were content to occupy the Beijing-Datong area. Peace by 
the treaties of  1004 and 1042 was preserved for a hundred years. 
Liao (907-1125) came to occupy Manchuria, Mongolia, and the 
northeastern part of  China, stretching from the borders of  Korea 
in the east to the Altai Mountains in the west, and monopolizing 
China’s direct communication with Central and Western Asia. 
China inherited from the Qidan the medieval European name, 
Cathay (Kitaia, Cathaia), the name that remains the standard 
designation for China throughout the Slavonic world, including 
Russia. 

Every Qidan invasion of  Koryeo in the 1010s ended in 
failure, but in 1020 the Koryeo court, keeping its cis-Yalu territory, 
promised to abandon its hostile stance against Qidan and to break 
its relations with the Song, and thenceforth their relationship was 
peaceful. 

The early Murong Yan dynasties (designated either as the 
Former, Later, Western or Southern Yan, 337-410) had fallen 
victim to another Xianbei tribe, the Touba (Northern Wei, 386-
534), that went on to unify North China by 439. Seven hundred 
years later, the Qidan Liao also fell victim to another Manchurian 
tribe, the Nüzhens, who went on to conquer North China, seizing 
the whole Central Plain by 1127 from the Song. Franke (1994: 
215) states that, with the Jin dynasty (1115-1234), the Mohe-

11.4. Twelfth century warriors 

武士登場 伴大納言繪卷 

11.5. A 12th century fan 

 
5 The Mononobe and Ōtomo clans had  

formerly commanded the King’s army, 

but peasants came to be conscripted 
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directly by the state to serve (for three 

years) either in their own provinces (led 

by provincial officials), in the capital, on 

the frontier, or for major military 

campaigns (led by court nobles with 

temporary military commissions).  

Farris (2009: 82-3) notes that: “fighters 

were responsible for supplying their 

own weapons… Nearly a quarter of 

adult males were called for service, and 

…there was a saying that ‘if one man is 

drafted, the whole household will … be 

destroyed.’ [When there occurred] the 

wars against the emish between 774 

and 812…the court discovered how 

inadequate peasant conscript foot 

soldiers were against the emish cavalry 

[fighting as guerillas]. [R]evolts of Taira 

no Masakado and Fujiwara Sumitomo 

took place between 935 and 941.” 

 
6 The relocation of the capital from 

Heijō-kyō to Nagaoka-kyō in 784 and to 

Heian-kyō in 794 coincides with the 

beginning of global drought c.800. See 

also Sansom (1963: 140, 196-7). 

 
11.6. Amida Coming over the Mountain 

13th century Kamakura period color on 

silk painting. Zenrin-ji, Kyōto 

Nüzhen “Tungusic people appear for the first time in world 
history as an identifiable entity and as a great political power. … 
Centuries later the Nüzhens’ direct descendants, the Manchus, 
repeated the achievements of  their forefathers… This 
time…they…subjugated the whole of  China.”  
 
 
2. Fall of  the Yamato Dynasty and Era of  the Samurai and 
Shogunate 

 
DECLINE AND FALL OF THE YAMATO DYNASTY 

 The overthrow of  the Soga clan was followed by the 
Taika Reforms in 645 in the Japanese Islands. There followed the 
fall of  Paekche in 663 in the Korean Peninsula, the frantic efforts 
of  the Yamato court to fortify the possible Tang invasion route 
on the Japanese Islands, and the reinforcement of  the Ritsuryō 
system for nation-wide military mobilization. By issuing the Taihō 
law codes in 701 and Yōrō codes in 718, the entire populace in 
the Japanese Islands came under the rule of  Tang-style national 
statute law with a centralized bureaucratic government. On the 
basis of  state ownership of  land, peasants were allotted parcels of  
land, paying taxes and providing corvée service.  

The Be people that had been controlled by the Kabane 
bearing Uji leaders were transformed into freemen (kōmin) under 
direct state control. Ruling clans were deprived of  their traditional 
privileges, such as holding troops to be used by the Yamato 
sovereign as guards or in battle, but acquired a new status as high-
ranking bureaucrats or hereditary local officials.5 The lower strata 
of  the old elite (such as the Kuni-no-miyatsuko) obtained positions 
as local district officials. Government officials received fief  
according to their rank, post, and merits.  

The imported Ritsuryō system, however, did not fit the 
clan-based Japanese society. When the Tang’s expansionist threat 
disappeared in the aftermath of  the An Lushan rebellion (755-63), 
the Yamato rulers lost their zeal to enforce the Ritsuryō system. 

During the Heian period (794-1185), especially after the reign of  
Kammu (r.781-806), the Fujiwara clan, which had been prominent 
in the implementation of  Taika Reforms, established close marital 
ties with the imperial family, and occupied most of  the high 
offices in the central government.6 Diplomatic contact with the 
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chaotically deteriorating Tang dynasty was discontinued after 838. 
Fujiwara Yoshifusa established the Regency in 858, 

effectively exercising the powers of  emperor until 872. He was 
succeeded by Fujiwara Mototsune. The effective rule by the 
Fujiwara Regency continued until the reign of  Fujiwara Tadamichi 
(1123-50), though the supremacy of  the Fujiwara had ended with 
the death of  Michinaga in 1027 because other clans were 
beginning to feel their own strength. Middle and lower level 
positions in the central and provincial government became the 
hereditary monopoly of  a small number of  other aristocratic 
clans.  

During the ninth century, the aristocratic clans (in the 
capital and in the provinces) and large temples started to create 
private manors (shōen), and by the tenth century, the public land-
holding system as well as the authority of  the central government 
collapsed completely.7 The Fujiwara clan owned the most 
extensive manorial rights. As owners of  the private estates, 
powerful aristocrats and the monks of  important temples had 
appointed major local families and peasants to function as local 
administrators.8  
  The spread of  private estates reduced the state 
revenues, forcing the imperial family to rely on income from its 
own estates and leading to a nation-wide breakdown of  law and 
order. As early as 792, the Yamato court had abandoned its policy 
of  countrywide conscription of  peasants and made district-level 
officials responsible for keeping peace in the provinces. 

Contemporary accounts give a picture of  chaos and violence so 
widespread that the commoners had to arm in self-defense. The 
distressed people turned to religion for solace.9  

By the early tenth century, small- and medium-sized 
farmers began to arm themselves for self-protection and gather 
around the wealthiest and most influential of  their own standing.10 
Farmers preferred a local magnate who claimed noble descent to 
an aristocratic absentee landlord. Those who owned or 
administered the great estates, on the other hand, were forced to 
maintain private warriors to protect their lives and property. 
Friday (1992: 174-5, 139) notes that “By the end of  the ninth 
century, most of  the state’s military dirty work was being done by 
private forces directed by private warriors operating in the name 
of  the government,” and also that by 914 the occupants of Kebiishi 

7 A court noble could give a local land-

holder immunity from taxation and 

thereby receive a portion of the estate’s 

produce in return for his protective 

service. Family registers and the 

allocation of farm land were 

discontinued, and state-owned land 

was integrated into the private estates. 

8 According to Tsunoda, et al. (1958: 

109), “control of the so-called 

‘provinces,’ tenuous even at the start, 

was in the ninth and tenth centuries 

almost entirely lost to great families 

who made a mockery of the land and 

tax system imported from Tang.” The 

characteristic feudal institutions of 

medieval Japan (12th-16th centuries) 

had their roots in the Heian Period. 

9 See Sansom (1963: 236).  

The Buddhist leaders did their best to 

offer people consolation for the 

miseries of the age that peaked in the 

tenth century. The promise of salvation 

in the Pure Land of Amida (offered to 

the humble and unlettered who would 

express their trust in Amida by intoning 

his sacred title “Namu Amida Butsu”) 

was made by Kūya, Hōnen, and Ippen 

(1239-89). These priests wandered the 

country with ragged bands of followers 

and spurred devotion to Amida by 

distributing talismans (fuda) bearing his 

name and by organizing ecstatic 

dances chanting nembutsu as the 

simplified means of salvation. 

10 Friday (1992: 4) 
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11 According to Farris (1992: 150-2, 

375), “Japanese peasants of the tenth 

century moved too freely” to be reliant 

on the leaders’ economic and social 

functions and “warriors were free to 

come and go as they pleased.” While 

the peasant soldiers had farmed a bit of 

land, they basically relied on robbing 

and pillaging to sustain themselves. 

 
12 Imperial offspring five or six 

generations removed from the ruler 

were cut off from the dynasty and given 

surnames like other nobles. The royal 

house had no surname. In 814, Saga 

(r.809-23) created, as dynastic 

shedding (分家), the surname 

Minamoto (Gen 源) for 33 of his 50 

children. In addition to the original Saga 

Genji, there were Minamoto lineages 

tracing their origins to Seiwa (r.858-76), 

Uda (r.887-97), etc. Minamoto 

Yoritomo, who established the 

Kamakura shogunate, and Ashikaga 

Takauji, who established the 

Muromachi shogunate, both traced their 

descent from Seiwa Genji. In 825, 

Kammu awarded the surname Taira 

(Hei 平) to his grandson. Thereafter, all 

members cut off from the imperial line 

were surnamed either Minamoto or 

Taira. Kammu’s great grandson was 

also made Taira, and his descendants 

achieved reputations as warriors. The 

Hōjō family, who controlled the 

Kamakura shogunate after the death of 

Minamoto Yoritomo in 1219, also 

claimed descent from the Taira. The 

Tokugawa family tried to trace their 

ancestry to the Minamoto line. 

(provincial police officers) posts were “all peasants of  the 
province in which they hold office.” Sansom (1963: 239) observes 
that “It may be taken for granted that, especially in the provinces 
remote from the capital, almost every farmer was a warrior.”  

It had been the practice that, after being mobilized for 
fighting, peasant soldiers returned to their lands.11 As time passed, 
however, there evolved military specialists by natural selection 
who started to form, from at least the early tenth century (say, late 
930s), a professional full-time warrior class called samurai, 
structured on the lord-vassal ties among fighting men. In the Han 
Chinese Song dynasty (960-1127-1279), the recommendation 
requirements for the examination were abolished and the 
Confucian examination system became the dominant channel for 
official appointment, power, and wealth, not only for the gentry 
but also for the peasant, at least in theory. The Yamato rulers had 
never adopted the Confucian examination system. In the Japanese 
Islands, however, there evolved a sort of  meritocracy based on 
martial skills. Whether of  humble origin like Toyotomi Hideyoshi 
(1537-98) or of  obscure origin like Tokugawa Ieyasu (1542-1616), 
every swordsman was placed on an equal footing. From about 
mid-Heian times forward, samurai were in charge of  provincial 
governments and served as functionaries in the shōen. Replacing 
the hereditary aristocracy, the samurai became the real ruling class 
of  the Japanese Islands from the late 12th century until the Meiji 
Restoration of  1868. The only wonder is why it took such a long 
time for the peasant warriors to recognize their absolute power. 
 

MILITARY GOVERNMENT BRINGING ORDER TO THE CHAOS 

Aristocratic clans, including the surplus members of  the 
imperial family, that were unable to acquire high positions in the 
central government went out to the provinces, assuming 
leadership over the peasant warriors. They maintained their own 
cavalry, and enrolled peasants as their swordsmen and archers. 
The Minamoto clan (Genji) and the Taira clan (Heishi), both 
descended from the imperial family, came to serve as the two 
largest rallying points of  peasant warriors.12 The leadership of  the 
imperial line legitimized the raw power of  peasant warriors. Until 
the end of  the twelfth century, however, the peasant warriors were 
still the servants of  the court and the state. “Samurai” literally 
means “one who serves.” The local leaders of  peasant warriors 
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were politically naïve and remained outside the power structure 
for a long time. According to Farris (1992: 176), court nobles had 
their own warriors to guard their mansions, and were “able to 
keep [provincial] warriors at heel by setting them against 
themselves.”  

The Taira clan captured political power first (1156-60) 
and occupied the higher official positions of  the central 
government in 1167, but was overthrown by the Minamoto clan 
after the Genpei War of  1180-5. Minamoto Yoritomo (1147-99) 
commenced the Kamakura shogunate (1192-1333) at a seaside 
village in the east. There emerged a complicated feudal system 
with an imperial court still appointing provincial officials, owners 
of  private estates appointing their own administrators, and the 
shogun appointing his own vassals as provincial military governors 
(shugo). Although the court nobles were still able to compete for 
power and influence with warriors, the establishment of  military 
government in Kamakura effectively terminated the rule by the 
Yamato court. The collapse of  the aristocratic Yamato court 
brought new leaders on the scene and a greater participation by 
the locals in the national life. The military government, in one 
form or another, endured into the nineteenth century.13  

The Mongol invasions in 1274 and 1281 had weakened 
the Kamakura bakufu, and the outlaw bands (akutō) proliferated. A 
samurai leader named Ashikaga Takauji (1305-58), who could also 
claim the imperial line, established the Muromachi shogunate 
(1333-1573) with its headquarters located in Kyōto after 1378, and 
let feudal military officials, shugo daimyōs, rule over independent 
provincial areas. The samurai and peasants organized autonomous 
local organizations, and the regional daimyōs tried to incorporate 
these various autonomous entities into their own political system 
and to organize local warriors into armies on the basis of  lord-
vassal relationships.14  
 By the end of  the fifteenth century, local military lords 
emerged from the ranks of  local warrior-landowners (kokujin 國
人). With a decline in shogunal leadership, local deputy military 
governors (shugo-dai 代) and local warrior-landowners began “the 
overturning of  those on top (gekokujō 下剋上), displacing the 
military governors (shugo daimyōs 守護大名) appointed by the 
Muromachi shogunate”; established control over provinces that 
had been ruled by the great shugo houses; and waged constant war 

13 See Tsunoda, et al. (1958: 181). 

Jansen (1995: x) explains that “Most 

shugo resided in their original base or 

in Kamakura, so that opportunities for 

troublemakers in the provinces were 

plentiful.”  
14 Emperor Godaigo (r.1318-39) had 

rallied discontented warriors to bring 

the Kamkura bakufu to its final crisis. 

After their defeat against Takauji in 

1335, an alternate line of emperors had 

been placed in Kyōto, while Godaigo’s 

followers maintained a rival court at 

Yoshino. The struggle between the 

Northern and Southern courts (1336-

92) was resolved later by a settlement 

calling for alternation between the two 

lines. The Muromachi shogunate was 

destroyed in 1572 by a feudal lord, Oda 

Nobunaga, who was killed in 1582 by 

one of his vassals, Toyotomi Hideyoshi. 

The unification of Japanese Islands in 

1590 was followed by the invasion of 

Chosun in 1592-8. Building on the 

social system introduced by Nobunaga 

and Hideyoshi, the Tokugawa 

shogunate, established in 1603 by a 

daimyo based in Edo, was able to 

maintain a stable social order (of the 

ruling samurai above the farmer, 

artisan, and merchant) for 265 years.  

11.7. Public Rites at Tomb of Jimmu 
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11.8. Meiji Transformation of Outfits 

(top) Young samurai from Satsuma, 

Chōshū, and Tosa who overthrew the 

Tokugawa shogunate; and (bottom) the 

conscript army trained and organized 

on Western models as a modern 

national army. 

 
15 “Literacy for the samurai, a 

requirement mandated by their status 

as the bureaucratic elite, meant first of 

all learning to read the Chinese 

classics, including the Confucian 

analects, with their message of loyalty 

to one’s superior as the key to social 

order.” Edwards (2003: 15) 

 
16 Edwards (2005: 40) 

to enlarge their domains. Jansen (1995: 142) explains that “Unlike 
the shugo daimyō whose legitimacy was derived from the bakufu, 
the sengoku daimyo drew their primary authority from their ability 
to exercise power and to maintain local control over the other 
kokujin and peasant communities.”  
  The so-called Warring States period (Sengoku 
period, 1467-1568) lasted from the beginning of  the Ōnin War 
(1467-77) until 1568 when Oda Nobunaga (1534-82) emerged as a 
national unifier, to be followed by Toyotomi Hideyoshi (1537-98) 
and then by the Tokugawa shogunate (1603-1868). By the late 
sixteenth century, most samurai, the evolutionary winners, were 
obliged to leave their native farmland and to take up residence in 
castle towns and cities in the permanent service of  their lords.15 
Peasants, the evolutionary losers, could not leave their lands, and 
were deprived of  the right to possess weapons.  

The Paekche rulers, who had conquered the Japanese 
Islands and set themselves up as a layer of  overlords above the 
rice-growing Yayoi-Kofun peasants, lost their power to the 
samurai class of  peasant origin, though some of  them could 
survive as the titular heads of  samurai warriors.  
  
 
3. Revival of  the Emperor-Worship Ideology in Japan 
 

BIRTH OF THE SEMIRELIGIOUS EMPEROR WORSHIP  

Ever since the appearance of  Kojiki and Nihongi, their 
ideology was instilled in the minds of  the Yamato ruling class, and 
eventually evolved into semireligious emperor worship on the 
Japanese Islands. The appellation for Yamato rulers accordingly 
had been elevated from Great King (Ō-kimi) to Emperor (Tennō).  

After compiling the Kojiki and Nihongi, “the ruling line 
bolstered its position of pre-eminence within the aristocratic elites 
through claims to divine descent. These were codified into an 
official genealogy… The genealogy was also documented by 
designating a tomb for each member of the ancestral line 
[including] the first emperor Jimmu… Provision for the upkeep of 
these tombs was made by the state, and public rites were regularly 
conducted at certain of them during the Nara (710-94) and Heian 
(794-1185) periods. This system disintegrated during the turbulent 
centuries comprising Japan’s medieval era (1185-1573), and 
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locations of most of the tomb formerly attributed to the earlier 
figures in the imperial genealogy were forgotten.”16  

 
MEIJI RESTORATION OF THE EMPEROR AND IMPERIAL TOMBS 

The Tokugawa shoguns had eliminated nearly all 
intercourse with the outside world in order to avoid the disruptive 
influence observed during the brief  period of  activity allowed to 
the Portuguese and Spanish missionaries in the late 16th century. 
The Manchu Qing was defeated by Britain in the First Opium War 
of  1842. The shogun’s samurai armies, just like the Manchu-
Mongol Eight Banners, were not up to any contest against the 
Western military machine. In 1853-4, the U. S. Commodore Perry 
and his fleet arrived off  the coast of  the Japanese Islands and 
forced the Tokugawa shogunate (1603-1867) to open up the 
nation.  

In mainland China, the Manchu Qing submitted to an 
unequal treaty system with the Western powers in 1858-60. In the 
Japanese islands, the shogunate signed unequal treaties with the 
Western powers, allowing them exemption from Japanese law, and 
to export goods to Japan at favorable prices.17 The weakness of  
the shogun’s government encouraged the ancient enemies of  the 
shogun, the samurai clans who had lost earlier power contests, 
such as the Satsuma and Chōshū clans, to conspire for the 
termination of  shogunate military regime. The conspirators chose 
the strategy of  resurrecting the emperor from obscurity to serve 
as the figurehead of  a modern government built around the 
coalition of  leading anti-shogun clans.  

Almost by default, the concept of  the emperor became 
crucial as a rallying point, producing the slogan of  Sonnō Jōi 
(Revere the Emperor and Expel the Barbarians). The last shogun, 
Tokugawa Yoshinobu, resigned in November 1867 and in January 
1868, the Restoration was proclaimed in the name of  sixteen-year 
old boy emperor Mutsuhito (1852-1912, to be called Meiji), 
declaring that the whole country had now submitted to rule by the 
emperor.  

Since the Japanese people had long ago ceased to be 
aware of  the existence of  the emperor, they had to launch 
vigorous promotion campaigns to put the emperor on 
conspicuous display. In November 1868, the court was relocated 
to Tokyo, far away from the old conspiratorial aristocracy in 

17 Perry threatened to open fire if the 

letter from President Fillmore asking for 

broader relations was not received. “In 

March 1854, the Treaty of Kanagawa 

was concluded, opening two ports to 

American ships and allowing the United 

States to post a consul near Tokyo.” 

Edwards (2003: 17) “In 1858…the 

American Consul General Townsend 

Harris pressed the bakufu into signing a 

commercial treaty in which Japan was 

accorded inferior status (ibid: 18).” 

11.9. Mutsuhito 睦仁 (1852-1912)  

succeeded to the throne 践祚 in 1867 

and was enthroned 卽位 in 1868. 

11.10. First Envoy to Paris in 1862-3 
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18 Yamagata Aritomo (1838-1922) was 

born into an impoverished low-ranking 

samurai family in the Hagi town of 

Chōshū. He rose to prominence 

through his leadership in the militia, 

went to Europe in 1869 to study military 

systems, and became architect of the 

modern Japanese army, enacting the 

three-year universal conscription in 

1873 (destroying the class distinction 

between the samurai and commoners); 

defeating the Satsuma Rebellion led by 

Saigō Takamori in 1877; and 

reorganizing the army along Prussian 

lines with the general staff with 

command functions (independent of 

army minister and free from civil 

control) in 1878. He resigned as army 

minister in 1878 to become the chief of 

the General Staff that had direct access 

to the emperor. Without any loss of 

influence among the military, Yamagata 

headed the Legislative Board in 1882-3, 

and served as home minister for over 

seven years, instituting an all-pervasive 

police system, and setting up a Staff 

College headed by a Prussian Major 

Wilhelm Meckel. He served as prime 

minister from December 1889 to May 

1891, and also from November 1898 to 

October 1900 (now as a field marshal), 

shoring up the executive power of the 

bureaucracy in the face of Itō 

Hirobumi’s growing interest in party 

government. During the Russo-

Japanese War (1904-5), he served as 

chief of the General Staff. After the 

death of Itō, Yamagata became the 

most influential member among the 

elder statesmen known as the Genrō, 

Kyoto. The emperor took up residence in the great castle of  the 
Tokugawa shoguns.  

After throwing out the shogunate (bakufu), the leaders of  
the Meiji coup had decided to gather together under the authority 
of  the imperial court, and commenced the westernization-cum-
industrialization in the name of  Meiji Restoration (1868-1912), 
emulating Western colonialism and imperialism. Mutsuhito 
became the figurehead of  state, but not the head of  government. 
The oligarchs who had conspired in the Meiji coup kept executive 
control for themselves.  
 

ITŌ HIROBUMI  

Itō Hirobumi was born in 1841 to a poor peasant family 
of  Chōshū (the present-day Yamaguchi Prefecture) at the western 
end of  the Japanese mainland, but was later adopted by a modest 
(childless) samurai. 18 He was educated at a Chōshū academy, and 
the leaders of  Chōshū decided in 1863 to send him to England to 
study Western naval science. He was smuggled by a Scottish trader 
to England where he could learn Western law and modern 
weapons, returning to Japan in 1864.  When the British envoy to 
Japan had an audience with the emperor in 1868, Itō served as the 
emperor’s interpreter. Itō enjoyed a personal affinity with the boy 
emperor, eleven years his junior. Itō joined the Iwakura mission in 
1871 for its tour of  Europe and the United States. He accepted 
government assignments to the U. S. in 1870 and the Mission to 
Europe from 1871-73 to study taxation, budgetary systems, and 
treaty matters. He joined the group formed to study the subject of  
the German constitutions from 1882-83, and was able to have 
long conversations with Bismarck. Rising to the post of  prime 
minister four times, he played a crucial role in the rapid 
westernization of  Japan. He served as the first prime minister 
from 1885-88, helped draft the Meiji constitution in 1889, and 
brought about the establishment of  the national Diet in 1890.  

The emperor would have his decisions made for him by 
the leaders of  core clique who became the emperor’s senior 
private advisers. The military could exercise power without any 
restraint as a separate, self-contained regime above the toothless 
Diet and the Constitution. The ruling oligarchs let the Emperor 
Meiji issue Imperial Rescripts to show that they ruled by imperial 
decree and constitution. The politicians could not hire or fire 
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bureaucrats, but were allowed to promote their favorites. The 
Meiji constitution made the State Council (renamed Privy Council, 
the council of  the emperor’s senior advisers) and the military 
above the law. The military was answerable only to the emperor 
himself  (who, after all, could not be challenged because the 
emperor was divine), bypassing the government bureaucracy and 
legislature, and inviting unfortunate consequences for the 
Japanese and their neighbors.  

Itō became prime minister for the second time in 1892-
6, and for the fourth time in 1900-1. When he became prime 
minister for the third time in 1898, he dissolved the Diet but 
could not win an absolute majority. Itō resigned, only to appear in 
China on September 11, 1898 to give the Qing emperor Guangxu 
(r.1874-1908) advice on the process and methods of  Reform. Itō 
was shot by a Korean, Ahn Joong-keun, in 1909 at the Harbin 
railroad station, and his death was used in Japan to rouse popular 
support for the annexation of  Korea. 
 

BANSEI IKKEI 
The phrase bansei ikkei (the line of  emperors unbroken 

for ages eternal) was used early on by the emperor-centered Meiji 
government to proclaim the unique nature and the inherent 
superiority of  the Japanese monarchy to the Western world. The 
first article of  the 1889 Constitution declares that “The Empire 
of  Japan shall be reigned over and governed by a line of  
Emperors unbroken for ages eternal.” Demonstrating the 
unbroken continuity of  the imperial line “thus became a priority 
that affected policies toward the ancient imperial tombs, and, by 
extension, materials of  the Kofun period as a whole.” 19 

The shoguns had governed in the name of  the emperor, 
but thought that the visibility of  imperial tombs would enhance 
the position of  the emperor as the true sovereign and hence 
threaten the basis of  their rule. In face of  the foreign threat to its 
political life, however, the bakufu found hope “in the idea of  
merging the shogugate with the imperial house itself ” by 
marriage. The bakufu also launched a program of  repairing the 
tombs of  imperial ancestors in order to benefit from its new 
marital linkage to the imperial house.20  

From ancient times, the imperial tombs have played the 
crucial role of  visible monuments to the claim for the divine 

dictating the selection of prime 

ministers. Yamagata also controlled the 

underworld gangsters, including the 

Yamaguchi Gumi that could supply not 

only bullies and assassins to harass 

politicians and union leaders at home, 

but also a large contingent of thugs to 

handle various dirty work abroad (say, 

“softening up” Korea and Manchuria in 

advance of an invasion by the Imperial 

Army).

19 Edwards (2005: 41) 
 

20 The 14th shogun, Tokugawa Iemochi 

(r.1858-66), married the daughter of the 

Emperor Kōmei (r.1847-66) in February 

1862. See Edwards (2003: 19). 
 

21 Edwards (2003: 11-2) “[I]n Japan’s 

ancient period…treatment of various 

sites as royal tombs helped solidify the 

imperial house’s supremacy over other 

aristocratic families (ibid).”  

 
22 Edwards (2003: 21) notes that “For 

most of the Edo period, opinion had 

divided among three sites in the 

southern Nara basin, all near the 

northeastern base of Mr. Unebi, where 

Jimmu is said in the ancient chronicles 

to have been buried. … [T]he actual 

choice among them was made on 

neither textual nor archeological 

grounds, but as a matter of expediency. 

Specifically, the site chosen in February 

1863 was the one involving the fewest 

obstacles, in terms of having to relocate 

nearby residents, or to ‘repairing’ it as a 

tomb worthy of the founding ancestor.” 
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23 See Edwards (2005: 40-1). 

The three mythic generations, Jimmu’s 

father, grandfather, and Ninigi, are said 

to have dwelled in Kyūshū after the 

descent from heaven. “In 1874, three 

locations in southern Kyūshū were 

designated the ‘tombs’ of the Sun 

Goddess’s grandson who made the 

descent, and of his son and grandson 

(Jimmu’s father).” Edwards (2003: 23)  

 
24 Egami (江上波夫 1964) views his 

theory, which others have named “the 

Theory of the Horseriding People 

騎馬民族說” as a “modern edition of 

Kida’s theory, which appeared as “the 

Theory of the Common Origin 

of the Japanese and Korean People 

日鮮同祖論,” immediately after 

Japan’s annexation of Korea in 1910.  

Kida Sadakich (喜田貞吉 1871-1939) 

was forced to resign from his post 

(國定國史敎科書 編纂擔當) in 1911 

for statements held to be disrespectful 

to the imperial institution.  

 

11.11. Itō Hirobumi (1841-1909) 

origins and unbroken continuity of  the ruling line. Since the 
ideology of  the divine and ancient origin of  the imperial line was 
used as the rallying point by the Meiji rulers, the program of  
identification and repairs was undertaken in earnest by the post-
bakufu government. With the Meiji Restoration, “special treatment 
of  imperial tombs again accompanied assertions of  divine origin 
and unparalleled continuity for the ruling house, in hopes this 
time of  bolstering Japan’s status in the eyes of  foreign nations.” 21 

Jimmu’s tomb had already been designated and repaired 
in 1863 in the southern Nara basin.22 The designation of  a tomb 
for every figure named in the official list of  successors to the 
throne was completed by 1889, just in time for the promulgation 
of  the Meiji Constitution. To emphasize the continuity from 
divine origins to the imperial line, three tombs (two mountain tops 
and a cave) were designated in 1874 in Kyūshū for the three 
generations linking Jimmu with his great-grandfather Ninigi, the 
grandson of  the Sun Goddess Amaterasu.23  

There emerged what came to be considered the correct 
answer to the question of the founders of the Yamato Kingdom 
and the roots of the imperial family. It was the imperial clan who 
were the forefathers of the current imperial family that established 
the Yamato Kingdom and, for the first time in Japanese history, 
could unify the Japanese Islands. “A single unbroken line for 
myriad generations (Bansei Ikkei)” is the orthodox account of the 
imperial family and its origin. Most importantly, the imperial clan 
represents a truly “native” ruling force that had emerged as the 
result of natural socio-political evolution on the Japanese 
archipelago. The Yamato Kingdom was a wholly indigenous 
dynasty. Above all, the Japanese are a “unique” people gradually 
evolved from the ancient Ice Age inhabitants of the Japanese 
Islands, unrelated with any others on earth.  
 

EMPEROR WORSHIP STRIKES BACK 
Japan’s defeat in the Second World War brought an end 

to the official claim for the divine status of  the imperial line. 
When the emperor, under the Allied occupation, had to renounce 
publicly, in January of  1946, his claims to divinity, the Japanese 
people, including Egami Namio, suddenly found themselves 
groping for a new understanding of  their past history that would 
be consistent with democratic ideals. They also groped for new 

Emperor-Centered Ideology Strikes Back 
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ways to define who and what they were. 24 Freed from prewar 
restraints, questions about the nation’s origin were opened to 
academic investigation. But it did not take long before the 
emperor-centered ideology struck back. Numerous Japanese 
historians began to present and still continue to present many and 
richly imagined variations on the theme of  the “correct” answer.  

Edwards (2003: 11) notes that “Nearly 900 locations in 
Japan are currently treated as imperial tombs…containing the 
remains of  an imperial family member. Roughly 250 of  these are 
archeological sites predating the start of  written history.” Since the 
correct answer has to be protected, there is apparently absolutely 
no “possibility of  examining these sites … for purposes of  
scientific investigation (ibid: 26).”  

Barnes’ work of  1988 was confined geographically to the 
Nara Basin, and focused on the Late Yayoi and Early-Middle 
Tomb period settlement data in order to trace the social and 
economic processes that led to the emergence of  the Yamato 
State (ibid: 195). Barnes’ work of  2007 deals with the burial data 
from Middle Yayoi through early Tomb period across the whole 
of  the western archipelago in order to trace the processes of  
“social stratification” that enabled the emergence of  the Yamato 
state. According to Barnes (2007: 9, 103), the [a priori] 
assumptions that (1) Himiko’s country Yama-tai [Yama-ichi] was 
one and the same as the later documented Yama-to; (2) Himiko 
[Pimihu] mentioned in the Dongyi-zhuan can be identified as a 
personage connected to the Sujin line of  sovereigns as portrayed 
in the Kojiki and Nihongi; and (3) Himiko’s tomb can be equated 
with one of  the monumental keyhole tombs in the southeastern 
Nara Basin “reflect the currently held judgment of  most Japanese 
archeologists. … If  these assumptions are ever found wanting, 
then the interpretations developed herein will have to be 
thoroughly rethought (ibid: 195).”  

As of  2005, Edwards (2005: 46-7) calls our attention to 
the fact that the Imperial Household Agency (“retaining much of  
its former [prewar] autonomy within the government”) denies 
access to “the sites designated as imperial tombs” which “include 
the largest and most important tombs of  the Kofun period” that 
is “vital to the study of  Japan’s ancient history,” and also to the 
fact that “contemporary Japanese archeology” is not “free of  
political constraints in its investigation of  the past.” Consequently, 

11.12. Officially designated as the tomb 

of Emperor Sujin and rebuilt for 

“Restoration.” Ten-ri City, Nara 

文久山陵圖 崇神天皇 山邊道 
勾岡上陵 奈良縣 天理市 柳本町 

25 Barnes (2007a: 103) 

 
26 Brown’s assertions are based on the 

six large (200-300 meters long) burial 

mounds discovered in the Shiki area at 

the base of Mt. Miwa that have the 

keyhole shape, horizontal stone 

chambers, and coffins surrounded by 

numerous mirrors, weapons, tools, and 

ornaments. Japanese archeologists 

insist that these tombs were built 

between 250 and 350. They further 
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argue that “the last part of the third 

century was a time of explosive 

agricultural growth” enabling the 

Yamato kings “to marshal the human 

and physical resources needed for 

constructing huge mounds [and] 

undertaking ambitious military 

campaigns.” They contend that “a 

sharp increase in rice productivity” had 

resulted from “development in the use 

of iron for making agricultural tools, 

techniques for leveling off and irrigating 

fields…and the expansion of upland 

farming.” Brown (1993: 114-6) never 

questions the validity of their dogmatic 

dating method, and never ponders over 

the implication of the fact that the 

Japanese Islands had completely 

depended on iron supplied from the 

Korean Peninsula until iron sand was 

discovered in the sixth century. 

 
27 The irony may be the fact that Egami 

(1964: 48) has already contended that 

there is chronological continuity 

between the Late Yayoi culture (100-

300) and the Early Tomb culture (300-

375), and that the change which took 

place can be understood as a result of 

increasing “social stratification.”  

The Japanese archeological community 

has been --apparently to make Himiko 

to play Jingū (recorded in the Nihongi to 

have lived between 170-269 CE) in the 

emergence of Yamato Kingdom--

merging the Late Yayoi into the Early 

Kofun, in effect, as prescribed by 

Egami, who simply wanted to amplify 

the cultural continuity between the Late 

Yayoi and the Early Kofun periods.  

“many Japanese archeologists’ presentations and interpretations 
of  data are influenced by their a priori assumptions of  the 
uniqueness and homogeneity of  Japanese culture.”  

The Japanese archeological community has been ardently 
pushing back the beginning of  the Early Tomb period by 
discovering “new dating evidence” in order to close the 
“temporal hiatus between mention of  Himiko’s tomb and the 
beginning of  mounded-tomb construction in Nara.” 25 Apparently 
reflecting the dominant sentiment of  the Japanese archeological 
community, Barnes (2007a: 9) states that the beginning of  Early 
Kofun period “has already been pushed back from its post-war 
standard of  300 CE to 250 CE to coincide with Himiko’s 
ostensible death date.” Witness the work of  Brown (1993: 109), 
who believes that “recent archeological investigations of  ancient 
mounds located in southeastern section of  the Nara plain suggest 
that Yamato came into existence long before the final years of  the 
fourth century, but they provide no convincing evidence that his 
kingdom was created by foreign invaders,” and then declares that 
“the Yamato kingdom appeared on the Nara plain of  central 
Japan between about A.D. 250 and 300 (ibid: 108).” Brown (1993: 
108) asserts that “the huge burial mounds” were built “in Yamato 
after the middle of  the third century.” 26 

According to Barnes (2007a: 44-5), the Middle Yayoi 
period has been pushed back from its post-war standard of  100 
BCE-100 CE to 200 BCE-0 CE, and the Late Yayoi period from 
100-300 CE to 0-200 CE, while the period between 200-250 CE is 
called oddly enough the “Terminal Yayoi period,” apparently as a 
tentative treatment waiting for another set of  “discoveries.”  

According to Barnes (2007a: 9), the Early Tomb period 
“is likely to be soon pushed back again in recognition of  keyhole-
shaped mound building in the early 3rd century.” The Early 
Kofun period would then include the entire reign of  Jingū (201-69 
CE) as recorded in the Nihongi. With a few more efforts by the 
Japanese archeological community, virtually the entire traditional 
(post-war standard) Late Yayoi period (100-300 CE), covering the 
entire lifetime of  Jingū (170-269 CE) as recorded in the Nihongi, 
may well be included in the Early Kofun period in the near future. 
Then the Early Tomb period would cover 100-400 CE, while the 
Middle and Late Tomb periods would cover 400-700. 27  

  

Ceaseless Discovery of New Dating Method 
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TRACES OF SOME SLAG AS THE PROOF OF IRON-SMELTING FURNACES 

 Farris (1998: 71-3) states that: “In the fifth century, 
perhaps beginning between A.D. 425 and 450, the quantity of  iron 
from sites of  all types in Japan grew dramatically. … What is 
more, the source for almost all this iron must have been 
continental, and most likely Korea… Recently scientists have 
discovered Enjo site north of  Kyoto where craftsmen smelted 
into tools and ingots Japanese iron sand collected from river 
bottoms. In addition to holes containing rusted pieces of  iron and 
slag, there were remains of  furnaces for refining the sand, 
foundries for forging tools, and kilns for manufacturing charcoal. 
At present Enjo is considered the oldest iron-smelting site in 
Japan … The implication is clear: nearly all the iron to make the 
first Japanese weapons and tools came from Korea…at least until 
iron sand was discovered in Japan in the sixth century.” 
 Since iron sand was discovered in the sixth century, the 
iron-smelting in the Japanese Islands dates from no earlier than 
500 CE. Prior to the sixth century, bloomery iron (that contains 
both blooms and ingots) had been imported from Paekche and 
the Kaya states that was refined through hammering (to expel the 
slag impurities), and fashioned into weapons and implements in 
the Japanese Islands. 28 
 Until very recently, traces of  the bloomery furnace were 
essential in establishing proof  of  iron production. The ever-
ardent Japanese archeologists, however, have decided that the 
presence of  slag is “sufficient for confirmation of  local [iron] 
production,” declaring that “iron dross does not appear except in 
the smelting process.” Since numerous iron workshop sites with 
“some slag” were identified, they now contend that the “local 
production [of  wrought iron in the Japanese Islands] started in 
Middle Yayoi [200 BCE-0].”29 
  According to Kidder (2007: 89), the Japanese 
archeologists could find some thirty iron-working places 
(including eight that are dated Middle Yayoi) by 1994 with one or 
more of  the following pieces of  evidence: “pits that were clearly 
not fireplaces, often elongated shallow holes; some slag; stone 
tools or fragments thereof  [allegedly] used in the smelting 
process; and pieces of  iron chisels.” They could further find 
“almost forty [iron] workshop sites located along the banks of  
rivers feeding into Osaka Bay [dated] fourth through the early 

28 Edwards (2006: 47) states that: 

“Ingots of raw iron are found in fifth-

century tombs. … Chemical analysis of 

raw iron ingots suggests the possibility 

that they were not produced in Japan.” 
 

29 Kidder (2007: 89)   

 
30 J. Edward Kidder, Jr., is emeritus 

professor at International Christian 

University, Tokyo. On the front flap of 

his 2007 book (titled Himiko and 

Japan’s Elusive Chiefdom of Yamatai: 

Archaeology, History, and Mythology) is 

the following statement:  

“In this, the most comprehensive 

treatment in English to date, a senior 

scholar of early Japan turns to three 

sources--historical, archaeological, and 

mythological-- to provide a multifaceted 

study of ancient Japanese society. 

Analyzing a tremendous amount of 

recent archaeological material and 

synthesizing it with a thorough 

examination of the textual sources, 

Professor Kidder locates Yamatai in the 

Yamato heartland, in the southeastern 

part of the Nara basin. […scholarly 

discussion and archaeological evidence 

have been inconclusive…] He 

describes the formation in the Yayoi 

period of pan-regional alliances that 

created the reserves of manpower 

required to build massive mounded 

tombs. It is this decisive period, at the 

end of the Yayoi and the beginning of 

the Kofun that he identifies as Himiko’s 

era. He maintains, moreover, that 

Himiko played a part in the emergence 

of Yamato as an identifiable political 
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entity. In exploring the cultural and 

political conditions of this period and 

identifying the location of Yamatai as 

Himiko’s area of activity, Kidder 

considers the role of magic in early 

Japanese society to better understand 

why an individual with her qualifications 

reached such a prominent position. He 

enhances Himiko’s story with 

insights drawn from mythology, 

turning to a rich body of mythology…” 

 

 11.13. Fujinoki tomb, Nara 

奈良縣 生駒郡 斑鳩町 藤ノ木 

 

11.14. Paekche tomb with horizontal 

entrance. Bang-yi-dong Tomb No. 1 

 芳荑洞 橫穴式石室墳 Seoul 

 

 

decades of  the sixth century,” and they are now contending that 
the region was the center of  an iron industry that “should have 
brought in” the raw material “by boat,” and “met the demands for 
farm and industrial tools and weapons.”  
 According to Kidder (2007: 88), “Adding iron tips to 
wooden spades and hoes was a Japanese device, and invention of  
necessity to compensate for the relative shortage of  iron.  The 
straight-edged sickle and the striking hoe are Japanese. It has long 
been thought that the Wa imported iron bars, ingots, or plates 
from Korea for their use until their own smelting processes were 
of  a sufficient proficiency to provide for their own needs. … 
Then, when did the Japanese start to make their own iron? … It is 
now generally believed that local production started in Middle 
Yayoi. … [B]y the Kofun period iron tools had replaced stone 
tools, and it is inconceivable that every lowly farmer in the 
country was tapped into the network of  foreign exchange. 
Artifacts or their lack, it is evident that local production had by 
the early Kofun period reached the point where supply could meet 
the demand.” 30  
 The Japanese archeologists have decided to believe that 
the iron-working places with small forging hearths that left some 
traces of  “forging slag” were the iron smelting sites even when 
they cannot find any traces of  bloomery furnaces. By introducing 
such an “ingenious” method of  identification, they are now 
contending that the Japanese Islands began to produce bloomery 
iron in Middle Yayoi [200 BCE-0], and were self-sufficient in iron 
by the Early Kofun period [250-400 CE]. 

Edwards contends that the study of  history and 
archeology in the Japanese Islands has been strongly influenced by 
the “a priori assumptions of  the uniqueness and homogeneity of  
Japanese culture.” Though it is not suggested that the Western 
experts as a whole have consciously supported emperor-centered 
nationalism, their study does not seem to have escaped the 
ideological sentiments prevailing in their host country either. 

 
 

Appendix 11.1. The Japanese Archeological Community  
 

JAPAN’S WORST ARCHAEOLOGY SCANDAL 
One may recall the incident of the Mainichi newspaper 
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breaking the news on Sunday morning, November 5, 2000, that 
“an archaeologist, Fujimura Shin’ichi, had been caught on video 
planting stone artifacts at the Kami-Takamori site in northern 
Miyagi Prefecture in northeastern Japan.” 31 

Fujimura’s findings appeared to push back the earliest 
human habitation of  Japan to 600,000 years ago, overturning the 
belief  that Japan’s earliest inhabitants migrated approximately 
30,000 years ago. The Kami-takamori site in particular had 
captured worldwide attention; evidence unearthed by Fujimura 
seemed to show not only that early humans inhabited the area 
600,000 years ago, but that these early humans were more 
intelligent than their contemporaries elsewhere in the world. In 
the words of  one archaeologist, Fujimura had been in the process 
of  “rewriting the story of  human evolution.” Books on Japanese 
history and archaeology came to include descriptions of  the 
Early/Middle Paleolithic Period based on Fujimura’s discoveries.  

The presence of  a Paleolithic culture (that was more 
than 10,000 years old) in Japan was not proven until 1949, when 
Aizawa Tadahiro, also an amateur archaeologist, made the first 
discovery of  Paleolithic artifacts at the Iwajuku site north of  
Tokyo. With his discovery, Aizawa became one of  the most 
celebrated archaeologists in Japan, and he established “the 
importance of  amateurs” within the field. Fujimura wanted to 
emulate Aizawa, and a golden opportunity presented itself. 
Aizawa’s work proved only that Japan was populated in the Upper 
Paleolithic Period (up to 30,000 years ago), while the presence of  
humans in the Early/Middle Paleolithic Period (older than 30,000 
years ago) in Japan was still being debated. Fujimura’s “findings” 
were therefore widely publicized, and his more important 
“discoveries” were incorporated into school textbooks.  

The foreign media, Asian as well as Western, have 
tended to see Fujimura’s forgery, his planting of  evidence, as a 
manifestation of  Japanese nationalism. A typical portrayal holds 
that Japanese archaeology is dedicated to proving the primacy of  
the Japanese race, or disproving its linkages to other East Asian 
peoples. For example, the New York Times article points out that 

“The Fujimura scandal has cast a harsh light on a scientific 
establishment that often lends itself  to the national effort of  
enhancing Japan’s sense of  uniqueness. State and local 
governments, for example, have spent huge amounts of  money to 

31 This appendix section contains the 

excerpts from “Politics and Personality: 

Japan’s Worst Archaeology Scandal,” 

by Shoh Yamada, in Harvard Asia 

Quarterly, Volume VI, No. 3. Summer 

2002. 

 

After graduating from high school, 

Fujimura Shin’ichi (b.1950) went to 

work at a local electronic gadget 

factory. A diligent worker and caring 

father of two, he seemed to be the 

perfectly honest and humble northern 

Japanese countryman. He began 

surveying for archaeological artifacts in 

northern Miyagi Prefecture where he 

lived. In 1992, with his discovery of the 

Zazaragi site – the first unanimously 

confirmed Japanese Early/Middle 

Paleolithic site – Fujimura became the 

first winner of the Aizawa Award, which 

had been established in memory of 

Aizawa and was intended to recognize 

an amateur archaeologist who had 

made an outstanding contribution to the 

study of the Paleolithic. Fujimura later 

won the award again in conjunction with 

his colleagues (although all of these 

discoveries now appear to have been 

forged). Through this series of 

discoveries he mirrored Aizawa’s story, 

and people around him felt that a model 

of amateur-professional archaeological 

cooperation had emerged. Because of 

his apparent aptitude for discovery, 

Fujimura was nicknamed “God’s Hand.”

  
32 Howard French, “Meet a stone age 

man so original, he’s a hoax”, The New 

York Times, December 7, 2000. 
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33 This section draws on excerpts from 

“Japanese Scandals - This Time It’s 

Archaeology” by Charles T. Keally on 

the Ancient East Asia Website, Nov. 17, 

2000. (www.ancienteastasia.org/ 

special/ japanarchscandal.htm) 

Keally has been working professionally 

in Japanese archeology for 30 years at 

Sophia University in Tokyo.  

34 Keally writes: “At the 8th Meeting of 

the ‘Northeastern Japan Palaeolithic 

Discussion Group,’ held [in] 1994, I 

made the following notes…for the 

Kami-Takamori site –‘Most artifacts well 

made, bifacial. Look almost like Jomon.’  

90% or more of the Early Palaeolithic 

sites and artifacts have been found by 

one person [Fujimura] … [W]hen he 

shows up, suddenly lots of artifacts are 

found … that have never been found 

elsewhere in the world with such early 

dates… [T]he artifacts are always found 

on the flat surface…600,000 years ago 

or 100,000 years ago, the artifacts are 

the same form and materials; they 

show no evolution … [I]f there are 10 

tools, there should be 100 flakes from 

their production, yet no flakes are ever 
found.  … [I]t makes one wonder about 

the intelligence of the people who 

readily accepted these finds, without 

expressing a word of reservation. Some 

of those people are leading 

archaeologists here (ibid).” 

35 “The scandals involving high ranking 

people in Japan’s iron triangle of 

politicians, bureaucrats and business 

leaders stem from the closed system 

underwrite the search for early man, while ignoring questions 
about Japanese identity. Ancient imperial tombs remain officially 
closed to researchers, many here say, because they might contain 
evidence linking the imperial lineage to neighboring Korea.” 32 

 
CHARLES T. KEALLY MAKES COMMENTS ON “JAPANESE SCANDALS”  

Keally states: “The media say that this scandal casts 
doubt on all of the archaeological sites Fujimura has worked on, 
and on the Early and Middle Palaeolithic in Japan, on Japanese 
academia in general, and on Japan as a whole. I agree. Fujimura is 
the one taking all of the blame for planting artifacts on the site, 
but I feel all of Japanese society, especially academia, and most 
particularly archaeology, is ultimately responsible.” 33 This is, all of 
Japanese society may be accused of complicity in the Fujimura’s 
forgeries; providing him, immersing him in, a frame of mind that 
is more interested in Japan’s sense of uniqueness than in truth.  

According to Keally, the Japanese archaeologists who 
look for and excavate Early and Middle Palaeolithic sites appear to 
be inexcusably careless in their work: “They have a strong 
tendency to ignore criticism or to laugh at the critic. I have seen 
them brush off the opinions of experts…on matters related to the 
geology of their sites and the validity of the dates. … I see no 
indication that they have geologists studying the ancient 
topography to determine the site context. I see little to indicate 
adequate study of the sources of the lithic materials.” 34 No one 
seems to check the possibility that the pits might have a natural 
rather than a human explanation. Keally says that “I see no sign of 
good studies of site taphonomy -- the study of the processes of 
how the site changed from the original deposition to its present 
condition.”  
  Keally laments:  “Japanese academia is famous for its 
closed system. Students cannot pass teachers. Lower ranking 
teachers and students must agree with the ideas of the higher 
ranking teachers and the leader, or be expelled from the group. 35 
Many academics spend their whole career in the same university 
system, from student to teacher to retiree. This is why Japan has 
so few Nobel Prizes in science, why most of those scientists have 
done all or most of their research outside of Japan, and why they 
are unknown in Japan until they are recognized by the world.” 36 
“It is this system,” Keally contends, that bears a heavy 

Fujimura Is a Product of Japanese System 
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“responsibility for both Fujimura’s acts and for the fact that no 
one caught it earlier.” 37 

According to Keally, about half of Japan’s archaeologists 
have only BA degrees. And even the ones who go on to higher 
degrees are educated only in archaeology; rather than receiving an 
interdisciplinary education in the other sciences bearing strongly 
on archaeology -- geology, absolute dating methods, palynology, 
biology, cultural anthropology, and many others: “This narrow, 
incestuous education is also to blame for archaeologists not seeing 
the problems in the Early and Middle Palaeolithic sites.” 

According to Keally, if Fujimura’s actions mean he had 
some sort of mental glitch, then a whole lot of other 
archaeologists do, too: “The real problem is why it took so long to 
see the problem in his ‛god hand’ and all of the other problems in 
the Early and Middle Palaeolithic sites he has worked on. Why did 
so many leading archaeologists accept, as wholly valid, materials 
that have so many questionable aspects?” Whatever the 
explanation for Fujimura’s behavior may be, “it is merely a 
proximate explanation. The ultimate cause lies way beyond this 
individual. Fujimura deserves criticism for his actions. But he also 
deserves our sympathy, for he is ultimately a product of a system” 
that is producing many scandals, as well as stress and suicides. 
Keally continues: “every day, it seems, the media report that what 
we see…is just ‛the tip of the iceberg.’ ”  

Keally concludes: “I feel there is a good chance that all 
of the Early and Middle Palaeolithic sites that Fujimura has 
worked on are fabrications. The few sites of this early age that I 
know of that Fujimura has not worked on have their own 
problems of validity. We seem to be back to zero on this question 
of humans in Japan before 35,000 years ago. Which means, we 
either have to find and/or validate some concrete evidence of 
humans in Japan in the Middle or Early Palaeolithic, or we have to 
develop a very good hypothesis explaining why they were not 
here. I am not at all certain Japanese archaeology is up to either 
task.” 

Is the Japanese archaeological community or the 
Japanese historians community really up to the task? What Charles 
T. Keally says may have to be taken as a serious warning to the 
modern Western exegesis that blindly endorses the claustrophobic 
narrowness of  the Japanese academic tradition. 38  

there, too, and from the forced 

compliance with the group, the 

hierarchical structure, and the 

secretiveness. This is just another face 

of the ultimate cause…underlying this 

recent scandal in archaeology (ibid).” 

36 “Japan is discussing education 

reform a lot these days. One of the 

ideas being expressed is to put 

education back into college education. 

This is a clear acknowledgment of what 

everyone already knows -- that college 

is not likely to produce an educated 

graduate (ibid).” 

37 “The archaeologists who question the 

validity of the Early and Middle 

Palaeolithic finds -- the human origin of 

the lithics or the accuracy of the dates 

or Fujimura’s ‘god hand’ -- also are 

doing very poor work. They rarely put 

their doubts into print, but instead pass 

them around as rumors (ibid).” 

38 The community of Western experts in 

Japan studies also seems to show an 

inclination toward narrowness by 

praising the Conformists for their “using 

insights from a variety of disciplinary 

perspectives and evidence from various 

source bases to refute the idea of a 

conquest,” and for their “positing a 

more nuanced set of exchanges 

between peoples on the peninsula and 

the islands,” while condemning the 

Dissenters for alleged “personal 

intolerance and nationalistic 

overtones,” and then refusing to 

participate in the academic debate.  
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 (房玄齡 578-648), Li Yanshou (李延壽 d. before 679) and others in 646-8 during the reign of   
 Tang Taizong (唐太宗 626-49). 
 

Songshu (宋書 History of  Liu-Song, 劉宋 420-79), compiled by Shen Yue (沈約 441-513) of  Southern Qi 
 (南齊 479-502) and Liang (梁 502-57) in 487 on the basis of  an old text compiled by Xu Yuan 
  (徐爰) in 462. 
 

Nan Qishu (南齊書 History of  the Southern Qi, 479-502), compiled by Xiao Zixian (蕭子顯 489-537) of  
 Liang (502-57). 
 

Liangshu (梁書 History of  the Liang, 502-57), compiled by Wei Zheng (魏徵 580-643) and Yao Silian 
 (姚思廉 557-637) during the reign of  Tang Taizong. 
 

Zhoushu (周書 History of  Northern Zhou, 556-81), compiled by Linghu Defen (令狐德棻 583-666) during 
 the reign of  Tang Gaozu and Taizong (618-49). 
 

Zizhi Tongjian (資治通鑑 Comprehensive Mirror for Aid in Government), a general chronicle of  Chinese  
 history from 403 BCE to 959 CE, compiled by Sima Guang (司馬光 1019-86) with chosen  
 associates with the explicit aim of  providing instruction for rulers, within the specific political  
 context of  the Northern Song court (960-1127). 

 

Qinding Manzhou Yuanliu Gao 欽定滿洲源流考, compiled under the supervision of  Augi 阿桂, Jang Giya 
  and Yu Minzhong by an imperial edict dated September 20, 1777, and published in 1783. The 
  editorial staff  included the Grand Councilors of  the Qianlong court. 

 

江上波夫, 江上波夫の日本古代史: 騎馬民族說四十五年, 東京: 大巧社, 1992. Ishida Eiichirō  
 (1903-68) organized a symposium on the subject of “the Japanese People - the Origin of its 
  Culture and the Formation of the Japanese State” 對談と討論: 日本民族=文化の源流と 
 日本國家の形成 in May 1948 with Egami Namio. The discussions presented at the Symposium 
  were published in the Ethnology Study (民族學硏究 Minzokugaku Kenkyū, Vol. 13, No. 3) in  
 February 1949. 

 
古事記祝詞, 倉野憲司, 武田祐吉 校注, 東京: 岩波書店, 1958. (Cited as K.) Text stops at the end of 
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 Kenzō’s reign (r.485-7), but a bare-bones genealogy runs until the end of  Suiko’s reign (r.592- 
 628), mentioning Jomei (r.629-41) in the text on Bidatsu (r.572-85). 

 
國史編纂委員會 譯註, 中國正史朝鮮傳, Seoul: 政府刊行物, 一 1987 (cited as CC1), 二 1988 (cited as 
 CC2), 三 1989 (cited as CC3).  
 
吉田武彦 Furuta Takehiko, 邪馬壹國の 方法, 大阪市: 駸駸堂, 1983. 
 
金富軾, 李丙燾 譯註, 三國史記, 上 (cited as S1), 下 (cited as S2), Seoul: 乙酉文化社, 1983. 
 
大隅和雄 解題, 六地藏寺本 神皇正統記, 東京: 汲古書院 (Kyuko), 1997. 
 
大塚龍夫, 神皇正統記 新講, 東京: 修文館, 1933. 
 
續日本古墳大辭典, 大塚初重, 小林三郞 編, 東京: 東京堂, 2002. (Cited as SNKTJ.) 
 
續日本紀, 一 (cited as SN1), 二 (cited as SN2), 三 (cited as SN3), 四 (cited as SN4), 五 (cited as SN5), 靑 
 木和夫, 稻岡耕二, 笹山晴生, 白藤禮行校 注,東京: 岩波書店,1989,1990,1992,1995,1998. 

Shoku Nihongi, covering nine reigns from 697 to 791, was originally commanded by Kōnin (r.770- 
81) but was completed during the reign of  his son Kammu (r.781-806). It was presented in 797 to 
the throne by Sugano Mamichi (741-814) and Akishino Yasundo (752-821). It is regarded as the 
second of  six official court annals. 

 
いき一郞 編譯, 中國正史の古代日本記錄, 東京: 葦書房, 1984. 
 
王健群, 廣開土王碑硏究 (原題: 好太王碑硏究, 吉林人民出版社), 林東錫 譯, Seoul: Yeok-min, 
  1985. 

 
日本古墳大辭典, 大塚初重, 小林三郞, 熊野正也 編, 東京: 東京堂, 1989. (Cited as NKTJ.) 
  
日本書紀, 坂本太郞, 家永三郞, 井上光貞, 大野 晋 校注, 東京: 岩波書店, 上 1967 (cited as NI), 
  下1965 (cited as NII). Nihongi (Nihon-shoki) was completed in 720, covering from the Age of  God to
  the end of  Jitō’s reign (686-97), and is regarded as the first of  six official court annals. 
 
日本六國史 韓國關係記事, 原文 譯註, 崔根泳 外 編譯, Seoul: 駕洛國史跡開發硏究院, 1994. 
 Nihon Kōki 日本後紀 was completed in 840, covering the years from 792 to 833, and is regarded 
  as the third of  six official court annals (Rik-koku-shi). Shoku Nihon Kōki 續日本後紀 was 
  completed in 869, covering the years from 833 to 850, and is regarded as the fourth annal. Nihon  
 Montoku Tennō Jitsroku  
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  日本文德天皇實錄 was completed sometime after 879, covering the years from 850 to 858, and 
  is regarded as the fifth annal. Nihon Sandai Jitsroku was completed in 892, covering Seiwa (r.858-76),
  Yōzei (r.876-84), and Kōkō (r.884-87), and is regarded as the last of  Japan’s six official court 
  annals. 

 
一然, 李民樹 譯, 三國遺事, Seoul: 乙酉文化社, 1983.  
 
佐伯有淸, 新撰姓氏錄の硏究: 本文篇, 東京: 吉川弘文館, 1962. (Cited as SS.) 
 
中國正史朝鮮列國傳, Seoul: 東文選 1996. 
 
津田左右吉, 神代史の硏究, 東京: 岩波書店, 1924. 
 
津田左右吉, 古事記及日本書紀の硏究, 東京: 岩波書店, 1924. 
 
津田左右吉, 日本上代史の硏究, 東京: 岩波書店, 1947. 
 
津田左右吉, 日本古典の硏究, 上, 下, 東京: 岩波書店, 1948, 1950. 
 

風土記, 秋本吉郞 校注, 東京: 岩波書店, 1958. (Cited as F.) 
 
韓國古代金石文, 1, 2, 3, 韓國古代社會硏究所 編, Seoul: 駕洛國史跡開發硏究院, 1992.  
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Bok-cheon-dong 福泉洞, 47, 199;  

  standardized iron body-armors  

  and helmets for both human and  

  horse (縱長板革綴板甲/縱長板 
  鋲留板甲/札甲/腰甲/頸甲/肱 
  甲/馬甲/馬胄/縱長板革轍胄)  

  are dated to 4th century, 48. 
Bok-sin 福信, regrouped an army 

  and fought against Tang, 166,  

  228, 231.  

Bo-jang 寶藏王 (r.642-68), last  

  Koguryeo king, 236. 

bronze, bronze and iron introduced  

  to Japanese Islands at the same  

  time, 179.  

Bu 武, Yamato king, see Yūriaku. 

Bu 部, court offices of Paekche, 32, 

  Twelve Bu in Paekche, 156-7. 

Buddha, image, 162; suturas, 163;  

  temple carpenters, 164; Paekche 

  smile, 168. 

Buddhism, pre-Buddhism Pung-nap 

  bricks, 52; first arrival in Paekche, 

  24; Koguryeo-Paekche-Silla, 47; 

  Sun-do 順道 comes to Koguryeo 

  from Fu Jian’s Former Qin with a  

  Buddha image/Gandharan monk  

  arrives at Paekche court from  

  Eastern Jin, 53, 63; introduced to 

  Yamato by Seong-myung, 161-3;  

  pure land of Amida in Japanese  

  Islands, 250; Paekche-Koguryeo  

  priests coming to Yamato court,  

  164-5. 

Bun-seo 汾西王 (r.298-304),  

  Paekche king, mudered by the  

  assassin sent by the Governor of  

  Lelang, 111. 

 

  friendly relations with Yamato, 93; 

  sends prince Cheon-ji to Yamato,  

  94, 114; appoints in-law Jin Mu 眞
  武 to Commander General, 112;  

  many people fled to Silla, 152. 

Aston (1841-1911), William George, 

  91-2; narrative between 366-85  

  contains nucleus of fact, 29, 127. 

Asuka region 飛鳥/明日香, 101,  

  167, 245. 

Aya 漢(直 atahe), see Yamato Aya.

 

B 

 

Bansei Ikkei 萬世一系 (the line of  

  emperors unbroken for ages  

  eternal), 37, 184, 256, 257. 

Barnes, Gina Lee, 79-80. 

Be 部, hereditary occupational  

  groups serving Yamato court  

  under command of Uji chieftains,  

  32, 156-9; role of Hata and Aya  

  clans, 158; establishment of Be,  

  159; became freemen, 249. 

Bidatsu (r.572-85) 敏達, 155. 

Biryu 沸流, Onjo’s elder brother, 28, 

  108, 113; Chewang-un’gi regards 

  him as founder of Paekche, 58;  

  Samguk-sagi footnote 始祖沸流 
  王, 114; fails à la Itsuse, 110; the 

  vanished Koi-line?, 111, 129. 

Biryu 比流王 (r.304-44), Paekche  

  king, 57; restores Chogo-line and  

  appoints Jin Yi 眞義 to prime  

  minister, 111.  

Biyu 毘有王 (r.427-55), Paekche  

  king, 97.  

bloomery (塊鐵爐), iron smelting  

  furnace, 193, 214. 

A 

 

Achi 阿知使主, progenitor of  

  Yamato Aya (Atahe) clan 倭漢直 
  之祖, 31; arrives with people of  

  17 provinces, 152, 161; obtained  

  permission to establish Imaki  

  (Takechi) province from Ōjin, 153. 

A-chik-ki (Ajiki) 阿知吉師/阿直伎/ 
  阿直岐, ancestor of Scribes 阿 
  直史, 31; arrival, 151, 161. 

Afumi (Ōmi province) 近江 (capital  

  at Ōtsu 大津), Paekche refugees, 

  231-2. 

Agata-nushi 縣主, district chieftain,  

  160. 

Ainu, 21, 71, 121, 173, 174; ferocity,  

  181; language, 82, 268. See also  

  Emish. 

Aizawa Tadahiro 相澤忠洋 (1926- 

  89), Fujimura Shin’ich became the  

  first winner of Aizawa Award, 262. 

Aki 阿岐/安藝, Hiroshima  

  prefecture, 136. 

Amaterasu 天照大神, Sun  

  Goddess, 108-9; Jingū-Homuda  

  relation, 109; Amaterasu-Takagi  

  vs. Keun Chogo-Jin Zeong, 130. 

An-ak Tomb No. 3 安岳 3號墳, 12,  

  49, 62; oldest mural decorated  

  with Buddhist symbol, 63;  

  heavenly-feathered arrow 天羽羽 
  矢, 139. 

Ariyama tomb 大阪藤井寺市, 193. 

Ashikaga Takauji 足利尊氏 (1305- 

  58), commencing Muromachi  

  shogunate, 251, 252. 

Asin/Awha 阿莘/阿花王 (r.392- 

  405), Paekche king, establishes  
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D 

 

Dae-mu-sin 大武神王 (r.18-44),  

  Koguryeo king, sent tribute to Han 

  and began to use title king in 32  

  CE, 43 (魏書 東夷傳). 

Daifang Commandery 帶方郡, 13,  

  22, 46, 183; Koguryeo army killed 

  Governor, 44; Governor killed at  

  Han River area, 51. 

daimyō 大名, shugo daimyō, 252, 

sengoku 戰國 daimyō, 253. 

Dazaifu 大宰府, 101. 

Deok-heung-ri 德興里 tomb of  

  Koguryeo dignitary Zhen 鎭  
  (331-408), 20. 

Dong-cheon 東川王 (r.227-48),  

  Koguryeo king, 22; armored- 

  mounted soldiers, 44.  

Dongyi-zhuan 東夷傳 (Accounts of 

  the Eastern Barbarians) 三國志  
  魏書, 13, 71; on Three Han, 56. 

Dōyama 當山 No. 1 mound in  

  Ōsaka, 199. 

droughts, 205; Five Barbarians and  

  Sixteen States, Hunnish Invasion, 

  and Kofun Wave, 206; two high  

  points (300-400 and 800), 245;  

  Maya, 246. 

Dutch trading station at Nagasaki  

  (1609-1856), 146. 

 

E 

 

Eastern Jin 東晉 (317-420), 22;  

  grants Paekche kings titles, 24,  

  53; Sima Rui founds Jin, 59. 

Eastward Expedition 東征, Eastern 

  Conquest, 27, 109, 136. 

  Paekche king, 51, 58; Lelang  

  people defect to, 46; orders Jin  

  Gua 眞果 to attack Mal-gal, 112. 

Cho-go line 肖古系, Chogo-Kusu-  

  Saban-Biryu (during 166-346),  

  110-1; succession consolidated by 

  Keun Chogo’s time, 113, 129. 

Chol-bon Puyeo 卒本扶餘, 50, 76, 

  110, 114. 

Chōshū 長州, 255; clan, 254. 

Chu 酒君, Paekche prince, went  

  hawking with Nintoku, 154;  

  Yuriaku gave Hata people to Lord 

  Sake of Hata 秦酒公, 158. 

Chu-mong 朱蒙, founder of  

  Koguryeo, 50, 76, 108, 110, 114;  

  Tomo 都慕 in Shoku-Nihongi, 57; 

  land animal in Chu-mong myth,  

  108; Paekche maintains rites at  

  Chu-mong’s shrine, 50, 113. 

Chu-yu-seong 周留城/州柔, how  

  can we pay visits to ancestors’  

  tombs? 丘墓之所 豈能復往,  

  155. 

climate change, 176-7; migrations  

  from north to south, and from east 

  to west, 205-6. 

continental grave goods (horserider  

  materials), 34, 73, 192. 

copper, production of copper in  

  Japanese Islands, 217. 

“correct answer,” 257. 

cuirass (tankō 短甲), standardized 

  Bok-cheon-dong iron body-armors 

  are dated to 4th century, 47;  

  riveted, 48; unknown outside  

  Korea & Japan, 48; iron-armored  

  Koguryeo cavalrymen, 49. 

 

C 

 

Cap Rank system 冠位法度, 232. 

capital, movable vs. permanent,  

  101; permanent, 245. 

Chang-su 長壽王 (r.413-91), 65; 

  Koguryeo king, 120; moves capital  

  south to Pyung-yang, 54-5, 223. 

Chen Shou 陳壽 (233-97), 13, 89,  

  182, 184-5.  

Cheon-ji 腆支王 (r.405-20),  

  Paekche king, 28, 53, 93; sent to  

  Yamato to promote alliance, 114,  

  154; returns to Paekche, 94-5;  

  sends his sister 新齊都 to wait  

  on Homuda, 154; General  

  Stabilizing East, 54. 

Chewang-un’gi 帝王韻紀, regards  

  (Ōnjo’s elder brother) Biryu as the 

  founder of Paekche, 58; Samguk-  

  sagi footnote 始祖沸流王, 114. 

Chim-ryu 枕流王 (r.384-5),  

  Paekche king, 53, 93. 

Chin 辰, 45, 74. 

Chin-han 辰韓, 45, 49, 74, 143-4;  

Conquered by Silla, 119-20. 

Chin-mo-chin 眞毛津, ancestress  

  of seamstresses of Kume 來目衣 
  縫, 152. 

Chinsa 辰斯王 (r.385-92), Paekche  

  king, 140, 53; treated Homuda as  

  a vassal king, 93, 114; appoints  

  Jin Kamo 眞嘉謨 to Commander  

  General, 111, 114. 

Chiuai 仲哀, 27, Kojiki-Nihongi  

  accounts, 88; 70-year interval  

  between his death and Ōjin, 89,  

  183. 

Chogo 肖古王 (r.166-214),  
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  72), establishes regency, 249-50. 

Fujiwara-kyō 藤原京 (694-710), 

  101, 234, 245. 

Funayama sword (江田 Eta) 船山, 

  inscription mentions Great King  

  Wakata Kae-ro 支鹵大王, 123-4.

Furuta, Takehiko 吉田武彦, 185- 
  6, 185.  

Fusō-ryaku-ki 扶桑略記, (Buddhist 

  history of Japan up to 1024 by  

  Kōen 皇圓), hundred people 

  including Soga Umako appeared 

  wearing Paekche clothes,168. 

 

G 

 

Gaozong 唐高宗 (r.649-83), Tang, 

  in poor health, 227. 

gekokujō 下剋上, 252. 

Gemmei 元明 (r.707-15), Mommu’s

  mother, 35, orders Yasumaro to  

  write down the History of Royal  

  Mandate memorized by Hieda  

  Are, 234. 

Genpei War 源平亂 (1180-5), 252. 

Genshou 元正 (r.715-24), 234. 

Godaigo 後醍醐 (r.1318-39), 252. 

Gongsun Du 公孫度, 44. 

Gonsun Kang 公孫康, 44. 

Gongsun Yuan 公孫淵, 22, 44. 

Great Kara 意富加羅國, “came to 

  be called Mima-na,” 144, 203. 

great king 大王, 122-3, 235. 

 

H 

 

Hachiman 八幡 shrines, worship  

  Homuda as God of War, 90, 97.  

  (Hachiman was tutelary god of  

Enjo 遠所, Kyōto 京都府竹野郡,  

  oldest iron-smelting site, 217, 260. 

envoy 使/宰/王人, 164. 

Eo-ra-ha 於羅瑕, implying king, 90. 

 

F 

 

Fan Ye 范曄 (398-445), author of  

  Hou Hanshu, 185. 

Five Barbarians and Sixteen States  

  五胡十六國 peiod (304-439), 22, 

  54, 59; droughts, 205. 

five kings of Yamato 倭五王,  

  recorded in Songshu, 118; Song 

  acknowledges self-claimed title,  

  119, 122; international order of  

  precedence, 122. 

Former Qin 前秦 (351-94), 23, 63. 

Former Yan 前燕 (337-70), 23, 60, 

  235. 

Fu Jian 符堅 (r.357-85), 23, 63;  

  destroys Former Yan, 62. 

Fujimura Shin’ichi 藤村新一, first  

  winner of Aizawa Award, pushing  

  back the earliest human habitation 

  in Japanese Islands, 262-4. 

Fujinoki 藤ノ木 tomb, 227. 

Fujiwara clan, 245, 249-50. 

Fujiwara Fubito 藤原不比等 (659- 

  720), 101, 245. 

Fujiwara Kamatari, see Nakatomi  

  Kamatari. 

Fujiwara Michinaga 藤原道長 

  (966-1027), 250. 

Fujiwara Mototsune 藤原基經  

  (836-91), 250. 

Fujiwara Tadamichi 藤原忠通 

  (1097-1164), regency ends, 250. 

Fujiwara Yoshifusa 藤原良房 (804- 

Edwards, Walter, event vs. process  

  (1983), 34, 79, 191; influx of  

  horserider materials occurred after 

  mid-5th century, 195-6; “tombs of  

  Ōjin and Nintoku cannot have  

  continental grave goods,” 197; his  

  view as of 2003, 199; “iron ingots  

  from 5th century tombs were not  

  made in Japanese Islands,” 260. 

Egami Namio 江上波夫 (1906- 

  2002), 14, 25, 37, 72-3, 129, 197;  

  Early vs.Late Tomb period, 74,  

  191-2; missing link, 75; sugar  

  coating, 75-6; Barnes’ view, 78,  

  80; “Korea as the original home of  

  the gods of heaven,” 135;  

  heavenly deities vs. earthly  

  deities, 161; modern edition of  

  Kida’s theory, 257; “wrote from  

  outside the community of    

  Japanese historians, and caused  

  quite a furor with his thesis,” 264. 

Eight great surnames (clans) of  

  Paekche 大姓有八族, 156. 

Emish 蝦夷 rebellions, 249. (It is  

  generally assumed that the Ainu  

  were the people referred to as the  

  Emish or Ezo.) See Ainu. 

Emperor, institution/worship,   

  survival of imperial family, 22, 36;  

  ideology, 37, 256, elevated from  

  king (Ō-kimi) to emperor (Tennō),  

  235, 253; emperor became the  

  rallying point, 254; emperor  

  worship strikes back, 257-8. 

emperor’s tombs (imperial tombs),  

  253, 256; Jimmu’s tomb, 257;  

  imperial tombs protected from  

  scientific investigation, 258. 
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  151; Homuda’s own horse, 98;  

  present to Paekche, 162-4;  

  haniwa horses on Homuda’s 

  tomb, 198. 

horse trappings, 73, 192-3, 198,  

  200. 

horserider materials, equestrian  

  goods and sueki, see continental  

  grave goods. 

Horserider Theory 騎馬民族說, see

  Egami.  

Hun River 渾江, 42, 44, 50. 

Hye 惠王 (r.598-9), Paekche king,  

  57, 164. 

Hyūga 日向, Hiuga, Miyazaki  

  prefecture, 135-6. 

 

I 

 

I-ha-re 磐余, capital for Homuda,  

  109, 139; in Kami-Yamato-Ihare  

  神倭 伊波禮, 90-1. 

Iki Island 壹岐, 176, 232, 239. 
Ikoma mountain 膽駒山, 137. 

Imaki Aya 今來漢, “Newly-Arrived” 

  Aya clan, 31; Yuriaku puts them  

  under Yamato Aya, 153; scholars  

  sent to Sui by Shōtoku, 165. 

Imaki province 今來郡, later  

  Takechi province 高市郡, 153. 

Im-na 任那, 115-6; read Mima-na in 

  Nihongi, 143; separate Yamato  

  entity within Imna, 145. 

Imna-Kara 任那加羅, 116; Imna  

  league and Kara league, 118-20;  

  listed side by side, 144, 152. 

Inaridai No. 1 mound 稻荷台1號墳, 

  sword inscribed “bestowed by the 

  King 王賜,” 199. 

  Buddha deposited and hundred  

  people including Soga Umako  

  appeared wearing Paekche  

  clothes, 168. 

Holocene, last 11,500 years, 177. 

Homuda 褒武多/本牟多/品陀/品 
  太/譽田 (Ōjin 應神), 25, 27, 29, 

  30, 73, 77, 108; post-Ōjin records, 

  75; Yamato dynasty begins with,  

  87; Japanese-style vs. Chinese- 

  style posthumous titles, 88;  

  succession pattern before and  

  after Homuda, 88; martial  

  activities recorded in Harima  

  Fudoki, 89; “since the days of  

  Homuda,” 91; ascended throne,  

  92, 96, 140; Harima Fudoki  

  portrays Homuda as hard-working 

  absolute monarch on the move,  

  97-101; silence of Kojiki-Nihongi  

  on Homuda’s aggressiveness,  

  109; Koi line (failed Biryu-line?),  

  111; maternal roots, 113-4;  

  reprimands Chinsa and Asin, 114; 

  massive arrivals from Paekche  

  and supporting records, 152;  

  ascribe origin of Japan’s relations 

  with Korea to Ōjin’s reign, 153. 

Honshū 本州, dividing line running  

  north-south in central Honshū  

  from the pre-Jōmon non-pottery  

  period, 174. 

horse, 東夷傳 no horses on the  

  Japanese Islands, 193, 198; Chin- 

  han, Pyun-han practice horse- 

  riding, 45; Egami, 25; iron- 

  armored cavalrymen on Koguryeo 

  mural paintings, 44, 49; official  

  arrival at Japanese Islands, 31,  

  the Minamoto clan 原氏.) 

Han River 漢江, 46, 50-2, 55. 

Haniwa 埴輪 (earthen statuettes), 

  166, 192, 198; Homuda finds right  

  kind of clay 土爲堲(Hani)耳, 99 

Han-seong 漢城, capital of  

  Paekche, 52-3; overrun by  

  Koguryeo army, 55, 119-20; Han- 

  seong Paekche, 130. 

Harima Fudoki 播磨風土記  

  (compiled between 713-5), 27;  

  numerous records on Homuda,  

  89, portrays Homuda as hard- 

  working absolute monarch on the  

  move, 97-101. 

Hata clan 秦氏/秦造 (-miyatsuko), 

  31, 152; population, 153;  

  manufacture silks and dispersed  

  throughout the country, 158. 

Heian-kyō 平安京 (Kyōto, 794- 

  1868), 245. 

Heian period (794-1185), 101, 249,  

  251, 253. 

Heijō-kyō 平城京 (710-84), 101,  

  234, 245. 

Heuk-chi Sang-ji 黑齒常之 (630- 

  89), 156. 

Hieda Are 稗田阿禮, memorizes  

  the History of Royal Mandate,  

  233. 

Himiko, see Pimihu. 

Hōjō family 北条, controlled  

  Kamakura shogunate, 251. 

Hokkaidō 北海道, 173, Sakhalin- 

  Hokkaidō, 174; Ainu words in  

  Hokkaidō and northern Honshū,  

  181. 

Hōkōji 法興寺, constructed by  

  Soga Umako, 164; relics of  
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  Yayoi-Kofun transition and  

  linguistic change, 207; writing  

  system, 210. 

Japanese people, proto-, 81, 173;  

  population change, 176, 65% of  

  gene pool from Koreans, 181;  

  proto- (Wa-jin) vs. modern  

  Japanese (Yamato-jin), 207, 212. 

Japanese perspective, 213; belief on 

  founding date of Yamato Kingdom, 

  259; on Three Kingdoms in  

  Korean Peninsula, 56-8; Western 

  experts are not free from  

  ideological sentiments prevailing  

  in their host country, 58, 258-9,  

  260-1, 261, 264. 

Jimmu 神武 (Ihare 神倭 伊波禮) 

  26-8, 41; kings between Jimmu  

  and Ōjin, 87; elder brother killed,  

  108; military activities of Homuda, 

  109. 

Jin 金 (1115-1234), Mohe-Nüzhens 

  as identifiable entity and great 

  power, 248-9. 
Jin clan 眞氏, in Paekche, 29, 111- 

2, relation with Ma-hito Ōjin line of 

Yamato imperial clan, 112. 

Jin 眞 family queens, 46, 111-2. 

Jin Zeong 眞淨, Chief Minister,  

  Keun Cho-go’s in-law, 111,  

  relation with Homuda à la Takagi- 

  Ninigi, 112-3; playing the role of  

  Takagi, 113; Amaterasu-Takagi vs. 

  Keun Chogo-Jin Zeong, 130. 

Jingū 神功, regent empress, 27, 30, 

  88, 96; Nihongi writers inspired by 

  Pimihu,183-4; regent (201-69), 89, 

  183; gave birth to Homuda after  

  crossing the sea from Korea, 90;  

  136, 142; 橫刀, 137. 
Itō Hirobumi 伊藤博文 (1841- 

  1909), 255-6. 

Itsuse 五瀨命, Jimmu’s elder  

brother, à la Biryu, 108, 110; hit by 

an arrow, 137. 

Iyo 壹與, 13; succeeds Pimihu,  

  183. 

Izumo 出雲, center of early Silla  

  settlers, 99. 

 

J 

 

Japanese archeological community, 

  80, 262-4; prior assumptions of  

  uniqueness and homogeneity of  

  Japanese culture, 258-9; pushing  

  back Early Tomb period, 259;  

  warning by Charles T. Keally, 264. 

Japanese history textbooks, 29, 143. 

Japanese Islands, parallels with  

  British Isles, 21, 72, 211-2; never  

  mentioned in Chinese chronicles  

  between 266-413, 24; from thirty  

  town states to one unified Yamato 

  state, 71; pre-conquest period,  

  130; dependence on copper,  

  iron and gold from the Korean 

  Peninsula, 217; massive arrival of 

  people from Paekche, 31, 152-3,  

  161-6; massive arrival after the fall 

  of Paekche, 231-2. 

Japanese language, Unger, 81,  

  Kaya dialect of Korean language,  

  81; evolution, 81-2, 211-2; genetic 

  relationship between Korean and  

  Japanese, 82, 207, 211; proto- 

  Japanese spoken in Yayoi period, 

  82, 182; ultimate homeland, 207;  

Inariyama sword 稻荷山, 122;  

  inscription mentions Great King  

  Wakata Kae-ro 支鹵大王, 123-4. 

Ingyō 允恭, 118, 122; Silla  

messengers of condolences, 88,  

209. 

iron, 34; Paekche promises to keep 

  supplying iron to Yamato, 141,  

  215; Paekche iron-making sites,  

  216; Pyun-han supplied iron to Wa  

  people, 47, 180, 215; Japan’s total  

  reliance on Korean iron, 193-4,  

  214; iron objects dramatically  

  increase, 193-4, 216-7; “iron  

  ingots from the 5th century tombs  

  were not made in the Japanese  

  Islands,” 260; Paekche brings  

  iron-ax in 516 but Yamato pays  

  back iron bars by 642, 166, 217. 

Iron Age, in mainland China and  

  Korea, 179; blast-furnace (高爐)  

  iron in China, 214; bloomery-iron  

  in Korean Peninsula, 214-5;  

  scarcity of iron tools in Yayoi sites,  

  180, 216; iron-smelting in  

  Japanese Islands, 215-7, 260;  

  Japanese iron-making technology  

  came from Paekche, 216-7;  

  Japanese archeologists contend  

  iron-smelting began in Middle  

  Yayoi, 260; Kidder endorses, 261. 

iron sand, 34, 193, discovered in  

  sixth century in Japanese Islands,  

  194, 215, 260; Soga gives iron  

  bars to Paekche envoy, 217. 

Ishida, Eiichirō 石田英一郞 (1903- 

  68), 73. 

Iso-no-kami Shrine 石上神宮,  

  seven-branched-sword 七枝刀,  
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  to Tak-sun, 30, 128, 131-2; age of 

Jin family queens, 46, 112;  

appoints brother-in-law Jin Zeong 

眞淨 as Chief Minister,111-3;  

tomb, 63; succession consolidated 

by Chogo line, 46, 129; conquers  

  Mahan with Keun Kusu, 64, 133-4; 

  let King Koguk-won be killed at  

  Pyung-yang, 64; General  

  Stabilizing East and Governor of  

  Lelang, 53. 

Keun Kusu 近仇首王/貴須 (r.375- 

  84), 24, 26, 30, 57, 93, 95, 120;   

  attacked Pyung-yang , 64;  

  appoints father-in-law Jin Kodo 眞
  高道 as prime minister, 111. 

Khan/Khaghan 角干, Mongolic title 

  used in Silla & Pyun-han, 50. 

Kibi 吉備, Okayama, 136. 

Kida, Sadakichi 喜田貞吉 (1871- 

  1939), 73; “Theory of the  

  Common Origin of the Japanese  

  and Korean People 日鮮同祖 
  論,” 257. 

Ki 紀國, Wakayama 和歌, 137. 

Kim Pu-sik 金富軾 (1075-1151),  

  56, 82-3. 

Kim Yu-shin 金庾信, Yamato court  

  presents a ship, 239. 

Kimmei 欽明 (r.539-71),  

  communications with Seong- 

  myung, 117, 162-3; exhorts Heir  

  Apparent to restore Mima-na  

  (Kaya Federation), 144.  

Kinai 畿內, peer relations with  

  Paekche, 81; skeletal genetics,  

  181; Kinai hypothesis of “Yama-tai 

  Koku,” 185. 

kingship myth, similarity between  

  friendship of Big Brother King 兄 
  王, 154. 

Kae-ru 蓋婁王 (r.128-66), Paekche 

  king, 110, 129. 

Kamakura shogunate (bakufu) 鎌倉 
  幕府 (1192-1333), 36, 252. 
Kammu 桓武 (r.781-806), 57, 204. 

Kanagawa Treaty, 254. 

Kara 加羅, 152. 

Kashihabara 橿原, 140. 

Katsuragi 葛城 clan, from Korean  

  Peninsula, 163. 

Katsuragi Sotsuhiko 葛城襲津彦,  

  152. 
Kawachi 河內, 137. 

Kaya states 伽倻/駕洛/狗邪,  

  federation, 45-9; riveted vertical- 

  plated iron cuirass, 48; conquered 

  by Silla, 55; remnants of Mahan- 

  Chinhan states, 118-20; Paekche  

  enters into communication, 131;  

  general term Mima-na includes,  

  144; Kaya tombs, 199-200; Kaya- 

  Wa conncection vs. Paekche- 

  Yamato connection, 203-4. 

Kebiishi 檢非違使, provincial  

  police, 250. 

Keitai 繼體 (r.507-31), 12 kings  

  from Ōjin to Keitai, 88. 

Kentōshi 遣唐使, embassies to the 

  Tang court, 165. 

Kenzuishi 遣隋使, mission to the  

  Sui court, 165. 

Keo-bal 居拔, capital of Paekche, 

  read I-bal or I-par, 90. 

Keum River 錦江, 50, 52. 

Keun Chogo 近肖古王/肖古 (r.  

  346-75), Paekche king, 12, 24, 26, 

  52, 65, 93, 95; dispatches scouts 

  Amaterasu-Ninigi relation, 108-9;  

  plays role comparable to Onjo’s  

  mother, 113-4; dispatch army to  

  invade Silla, 128; conquest of Silla 

  184; Japanese and Western  

  scholars on Jingū, 134-5, Jingū  

  equated to Pimihu, 259. 

Jin-shin Coup 壬申亂, 233. 

Jinshu 晉書, History of Western Jin,  

  13, 60, 95; annals, 54. 

Jitō 持統 (r.686-97), Temmu’s wife,  

  92, 101, 233, 245. 

Jomei 舒明 (r.629-41), builds  

  Paekche Palace on the bank of  

  Paekche River, and interred in the  

  Great Temporary Tomb of  

  Paekche 百濟大殯, 156. 

Jōmon 繩文 (10,000-300 BCE),  

  Neolithic culture, 21, 71, 81;  

  transformation theory, 32, 173,  

  181; linguistic impact on modern  

  Japanese, 82, 209, 212; cord- 

  marked pottery, 174. 

 

K 

 

Kabane 姓, titles conferred on Uji  

  chieftains, 157, 160; Kabane  

  ranks have Korean origins, 158;  

  aliens were granted surnames in  

  accordance with their wishes, 160. 

Kae-ro 蓋鹵王/諱 慶司/餘慶  

  (r.455-75), Paekche king, sent a  

  letter to Xiaowen’di of Northern  

  Wei, 119; Xiaowen’di replies, 120;  

  killed by Koguryeo army, 55, 121;  

  on Inariyama sword 獲加多 支 
  鹵大王, 123-4; sends Kon-ji to  

  Heavenly King 天王 to confirm  
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Kudara 百濟, 78. 

Kudara Palace 百濟宮, 156. 

Kudara River 百濟川, 156. 

Kug-nae-seong 國內城, early  

  capital of Koguryeo, 90.  

Kui-sin 久爾辛王 (r.420-27),  

  Paekche king, Great General  

  Stabilizing East, 54. 

Kujifuru 久士布流 of Takachiho 高 
  千穗, “This place faces towards  

  Kara Kuni 向韓國,” 135; in Kaya 

  foundation myth, 109. 
Kumano 熊野, 138. 

Kung-wol 弓月君, Lord Yutsuki,  

  progenitor of Hata (miyatsuko) 

  clan 秦造之祖, 31; arrives with  

  people of 120 provinces, 152, 161.

Kuni no miyatsuko 國造 , provincial 

  chieftain, 160, 249.  

Kunu 狗奴, people in southern  

  Kyūshū, 121, king of Kunu town- 

  state, 183. 

Kwal-leuk 觀勒, Paekche priest,  

  164. 
Kwanggae-to 廣開土王 (r.391- 

  413), 43, 23-4, 63, 94, 223; fights 

  against Later Yan, 62; occupies  

  Liaodong between 392-9, 54, 62. 

Kwanggae-to Epitaph 廣開土王碑, 

  stele, 29, 94; Yamato soldiers  

  fighting alongside Paekche  

  soldiers, 114-5; many refused to  

  follow Yamato soldiers to Japan,  

  152; mounted soldiers (only in  

  Korean Peninsula), 197-8; macro- 

  Tungusic state, 235 

Kye 契王 (r.344-6), Paekche king,  

  restores the Koi-line only to die in 

  two years, 111. 

  仇台 consolidates kingdom to be 

  recorded as founder of Paekche in 

  Zhoushu, 51; appoints Jin Chung  

  眞忠 and Jin Mul 眞勿 as  

  commander generals, and Jin Ka 

  眞可 to Finance Minister, 112. 

Koi line 古尒系, Koi-Chaekkye 

  -Bunseo-Kye (during 234-346),  

  vanished after Keun Chogo’s  

reign, 110, 113; failed Biryu line?,  

111; Homuda from the failed  

Biryu/Koi line?, 129. 

Kojiki 古事記, records through the  

  reign of Suiko, 13, 83, 91; History  

  of Royal Mandate 勅語舊辭, 35, 

  233; objectives, 234. 

Kōken 孝謙 (r.749-58), 233. 

kokujin 國人, local warrior- 

  landowners, 252.  

Kōmei 孝明 (r.1847-66), 256. 

Kong-ju 公州, 52, 55. 

Kon-ji 昆支, sent to Yamato court,  

  92; Kaero sends Kon-ji to Yuriaku 

  court, 154. 

Kōnin 光仁 (r.770-81), 57. 

Korean language, 207, 238; genetic 

  relation with Japanese, 82, 208- 

  9; came to need interpreter to  

  communicate with Japanese, 210; 

  evolution, 81, 82, 211-2. 

Koreanism, in Inariyama-Funayama 

  incriptions,123-4; startling linguistic 

  Koreanism in Yasumaro epitaph,  

  234. 

Koryeo 高麗 dynasty (918-1392),  

  246; peaceful relation with the  

  Qidan Liao after 10-year fighting,  

  248. 

Koryung Kaya 高靈伽倻, 47. 

  Koguryeo and Yamato, 28, 107-8,  

  159; structural similarity in  

  kingdom-foundation myths  

  between Yamato and  

  Koguryeo/Paekche, 108; Karak  

  (Kaya) foundation myth, 109. 

Kinki region 近畿, 25, 73, 75. 

Kitabatake Chikahusa 北畗親房  

  (1293-1354), people of old Japan  

  were the same as the Three Han  

  people, 204. 

Kōen 延曆寺 皇圓, 168. 

Kofun period, see Tomb period. 

Kofun Wave, 32; droughts, 33-4. 

Koguk-won 故國原王 (r.331-71),  

  Koguryeo king, 12, 23-4, 61, 63-4,  

  95, 120. 

Koguryeo 高句麗 (37 BCE-668  

  CE), began using title king in 32  

  CE, 15-6, 43; takes over Lelang in  

  313, 23, 45; occupies Liaodong  

  between 392-9, 62; and Paekche  

  also occupies a Liaoxi area, 65; in  

  Dongyi-zhuan, 43-4; fights against  

  Lelang, Daifang, Gongsun family,  

  and Cao Cao’s Wei, 44; fights  

  against Murong-Xianbei, 45, 60;  

  founding, 50; Buddhism arrives, 

  63; absorbed the brunt of Xianbei  

  attacks, 77; Mohe soldiers fighting  

  for Koguryeo, 235-6; language,  

  207; Koguryeo lanaguage and  

  Japanese language (numerals),  

  208; destroyed by Tang-Silla allied  

  forces, 229.  

Kōgyoku 皇極 (r.642-45), 160. 

Koi 古爾王 (r.234-86), Paekche  

  king, replaces young Saban and  

  commences the Koi-line, 111;  
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維新, 251, 254; of imperial tombs, 

257. 

Mi-cheon 美川王 (r.300-31),  

  Koguryeo king, annexes Lelang,  

  51, 60-1. 

Mima-ki 美麻紀/御眞木, 74, 203;  

  element Mima in name of Sujin  
  崇神/御間城, 144. 

Mimana 任那日本府說, 29, 30, 74, 

  75, 143-4, 184; based on Kwang- 

  gae-to epitaph, 115; “proof” that  

  Yamato controlled South Korea,  

  119, 121-2; typical Japanese  

  version, 143; husband and wife  

  relation, 144; Mimana chieftains  

  with king titles, 145; placed on  

  equal footing with Koguryeo,  

  Paekche and Silla in Ōjin time,  

  145; port of passage, 146; “Mima” 

  named after-, 203; conquest of the

  helmeted and armored 4th century 

  peninsular warriors by the 

  bareheaded and naked insular  

  warriors led by the 3rd century  

  Pimihu, 49. 

Minamoto 源氏 (Gen-ji), 251. 

Minamoto Yoritomo 源頼朝 (1147- 

  99), 251; commencing Kamakura 

  shogunate, 252. 

Miyake 彌移居國, land belonging  

  to emperor, 162. 

Mizuno Hiroshi, 74. 

model-building, 25, 72-3, 77;  

  Paekche people conquer  

  Japanese Islands (Kudara-Yamato 

  model), 26, 78, 80-1; absence of  

  authentic account, 82.  

Mok-hyup Manchi 木劦滿致, 121. 

Mommu 文武 (r.679-707), Jitō’s  

  frequently invaded and pillaged,  

  44; disconnected from Western  

  Jin, 59; occupied by Koguryeo  

  between 392-9, 62; occupied by  

  Tang, 236-7. 

Little Ice Age (c.400 BCE-300 CE),  

  Warring States period (480-403- 

  221 BCE) and the Great Celtic  

  Migrations (c.400-178 BCE), 177; 

  construction of long walls in  

  China, 178; Yayoi Wave, 177-8,  

  204-5. 

 

M 

 

Macro-Tungus, linguistic  

  assimilation, 237-8. 

Ma-han 馬韓, 24, 26, 45, 50-1, 56,  

74, 140, 144, 119-20; conquered  

by Paekche, 64, 129; 133-4. 

Ma-hito 眞人, Yamato imperial clan, 

  29, 161; possible relation with Jin  

  眞 clan of Paekche, 112; possible 

  relation with Jin Zeong, 113;  

  offspring of Paekche royal family,  

  155. 

Malayo-Polynesian, 21, 71, 173-4,  
  southwestern Kyūshū and  

  Ryukyu Islands, 181; language,  

  182, 207, 209, 210. 

Manchuria, 71. 

Manzhou Yuanliu-gao 滿洲源流考, 

  49; “founder of Jin 金 came from 

  Silla,” 50. 

Marananta 摩羅難陀, 24. 

Maruyama 丸山 tomb in Kyōto,  

  199.  

Meckel, Wilhelm, 255. 

Meiji Restoration (1868-1912) 明治 

Kyōto 京都 dialect, 211. 

Kyūshū 九州 , 73, 47, 173; in  

  Egami’s theory, 74; only Jimmu  

  and Homuda were born in  

  Kyūshū, 90; rice farmers arrive, 

  175. 

 

L 

 

lacuna between 266-413, gap, 13,  

  183; from thirty town states to one  

  Yamato state, 14, 24, 183;  

  mysterious fourth century, 118. 

Late Tomb period (400-700), 33-4. 

Later Yan 後燕 (386-407), 23, 62. 

Ledyard, Gari, 25, 30, 72, 75; role of  

  Korean people, 77; Nihongi record  

  on the year 369, 129. 

Lelang Commandery 樂浪郡, 22-3, 

  44; Han 韓 became too stong to 

  be controlled, 46; Koguryeo army  

  captured wife and children of the  

  Governor of Lelang, 44; attacked  

  Han River area between 237-9,  

  51; annexed by Koguryeo, 45, 60. 

Li Shimin 李世民 (r.626-49), Tang  

  Taizong 唐太宗, destroys  

  Eastern Turks and conquer  

  Central Asia, 226; invades  

  Koguryeo, 227. 

Li Yuan 李淵 (r.618-26), Tang  

  Gaozu 唐高祖, 224, 226. 

Liang 梁 (502-57), Southern Liang, 

  59. 

Liang scroll 梁職貢圖 (dated 526- 

  39), 119. 

Liao 遼 (907-1125), 248. 

Liao River 遼河, 41; basin, 44. 

Liaodong 遼東, 23; Koguryeo  
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Peninsula, 163. 

Nakatomi Kamako 中臣鎌子, 163. 

Nakatomi Kama-tari 中臣鎌足  

  (614-69), Fujiwara Kamatari 藤原 
  鎌足, 245. (“tari” is ancient-cum- 

  modern Korean word for foot 足.) 

Nak-tong River 洛東江, 47. 

Naniha 難波, 137. 

Nara 奈良, 256, 257, 259. 

Nara period (710-94), 253. 

Nihon-Kōki 日本後紀, 210. 

Nihongi 日本紀, 13, 35, 91; dating  

  corroborated by external  

  evidence prior to 461 (375-405),  

  27; objective of compiling Kojiki  

  and Nihongi, 35; disparaging 

  words for Paekche, 83; Nihongi- 

  dating corrected by Samguk-sagi  

  records, 91-2; finished in 720;  

  objectives, 234; can hardly be  

  called a “shoki,” 235. 

Nihon-shoki 日本書紀, see  

  Nihongi. 

Ninigi 邇邇藝, 27, 29, 41; mythical 

  founder, 108; tomb in Kyūshū,  

  257. 

Nintoku 仁德, 96; dispersed Hata  

  people to undertake sericulture  

  and silk manufacturing, 153. 

Nintoku-ryō, tomb of Nintoku, 34, 79; 

  represents the beginning of  

  Middle Tomb period, 192; cannot  

  precede continental influx, 197;  

  horserider materials from  

  Nintoku’s tomb, 198, 218. 

Nippon 日本, 233. 

Northern Wei 北魏 (386-534), 23,  

  54, 62; attacked Paekche, 65;  

  denies request of Paekche, 120-1; 

  of Later Yan, 23, 62. 

Murong Han 翰, 60, 61. 

Murong Hui 廆 (r.285-333), founder 

  of Former Yan, 12, 23, 45, 59;  

  conquers Liaodong, 60; invades  

  Puyeo, 43, 235. 

Murong Huang 皝 (r.333-49), 12,  

  22-3, 45; declares himself king of  

  Yan, 60; neutralizes Koguryeo, 61; 

  attacks Puyeo, 43, 61, 65, 235. 

Murong Jun 儁 (r.349-60), 23;  

  occupies North China, 61. 

Murong Ren 仁, 12, 23, 45, 60, 62. 

Murong Sheng 盛 (r.398-401), 62. 

Murong Xi 熙 (r.401-7), removed by 

  Ko Un 高雲, 62. 

Murong-Xianbei 慕容鮮卑, 22-3;  

  moved into Liao basin, 44;  

  conflicts with Koguryeo, 45, no 

  armed conflicts with Koguryeo  

  between 343-84, 61.  

Mutsuhito 睦仁 (r.1867-1912), to  

  be called Emperor Meiji 明治天 
  皇, 254-5. 

mysterious fourth century, see  

  lacuna between 266-413. 

Myth, see kingship myth. 

 

N 

 

Nae-mul 奈勿王 (r.356-402), Kim  

  clan, 46; Silla king, sent a prince to 

  Yamato as hostage, 95. 

Nagaoka-kyō 長岡京 (784-794),  

  245. 

Nagasune 長髓彦, 137, 139. 

Nagoya region, contrast in Jōmon  

  pottery traditions, 173. 

Nakatomi 中臣 clan, from Korean  

  grandson,167. 

Mong-chon To-seong (Earthen Wall) 

  夢村土城, 52. 

Mongna Keun-Ja 木羅斤資, 133. 

Mononobe clan 物部, 140, 249. 

Morse, Edward S., shell midden, 

  173. 

Motowori Norinaga 本居宣長  

  (1930-1801), 135-6. 

mountain fortress 山城/城牟禮,  

  built by Paekche people in  

  Japanese Islands, in Harima  

  Fudoki, 101, 153; construction  

  after the fall of Paekche, 102. 

Mu 武王 (r.600-41), Paekche king,  

  Tang Taizong conducts funeral  

  service, 55-6; constructs Wang- 

  heung Temple 王興寺, 240 

Mumun, pottery, plain-hard 硬質無 
  文土器, 52, 81. See plain pottery. 

Munju 文周王 (r.475-7), Paekche 

  king, fled south, 121. 

Munmu 文武王 (r.661-82), Silla  

  king, descent from the founder of  

  Kaya (伽耶 首露王), 47; Yamato  

  court presents a ship, 239. 

Mu-nyung 武寧王 (r.501-23),  

  Paekche king, tomb, 55; Kammu’s  

  mother, 57; funerary inscription,  

  92; born on an island in Kyūshū,  

  154; sent prince Sa-a to Yamato  

  court, 156. 

Muraji 連, Korean origin (village  

  chief), 158. 

Muromachi shogunate (bakufu) 室 
  町幕府 (1333-1573), 252.  

Murong Bao 慕容寶 (r.396-8), 23;  

  fled to Liaoxi, 62. 

Murong Chui 垂 (r.386-96), founder  
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  close kinship between royal  

  families, 154-6; two-way flows of  

  manpower and materials, 162-3;  

  Paekche scholars and technicians 

  stationed at Yamato court in  

  rotation, 163; using the term  

  “emigrated” for Koguryeo priests  

  and “arrived” for Paekche priests, 

  164-5; massive arrival of Paekche 

  refugees, 231-2; Koguryeo- 

  Paekche-Yamato costumes, 166- 

  8; Yayoi and Kofun periods  

  costumes, 166; tress of hair  

  hanging at the back, 167; hundred 

  people including Soga Umako  

  appeared wearing Paekche  

  clothes,168; farming technolgy,  

  200-1. 

Paekche Annals (百濟本記),  

  Paekche Records (百濟記), and  

  Paekche New Compilations (百濟 

  新撰) quoted in Nihongi, 82, 83,  

  92, 93, 94, 154. 

Paekche Koreanisms, Murayama  

  and Miller, 123-4. 

Paekche sends to Homuda’s court,  

  seamstress and envoy, 94;  

  blacksmith, weaver, wine brewer,  

  151; seamstress, 152; younger  

  sister of king (Cheong-ji) to wait  

  upon Homuda, 97. 

Paekche Village 百濟里/南鄕村,  

  in Kyūshū, 136. 

Paek-chon River 白村江/ 白江  

  debacle, 155; 229, 232. 

Paleolithic, pre-pottery, 174. 

parasol pine, 154. 

Parhae 渤海 (Bohai, 689-926),  

  founded by Tae Cho-young, 236,  

Paekche 百濟 (18 BC-660 CE), 23, 

  25; by the late second century, 46; 

  founded in Ma-han area 伯濟,  

  50-1; conquers Mahan area, 132- 

  4; records in early Chinese  

  dynastic chronicles, 53; sent  

  envoys to Eastern Jin, 24, 53;  

  diplomatic relations recorded in  

  Jinshu Annals and Songshu, 54-5, 

  95; dating the foundation, 56-8;  

  Japanese and Western historians, 

  56; great ancestor 遠祖 Tomo  

  都慕, 57; once called itself Puyeo 

  南扶餘, 50, 55, 76; early kingship 

  chronology confirmed by Japanese

  chronicles extant, 57-8; most  

  expansionist era (346-84), 26, 63- 

  4, 66, 134; territorial sphere  

  described in Manzhou Yuanliugao, 

  64-5; Koguryeo occupies Liaodong 

  between 392-9, and Paekche also 

  occupies a Liaoxi area, 62, 65; 

  Paekche colony in Liaoxi  

  appearing in Chinese dynastic  

  chronicles, 65-6; defeated by  

  Kwang-gae-to, 112, 114; reversal  

  of Paekche’s military fortune, 116; 

  practice of using Yamato soldiers  

  in intramural armed conflicts, 116- 

  7, 163; Koguryeo seizes Han- 

  seong, and Paekche fled south to 

  Ung-jin, 54-5; diplomatic relations 

  with mainland China during 372- 

  652, 55-6; destroyed by Tang-Silla 

  allied forces, 228; territories  

  divided up by Silla and Parhae- 

  Mohe, 66; Paekche refugees  

  settled in Yamato Kingdom, 231-3. 

Paekche and Yamato Kingdom,  

  images of Buddha, 168. 

Northern Yan 北燕 (409-36),  

  founded by Feng Ba 馮跋, 62;  

  Feng clan destroyed, 120. 

Nu 奴 (Na in Japanese) king, sent  

  an envoy to Han in 57 CE, 182. 

 

O 

 

Oda Nobunaga 織田信長 (1534- 

  82), 252, 253. 

Ohotomo 大友皇子/弘文 (r.671- 

  2), prince imperial, 232. 

Ōjin 應神, see Homuda. 

Ōjin line, originated from Paekche  

  royal families, 112. 

Ōjin-ryō, tomb of Homuda, 34, 79;  

  represents the beginning of  

  Middle Tomb period, 192; cannot 

  precede continental influx, 197;  

  evidence of equestrianism, 198. 

Oka, Masao, 73. 

Old Samguk-sa 舊三國史, 107. 

Omi 臣, Great Omi 大臣 means  

  Chief Minister, 158. 

Ōnin War (1467-77), 253. 

Onjo 溫祚王 (18 BCE-28 CE),  

  founder of Paekche, 28, 50-1, 76,  

  108, as second or third king of  

  Paekche, 58, 114; successful à la  

  Ihare, 110. 

Ōtomo clan 大伴氏, 249. 

Oumi Mihune 淡海三船 (721-85),  

  88. 

Ōzōike Minami in Okayama, oldest  

  iron-smelting site, 216. 

 

P 
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S 

 

Saban 沙伴王 (r.234), Paekche  

  king, 57-8; was very young and  

  hence replaced by his grandfather 

  Chogo’s younger brother, Koi  

  (r.234-86), 111. 

Sae-Jae Pass 聞慶鳥嶺, Mun- 

  kyung, 131. 

Saga 嵯峨 (r.809-23), 29, 57, 160- 

  1; dynastic shedding, 251. 

Saigō Takamori 西鄕隆盛 (1827- 

  77), 255. 

Saimei 皇極/齊明 (r.642-5/655- 

  61), sailed to Kyūshū to command 

  rescue operation, 228. 

Samguk-sagi 三國史記, 24, 26, 28, 

  30, 56-8, 82; Kim Pusik’s hatred 

  for Paekche, 83. 

Sam-keun 三斤王 (r.477-79),  

  Paekche king, 154. 

Samurai 侍, 36, 253; formation of,  

  251; literacy, 253.  

Sanguozhi 三國志 (History of  

  Three Kingdoms, 220-80), 13. 

San-sang 山上王 (r.197-227),  

  Koguryeo king, father-to-son  

  succession, 44. 

Sa-taek Jeok-deok 沙乇積德, 240. 

Sa-taek Ji-zeok 砂宅智積, 240. 

Sataek So-myung 沙宅紹明, 232. 

Satsuma 薩摩, clan, 254. 

Seiwa 淸和 (r.858-76), 251. 

Sengoku period 戰國時代 (1467- 

  1568), sengoku daimyō, 253. 

Seok-chon-dong 石村洞, step- 

  pyramid design stone-mound, 63. 

Seok-jang-ri 石帳里, Paekche iron 

  production sites, 215-6. 

  144; 12 states “also” had kings,  

  45; supplied iron to Wa people, 47; 

  Mioyama 彌烏邪馬 possibly  

  implying Mima, 144; language,  

  182. 

Pyung-yang 平壤, 55. 

 

Q 

 

Qianlong (r.1735-96) 乾隆帝, Qing  

Emperor, dwells on Three Han  

people, 49; “propagandists of the  

most scandalous inclinations  

picked over every word, every line, 

every paragraph, with no object  

other than to defame. The scholars 

had been only dogs barking in the 

service of their masters,” 50. 

Qi 齊 (479-502), Southern Qi, 59,  

  66. 

 

R 

 

reservoir, construction of “Paekche  

  Reservoir 百濟池,” 31, 83, 151- 

  2, Ōjin-Nintoku period, 202-3. 

rice, 32; found at Jōmon site, 175;  

  rice-cultivating technology of Yayoi 

  farmers, 47, 180. 

Ritsu-ryō system 律令制, reinforced 

  by Tenji, 232, 249; abandoned,  

  250. 

river god 河伯 (Habaek), 57. 

riveting, from Korean Peninsula, 48. 

Ryūkyū, people, closer to Jōmon  

  population, 181. 

 

 

 

  247; attacks Tang port Dengzhou,  

  237; envoys to Yamato from-, 208,  

  237; Yamato envoys to-, 239;  

  divides up Paekche territory with  

  Silla, 66. 

Perry, U.S. Commodore, opens up  

  Japan, 254. 

Pimihu 卑彌呼, queen of Yama-ichi  

  邪馬壹國 town state 國邑, 13,  

  49, 183, 185, 258; inspiration to  

  create Jingū, 89, 96; Himiko’s  

  tomb, 259; make Himiko play  

  Jingū, 259; Kidder enhances  

  Himiko’s story with “insights  

  drawn from mythology,” 260-1. 

pit-dwelling, 178. 

plain Mumun pottery, 47. 

Prince of Paekche 百濟親王, 155. 

Prince Seon-Kwang of Paekche 百 
  濟 善光王, 231. 

proto-Japanese, 32. 

Pung-jang 餘豊(章), Yeo, son of  

  Paekche king Uija came to  

  Yamato, 156; set loose honey  

  bees, 166; Bok-sin requests return  

  of-, 228; fled to Koguryeo, 229. 

Pung-nap To-seong (Earthen Wall) 

  風納土城, 52, 63; early (pre- 

  Buddhism) Paekche capital, 52-3.  

Puyeo 扶餘, 50; in Shiji and 

Dongyi- 

  zhuan, 42; in Samguk-sagi, 114;  

  attacked by Murong-Xianbei, 25;  

  attacked by Murong Hui and  

  Huang, 43, 59, 65, 235; Egami,  

  74; Ledyard, 76. 

Puyeo, Sabi 泗沘, 55. 

Pyun-han 弁韓, 45-7, 74, 119, 203;  

  Kuya 狗邪國 in Pyun-han, 45,  
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Bu self-claimed title, 121-2. 

Song 宋 (960-1127), Northern, 248;

  Northern and Southern, 251. 

Songhua River 松花江, 41. 

Sonnō Jōi 尊王攘夷 (Revere the  

  Emperor and Expel the  

  Barbarians), 254. 

So-seono 召西奴, mother of Biryu  

  and Onjo, 114. 

So-su-rim 小獸林王 (r.371-84),  

  Koguryeo king, constructs first  

  Buddhist temple, 63. 

South-North dynasty 南北朝時代 
  (1331-92), 204; Northern and  

  Southern courts, 252. 

Southern dynasties 南朝 (317- 

  589), in China, 59, 71. 

sue-ki 須惠器, stoneware, “Chosun 

  pottery,” 34, 47, 73, 192; first  

  century Paekche kilns, 194; called 

  “Korean pottery” until 1950s, 195; 

  appeared late fourth century, 199. 

Sugano Mamichi 菅野眞道 (741- 

  814), 210. 

Sui 隋 (581-618), unifies mainland 

  China, 224. 

Sujin 崇神/御間城/美麻紀/御眞 
  木, 203, 258; element Mima in  

  name, 144. 

Sun-deok 善德女王 (r.632-47), first 

  Silla queen, requests Tang to stop 

  Koguryeo-Paekche aggression,  

  226. 

Suro 首露王 (r.42-?), founder of  

  Kaya states, 47. 

Sushun 崇峻 (r.587-92), 227. 

 

T 

 

shugo-dai 守護代, 252. 

Silla 新羅/斯盧國, Sa-ro, 45-6, 56; 

  seeking help from Koguryeo, 116; 

  conquers Kaya federation and  

  occupies Han River basin, 47, 55; 

  establishes first contact with  

  Southern dynasties, 119;  

  constructing reservoir, 201; allied  

  with Tang, 56; Six-Year War (671- 

  6) between Tang and Korean  

  people, 229; expels Tang army  

  and unifies Korean Peninsula, 230; 

  strategic alliance with Yamato  

  court, 239; fall of Silla, 245-6. 

Sil-seong 實聖王 (r.402-17), Silla  

  king, sends his prince to Yamato  

  as hostage, 95. 

Sima Rui 司馬睿 (317-22), founds  

  Eastern Jin (317-420), 59. 

Sima Xuan 司馬宣, 22, 44. 

Sin-myo (辛卯年 391) record of  

  Kwanggae-to epitaph, 29;  

  discovery, 115; “colonized South  

  Korea,” 115; alternative  

  interpretations, 115-6. 

Soga clan, overthrow of, 249, from  

  the Korean Peninsula, 163. 

Soga Iname 蘇我稲目 (?-570),  

  worship Buddhism, 163. 

Soga Iruka 蘇我入鹿 (?-645),  

  Yemish’s son, 166. 

Soga Umako 蘇我馬子(?-626), 

  inquires Paekche priests the  

  method of receiving discipline,  

  164. 

Soga Yemishi 蘇我蝦夷 (?-645),  

  Umako’s son, 166. 

Song 宋 (420-79), Liu Song 劉宋, 

  54, 59, 118-20; grants Yamato king 

Seong-myung 聖明王 (r.523-54),  

  Paekche king, moves capital to 

  Sabi, renamed as Southern  

  Puyeo, 55; asks Yamato troops,  

  117; friendship with Kaya states, 

  145; introduces Buddhism to  

  Yamato court, 161-3;  

  communications with Kimmei,  

  117, 162-3; killed by Silla, 55.  

Seven Branched Sword 七枝刀,  

  136, 142-3.  

shamanism, Yemaek people; rites,  

  42-3, 45, 47; Buddhism absorbs  

  shamanism in Korean Peninsula,  

  47. 

Shin-je-do 新齊都, 154. 

Shin-ritsu-ryō 新律令, 232. 

Shinsen Shōjiroku 新撰姓氏錄  

  (New Compilation of the Clan  

  Register), 29, records Paekche  

  kings, 57-8; preface of Register,  

  160; imperial clans 皇別, deity 

  clans 神別, foreign clans 諸蕃,  

  miscellaneous clans 未定雜姓,  

  161. 

shōen 莊園, private manor, 36, 250- 

  1. 

shogun 將軍, 252. 

shogunate (bakufu) 幕府, 36, 251- 

  2, throwing out, 254; repairing  

  imperial tombs, 256.  

Shoku-Nihongi 續日本紀 (Nihongi  

  Continued), 57, 58, presented to 

  the throne by -, 210. 

Shōmu 聖武 (724-56), 158. 

Shōsoin 正倉院 (Imperial Treasure  

  House), 136. 

Shōtoku Taishi 聖德太子, 165. 

shugo 守護, shugo daimyō, 252. 
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  the last shogun, 254. 

Tomb 古墳 period (300-700), 21,  

  71, 191; early vs. middle period,  

  79, 196; exaggerated form of  

  Kaya tombs, 200; Middle Tomb  

  period coincides with Ōjin line of 

  kings, 80, 192; Late Tomb culture 

  (400-700), 81; seminal role played

  by peninsular peoples in formation 

  of Tomb culture, 195; farming  

  technology, 201-2; gigantic tomb  

  construction became feasible,  

  202. 

Tomo 都慕, see Chumong. 

Tong-myung 東明, founder of  

  Koguryeo, Chu-mong, 50, 64-5.  

Tong-seong 東城王 (r.479-501),  

  Paekche king, titles from Qi, 55,  

  65; Kon-ji’s son returned from  

  Japan, 154; attacked by Northern 

  Wei army, 65; ranks and titles for  

  princes and generals confirmed by 

  Qi, 55, 122. 

Tong Shu 冬壽/佟壽 (288-357),  

  12, 23, 49; appears as one of two 

  aids-de-camp 帳下督 in An-ak  

  Tomb No. 3, 62-3. 

Toyotomi Hideyoshi 豊臣秀吉 
  (1536-98), 251-3. 

Transmission of culture from Korean 

  Peninsula to Japanese Islands,  

  195. 

trinity, in Yamato kingship myth,  

  Ihare-Homuda-Ninigi portray three 

  different aspects (mythology,  

  conquest, and massive arrival  

  from Paekche), 108-10. 

Tsuda, Sōkichi 津田左右吉 (1873- 

  1961), proposition on founder of  

  Kingdom, 233; farsighted 

  monarch, 235. 
Tempyō Shōhō 天平勝寶 (749-57), 

  aliens were granted surnames in  

  accordance with their wishes, 160, 

  233. 

Tenji 天智 (r.662-68-71), 27, 245;  

  succession pattern between Ōjin  

  and Tenji, 88; continues overseas 

  rescue operation, 229; settles  

  Paekche refuges at new capital  

  area, 231-2; let Paekche generals 

  construct fortresses along  

  possible Tang invasion route, 232, 

  233, 239; reinforced Shin-ritsu-ryō 

  新律令, 232. 

Theory of Horseriding People, see  

  Egami Namio. 

Three Han 三韓, in southern 

  peninsula, 45, 56; relations with  

  Lelang and Daifang, 46; Emperor  

  Qianlong writes on Three Han, 49; 

  lingering memory, 119. 

Three Kingdoms period (220-265) in 

  mainland China, 22. 

Three Kingdoms period in Korean  

  Peninsula, 30, 59; Japanese and  

  Western scholars, 134. 

Tokugawa Iemochi 德川家茂 
  (r.1858-66), 14th shogun, 256. 

Tokugawa Ieyasu 德川家康 (1542- 

  1616), 251. 

Tokugawa shogunate 德川幕府 

  (1603-1868), opens up the nation, 

  36, 253; tried to trace ancestry to  

  Minamoto, 251; intercourse with  

  outside world, 254 

Tokugawa Yoshinobu 德川慶喜 
  (r.1866-7) Hitotsbashi-, 15th and  

Tae-dong River 大同江, 42, 55. 

Taihō-gwannen 大寶元年, 217. 

Taihō law codes, no longer extant, 

  大寶律令, 249. 

Taika Reform 大化改新 (645), 165, 

 245, 249; prohibits construction of  

large tombs, 193. 

Taira 平氏 (Hei-shi), 251, 252. 

Takagi 高木神, Taka-mi-musubi 皇 
  祖 高皇産靈/高御産巢日,  

  Amaterasu-Takagi relation vs.  

  Keun Chogo-Jin Zeong relation,  

  112; Ninigi’s maternal grandfather  

  was more active, 113. 

Takamatsuzuka tomb paintings 高 
  松塚壁畵, tress of hair hanging,  

  167, Koguryeo-Paekche-Yamato  

  painting style, 168. 

Takechi 高市郡, old Imaki province,  

  153. 

Tak-sun 卓淳, 30, 128; contact with  

  Paekche, 131-2. 

Tam-chi 曇徵 (Dam-jing), 165. 

Tam-ro 檐魯, Paekche fuedal  

  provinces, 156. 

Tan Yang-ni 段楊爾, Paekche  

  scholar of five classics, 162.  

Tang 唐 (618-907), conquers  

  Paekche and Koguryeo, 56;  

  decline and fall, 247. 

tatara-buki 踏鞴吹き (foot-bellow),  

  217. 

tatoo, 173, Pyunhan-Wa vs.  

  Paekche-Yamato, 204. 

Temmu 天武 (r.673-86), 233, Ama  

  no Nunahara Oki no Mahito (天渟 
 中原瀛 眞人), 155; own words in 

  preface of Kojiki, 35, 234; orders  

  to compile the histories of Yamato 
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  to Han and Western Jin, 13, 182;  

  read Wa or Yamato, 117. 

Wosa 譯語, 165, 210. 

Wo-zhuan 倭傳 (Wajin-den 倭人 
  傳), 24, 27, 117, 182. 

Wu Zetian 則天武后, Empress Wu, 

  227; assumed title of Heavenly  

  Empress 天后, bestowing the title 

  Heavenly Emperor 天皇 on  

  Gaozong in 674, 228; conquers  

  Paekche and Silla, 229-230, 247; 

  dissuaded from mounting major  

  campaign against Silla because of 

  the rise of Tibetans and Turks,  

  231. 

Wudi 漢武帝 (r.141-87 BCE),  

  Former Han conquers Chosun,  

  59. 

 

X 

 

Xianbei 鮮卑, 59. 

Xiaowendi (r.471-99), Wei emperor, 

120-1. 

Xiongnu 匈奴, sacked Jin capital,  

  45, 59-60. 

 

Y 

 

Yalu River 鴨綠江, 42, 44, 50, 55. 

Yamagata Aritomo 山県有朋 
  (1838-1922), 255-6. 

Yama-ich 邪馬壹國, town state 國 
  邑, 13, 182; Japanese read it  

  “Yama-tai” and understand it to 

  imply “Yama-to,” 184, 258, 259;  

  author of Hou Hanshu, 185. 

Yama-tai 邪馬臺國, 13; Fan Yeh’s  

  creation, 185; equation of Yama- 

Wae-gwan 倭館, 146. 

wake 別/獲居, 123, Prince Oho- 

  wake, 大別王; Oho Wake 乎獲 
  居, 123. 

Wang-in 王仁/和邇吉師, ancestor  

  of Chief Writers 書首, 31, 94;  

  arrival, 151, 161. 

Wang Keon 王建 (r.918-43),  

  founder of Koryeo dynasty, 246. 

War of Eight Princes (291-305), 22;  

  natural disasters attack Western  

  Jin, 59. 

Wei 魏 (220-265), Cao Cao’s 曹 
  操, 22, 44. 

Wei Lüe 魏略, 78. 

Weishu 魏書 (Record of Wei, 220- 

  65), 13, 182. 

Wendi 文帝 (r.424-53), of Liu- 

  Song, 13. 

Western Jin 西晉 (265-316), 22-3,  

  44, 65; fled south, 51; war of eight 

  princes, 59-60. 

Wi-deok 威德王 (r.554-98),  

  Paekche king, 164, sends prince  

  A-jwa 阿佐 to Yamato court, 156. 

Wi-na-am-seong 尉那巖城, king’s  

  castle, 90. 

wine 酒, Paekche sent a brewer 

  and Homuda enjoyed his wine,  

  151, Homuda establishes  

  brewery 造立酒殿, 99. 

Wirye-seong 河北/河南慰禮城,  

  early capital of Paekche, 51-2,  

  129; connection between Wi-rye  

  and I-ha-re, 90; implying king’s  

  castle, 91; Onjo successful at Ha- 

  nam Wi-rye, 110. 

Wo 倭 (Wa in Japanese), people/  

  town states 國邑 13; sent envoys 

  Yamato Kingdom, 26, 87-8; “be”  

  was derived from Paekche  

  language (bu), 157. 

Tsukushi 筑紫國 (Northern  

  Kyūshū), 75, 117, 136, 155, 162,  

  165, 229; constucting water  

  fortress, 232, 239; Tsukushi  

  Commandery 筑紫都督府, 239. 

Tsushima Island 對馬嶋, discovery 

  of gold, 217; frontier guards and  

  signal fires, 232, 239. 

Tuoba Gui 拓跋珪 (r.386-409),  

  founder of Northern Wei, 23, 62. 

two sexagenary cycles, 120-year  

  difference between Nihongi and  

  Samguk-sagi datings, 92, 96;  

  ineffective after 405, 96-7. 

 

U 

 

U-shaped iron shovel fitting, 193,  

  200-1, 217. 

Uda 宇多 (r.887-97), 251. 

Ui-ja 義慈王 (r.641-60), Paekche 

  king, 156; tries to cut off Silla’s  

  access to Yellow Sea, 56, 226. 

Uji 氏, extended pseudo-kinship  

  units, 157-9; Uji chieftains control  

  Be service groups, 159.;  

  etymology, 204 

Uji-Kabane system 氏姓 (Shi-sei),  

  32, 156, 160; after Taika Reforms,  

  249. 

Unebi Mountain 畝傍山, 140. 

Ung-jin 熊津/熊川, see Kong-ju. 

 

W 

 

Wado 和銅元年, 217. 
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  若建 (r.456-479), Yūryaku/Oho- 

hatsuse-wakatake, 31, 119, 122, 

153; sent a letter to Shundi of Liu- 

  Song, 120-2; promoted to Zhen- 

  dong-da-jiangjun, 122; Paekche  

  sends Lady Mony, 154; parting  

  with Kon-ji’s son, 155. 

 

Z 

 

Zhen 讚, Yamato king, 13.  

Zhen 鎭 (331-408), a Koguryeo  

  dignitary appearing in Deok- 

  heung-ri 德興里 tomb, a devout 

  Buddhist, 20. 

Zhenshin 善信, 164. 

Zhoushu 周書, records on  

  Koguryeo-Paekche costumes,  

  167. 

 

  campaigns against Koguryeo  

  ruins Sui, 225. 

Yang Jian 楊堅 (581-614), Sui  

  Wendi 隋文帝, invades  

  Koguryeo, 224. 

Yasumaro 安萬侶, 35, 234. 

Yasumaro epitaph, startling linguistic 

  Koreanism, 234. 

Yatagarasu 八咫烏, 138. 

Yayoi 彌生 period (300 BCE-300  

  CE), bronze-iron rice cultivation  

  culture, 21, 32, 47, 71, 73, 81, 173; 

  Little Ice Age, 33; rice farmers  

  from Kaya area of Pyun-han, 175; 

  Jōmon cultue persisted, 178;  

  North Kyūshū acted as incubator,  

  179; weapons, 180; farming  

  technology, 200; dialectical trait,  

  211. 

Yayoi pottery, indistinguishable from 

  plain red-burnished Korean  

  pottery, 179. 

Yayoi Wave, 32-3, 81, 175, climate  

  change, 178. 

Yemaek 濊貊, in central Manchuria 

  and Korean Peninsula, 41-3, 45-7; 

  trade mark of drinking, singing and 

  dancing, 46; “pure blooded”  

  Yemaek Tungus, 238. 

Yun Gae-so-mun 淵蓋蘇文, family  

  feud after his death, 230. 

Yōrō Ritsuryō codes 養老律令,  

  compiled in 718 (and promulgated 

  in 757), 249. 

Yoshino 吉野, 138. 

Yung-yang 嬰陽王 (r,590-618), 

  Koguryeo king, invades Yingzhou  

  with 10,000 Mohe soldiers, 224. 

Yūriaku 雄略/大泊瀨幼武/大長谷 

  tai with Yama-to, 80, 186, 258,  

  259, 260. 

Yama-to 倭 (Wo read as Yamato  
  夜麻登/耶麻謄), state, 78, 118;  

  sound of “to” in Kojiki-Nihongi,  

  185; presenting local products to  

  Eastern Jin court, 13; thirty town  

  states to one Yamato state, 14;  

  Yamato soldiers fighting alongside  

  Paekche soldiers, 114, 116. 

Yamato Aya 倭漢 clan, 31, 152;  

  nine out of ten in Takechi  

  province, 153; closely related with  

  Soga and Temmu, 158; first  

  envoys to Sui, 165. 

Yamato Kingdom, Yamato dynasty,  

  25-6, 48, 73, 119; founder, 26-7;  

  founding date, 28, 78, 91-3, 96;  

  ruling class, 36; historical stage,  

  41, 59-64; Paekche scholars and  

  technical experts stationed at  

  Yamato court, 161-4; dependence 

  on copper, iron and gold from  

  Korean Peninsula, 217; changes  

  its name to Nippon in 670, 233;  

  strategic alliance with Silla, and  

  fortification of possible Tang  

  invasion route, 239; diplomatic  

  contact with Tang discontinued  

  after 838, 249; decline and fall,  

  249-51. 

Yamato Kingdom and Paekche, see  

  Paekche and Yamato Kingdom. 

Yamato province 大倭/大和, every  

  new king transfers capital within  

  Yamato plain, 79. 

Yang Guang 楊廣 (604-18), Sui  

  Yangdi 隋煬帝, invades  

  Koguryeo, 224; disastrous  
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The Review of 

Korean Studies 
Volume 7, 2003, pp.165-6 

 

 

An interview with Gari Ledyard, King 

Sejong Professor of Korean Studies, 

Emeritus, Columbia University, by 

Professor Charles Armstrong, Director 

of the Center for Korean Research, 

Columbia University. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Referring to his “Galloping Along with 

the Horseriders: Looking for the 

Founders of Japan,” Journal of 

Japanese Studies, Volume 1, 1975, 

pp. 217-254. 

Armstrong: Among your other publications that we haven’t yet discussed, what 

 are the ones that you think are the most significant and best reflect your  

 work? 

Ledyard: Well, probably the most widely read thing I have ever published is my  

 article, “Galloping Along with the Horseriders: Looking for the Founders of 

 Japan.” It is a critique of Egami Namio’s famous book, The Horserider  

 State: An Approach to Ancient Japanese History. Egami, a specialist in  

 Central Asian history, wrote from outside the community of Japanese  

 historians of Japan, and caused quite a furor with his thesis that the  

 Japanese state had been founded by horseriding invaders from the Asian 

 continent. He imagined that the closest Korean connections to these  

 “horseriding” invaders would have been the “Chinwang,” who according to 

 Chinese sources dominated Samhan politics in the southern Korean  

 peninsula in the 3rd century. I thought that the Chinwang was too early for 

 this role, and that in general Egami’s understanding of the Korean  

 connections was wrong. On the other hand, I admired the panache of his 

 theory, which seriously proposed that non-Japanese outsiders founded  

 the Japanese state. If there were such outsiders, they could only have  

 gotten to Japan from Korea, and if that were the case, one would have to 

 consider the Korean politics of the 4th century, a period of militarism and  

 war during which the definitive forms of the peninsular “Three Kingdoms” 

 were established. I linked the process to the wars between Paekche and  

 Koguryo, and Koguryo’s period of dominance in Shilla politics. Of the  

 three kingdoms, Paekche played the greater role in terms of a cultural  

 impact on Japan. Whether or not there were “horseriding” warriors –and  

 there are many critics of this idea both in Japan and internationally—there

 was certainly an age of militarism, which left a huge impact on both  

 Korea and Japan in the 4th century. My paper was an analysis of this  

 matter. It is well known among historians of Japan in Europe and North  

 America, and has also attracted some attention in Japan, but I am afraid it 

 would be too difficult to go into all the details here. 

 

Armstrong: Has there been much reaction in Korea to this paper? 

 

Ledyard: Not to my knowledge. The most outspoken advocate of a Korean  

 involvement in the founding of the Japanese state seems to be Wontack  

 Hong, an economist but also a very imaginative historian who writes 

 from outside the community of Korean historians of Korea. He finds a  

 large Paekche role in the founding of the Japanese state, and frequently  

refers to my article, sometimes agreeing with it, sometimes not.  
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Wontack Hong’s new book is a work of synthesis—albeit one with an 

agenda. Moreover, the 2006 publication is stated to be a “limited preview 

edition,” which means we may see subsequent editions telling a different 

story, revised in light of comments on the first. This is an unusual publication 

strategy, but then, this is an unusual book by an unusual author. Hong is a 

trained economist …who has applied his considerable research skills to the 

problem of Japan-Korea relations in the period of state formation.  

 

 His previous works in English include The Relationship between 

Korea and Japan in the Early Period: Paekche and Yamato Wa (1988) and 

Paekche of Korea and the Origin of Yamato Japan (1994); the core of this 

new book continues this dialog. Thus, although posing as a history of 

northeast Asia from the Neolithic through the Qing dynasty, the real message 

is contained in chapters 5 to 11 (out of 15). …  

 

 He pushes his main agenda: that Yamato was conquered by 

Paekche in the late fourth to early fifth centuries and that Paekche 

established the proto-historic Yamato state. This adherence to the Horserider 

Theory of Japanese state formation, promulgated by Egami Namio and 

enhanced by Gari Ledyard…, is simply flogging a dead horse. Hong offers no 

new data on this problem. Instead he relies entirely on known documentary 

sources. …  

 

 The publication is unusual in its format, with each page divided 

into two columns: a wider outer column of text, and a narrow inner column 

which holds illustrations, footnotes, and primary text excerpts. The last are 

useful in offering a direct means of double-checking Hong’s interpretations of 

the original sources without his filter … One of Hong’s most significant 

contributions is the integration of linguistic data into the history …  

 

 It is my contention that it was the development of relations with 

Paekche that allowed a new faction, probably led by the Kazuraki clan, to 

take control and build a new polity, possibly integrating continental figures into 

their ruling structure. For the Yamato elite, the mid- to late-fourth century was 

a time of dynastic change, economic expansion, realignment of political 

alliances, and a sudden involvement in continental power struggles. It was a 

fascinating time and is worthy of much more detailed and nuanced research, 

rather than the reiteration of old ideas and insufficient explanations. 

 

Korean Studies  

Volume 31, 2007, pp.79-82 

University of Hawaii Press 

 

Book Review of Korea and Japan in 

East Asian History: A Tripolar 

Approach to East Asian History by 

Gina L. Barnes, SOAS, University of 

London 
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About the Author 

 

WONTACK HONG, Professor Emeritus, 

Seoul National University (SNU), was 

born in Seoul in 1940. He received his 

undergraduate education in economics 

at SNU. His graduate studies were 

conducted in the United States at 

Columbia University, where he received 

his M.A. in 1964 and Ph.D. in 1966. 

 

He is the author of 

Trade and Growth:  
A Korean Perspective  

that was reviewed as: 

 

 “Hong’s volume, as a 

collection of his papers over time, 

shows him to be a truly versatile 

economist, proficient in pure theory 

analysis, empirical application of pure 

theory, economic growth in both theory 

and application, and trade policy. 

Economists, historians, and policy 

makers concerned with the transition of 

Korea from undeveloped to NIC status 

would do well to consult Hong’s book.” 

 

Lawrence H. Officer  

University of Illinois at Chicago  

Economic Development and Cultural 

Change, Vol. 45: 2, 1997  

Wontack Hong has previously held the positions of Assistant 

Professor of Economics at the University of Wisconsin (1966-71), Senior Fellow 

at the Korea Development Institute (1971-7), and Visiting Fellow at the Institute 

of Development Studies, the University of Sussex, UK (1979). He began 

teaching at SNU in 1977 and served as Director of the Center for Area Studies 

(1990-1) and Director of the Institute for International and Area Studies (1997-8) 

there. He founded the International Economic Journal (Routledge, UK) in 1987 

and served as its managing editor until 2005. He retired from SNU in 2005.  

 

 

 He is the author of The Relationship between Korea and Japan in 

the Early Period: Paekche and Yamato Wa (Ilsimsa, 1988), Paekche of Korea 

and the Origin of Yamato Japan (Kudara, 1994), Kudara Yamato: History of 

Ancient Korea-Japan Relations, in Korean (Iljisa, 2003), “Yayoi Wave, Kofun 

Wave and Timing: the Formation of the Japanese People and Japanese 

Language,” Korean Studies, U. of Hawaii, Volume 29, 2005 (US), pp. 1-29, 

Korea and Japan in East Asian History (Kudara, 2006), and “Ancient Korea-

Japan Relations: Dating the Formative Years of the Yamato Kingdom by the 

Samguk-sagi Records and Reinterpreting the Related Historical Facts,” The 

Open Area Studies Journal, 2009, 2, pp. 12-29 (US).  

 

 

 He is also the author of “A Global Equilibrium Pattern of 

Specialization: A Model to Approximate Linder’s World of Production and 

Trade,” The Swedish Journal of Economics, December 1969 (Sweden), “The 

Heckscher-Ohlin Theory of Factor Price Equalization and the Indeterminacy in 

International Specialization,” International Economic Review, June 1970 (US), 

“Distortions and Static Negative Marginal Gains from Trade,” Journal of 

International Economics, August 1976 (US), “Institutionalized Monopsonistic 

Capital Market in Developing Economy,” Journal of Development Economics, 

21, 1986 (US), “A Comparative Static Application of the Heckscher-Ohlin Model 

of Factor Proportions: Korean Experience,” Weltwirtschaftliches Archiv, Heft 2, 

1987 (Germany), “Time Preference in Dynamic Trade Model: An Empirical 

Critique,” Economic Development and Cultural Change, July 1988 (US), Trade 

and Growth: A Korean Perspective, Seoul: Kudara International, 1994,  “The 

Catching-up: Lessons of East Asian Development,” in Justin Yifu Lin, editor, 

Contemporary Economic Issues 1, Macmillan/St.Martin’s, 1998, pp. 3-17 (US), 

Catch-up and Crisis in Korea (Edward Elgar, UK), 2002, and “Taking a Turnpike: 

A Korean Perspective,” Review of International Economics (Blackwell, UK), 

February 2005. 
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WONTACK HONG is also the author of 
Relationship between Korea and Japan in Early Period:  

Paekche and Yamato Wa 

that was reviewed as: 

“Wontack Hong goes a step beyond the horserider theory in this scholarly and 

provocative work, which sheds new light on early Korea and Japan through … 

From the perspective of Korean archaeology the arguments ring true. I hope 

Japan specialists will not dismiss the book as a mere polemic …” 

 

Sarah M. Nelson, University of Denver

The Journal of Asian Studies, Vol. 48:4, 1989

 

“… offers an enlightening and relatively concise overview of historically critical 

process. These features alone are sufficient to make … worthy of reading … it 

does contribute a fresh and intellectually rewarding perspective on one of the 

most significant and problematic issues in northeast Asian history.” 

 

Jonathan W. Best, Wesleyan University

Journal of Japanese Studies, Vol. 16:2, 1990

 

Paekche of Korea and the Origin of Yamato Japan 

 that was reviewed as: 

“Hong does make explicit the political ramifications of the present 

interpretation of Japanese and Korean ancient history, which is an important 

contribution in itself. This book should be taken seriously by western 

scholars.” 

 

Sarah M. Nelson, University of Denver

The Journal of Asian Studies, Vol. 54:3, 1995

 

“Reading this book has me nearly convinced that Hong’s main thesis, namely, 

that the Paekche royal house … conquered and unified Japan … Even for 

those who would not for a minute believe the horserider hypothesis in any 

form, the book has gathered in one place a great many of the main arguments 

on either side … Further, Hong can muster creditable, almost convincing 

arguments for his central hypothesis.” 

 

Leon Serafim, University of Hawaii at Manoa

Korean Studies, Vol. 19, 1995

He is also the author of

 

“Ancient Korea-Japan 

Relations: Dating the 

Formative Years of the Yamato 

Kingdom (366-405 CE) by the 

Samguk-sagi Records and 

Reinterpreting the Related 

Historical Facts” 

 

about which has been said:

 

“No one else has put all this together 

for an English-reading audience. His 

paper is completely documented, and 

to me quite persuasive. This paper 

provides a wealth of historic 

information and instructs (the reader) 

while it reconstructs a chronology that 

makes sense for some questionable 

years of the Yamato Kingdom. The 

style is erudite, the sentence 

formations replete with crafted 

phrases that layout the situation of 

which records are trustworthy, and the 

end-product is an explanation that 

establishes formative years of the 

Yamato Kingdom. Enjoyment from 

reading the paper is much like being 

treated to a drama, where history 

provides the key players  

and we anticipate what will happen 

next and what is the motivation, 

based on what has happened and 

how forceful it may have been within 

the overall trajectory of events.” 

 

Sarah M. Nelson 

University of Denver, 2009

 

 


